
Mother’s pride Jo Pavey, a mother of two aged 40, became the oldest female
European Athletics champion after winning the 10,000m in Zurich. Page 64

Majority of
Britons feel
threatened
by terrorists
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Support grows for air strikes in Iraq

BBC sends
100,000
TV licence
letters a day
John Simpson, Jimmy McCloskey
Alex Spence Media Editor

TheBBC is sending out almost 100,000
enforcement letters each day demand-
ing payment of the licence fee.
MPs and campaigners rounded on

the corporation last night as it emerged
that more than 46 million letters have
been sent out by TV Licensing in the
past two years. This is despite the BBC
admitting that evasion remains low, at a
rate of between 5 and 6 per cent of
households with a television.
A freedom of information request

revealed that the BBC sent 25.1 million
of the letters lastyear, fourmillionmore
than in 2013. This is enough to contact
almost all the 26.4 million households
in Britain. At 20p per letter, the mini-
mum cost over the two years is nearly
£10million, equivalent to the licence fee
paid by 70,000 homes. The real cost is
thought to be far higher.
Last year the number of cautions and

convictions for failure to pay the TV
licence fell to 153,369. Between 50 and
60 people are jailed each year for not
paying the fine.
Andrew Bridgen, the Tory MP for

North West Leicestershire, said: “I
think the heavy-handed way in which
the BBC tries to collect the licence fee
underlines the divide which has devel-
oped between the corporation and the
people who fund it.”
The MP, who led a campaign by fel-

low backbenchers to remove criminal
sanctions for evading the fee, said: “The
BBC is the biggest criminaliser of
people in the UK.” He added that he
had come across voters who had paid
the licence fee for empty homes simply
to stop the barrage of letters. “It shows
that they regard theTV licence as a poll
tax.”
The BBC recently admitted paying

£100,000 over three years in “goodwill
payments” to licence-payers who com-
plained of harassment.
Its £3.7 billion in annual funding has

come under intense scrutiny after a
succession of embarrassing failures, in-
cluding the Jimmy Savile scandal and
excessive payoffs to former executives.
John O’Connell, director of the Tax-

Payers’ Alliance, said: “This seems like
an excessive number of warning letters
given howmany people actually dodge
the licence fee. If the BBC cut out
Continued on page 2, col 3

Sam Coates, Deborah Haynes
David Brown

Thevastmajority ofBritons feel threat-
ened by Islamic terrorism, according to
a poll showing a jump in public support
for the UK to join airstrikes against
militants in northern Iraq.
Eight out of ten people think that it

poses a domestic threat, with 40 per
cent now wanting the government to
launch bombing raids on the Islamic
State (Isis), which has occupied large
parts of Syria and Iraq.
Last night the security chief of the

semi-autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan said
that a failure to tackle the rogueorgani-
sation would mean British jihadists
returning home to wreak havoc.
The warning came as police were

urged to investigateextremistshanding
out leaflets encouraging British Mus-
lims to leave for the new caliphate and
take an oath of allegiance to its leader.
The literaturewas being openly distrib-
uted yesterday outside stores on
Oxford Street in central London.
David Cameron will fly back from

holiday in Portugal tonight to face
demands fromsenior figures inall three
parties to recall parliament.
Support for British bombing of mili-

tants in Iraq grew from 37 per cent on
Monday to 40 per cent yesterday
according to a YouGov poll for The
Times,with36percentopposing inboth.
By comparison, only 25per cent backed
intervention in Syria a year ago after its
citizens were subjected to chemical
attacks.
Britain edged closer to full military

involvement after Downing Street
announced that it would transport
weapons provided from countries such
as Qatar to Kurdish forces that have

been struggling to fight Islamic State
militants.
British troops could also soon be

flying into jihadist-held territory in Iraq
after the government agreed to move
several Chinook helicopters to an RAF
base in the region.
Transport helicopters could be used

to pick stricken members of a little-
known religious sect off a barren
mountainside in the north of the
country — a high-risk operation that
would almost certainly require special
forces on the ground to guide the
aircraft down.
MasrourBarzani, the top intelligence

official from Kurdish Iraq, said that
British and other foreign jihadists
spreading terror in his country would
return home to spread violence unless
Britain and its allies fought back.
There is evidence of British citizens

taking part in a bloody offensive by the
Islamic State against Christian and
other religious minorities that has trig-
gered fears of genocide.
“I know for sure fromall the informa-

tion we have gathered that there are a
good number of foreign fighters, hun-
dreds if not thousands of foreign
fighters,” he said.
Mr Barzani, who is the son of the

president of the Kurdish north of Iraq,
said that the Islamic State was
attracting jihadists from across the
world. A German citizen, a Libyan
fighter and a man whose nationality
was unknown attacked Kurdish forces
at a large dam to the north of the city of
Mosul last week, blowing themselves
up, he claimed.
Security officials in Britain have said

Continued on page 6, col 4
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Williams money woe
Robin Williams was struggling
to pay bills, working on six
films and battling depression
and drink problems in the
months before his suicide.
Page 3; Obituary, page 49

Labour aide tax row
Labour is facing questions
over whether it has been
avoiding tax on the
employment of a senior
adviser to the shadow health
secretary. Page 5

Chief faces inquiry
A chief constable is facing a
misconduct investigation into
his handling of an inquiry over
an incident in which a boy was
said to have visited the home of
a suspected paedophile. Page 8

Henry VIII dethroned
Henry VIII and Churchill are
falling out of favour in school
classes, where foreign and
modern topics have come to
dominate the domestic and
the ancient. Page 9

New Ukraine threat
Ukraine faces a new clash with
Russia after announcing that
it will refuse to let up to 300
aid trucks enter the east of the
country, insisting that they be
unloaded at the border. Page 24
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Major snubs Cameron with a
defence of gutsy immigrants
Matt Dathan

Sir JohnMajor has praised immigrants
for their “guts and drive”, distancing
himself from David Cameron’s tough
rhetoric on the issue.
The former prime minister said

many immigrants in Britain today
shared “the veryConservative instinct”
ofwanting to improve their lives and, in
a direct rebuke to the government’s
determination to crackdownon “bene-
fit tourism”, Sir John insisted thatnot all
migrants came to the UK “to benefit
from our social security system”.
LastmonthMrCameron announced

plans to halve the time that European
migrants couldclaimbenefits in theUK
as he pledged to create an immigration
system that “puts Britain first”.
However, in an interview with BBC

Radio 4 to be broadcast tomorrow, Sir
John gives a much more positive per-
spective on immigration as he reflects
on his experience of growing up in
modest circumstances in Brixton,
south London.
“There was a different social value

placed on immigration,” he said.
“I saw immigration at very close

quarters in the 1950s. They shared my

house. They were my neighbours. I
played with them as boys. I didn’t see
peoplewhohad comehere just to bene-
fit from our social system.
“I saw people with guts and the drive

to travel halfway across the world in
many cases to better themselves and
their families. And I think that is a very
Conservative instinct.”
His comments are unlikely to bewel-

comed by Downing Street and are the

latest in a number of recent unhelpful
interventions for Mr Cameron by the
former Tory prime minister.
AfterEdMiliband, theLabour leader,

promised last year to introduce a price
freeze on energy bills, Sir John called
for a windfall tax on the profits of the
big six energy companies. Downing
Street was quick to dismiss the idea.
Later in the year he criticised the

“truly shocking” dominance of private-
ly educated andwealthymiddle class in

the upper echelons of power in Britain,
calling for more to be done to boost
social mobility.
In the interview, the former prime

minister also admits that he knew he
would fail towin the 1997 general elect-
ion as early as 1992, because of the eco-
nomic fallout from Black Wednesday.
Rather than crippling his ability to act
over the next five years, however, Sir
John said that his inevitable defeat in
1997 gave him the freedom to “do what
you think is right”.
“Theday after the 1992 general elect-

ion, Chris Patten [the Conservative
chairman] and I sat in theWhite Room
at No 10.
“Chris had lost his seat at Bath. And

we agreed that in winning a fourth suc-
cessive term,wehadstretched thedem-
ocratic elastic as far as it would go, and
unless Labour collapsed, we would
have little chance of winning the next
election.
“I was reinforced in that view by the

impact of Black Wednesday.
“In one sense it was liberating”, Mr

Major said.
“You don’t have to politically trim.

You can do what you think is right and
economically we did.”

Scottish MPs cannot vote on
English taxes, ex-minister says
Michael Savage
Chief Political Correspondent

Scottish MPs must be barred from
voting through new taxes that only
apply to people in England, a former
cabinet minister has warned.
John Redwood said that the change

should be made when Scotland is
given its own tax-raising powers
after next month’s referendum on
independence.
In a speech delivered last night,

the former Welsh secretary said that
allowing a future government to use
the votes of Scottish MPs to force
through new taxes in England was a
“highly explosive issue” that would
cause huge resentment among
English voters.
It is the latest sign of unrest within

the Commons over the need to
rethink the voting rights of Scottish
MPs after a further round of devolu-
tion. Even if Scottish voters opt to back
the Union, it appears likely that the
Scottish parliament inHolyroodwill be
given tax-raising powers.
“Where we are discussing taxes that

would only be applied in England,
clearly Scottish MPs should not be in-
volved in that decision or vote,” he said.

“I can’t see how you can possibly live in
a world where you can have a majority
formed with Scottish MPs imposing
taxes in England that don’t apply in
Scotland. It is an extreme case that we
have to deal with. So let’s have a fair
devolution settlement for England as
well as Scotland.”
He added: “By all means give Scot-

land these extra powers, but let’s have
the same for England and then make
sure thatwemeet asEnglishMPswhen
dealing with English matters.”
Mr Redwood said that his proposals

would help to resolve the problem of
the West Lothian question, which sees
Scottish MPs given a vote over policies
that do not affect their constituents.
“I’ve always been against lopsided

devolution and I thinkwe’ve nowgot to
solve the problem of England,” he said.
“There is quite a bit of resentment

already, but it is relatively small and
concentrated compared to the resent-
ment that therewould be if some future
governmentusedScottishvotes to raise
or impose a tax on England that Scot-
land was not paying.”
David Cameron, Nick Clegg and Ed

Miliband have all said that they would
give Scotland further tax powers in the
event of a “no” vote in the referendum.

Labour star
a ‘hypocrite’
over exams
Michael Savage

One of Labour’s rising stars was
accused of hypocrisy yesterday after
appearing to change his mind over his
support for AS levels.
Tristram Hunt, the shadow educa-

tion secretary, has pledged to overhaul
the government’s planned reforms for
A levels and not to abolish AS levels.
However, he came under attack after it
emerged that hehadonce been vocal in
his disdain for AS-level exams.
Before being appointed to the shad-

ow cabinet, he said that he personally
wanted to “get rid” of the exams, which
are taken in the first year of sixth form.
“They’ve been a waste of time,” he

said in 2012. “You don’t need the
relentless examination system.”
A spokesman for Mr Hunt said that

he had already publicly acknowledged
that he had taken the “wrong view”
about AS levels and that his trips to
schools had proved to him that they
were a useful stepping stone toA levels.
DavidMorris, the ToryMP, said that

MrHuntwasguiltyof “schoolboystuff”
over exams. “All Labour care about is
short-term political posturing,” he said.

BBC ‘heavy-handed’ in collecting licence fee
Continued from page 1
wasteful spending theycouldmakecuts
to the TV tax, meaning more people
could afford it in the first place. In the
longer term, the existing licence fee
model needs a serious overhaul to
make it fit for the 21st century.”
The broadcaster has warned that if

evasion increases it will lose revenue
and have to cut services such as BBC
Four and children’s programmes.
There has been growing public

discontent that the fee is compulsory
and that failure to pay can result in
prosecution.
The government pushed back the

issue of decriminalisation until after

the election, when it will be considered
as part of the wider negotiation about
the BBC’s size, remit and funding, but
the threat for the corporation remains.
The BBC argues that the licence fee

remains the best funding mechanism
and is expected to push for an increase
in the £145.50 levy in negotiations
about renewal of its royal charter after
the next general election. It will also
lobby for a loophole that allows viewers
towatch its shows online on the iPlayer
catch-up service without a TV licence
to be closed.
Industry observers believe, however,

that it will have difficulty convincing
politicians fromany of themain parties

to increase its funding. In June, Sajid
Javid, the culture secretary, said that
the current fee was “a large amount for
many families up and down the
country”.
A TV Licensing spokesman said: “It’s

only right we do everything we can to
ensure people buy a licence, and letters
are a cost-effective way to get people to
pay.We use letters wherewe don’t have
email addresses.
“Thanks to the effectiveness of li-

cence fee collection, an additional
£25million was available to spend on
BBC content in 2013-14 and the cost of
collecting the licence feewas the lowest
todateat just2.7p forevery£1collected.”

‘I saw people with guts
and the drive to travel
halfway across the world
to better themselves’
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Star had money woes and health problems
there, and then I thought . . . hey,maybe
drinking will help,” he said in an inter-
view in 2010. “Because I felt alone and
afraid. It was that thing of working so
much, and going f**k, maybe that will
help. And it was the worst thing in the
world.”
He recalled a Thanksgiving celebra-

tion “when I was so drunk they had to
carryme upstairs”. His family issued an
ultimatum: he returned to rehab in
2006 and said he had remained sober
since.
Hewasdivorced fromhis secondwife

in 2008. Had he lost all of his money in
his two divorces, a reporter for Parade
magazine asked him last year. “Not all,
lost enough,” he replied.
He had remarried in 2011 and re-

turned to television last year, appearing
in a comedy, The Crazy Ones. “The idea
of having a steady job is appealing,” he
said. The alternative was stand-up
tours or performing in small independ-

ent films. “A lot of times they don’t even
have distribution,” he said.
Williams had joked that the ranch in

Napa,whichhewas forced tosellwas, in
any case, an oddproperty for a recover-
ing alcoholic. “I grow grapes, which is a
little bit like Gandhi having a delicates-
sen,” he said, in the summer of 2010.
Aspokeswomanat theMinnesota re-

habilitation clinic said he was staying
“to fine tuneand focusonhis continued
commitment” to remain sober, after
working on “back-to-back projects”.
Williams himself had said the busy

work schedule was born of necessity.
“There are bills to pay,” he said last year.
Some have suggested that Williams

hadmade himself poorer by paying the
medical bills for Christopher Reeve,
after the Superman actor was paralysed
in a horse riding accident. The two had
been friends since their student days at
Juilliard School in New York.
Williams denied paying his medical

expenses. “It’s not true, and a good lie
does not make it better than a bad lie,”
he said in a television interview.
The actor’s final post on his Twitter

pagewas to his beloved daughter, Zelda
RaeWilliams. “Quarterof a centuryold
today but always my baby girl,” he
wrote, posting a picture of his daughter
as a baby and himself in happier times.
Leading article, page 20

He had bills to pay, he was battling
severe depression, and though he had
been working frenetically on six new
films, half of them lacked an American
distributor. The television show that he
hadhopedwouldprovea steady joband
a reliable source of income had been
cancelled in May and in July he had
spent a stint in a rehabilitation clinic in
Minnesota to help him to stay sober.
As tributes to Robin Williams rolled

in from around the world yesterday, a
picture emerged of his troubled final
months before hewas found dead in his
home on a peninsula that juts into the
San Francisco Bay.
He had amassed vast wealth through

film roles and comedy tours, but two
costlydivorces anda lawsuitwithamis-
tress who accused him of infecting her
with herpes had shrunk his bank
balance. “My life has downsized,” he
said in an interview last year. “I’m sell-
ing the ranch in Napa. I can’t afford it
any more.”
He was last seen alive at 10pm on

Sunday. The next morning he was
found dead by a personal assistant in
the home he shared with his third wife,
Susan Schneider. A coroner’s report
issued last night stated that he had

hanged himself and was found seated.
Neighbours recalled a quiet, shyman

who was good with children. Williams
himself had spoken of devoting hours
to computer games, getting his “arse
kicked by a ten-year-old” and saying
that the thrill was “cheaper than doing
cocaine”, though he joked that he
would soon need to check himself in to
“the cyber wing at Betty Ford” — a
reference to the rehabilitation clinic.
Williams had stopped using cocaine

after the death of his friend, the come-
dian JohnBelushi, in 1982, andwith the
birth of the first of his three children,
but he had a longer struggle with alco-
holism. “I felt so goodabout the firstAA
meeting I attended that I went out and
drank the next day,” he said last year.
He stayed sober for two decades but

relapsed in 2003 while shooting a film
in Alaska. “I was in a small town
where it’s not the edge of the
world, but you can see it from

Online today
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RobinWilliams was
forced to ‘downsize’
his life in his troubled
final months,
reportsWill Pavia

Williams with Susan
Schneider, left, and
his daughter, Zelda,
in 2011; right,
tributes left at a
makeshift memorial
on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame;
below, with
Christopher Reeve
in 1988

Ancient varsity rivalry
brings Oxbridge students
to Newmarket racecourse
Alice Hutton

Their rivalry has been borne out on the
waters of the Thames since 1827, they
have competed at producing prime
ministers since the 13th century and
they annually lock horns in rugby,
cricket and polo.
Now students from the universities

ofOxfordandCambridgeare set to face
each other in a horse race for the
first time.
The varsity teams have announced

anannual raceatNewmarket in frontof
a crowd of 10,000 people in October
and to be broadcast live.
The race was dreamt up by Harry

Beckett, an Oxford student, and is

being put together by Great British
Racing. The selection process is due to
begin in the next few weeks.
The event will involve five riders

from each university, racing over eight
furlongson the famous course’sRowley
Mile just outside Cambridge.
Organisers hope that the rivalry

between the teams,most notably in the
annual Boat Race, will generate
enough support tomake it a permanent
fixture in the sporting calendar.
Mr Beckett told The Daily Telegraph:

“I’ve spent two years trying to get this
race off the ground so I’m delighted to
see it come to fruition. Fingers crossed
it will become an annual event, en-
abling riders to qualify for a Blue.”
Oli Lawrence, an earth sciences

student at Gonville and Caius
College who will captain the Cam-
bridge team, called it a “brilliant addi-
tion to the existing varsity sporting
competitions”.
Lizzy Hamilton, the Oxford captain

and a chemistry student at Christ
Church, said: “Rivalry between the uni-
versities goes back so many centuries
and we cannot wait to compete against
Cambridge on the racecourse.”
A spokesman for Great British Rac-

ing said that although both universities
had equestrian clubs they had never
formally faced one another. “There is
already quite a keen rivalry,” he said.
“There is every intention to do it every
year.”
Seven riders fromeachuniversity are

being trained, with the final five select-
ed closer to race day — the Dubai
Future Champions Day at Newmarket
on October 17.
Jockeys from the University of Cam-

bridge will be wearing silks in the light
blue worn by their rowing team, while
those from the University of Oxford
will be wearing the dark blue used by
their boat club.
Two prizes will be contested: one for

the jockey who is first past the post as
well as one for the university whose
riders win overall.
It is expected that the race will

be shown live on the channel Racing
UK, as well as being recorded
by Channel 4 to be broadcast the
following day.

Comic hero who even
the jihadis will miss

Robin Williams would
probably have found
the idea of jihadis

breaking off from
declaring war on infidels
to discuss their favourite
Robin Williams films
hilarious. For the BBC, it
was an opportunity to find
an unusual vox pop.
When news broke of the

comedian’s death, an Isis-
supporting Islamist called
Abdullah tweeted a video
of a Williams routine in
which he poked fun at
jihad and added:“May
Allah make him burn.”

Abdullah, who
tweets under
the name
@mujahid4life
and declares
himself
to be “anti-
democracy,
loyal to the
Caliphate”,

then had second thoughts
after another Islamist
tweeted: “Shame. I liked
Jumanji.”
“Good movie,” replied

Abdullah in reference to
the 1995 film in which
Williams is trapped inside
a board game.“Loved it
as a kid.” The fan,
@Ibn_Fulaan, replied:
“Same. I had it on video.”
This was surreal

enough, but he then
received a message from a
BBC producer. “Hello,
would you be happy to
speak to BBC News about
Jumanji?” came the
request, asking if he would
give his phone number.
“You guys must be

kidding,” Abdullah
replied. Another reader
suggested the BBC contact
AbuHamza for his
opinion onthe 1991
Williams filmHook.

STARTRAKS PHOTO / REX

One of Williams’s last pictures, at a
fast food outlet in Minnesota in July
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Blame declining brain power
for that middle-aged spread
The middle-age spread is normally put
down to a decline in metabolism, no
longer having time for sport or simply
the deeper appreciation of fine food
and wine that can come with age.
Now scientists say that the flabby

spare tyre that, for many, makes an
appearance around the ageof 40 canbe
due to signals in the brain that tell us to
stop eating becoming less efficient as
we approach mid-life.
Lora Heisler, a professor of human

nutritionat theUniversityofAberdeen,
who led the research, said that as the
neurons responsible for signalling full-
ness at the end of a meal become more
sluggish, we tend to serve ourselves
more generous portions and keep eat-
ing slightly longer than we once did.
“It could be a couple of extra sips of

orange juice in the morning or those
three extra bites of food in the evening
that does it,” she said. “It’s such a small
misjudgment, but it accumulates.”

Previously it has been shown that a
brain region called the hypothalamus,
which is known to control sex drive,
sleep and mood, also houses specific
neurons that regulate appetite.
After eating, these neurons produce

hormones called pro-opiomelanocor-
tin (POMC) peptides, triggering a
cascade of signals telling you to stop
eating. As we grow older, the neurons
still produce POMC, but are less effi-
cient at releasing it.
The latest study, in mice, demon-

strates that a number of obesity drugs
work by “nudging” the POMCneurons
into releasing more of the hormone.
Previously it was known that the drugs
suppressed appetite, but itwasnot clear
how they worked, making it difficult to
target the complex causes of weight
gain effectively.
The new evidence, published in the

journal Endocrinology, shows that
drugs such as lorcaserin, which has just
been launched in theUnited States, are
likely to be effective in those who have

gained considerable amounts of weight
in middle age.
“I’m not saying that we should give

loads of people medication to make
them look better in their clothes,” said
Professor Heisler. “Most of us don’t
need a drug to do it for us, we can do it
for ourselves.”
The knowledge that brain signals be-

come less efficient as we age suggests
more effective ways for older people to
control their weight, the authors argue.
Eating more slowly, for instance,

gives the brainmore time to respond to
signals from the stomach. Controlling
portion size should also be effective,
because in most cases the problem is
that people are eating too much rather
than burning energy slower.
It is also possible that certain diets

could help stimulate the neurons. Pre-
vious researchhas found that ahigh-fat
diet can make the brain region less
effective at signalling to stop eating,
creating a vicious circle of eating un-
healthy food and also eating a lot of it.

Hannah Devlin Science Editor

M’lud cuts to the chase
Lord Neuberger of Abbotsbury,
the head of the Supreme Court,
said that, unlike other judges,
he did not always read all the
paperwork before hearing a case
because much of it was irrelevant
or was later dropped and he
feared that, in some
circumstances, he might not see
the wood for the trees. He was
speaking at the Supreme Court of
Victoria in Melbourne, Australia.

Benefit cheat jailed
A benefit cheat who claimed
£75,000 over ten years as a
jobless single mother while
owning 26 homes worth a total of
£2.6 million was sentenced to 12
months in jail at the Old Bailey.
Seema Bassi, 49, of Ilford, Essex,
who earned £150,000 a year in
rent, was convicted of five counts
of fraud earlier this year. Irshad
Sheikh, defending, said that Bassi
was now facing bankruptcy.

Barrister criticises cuts
The chairman of the Bar Council
said that the fall in civil litigation
in the wake of legal aid cuts was
worse than the government had
predicted. Nicholas Lavender, QC,
told Counselmagazine: “Legal aid
provided help in 205,617 new
family cases in 2012/13 but only
42,798 in 2013/14.” He said that
the number of social welfare cases
that got legal aid had fallen
80 per cent since 2009/10.

‘Lost’ church art found
A forgotten work by Grinling
Gibbons, the English sculptor
who has been hailed as the
“Michelangelo of wood”, has been
rediscovered in a church in
Bristol where it has hung on a
wall since 1684. The marble
monument, found at St Mary’s,
Henbury, was thought to have
long since been lost, according to
David Martyn, of the Kings
Weston Action Group.
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Chew the fat
away with
bite monitor

Tracking thenumberof bites of foodwe
take each day could be an effective way
of losingweight, according to scientists.
A team has developed a “bite moni-

tor”, worn on the wrist like a watch that
counts the number of times a person
bites into food using a gyroscope to
detect the characteristic rolling of the
wrist that we make when transferring
food from our plate to our mouth.
Professor Eric Muth, who developed

thedeviceatClemsonUniversity, South
Carolina, said: “It’s abit likeapedometer
for yourmouth, it can pick up the biting
action with 90 per cent accuracy.”
The scientists have calculated that,

based on a typicalmix of food, 100 bites
a day is ideal to helpwithweight loss. In
a study, he found that the averagenum-
ber of calories per bite was 17 for men,
and 11 for women, making a daily total
of 1,700 for men and 1,100 for the
women, which if adhered to, is consid-
ered to be a low-calorie diet.
However, other experts questioned

whether the device would prove useful
and speculated that restricting people
to 100 bites a day may just encourage
them to take bigger mouthfuls.
SionedQuirke, spokeswoman for the

British Dietetic Association, said: “One
hundred bites could be of apple or lard,
I don’t necessarily think the device will
promote healthy eating.”
ProfessorMuth insists thatbite count

correlates with caloric intake and that
the device will encourage people to be
more mindful of what they are eating.
Ms Quirke added: “This device may

encourage people to think more about
their eating habits. However, a lot of
people buy expensive gadgets like this,
and forget about them after a while.”

Vicky Forster

White nights Diana Vishneva and Konstantin Zverev perform in Marguerite & Armand, part of the Mariinsky Ballet summer season at London’s Royal Opera House

Exercise could kill you, heart patients warned

More exercise is not always better,
according to scientists. A study has
found that, for those who have previ-
ously suffered a heart attack, excessive
exercisingcan increase theriskofdeath.
The findings suggest that those with

aknownheart condition shouldbecau-
tious about embarking upon gruelling
exercise regimes such as training for a
marathon.
Paul Williams, who led the research

at the Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory, said: “These analyses pro-
vide what is to our knowledge the first
data in humans demonstrating a statis-
tically significant increase incardiovas-
cular risk with the highest levels of
exercise.”
The study, published in the journal

Mayo Clinic Proceedings, looked at the
relationship between exercise and car-
diovascular death in 2,400 physically
active heart attack survivors. Exercise
was found tohaveaconsiderablehealth
benefit— reducing the risk of death by
up to 65 per cent. However, beyond a

certain level — around 30 miles per
week of running or 46miles of walking
— the risk of death increased signifi-
cantly. “Competitive running events
also appear to increase the risk of an
acute event,” the authors said.
However, they point out that the

study focused on heart attack survivors
anddoesnotnecessarily apply to every-
one. In apparent support of this, a sepa-
ratepaperpublished in thesame journal
studied the mortality of 42,000 elite
athletes and found that they tended to
live longer than the general population.

ELLIOTT FRANKS

Hannah Devlin

The Times
iPad edition
Owners of an iPad can subscribe
to The Times iPad edition through
the App Store on the device
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Labour accused
of avoiding tax
on top adviser’s
freelance contract
Labour is facing questions over
whether it has been avoiding the tax
due on the employment of a senior
adviser to the shadow health secretary.
Labour pays Kevin Lee, who runs

Andy Burnham’s office, via a private
company rather thanemployinghimas
a full-time member of staff with a pay-
as-you-earn contract.
Labour has criticised such arrange-

ments when used by the BBC, and the
deal has raised eyebrows at Labour
headquarters.
Labour refused three timesyesterday

to say whether the party pays the
employer’s part of Mr Lee’s national
insurance bill, which it could legally
avoid given the nature of the arrange-
ment. “Labour does not comment on
staffing matters,” a spokesman said.
Mr Lee, who once worked for

HMRC,denies that there is anyperson-
al benefit from the arrangement, La-
bour sources say.He did not respond to
attempts to contact him directly to ask
whether he was paying full employee
national insurance and income tax,
rather than receiving payouts from
company dividends and paying corpo-
ration tax.
Labour sources said that the party

would be terminating the arrangement
and putting him on a more
regular contract.
Senior Labour figures

suchasMargaretHodge,
who chairs the public
accounts committee,
have previously criti-
cised “service contracts”
when used by the BBC for
raising “suspicions of com-

plicity in tax avoidance”. Mr Lee was
employed by the party on the personal
recommendation ofMr Burnham after
he helped to run his leadership cam-
paign in 2010.
According to the Electoral Commis-

sionwebsite,MrBurnhamstill owesMr
Lee £10,000 from a loan registered in
July 2010 connected to the leadership
race. Some senior figures believe that
the two men have remained close in
case there is a leadershipcontest should
Labour lose the election.
The “service contract” arrangement

stems from when Mr Lee worked for
two employers: Mr Burnham and the
Labour MP Hazel Blears. His employ-
mentwithMsBlears finished inAugust
2012 yet the unusual arrangement re-
mained in place.
Labour sources initially claimed that

Mr Lee was employed via a company
because of a recommendation from the
Independent Parliamentary Standards
Authority (Ipsa), the standards watch-
dog.A spokesman for Ipsa rejected this,
saying: “We would never give a recom-
mendation in that way.”
The party source later backtracked,

saying that it was an “anomaly”.
Labour sources deny that the

arrangement is being used to allow tax
avoidance, but were unable to say
whether assurances were sought
fromMr Lee that he would voluntarily
pay national insurance. There is no
suggestion that either side has broken
any law.
A leadingaccountant said theeffec-

tive income tax rate was lower if paid
by a “service company” because cor-
poration tax, rather than incometax, is

due. He added: “The big saving is
national insurance for
the company and
the employee. NI
is income tax in
all but name.”

Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor

Migrant workers may lose
their low-pay allowance

Thousands of low-paidmigrantswill be
forced to pay tax for the first timeunder
proposals being drawn up by George
Osborne, it has emerged.
As many as 400,000migrants would

no longer be eligible for the personal
tax allowance. This could save the Ex-
chequer £400 million a year. The
allowance means that, like British
workers, migrants are not currently
taxed on the first £10,000 they earn.
Tax officials believe that there are at

least 400,000 people, who are non-
resident for tax purposes, currently
claiming the personal allowance.
There are also about 250,000 tempo-

rary workers from the EU who do not
earn above the current personal allow-
ance threshold of £10,000 a year.Many
of them would pay income tax in the
UK for the first time under the plan.
The Treasury has begun a formal

consultationonwithdrawing theallow-
ance frommigrantsafter thechancellor

announced he was interested in the
idea during this year’s budget.
“Most countries allow individuals the

benefit of a certain level of income
before tax is charged,” the consultation
states. “In a significant and growing
number of countries, including most of
the EU . . . this benefit is restricted so
that it is principally available only to
individuals who are resident for tax
purposes.
“In the UK, with some exceptions,

non-residents with taxable income
arising from the UK currently benefit
fromtheUK’s generouspersonal allow-
ance,” the consultation adds.
The change would effectively see

migrants who work in British bars,
farms and factories take home consid-
erably less pay than their UK col-
leagues. They would suddenly lose 20
per cent of their income to the taxman.
It comesafter othermeasures clamp-

ing down on migrants’ access to the
benefit system. Workers from the EU
now will only be able to claim jobseek-
er’s allowance for three months.

Michael Savage
Chief Political Correspondent

Beauty and the
beasties Villages
that aspire to
follow Lower
Slaughter in the
Cotswolds, left,
by winning
Britain’s “Best
Kept Village”
prize have been
warned about
destroying
wildlife habitats.
Conservationists
say immaculately
trimmed lawns
and perfect
topiary are “too
neat and tidy” for
wildlife, and are
contributing to
their decline

Andy Burnham’s
adviser is paid
via a private firm
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RAF helicopters ready to
join efforts to save Yazidis

British ground forces could soon be
flying into Iraq for the first time since
2011 after the government agreed yes-
terday to move several Chinook heli-
copters to an RAF base in the region.
A decision has yet to be made on

whether to use the transport helicop-
ters to rescue stricken members of the
Yazidi community, who are trapped
near Mount Sinjar, northern Iraq — a

high-risk operation that would require
special forces or some other military
personnel on the ground to guide the
aircraft — or rather deploy them to
increase aid drops in the region.
Downing Street said that the RAF

would also airlift much-needed weap-
ons provided from other countries in
theMiddle East, such as Qatar and the
United Arab Emirates, to Kurdish
forceswhohavebeenstruggling to fight
Islamic State militants, who are armed

with American weapons stolen from
the Iraqi army.
A senior Kurdish intelligence official

called on Britain to join the United
States in launching airstrikes against
jihadist targets in Iraq,warning that the
failure to act decisively could enable
British members of the Islamist group
to return to theUKto spreadanagenda
of violence.
“We certainly hope the UK will play

its role of leadership in the world, and

more seriously look at this great danger
thatwill eventually threateneveryone,”
said Masrour Barzani, the intelligence
and security chief of semi-autonomous
Iraqi Kurdistan.
“What we need are airstrikes,

expanding the targets and to help us
with heavy armament that would give
us better capability.”
Britain has dropped three military

cargo planes-worth of aid on toMount
Sinjar, where large groups of Yazidis
havebeen stranded for 11 days.The sup-
plies included 15,900 litres of clean
waterand816solar lanterns thatdouble
up asmobile phone chargers to help aid
officials to contact the families.
The Ministry of Defence yesterday

dispatched the first of two groups of
four fighter jets, fitted with targeting
and surveillance pods, to RAF Akrotiri
in Cyprus.
TheTornado aircraft are expected to

start flying over the north of Iraq by the
end of the week, providing intelligence
on the movement of Islamist militants
and the plight of the refugees.
Mr Cameron also appeared to be

responding to calls from the Kurdistan
regional government, which runs Iraqi
Kurdistan, for artillery, armoured vehi-
cles, heavymachineguns and ammuni-

tion for the Kurdish peshmerga forces.
More military transport aircraft, poss-
ibly aC17oraVoyager,will bemobilised
to carry weapons from third countries
to northern Iraq.
The prime minister, who is due back

from his holiday tomorrow, continued
to resist pressure to recall parliament
— a clamour that has been growing
since the United States started to con-
duct airstrikes in Iraq against jihadist
positions last Friday.
Sir Menzies Campbell, a former

leader of the Liberal Democrats, said it
would be in the interests of the govern-
ment to bring MPs back from their
summer break. “I’m not persuaded at
themoment that the UK should join in
airstrikes along with the United States,
but I think one has to keep an open
mind,” he told BBC Radio 4.
Mr Cameron spoke by phone with

Tony Abbott, the prime minister of
Australia, whowas on a visit to London.
The two leaders agreed on the need to
work together with other allies to help
the hundreds of thousands of people
who have been affected by the violence
and to “tackle the wider threat” posed
by the Islamic State, a Downing Street
spokesman said.
World, pages 22-23

Deborah Haynes Defence Editor

Majority fear jihadists as
backing grows for strikes
Continued from page 1
that about 500Britonshave travelled to
Syria, which borders Iraq, to fight in the
civilwaragainstPresidentAssad.Many
have joined the Islamic State, which
controls about a third of the territory
and has pushed into Iraq in recent
months, capturing swathes of thenorth
since June.
The inflammatory material being

handed out onOxford Street yesterday
was from extremists fromLuton, which
included some previously associated
with al-Muhajiroun and Muslims
AgainstCrusades,whichhadbothbeen
banned by the government under anti-
terrorism legislation. A Muslim doctor
who saw the Isis flag on the leaflet and
challenged the extremists on Saturday

said some members of the group told
her that they supported the Islamic
State and then verbally abused her.
Dr Asmaa al-Kufaishi said: “There

was a lot of hostile and racist bigotry.
These people do not represent the
views of Muslims. They are definitely
breaking the law.”
Ghaffar Hussain, managing director

of the Quilliam Foundation, an anti-
extremism think-tank, said the leaflets
were a clear breach of anti-terrorism
laws as they supported a banned group.
“This is not an issue of freedom of
speech, this is clearly breaking the law.
It is about supporting one of the most
evil groups we have seen. They would
be lynched if they tried to distribute
these leaflets in Cairo or Saudi Arabia.”

Extremists in
central London,
yesterday, hand
out literature
encouraging
British muslims
to leave for the
new caliphate
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BBC too middle class? Now that’s a laugh

One of Britain’s most experienced TV
comedy actresses has criticised the
BBC’s governing body for suggesting
that its prime-time sitcoms are too
middle class.
June Whitfield, known for roles in

Terry and June andAbsolutely Fabulous,
hit backat theBBCTrust for saying that
BBCOne’s sitcomswere not portraying
enough working-class characters.
“It’s oneofmybig bugbears,” she said.

“There are so many middle-class folk
about the place that it’s almost become
a dirty word. [When they say]: ‘Oh no,
it’s too middle class’, what do they
mean? [The viewers] are people.”
Whitfieldwas speaking at the launch

of a new BBC One comedy, Boomers,
which portrays several retired
couples and also stars Russ Abbot,

Game of Thrones author says
he is struggling to keep up
Mike Wade

Alex Spence Media Editor

The author of the novels that inspired
the Game of Thrones TV series has
admitted he is struggling to keep up.
George RR Martin, whose fantasy

sequenceASongof IceandFirehasbeen
adapted by HBO, has seen his books
commissioned for a fifth and sixth
season, having already completed 40
episodes. “They’ve certainly caught up
with me,” said Mr Martin. “They are
writing 60-page screenplays and I am
writing 1,500-page books. There is no
doubt the show is moving very fast.
“Whether I am concerned about it or

not makes no difference. All I can do is
write one word at a time, one sentence
at a time, one book at a time.
“I am writing as fast as I can and the

show ismoving along. It is almost out of
my hands in that sense.”
Mr Martin began writing his seven-

book series in 1996. The TV adaptation
did not affect how he visualised his
characters, thoughheaccepted itmight
colour the attitudes of his readers.
“I have 16 years of living with these

characters, so it won’t affect me the
same way it might a viewer,” he said.
A Song of Ice and Fire draws loosely

on the English medieval history of the
houses of York and Lancaster.
Dame Diana Rigg, who plays Lady

OlennaTyrell in the series, summedup
its plot in a recent interview with The
Times. “It is a wonderful gothic piece
and also funny,” she said. “There’s
something for anyone interested in in-
cest, sodomy and general copulation.”

Panda triplets that
have survived
against the odds

have been hailed as a
“new wonder of the
world” by Chinese
zookeepers (Leo Lewis
writes in Beijing).
The Chimelong Safari

Park in Guangzhou
claimed that the cubs
were the first triplets to
survive the first fortnight
after birth. The next 10
weeks will be critical for
them and China must
wait until the cubs are
six months old before
they can be considered
to be out of danger.
The cubs and their

mother are being cared
for by a dedicated team
of helpers.
The zoo said: “The

mother and babies were
in good condition.”

Triplets are
welcomed as
new wonder
of the world

Scotland holds its breath for pregnant panda
Tian Tian is expected to
give birth in Edinburgh
zoo later this month,
write JeremyWatson
and Tom Knowles

The patter of tiny paws is imminent.
Officials at Edinburgh Zoo announced
yesterday that their female giant
panda, Tian Tian, is believed to be
pregnant and that a cub could be born
by the end of the month.
She was artificially inseminated in

April and zoo officials said that
the latest data gave a “strong indica-
tion” that the procedurewas successful.
Two Chinese experts will fly in next

week to help monitor the animal —
who is spending increasing amounts of
time in a “cubbing box” — and to take
her through to full term.
Tian Tian and a male, Yang Guan,

were leased to the zoo for 10 years in
2011, butpreviousattemptsat a success-
ful pregnancy have failed. Ladbrokes
offered odds of 18-1 yesterday on a birth

on the day of the referendum on
September 18. However, the birth date
is more likely to be August 28 or 29, ac-
cording to zoo officials.
If a cub is born, it will stay in Edin-

burgh for at least two years, the
normal time at which panda young
leave their parents.
Iain Valentine, director of giant pan-

das for the Royal Zoological Society of
Scotland (RSZZ), said: “This is all very
new and complex science and we still
have a bit of time to go yet as, like last
year, the late loss of a cub remains en-
tirely possible. However, we are more
optimistic than we were last year. We
have another test that we didn’t have
last year and there are more pro-
nounced changes in her behaviour.”
The insemination was carried out on

April 13 by reproduction specialists
from Berlin following unsuccessful at-
tempts at natural breeding. “Our team
of internal and external experts have
continued to analyse specific hormone
and protein levels on a daily basis in Ti-
an Tian’s urine,” Mr Valentine said.
“This allows us to predict if she is

pregnant, if she is likely to carry to full
termandwhenshe is likely togivebirth.

It is very likely that we will not know
100 per cent if Tian Tian is pregnant
until she gives birth.”
Tian Tian was hiding from public

view yesterday in her cubbing den,
leaving Yang Guang to entertain the
crowds. Andrew Taylor, 26, a printer,
said: “We had booked to come a few
weeks ago and then heard about it on
the news thismorning aswewere com-

ing here. It’s great for Scotland as it’s
going to bring in a lot of people.”
Anne Gray, 44, who works for Scot-

rail, said: “The reason we came here
was to see the panda after hearing she
was pregnant. I hope Scotland cankeep
it if she has a cub.”
Female pandas are able to conceive

for only two or three days a year, lead-
ing to a low reproduction rate. The ges-

tation period is typically around five
months. Tian Tian produced cubs
before in China, but the first attempt to
mate her naturally with YangGuang in
2012 was unsuccessful.
Last year, RZSS carried out an artifi-

cial insemination. Keepers later said
that although she did becomepregnant
she most likely reabsorbed the foetus
late term, a common occurrence in
giant pandasboth in zoos and the wild.
Thegiantpandapopulation is threat-

ened globally by habitat loss, with only
about 1,600 left in the wild in China.
When the two giant pandas arrived

in Britain on a chartered flight from
China, they were greeted with the sort
of fanfare normally reserved for sport-
ing heroes, with a police escort and
crowds lining the streets of Edinburgh.
Their arrival was said to herald

“another significant chapter” in Sino-
British relations as the pair became the
first giant pandas to live in theUK for 17
years. A report by Scottish Enterprise
estimated that thepandaswouldgener-
ate almost £28 million in visitor spend-
ing for the Edinburgh economy alone
during their 10-year stay, with a cub
potentially adding much more.

If Tian Tian produces a cub, it will stay in Edinburgh for at least two years
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Stephanie Beacham and Alison Stead-
man. Jimmy Mulville, co-founder of
Hat Trick Productions, which made
Boomers, also questioned the trust’s
criticism. “The BBC Trust have to say
certain things, and they say this
kind of thing all the time,” he
said. “They have to justify
their existence.
“They have said some

very unhelpful things, I
think. To legislate for
comedy and drama by saying
it is too middle class, too com-
mon, too posh — on that basis
you’d be doing comedy by slide rule,”
Mr Mulville added.
“You’d have no Downton Abbey, you

wouldn’t haveOutnumbered. I think it’s
just a silly way of saying to the BBC
we should be doing more quality stuff.
What is working class now anyway?”

The trust’s comments came in a
wide-ranging review of the corpora-
tion’s TV channels published last
month. The governing body said that
its audience research had found that

there was a criticism of the range of
sitcoms on BBC One.

Families complained that
there was a lack of scripted
shows that could be
watched as a household,
while “lower grade social
audiences” said that they

were not being represented in
peak-time programmes.

The review cited Miranda as
cited as an example of a show that
was too focused on a middle-class
audience, while also criticising BBC
One for being dull, predictable and too
reliant on a handful of long-running
shows in peak hours.
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Police chief is facing
misconduct inquiry
The chief constable of Greater Man-
chester faces a criminal investigation
into his alleged mishandling of an
inquiry inwhich a teenage boywas said
to have been allowed to enter the home
of a suspected paedophile.
Officers under Sir Peter Fahy’s

command are alleged to have had the
suspect’s home under surveillance
when the boy went in. He later claimed
that he had been raped.
Sir Peter and two other senior offi-

cers are being investigated over a
whistleblower’s claims that they
refused to abandon the covert opera-
tion to protect the boy.
Simon Danczuk, the Labour MP for

Rochdale, called for Sir Peter to be
suspended during the Independent
Police Complaints Commission
inquiry.MrDanczuk said he had previ-
ously raised concerns about how the
force was tackling sexual abuse.
Thecase is oneaspectofwider allega-

tions made by the whistleblower, who
still works for the force. These include
claims of corruption and cronyism.
The policing watchdog said that Sir

Peter had been served with a criminal
andgrossmisconduct notice in relation
to “his alleged support to an allegedly
poorly handled investigation into a
suspect sex offender”.
Sir Peter said yesterday: “As a chief

constable you face making complex
decisions on a daily basis about many

high-risk and challenging situations. It
is right that this decision-making is
scrutinised and that I am held to
account as part of this investigation.”
TheIPCCalsosaid thatManchester’s

assistant chief constable, Terry Swee-
ney, faces a gross misconduct inquiry
over allegations about the disposal of
body parts belonging to victims of the
serial killer Harold Shipman.
It is claimed that police kept tissue

samples of 12 victims for more than a
decadebeforedestroying themlastyear
without informing their families.
Sir Peter said last year that police had

“agonised” over what to do with the
remains for months and decided not to
inform families to spare them “upset
and distress”.
He was backed yesterday by Tony

Lloyd, his police and crime commis-
sioner ,whosaid that suspendinghimat
this stage would not be proportionate.
The IPCC is conducting a third

investigation into the whistleblower’s
allegations that another detective chief
inspector put public safety at risk and
also bugged one of the force’s offices
without authorisation.

Fiona Hamilton Crime Correspondent

ERIC CHARBONNEAU / INVISION FOR LIONSGATE / AP; DAVID LIVINGSTON / GETTY IMAGES

Sylvestor Stallone may
be a Hollywood action
hero, but he still takes

his mother to the cinema.
The star was with

Jackie, right, and, above
from left, Arnold
Schwarzenegger and
Harrison Ford,
for the premiere of

The Expendables III in Los
Angeles.
It was a family night for

the actor and director, who
was also accompanied by
Jennifer Flavin, his wife,
and daughters Sophia,
Sistene and Scarlet.
The film is released in

British cinemas this week.

Action hero
is still a
mother’s
boy at heart

Sir Peter Fahy said
he made complex
decisions daily
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A-level historysends Churchill into retreat

at Headcorn
airfield in Kent
were due to take
part in a flypast
yesterday but
were grounded
by high winds.
Also heading for
Amiens will be a
contingent of
Tiger Moths,
which also fell
foul of the
weather.

(BE-2) aircraft,
left and above,
was used by the
Royal Flying
Corps and the
ceremony in
Amiens will
include relatives
of Lieutenant
Hubert Harvey-
Kelly, the first
British airman to
land in France.
Vintage aircraft

Magnificent men
A replica First
World War
biplane will be
among aircraft
crossing the
Channel today to
commemorate
the first aerial
deployment in
northern France
in August 1914.
The Blériot
Experimental

Nicola Woolcock
Education Correspondent

Henry VIII and Churchill were both
used to dominating any situation, and
their leading status on school exam
papershasbeennodifferent.Theyhave
now fallen out of favour with schools,
however, and tumbled down the list of
topics chosen as part of a history A
level.
New research suggests a triumph of

modern over medieval, and foreign
over domestic, in the subject.
Despite his splendid oratory,

Churchill came fifth on the list of the
most popular subjects. Henry VIII is
covered in topics that came fourth,
sixth and seventh. The most popular
topic chosen by schools and colleges
last year was Russian dictatorship from
1855 to 1992. It was followed by civil
rights in theUSA, 1865 to 1992, and dic-
tatorship and democracy in Germany
between 1933 and 1963.
Eighth to tenth places were taken by

a similar topic covering Germany from
1919 to 1963, the origins and causes of
theFrenchRevolution, 1774 to 1795, and

Britain from Pitt to Peel, 1783 to 1846.
The research was conducted by

Cambridge Assessment, an exam
board. A spokesman said: “It is some-
times said that Hitler and the Henrys
can dominate school history. That is
whywe are giving schools the opportu-
nity to embrace a broader focus.”
Simon Child, one of the researchers,

said: “History isoneof themostpopular
subjects at A level and the figures show
it is increasing in popularity.”
However, he said: “We found that of-

fering a wide range of choices does not
necessarily lead to historical or geo-
graphical breadth.”
The report said that Michael Gove,

when he was education secretary, had
wanted history to focus on “our island
story”. It added: “This movement to-
wards anglo-centrism has been criti-
cised as potentially neglecting cultural
and social history in favour of chrono-
logical big stories. Similarly, it has been
suggested that there is too much focus
on European history.”
The researchers analysedhowdiffer-

ent schools had used the options avail-
able. They found that medieval and

earlymodern periods weremore popu-
lar in independent and high-attaining
state schools than modern history.
Independent schools were twice as

likely to offer British foreign and impe-
rial policies from 1856 to 1914, while
state schoolsweremore likely tochoose
domestic developments. Independent
schools also, on average, offered a
greater variety of topics. High-attain-
ing schools also favoured foreign and
imperial policies and from Pitt to Peel;
lower-attaining schools picked domes-
tic developments and postwar Brit-
ain.
The most popular non-Euro-

pean topics were civil rights in
the USA, the origins of
the American Civil
War, and the USA and
the Cold War in Asia
1945-1975. The three
most popular medieval

and early modern topics offered were
all related to the house of Tudor.
The report said: “There have been a

number of claims which argue that
there is toogreata focuson20th-centu-
ry history in UK schools.”
It said that approximately60per cent

of schools and colleges taught a combi-
nation of topics “which permit modern
history to be studied exclusively.While
this does not necessarily mean having
to select a 20th-century topic, in prac-
tice the most popular topic choices
were based in the 20th century.
“Furthermore, whilst the qualifica-

tion structure permits schools to teach
students a combination of modern and
medieval history, this is taken up by the
minority.”
Areview lastyear recommended that

A level history students should cover at
least a 200-year period, but said that
schools were teaching in-depth within
a historical era rather than covering a
broad sweep. The most popular unit
combination in the study covered only
180 years, and the secondmost popular
combination gave students an insight
into only 98 years of history.

GERRY PENNY / EPA; PETER MACDIARMID / GETTY IMAGES

Old favourites

Top 10 most popular OCR A level
history topics in 2013

1 Russian Dictatorship (1855-1992)
2 Civil Rights in the USA (1865-1992)

3 Dictatorship & Democracy in
Germany (1933-1963)

4 Mid-Tudor Crises (1536-1569)

5 Churchill (1920-1945)

6 Rebellion & Disorder Under

the Tudors (1485-1603)

7 Henry VIII to Mary I
(1509-1558)

8 Democracy &
Dictatorship in Germany
(1919-1963)

9 The Origins & Causes
of the French Revolution

(1774-1795)

10 From Pitt
to Peel
(1783-1846)

6
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Cut fees for poorer students to improve social mix, says charity
Greg Hurst Education Editor

Students from poorer backgrounds
should incur lower university fees than
those from more affluent families, a
charity report has suggested.
A commission set up by the Sutton

Trust said there would be public
support for fee discounts for under-
graduates from low-income families,
saying that such students were far
outnumbered in universities.
The detailed report on the impact of

higher fees found that there remaineda
large disparity between the number of

students from the poorest and the
richest parts of England.
Last year 9.5 times more students

from wealthy homes went to the most
selective universities than those from
disadvantaged areas, a drop of
0.3 points over the past four years.
The commision did not suggest how

much less poor students should pay
below the maximum fee of £9,000 a
year, nor who should qualify.
The studycitedapoll by IpsosMORI,

funded by the Sutton Trust, which
found that 53 per cent of adults in
England aged 16-75 supported the idea

of students from lower-income families
being charged a lower fee.
However, the report prompted criti-

cism that the commission had failed
adequately to acknowledge that more
poor students were going to university,
despite the rise in fees.
Jonathan Simons, head of education

at the think-tank Policy Exchange,
said: “The suggestion from the com-
mission that lower-income families be
charged lower tuition fees is deeply
misguided.
“The whole point of the fees is that

they are not paid up front but instead

afteruniversity, dependenton thegrad-
uate’s — not their family’s — income.”
Wendy Piatt, director of the Russell

Group of big research universities,
said: “This report provides no evidence
that higher fees have put off school
leavers fromgoing to university. In fact,
the number of students on free school
meals being admitted to the more
selectiveuniversities roseby22per cent
last year.”
The commission was set up by the

SuttonTrust in2012 in response to fears
that the trebling of university fees later
that yearwould deter poorer applicants

from going to university. Members in-
clude Sir Peter Lampl, chairman of the
trust, and Libby Purves, the Times col-
umnist.
Today’s report, one of several moni-

toring the impact of higher university
fees, pointed out that the number of
mature andpart-time studentshad fall-
en dramatically.
Will Hutton, chairman of the com-

mission, said: “Whilst we welcome the
recovery in the proportion of 18-year-
olds taking up places at university after
the introduction of higher fees, serious
gaps in access to university remain.”

Dictatorship in
Russia was the
most popular
A-level history
topic
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Next generation iPads
under way in China
Apple has started to manufacture
its next generation of iPads.
Chinese factories have begun
putting together the sixth
instalment of the full-sized 9.7in
iPad and the third iteration of the
7.9in iPad Mini, according to
Bloomberg. The new full-sized
iPad would be the first to be
released since the iPad Air last
October. Reports suggested that
the new versions would feature
anti-glare screens.
After the iPhone, the iPad is

Apple’s biggest-selling device. The
company sold 13.3 million iPads
in the three months to June 28. A
new generation of iPad is likely to
boost sales as consumers replace
older versions over Christmas.
Present versions of the iPad

have anti-reflection screens but
using them in direct sunlight still
results in glare. Apple is expected
to unveil its sixth-generation
iPhone on September 9.

Eight men are rescued
from ‘slavery’ at farm
Police have rescued eight men
from a farm after an investigation
into possible slavery. Hampshire
police officers, supported by the
National Crime Agency, executed
a warrant at Little Testwood
Farm in Calmore, Hampshire, at
6am yesterday.
The men are aged between 21

and 46 and are from Romania,
Latvia and Poland. They have
been taken to a survivor
reception centre.
A man aged 27, from Luton,

was arrested on suspicion of
knowingly holding another
person in slavery. Detective
Inspector Phil Scrase, from
Southampton CID, said: “We’ll
take swift action against anyone
suspected of exploiting
vulnerable members of society.”

Driver blamed innocent
victim for hit and run
An innocent man was held for
ten hours by police for a hit-and-
run offence after another driver
ploughed into his parked car.
Akbar Khan crashed into Jason
Gray’s car, which was outside his
home in Stapleford,
Nottinghamshire, then phoned
police to concoct “a tissue of lies”,
Nottingham crown court was
told. Khan, 29, told officers that
Mr Gray had crashed into him
while drunk. Police arrested Mr
Gray last December, but his
neighbour showed them CCTV
footage of Khan crashing into Mr
Gray’s car. Khan, of Nottingham,
who admitted perverting the
course of justice, was ordered to
pay £2,000 compensation and
was given a suspended eight-
month jail term.

Inmates ran out of control at private jail
that was overcrowded and understaffed
Prisoners at a privately run jail were
locked in cells without electricity or
running water for more than two days
after a disturbance, according to a
watchdog’s report published today.
Staff at the overcrowded jail were

often unable to control the wings as
therewere only two on duty tomonitor
60 inmates. Prisonerswere seen loung-
ing across staff desks looking through
staff documents, the report said. Nick

Hardwick, the chief inspector of pris-
ons, said that the Serco-managedDon-
caster prison in southYorkshirehadex-
perienced high levels of violence and
serious damage to one wing where in-
mates had gone on the rampage.
“Some prisoners had been locked in

cells with no running water or electri-
city for more than two days and had
spent only short periods out of cells,”
the inspection report said.
Mr Hardwick described Doncaster

as in “decline” and said that much had

tobeput right at theprisondesigned for
738 but holding 1,100 inmates.
He added: “The prison was experi-

encing real drift and performance was
in decline. Some staff seemed over-
whelmedby thechallengesconfronting
them and needed more support.” His
report is the third in two and a half
weeks that has highlighted concerns
over safety in prisons. Inspection re-
ports described Glen Parva young of-
fender institution in Leicestershire and
Ranby jail in Nottinghamshire as “un-

safe”. It is published as a report today by
the Prison and ProbationOmbudsman
into89 self-inflicteddeathsof prisoners
aged 18 to 24 in the past seven years.
Yesterday the chief inspector of pris-

ons said that low staffing levels, over-
crowding and the lack of activity were
“contributory factors” towards the
overall 69 per cent rise to 88 prisoner
suicides in the year to the endofMarch.
Labour will host a meeting today of

reform groups, governors and prison
staff. Sadiq Khan, the shadow justice
secretary, said: “The government pre-
tends all is well in our jails, but there is
a yawning leadership gap under David
Cameron and Chris Grayling [the
justice secretary]”.
Inspectors who arrived at Doncaster

prison on an unannounced visit in late
March found high levels of violence.
The report said: “Incidentshadbeen re-
ferred to the police, resulting in some
cases in lengthy additional sentences
following successful prosecutions.” It
said that sometimes there were only
two officers on a wing of 60 men.
In a separate report, Nigel Newcom-

en, the prisons and probation ombuds-
man, said jail staff frequently placed too
much weight on judging how the pris-
oner seemed rather than known risks.
In a study of self-inflicted deaths by
young prisoners in the past seven years
he found that 20 per cent had been bul-
lied in the month before, compared
with 13 per cent of other inmates.
A Conservative party spokesman ac-

cused Mr Khan of political posturing
and said that jails were less overcrowd-
ed than under Labour. The spokesman
added: “There are additional pressures
on prisons, because we have had to
make realistic assessments to deal with
Labour’s record peacetime deficit. That
means they are going through a period
of change but . . . our prisons are still
running safe and decent regimes.”
Leading article, page 26

Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Prisoners lose
battle over
right to vote

Ten prisoners lost their compensation
claim yesterday for being denied the
right to vote in the Euro elections.
While the European Court of

Human Rights said their human rights
had been breached it said this did not
warrant any payment.
A case brought by the prisoners, in-

cluding sex offenders, argued that their
human rights had been breached
because theywere unable to vote in the
European elections in 2009.
Although the court ruled five to two

that there had been a violation of Arti-
cle 3 of the European Convention on
Human Rights — the right to vote —
the judges said no compensation or
costs should be paid.
“In the present case the court con-

cludes that the finding of a violation
constitutes sufficient just satisfaction
for any non-pecuniary damage sus-
tained by the applicants,” they added.
If the prisoners had succeeded, the

government faced compensation that
could have run intomillions of pounds.
The past two governments have

failed to legislate despite a European
Court of Human Rights ruling in 2004
that said a ban on prisoners’ voting was
unlawful. In 2011 parliament voted to
keep the ban.

Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Out of the bag A litter of kittens is
with the RSPCAafter being found
abandoned in a suitcase in Cardiff
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Relax . . . that Facebook habit can be made to work
If you thought that your children were
wasting their liveswith their fixationon
social media you can rest easy. They
have actually been stimulating the
economy and creating jobs.
So valuable is the time they have

spent sharing videos of tiny hamsters
eating burritos and hashtagging them
“cute” that, in the past 12months alone,
demand for “Pinterest consultants” has
increased by 684 per cent on one jobs
website.
Specialists in business strategies

for Facebook and Twitter are up
290 per cent and there has been a
massive increase in demand for online
dating profile writers, which is up by
504 per cent, according to People-
PerHour.
The website, which specialises in

providing freelancers at hourly rates,
also reported a 352 per cent rise in

“virtual personal trainers”, who work
via Skype video conferencing.
Another new occupation — design-

ing the covers for ebooks— has grown
by 420 per cent in the past year.
Pinterest, which came into existence

only in 2011, is a website that is
dedicated to sharing media via “pin-
boards”.
Jade Craven, who works as a Pinter-

est consultant, said: “There is probably
more demand than supply at the
moment. There are a lot of people that
understand the basics of Pinterest but
don’t understand the nuances of the
platform.
“It’s not a ridiculous job. Really, it’s

just part of the larger content market-
ing industry. Visual content marketing
is a major trend in the marketing
industry.”
Xenios Thrasyvoulou, the founder of

PeoplePerHour, which has 750,000
registered freelancers, said: “What’s

particularly impressive is how fast
specialists pop-up the moment a new
internet-technology is launched.
“The internet revolution hasn’t

just changed the way we work, it has

also spawned a new and vibrant jobs
market.
Other new unusual roles

seeing big growth include family

tree researchers, personal shoppers,
mixologists [cocktail makers], speech-
writers and date planners.”
Matthew Guest, director in Deloitte

Digital, said: “While social media has
been part of most companies’ com-
munication strategies for a long time,
jobs involving social media have ex-
ploded in recent years. Traditionally,
companies tended to focus on
channels such as LinkedIn, Twitter and
Facebook.
“However, other, newer social sites,

such as Pinterest and Instagram,
are becoming increasingly interesting
to corporates and many are trying
to find ways of getting access to these

audiences and potential customers.”
The new market does have its pitfalls,
however.
James Hick, the UK managing

director ofManpower, said that the rise
in demand had created a “Wild West”
in employment, where a lack of recog-
nised qualifications and regulation had
given rise to “a plethora of self-em-
ployed and self-anointed ‘experts’ call-
ing themselves social media gurus.
“In the past two years every organi-

sation has realised it needs to deliver its
message via social media.
“Like any new marketplace you will

see maturing, consolidation and
experts rising.”

TMS
diary@thetimes.co.uk | @timesdiary

RobinWilliams:
a personal best
So many great roles to choose
from, but in an interview with the
Reddit website a few months ago
Robin Williams said that his
favourite was when he played
Oliver Sacks inAwakenings.
“It was a gift because I got to

meet Sacks and explore the
human brain from the inside out,”
Williams said of the neurologist,
whose work with patients
suffering from encephalitis
lethargica inspired the 1990 film.
Robert de Niro was nominated

for anOscar for his portrayal of a
patient.Williams said: “He is such
a method actor that Sacks wanted
to hook him up to an EEG to see
if he duplicated the brainwaves of
the actual patients.”

Apologies if this next item brings a
tear. Williams was, of course, a
superb mimic, doing 40 different
voices as the genie inAladdin, but it
didn’t impress his daughter, Zelda.
He recalled reading The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe to her at
bedtime and being sternly told:
“Don’t do any voices. Just read it
as yourself.” As he resumed, she
sighed: “That’s better.”
No greater critic
than a child.

cock-a-hoop
John Prescott is right
(yes, it can happen, blame the
supermoon) to ask who is
running the government with
most of the cabinet away on
holiday. “For ten years, I always
stood in for Tony,” Prescott boasts.
He seems to have forgotten that
time, though, when he was
photographed playing

croquet on a Thursday afternoon
while in charge of the country.
Admittedly, he had waited all of
two hours after Tony Blair’s flight
took off before grabbing his mallet.

Borismania continues.The Jumeirah
CarltonTower inBelgravia has
introduced a new cocktail called
Boris4PM. It’s described as blond
and bubbly and comes with a
cherry. Presumably someone else’s.

they’ll drink to that
As one parliamentary group calls
for health warnings on alcohol and
another government body says we
should abstain from it every other
day, Eric Pickles’s department is
standing up for people who drink
responsibly. Kris Hopkins, the
communities minister, defends the
right of civil servants to drink in
the office on special occasions,
adding that he would encourage
staff to continue their celebrations
in a nearby licensed premises “to
do their bit to support the pub
trade”. How refreshing.

Politicians drink less than they once
did, of course. The days whenGerry
Fitt, the former SDLP MP, would
wave his gin and tonic at passing
pleasure boats from the Commons
terrace shouting “It’s free, all free”
are gone. Figures revealed last
month show a 13.5 per cent annual
fall in the consumption of wine from
government cellars. Perhaps they’ve
all switched to cocktails?

benn knew he was licked
Margaret Thatcher, and seven
other prime ministers, will appear
on stamps this autumn, giving her
most ardent supporters a chance
to revive their licking skills. There
is an irony, though, that the

release will come 50
years, to within a day,
after TonyBenn was
made Postmaster
General. Benn was
keen to promote

commemorative stamps,
although being a republican he

also tried to remove the Queen’s
head from them. When he was
moved on to a new post in 1966,
HM told him sharply: “I’m sure
you’ll miss your stamps.”

the
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Public support for fracking . . . if you ask the right question
Only one in four people supports frack-
ing to extract shale gas, according to a
government-funded survey that
contradicts an opinion poll published a
day earlier by the shale industry.
The proportion of people in favour

of fracking fell from 29 per cent in
March to 24 per cent in June, the
Department of Energy and Climate
Change said.
On Monday, the shale industry pub-

lished a Populus survey that found that

57 per cent of people believe that “the
UK should produce natural gas from
shale”.
The questions about fracking in

the two surveys were posed in very
different ways.
The survey commissioned by UK

OnshoreOil andGas (UKOOG) asked
several questions about Britain’s need
for investment and greater energy
security before the key question on
fracking. The question included a long
preamble explaining the “tiny frac-
tures” involvedandhowshalegas could

“heat the UK’s homes for over 100
years”.
The energy department survey in-

cludedabrief explanationof frackingas
“a process of pumping water at high
pressure into shale”, then asked people
to state their level of support for it.
Doug Parr, Greenpeace UK chief

scientist, said: “The government’s
official numbers contrast sharply with
the dubious figures from the industry
released yesterday, and cannot disguise
howDavid Cameron’s ‘all out for shale’
push is turned into a politically toxic

mix of hype, spin and secrecy. Shale
drilling is far less popular than clean
alternatives like solar and wind, yet it
enjoys preferential treatment from
ministers.”
The department of energy survey

found that 79 per cent of UK adults
supported the use of renewable energy
sources such as wind and solar.
A University of Nottingham survey

found in May that just under half of
people favoured fracking, while almost
a third were against.
A UKOOG spokeswoman said the

energy department survey, unlike its
own, gave people the option to say that
they “neither support nor oppose”
fracking, and 47 per cent had chosen
this, while another 4 per cent had
selected “don’t know”.
She said: “This shows that themajor-

ity of people are open-minded, and the
industry’s hope is that if we can give
them factual information and explain
the value of shale gas exploration to the
UK nationally and to local com-
munities in particular then they will
become even more supportive.”

Ben Webster

DAN KITWOOD / GETTY IMAGES

On display:
clothes of
stars who
liked it hot

Agown that was
worn on screen by
Marilyn Monroe

and the desert robes of
TE Lawrence are among
the artefacts going on
public display from a

collection of memorabilia
that spans more than 150
years.
The collection was

amassed by David
Gainsborough Roberts, a
retired banker, and the
highlights will be shown
at Christie’s in London in
a free exhibition called
Famous and Infamous.
The red sequinned

evening gown, above,
which was worn by
Monroe in the 1953
film Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes, is among
the items that will be on
show until September 2.
The collection also
includes the ivory silk
desert robe and
headdress owned by
Lawrence of Arabia, left,
along with a slice of
Queen Victoria’s wedding
cake, above left, a set of
keys from Titanic, a
stetson owned by the
actor John Wayne and a
pair of cufflinks owned
by John Lennon.

Wind and solar
firms in power
play over land
Ben Webster Environment Editor

increased value of the land if planning
permission were granted.
He said: “As landowner, Mr Simmers

should be entitled to use his land as he
sees fit.MrSimmershasalways indicat-
ed to Seagreen that he has another
renewable energy project in mind for
the property.”
John Constable, director of the

Renewable Energy Foundation, which
opposes subsidies, said that the dispute
highlighted the huge rewards on offer
to landowners from wind and solar
farm developers. He said the solar farm
would receive about £29million in sub-
sidy over 15 years while the wind farm,
assuming that all 3,500 megawatts of
capacity were built, would earn £15 bil-
lion over the same period.
Seagreen could seek to use “compul-

sory rights of entry” to Mr Simmers’s
land if it could not reach an agreement
with him. However, a draft ruling from
Ofgem, the energy regulator, has raised
doubts about whether offshore wind
farmscanexercise this right foronshore
cable connections and substations.

Counting the cost

£30,000 landowner’s annual rental
income per large wind turbine

£900 annual rental income per acre
for solar farms

£115 annual cost of renewable
energy subsidies per household.

£1.7 billion annual subsidy for wind
turbines

£800millionannual biomass subsidy

£500million annual solar subsidy

£7.6 billion annual cost of all
renewable subsidies by 2020

£160billion cumulative subsidies for
renewables predicted for 2002-40

Sources: Renewable Energy Foundation;
Department of Energy and Climate Change

Wind and solar companies are normal-
ly allies in the hunt for subsidies but the
rewards are now so great that they are
fighting each other for control of a
former wartime airfield.
Seagreen, which is planning a £3 bil-

lionwind farmoff theeast coastofScot-
land, is opposing an application for the
country’s first large solar farm.
The developers of the two projects

both want to use Tealing Airfield, a
Second World War RAF base near
Dundee.
Seagreen, a joint venture between

the energy company SSE and the con-
struction giant Fluor, wants to use the
site for a substation linking its 3,500
megawatt offshore wind farm to the
national grid.
Tealing Park Solar Ltd has applied to

build a 31 megawatt solar farm on the
site that would cover the equivalent of
70 football pitches.
Most solar farms have been built in

southern England, where annual solar
irradiance ismuchhigher.However, the
falling cost of panels and guaranteed
subsidies have led to developers target-
ing sites much farther north.
Charles Simmers, whose family used

to run a pig farm, has granted a long
lease to the solar farm developer and is
objecting to Seagreen’s plan. He hopes
that gaining planning permission for
the solar farmwill increase the value of
his 135-acre site from £1million to
£20 million. He would receive £900 an
acre each year for renting the land to
the solar farm, about ten times the typi-
cal agricultural rent. Mr Simmers is
already expected to earn about £1 mil-
lion from a 93-metre wind turbine
recently erected on the airfield.
Seagreen has written to Angus

Council objecting to the solar farm and
arguing that its substation was granted
“planning permission in principle” last
December. It says its wind farm is of
“national significance” and the first
phase, with a capacity of 1,050 mega-
watts, would supply enough energy for
670,000 homes.
The letter adds: “The two proposals

are in clear and fundamental conflict.
Seagreen’s position is that the solar
park proposals should be refused out-
right. The very small benefits from the
solar parkwould impede the delivery of
the very substantial benefits from Sea-
green projects.”
Ian Thornton Kemsley, a property

consultant acting forMr Simmers, said
that Seagreenwasobjecting to the solar
farm because it did not want to have to
pay compensation for the vastly
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Time to enjoy fruits of long, hot summer

Britain’s soggy fields and muddy
allotments are traditionally associated
with potatoes, carrots and other root
vegetables. But the unusually warm
summerhasbroughtahintof theexotic
to gardens and farms across the
country.
Olives are being farmed in Kent,

bananasaregrowing inSomerset, anda
successful vineyard has been estab-
lished in Scotland.
The olive grove on the Isle of Oxney,

near Tenterden, has already proved a
hit, dispelling the idea that olives can
only be grown in areas such as the
Mediterranean. A local restaurant that
is using the olives has applauded them
for their intense taste. It is even sug-
gested that they might be used to
produce the nation’s first extra virgin
olive oil.
Proving thatBritain cankeepupwith

its European counterparts, Scotland’s
first vintage wine is expected to be bot-
tled in Fife this September. This is also
down toBritain’swarmingclimate,with
theheatwave inJulyof lastyearproving
invaluable for the crop, which requires
100 hours of sunshine.
Even more unusual was the appear-

ance of bananas — a tropical fruit that
grows in humid conditions — sprout-
ing in Somerset. Yvonne Wilson, 58,
was shocked to see her plants bear fruit
in her garden for the first time this
summer.
“It is unbelievable,” she said. “I have

been growing them for about eight
years and I have lots of banana plants
but they have never, ever, borne a
fruit.”
Mrs Wilson said that she thought

their sudden appearance was down to
the mild winter and the “glorious sum-
mer”. About three or four weeks ago a
pod first appeared, from which the
bananas grew.
At the moment the fruits, which are

about two inches long and green in col-
our, are too small to eat. “I am really
hoping they grow big enough for us to
try one,” she said.
There is also goodnews for gindrink-

ers, as the hot summer weather has not
only enticed the sloe berry to come out
early but it has also produced an even
better-quality crop.
About a dozen accounts of sloes

already fruiting have been recorded by
the Woodland Trust in places across
theUK, fromTotnes inDevon to Ely in
Cambridgeshire and Fishguard in
Wales.
Nick Sprague, the chief executive of

Cobell, theprocessed fruit supplier, said

that the summer was a good one for
people picking sloes. “We are running
two to three weeks ahead of where we
wouldnormallybe, given thegoodwea-
ther conditions,” he said. “It is good
news because the fruit quality will have
improved.”
The reports suggest that the berries,

which are harvested to make sloe gin,
arewidespreadacross the southernhalf
of the country already.
According to the Woodland Trust’s

Nature’s Calendar survey, the average
appearance of the first ripe sloes over

the past two years was in the second
week of September.
The early ripening of the sloes has

coincided with the abundance of early
blackberries seen over the last four to
five weeks.
KateLewthwaite, theprojectmanag-

er on Nature’s Calendar, said: “Records
added to the survey always seem to re-
flect wider trends in the natural world
and the widespread sightings we’ve re-
ceived so far this year clearly highlight
how great the growing conditions have
been.”

JimArbury, a horticultural specialist
for fruit and trials at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, said that the early
spring, coupled with the warm sum-
mer, was responsible for crops of cer-
tain fruits appearing earlier than ex-
pected.
Mr Arbury said blackberry, currant,

pear and apple crops had all fared well
under the good conditions.
“It should be a good year for grape

vines as well because the conditions
have been quite good for them,” he
added.

Crops are flourishing
early in the sunshine
and Somerset has
gone bananas, reports
Danielle Sheridan

Loan curbs failing to cool house prices

The cost of London’s most expensive
homes has risen by double digits in the
past year, in the latest sign that the
housing market could be overheating
despite the introductionof rules to curb
risky lending.
Average prices in prime central

London locations jumpedbymore than
11 per cent in the second quarter of the
year compared with the same period a
year earlier, to £1.6million, according to
an analysis of official figures from the
LandRegistry by LondonCentral Port-

folio. At the same time, sales volumes
rose 19 per cent over the year to 6,546,
the highest level since 2007, as appetite
from international investors continued
to increase, despite reports that it had
started to dwindle.
The average house price in England

and Wales, meanwhile, reached
£256,883 in the second quarter, a rise of
5.9 per cent from the same three
months last year. Transactions surged
by 30 per cent to 848,767 sales, also the
highest number in seven years.
This comes a day after the Council of

Mortgage Lenders said that 28,600
first-time buyer loans were granted in

June, up 7 per cent on May and 19 per
centhigher than in June last year. Itwas
the biggest number since before the
financial downturn struck and pushed
up overall house purchase lending by
5 per cent to 60,500 loans.
Experts had speculated that rules

introduced by the Financial Conduct
Authority in April to curb risky lending
would dampen the market, but the
CML emphasised that the latest set of
numbers showed that any impact had
been modest.
The figures will add to pressure on

the Bank of England to raise the base
rate from the record low of 0.5 per cent.

Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent

The tail end of
Hurricane Bertha
brought high
winds and lashing
rain yesterday.
Horses were
stranded in
Inverness-shire

after the river
Dulnain burst its
banks, above,
while only the
most hardy souls
braved the
seafront at
Worthing, top

One in five Britons admits lying
to their insurer to save money

A fifth of Britons are fraudsters who lie
through their teeth to insurance com-
panies, according to the results of a poll
of 2,000 UK residents.
At least 20 per cent of British adults

have admitted to fibbing to their insur-
ers, submitting false claims or omitting
inconvenient information from their
policies in an effort to save money, the
survey, commissioned by Zurich, the
global insurer, suggests.
However, a reassuring 87 per cent

claim they would not lie to the police,
council or their accountant.
PatrickFagan, a lecturer inconsumer

behaviour at Goldsmiths, University of
London, said: “There is a feeling that
the more irrelevant the lie, the less
severe the consequences, but this just
isn’t true.A little frugalitywith the truth
to avoid upsetting someone is fine, but
it’s interesting to see that there are still
a sizeable group of people who’d be dis-
honest in more serious situations.”
The research was carried out after a

rise in fraudulent online claims.

Alice Hutton
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Ban on arms exports
to Israel if truce ends
Sam Coates Deputy Political Editor

Britain will only suspend arms exports
to Israel if there is a resumption of
“significant hostilities,” the govern-
ment has decided.
An internal review identified 12

export licences for components that
could be used by the Israeli Defence
Force in Gaza. These include compo-
nents for military radar systems, com-
bat aircraft and tanks, the Department
for Business said yesterday.
However, the government said that it

wouldonly suspendthese licences if the
ceasefire broke down significantly.
Vince Cable, who oversees export

licences in his role as business secre-
tary, said: “TheUKgovernmenthasnot
been able to clarify if the export licence
criteria are being met.
“In light of that uncertainty we have

taken the decision to suspend these
existing export licences in the event of
a resumption of significant hostilities.
“No new licences of military equip-

ment have been issued for use by the
IsraeliDefenceForceduring the review
period and as a precautionarymeasure
this approachwill continue until hostil-
ities cease,” he added.
The government said that suspen-

sions would not include components of
Israel’s IronDomemissile shield,which
helps to protect Israelis from rocket
attacks; commercial exports; or com-
ponents for equipment tobe supplied to
countries outside Israel. Nor would it

include the licence that was granted in
February 2013 for the export of up to
£7.7 billion worth of cryptographic
equipment.
This licence covers equipment that

could be used to build mobile phone
networks in residential areas and for
small businesses.
Since 2010, the British government

has licensed £42 million worth of mili-
tary exports to Israel, including target-
ing systems and drone components.
Senior Tories and Lib Dems have

been at loggerheads over the govern-
ment response to Israel, with Nick
Clegg calling for an immediate suspen-
sion of arms exports.
David Cameron has called

repeatedly for a cessation of hostilities,
but refused to followEdMilibandorMr
Clegg in condemning Israel.
Baroness Warsi, the former cabinet

minister whowalked out of the Foreign
Office last week over the government’s
position on Gaza, said on Twitter:
“The UK Govt position to ONLY
suspend IF hostilities resume is ‘moral-
ly indefensible’. Surely the destruction
to date meets the criteria!”
A spokesman for the Lib Dems said:

“NickCleggandVinceCablehavebeen
very clear . . . that they wanted to see
arms export licences to Israel suspend-
ed because of the situation in Gaza.
“This is a coalition and this is as far as

we have been able to reach in collective
agreement with the Conservatives.”
Call of duty, page 28

Trash metal Charlie Cavey will stand out from other buskers performing at a Cambridge festival this week by singing in a bin

Dying man ignored by launderette users
A man collapsed and lay dying while
sprawled across the floor of a launder-
ette as customers continued washing
their clothes, an inquest has heard.
Peter Roberts, 52, had mixed alcohol

with drugs before he collapsed at the
launderette in Exeter in January.
LisaHope, one of the customers, said

in a statement that she had seen Mr
Roberts “swaying in a chair and mum-
bling to himself”. She returned 40min-
utes later andhewas lying facedownon

the floor but was still alive. An ambu-
lance was called only after a passing
police officer saw Mr Roberts on the
floor. He was pronounced dead at the
Royal Devon and Exeter hospital.
A post-mortem examination con-

cluded that he had died from the com-
binedeffectsofalcoholandsomemeth-
adone he had just bought from a friend.
Mr Roberts, who lived in a hostel for

peoplewith alcohol anddrugproblems,
drank three bottles of wine and two

bottles of sherry a day, the inquest
heard. Ryan Davey, a friend, said: “He
was short temperedwhenhewasdrunk
but a lovely bloke when he was sober.”
John Tomalin, the deputy coroner at

Exeter coroner’s court, said: “It is sur-
prising that no one called the emer-
gency services. Three or four people
were going about their business doing
their washing.” He recorded a conclu-
sion that Mr Roberts died from drug
and alcohol abuse.

GEOFF ROBINSON
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Contract cleaners working in offices
and hotels are ‘bullied and underpaid’
Cleaners working in British offices,
hotels and public places are routinely
subject to bullying, discrimination and
under-payment, according to a report
that reveals the mistreatment of
Britain’s “invisible workforce”.
Almost half a million people work as

non-domestic contract cleaners in the
UK, in an industry that has an annual
turnover of £8 billion.
The Equality and Human Rights

Commission (EHRC) began an investi-
gation into the industry last year and
gathered evidence from cleaners,
cleaning firms, trade bodies and
businesses.
“Workers do not have their employ-

ment rights upheld,” Mark Hammond,
the chief executive of theEHRC, said in
the report.
“Theymay be bullied or discriminat-

ed against by supervisors, experience
problems obtaining their pay, have ex-

cessive workloads and are not treated
with dignity or respect.
“Often this can be linked to procure-

ment practices which focus mainly on
reducing cost and overlook the nega-
tive impact this can have on staff turn-
over, absenteeism, productivity and the
quality of service delivery.”
The report, The Invisible Workforce,

found that “significant numbers of
cleaners said they received no support
when they complained of being har-
assed or bullied and some said they
were punished with extra work for
raising concerns”. The outsourcing of
cleaning services has led to a “down-
ward pressure on wages and working
conditions”, it added.
The sector, in which 446,000 people

work, is predominantly staffed by
women, migrants and older workers.
Hotel cleaners are often set an un-
realistic target for the rooms they have
to clean per hour, which results in them
earning less than the minimum wage.

Many employers do not provide ade-
quate facilities for cleaning staff to take
breaks and some use the language
barrier as an excuse not to paymigrant
workers in full. “Migrant workers’ lack
of awareness of employment rights and
poor language skills left them particu-
larly vulnerable to mistreatment,” the
report found.
The EHRC has made a number of

recommendations. “These include en-
couraging clients to commission clean-
ing services at living wage rates, as a
matter of good practice,” the report
states. “It also wants them to consider
what action they can take to ensure
cleaners are treated with the same dig-
nity and respect as their ownworkforce
and customers.” It also recommended
offering longer contracts to cleaners to
provide greater job stability.
The study found that maltreatment

was not universal: “Many workers are
treated well, enjoy their job and have
their employment rights upheld.”

Power wives dumped by toyboy
husbands when fatherhood calls
Richard Ford Home Correspondent

Kaya Burgess
She isoftenenviedbyher friends for the
youngermanonher armbut the dream
of everlasting bliss is increasingly turn-
ing sour for women who have married
“toyboys”.
Older, more successful “power”

wives are being dumped by their
youngerhusbands as they reachmiddle
age and the men start to think about
having children. The number of power
wives being divorced by their younger
husbands has increased in the past
three years after a surge in such
marriages this century.
James Brown, a partner with JMW

Solicitors, based inManchester, said: “It
is only really in the last 10 to 15 years
that marriages in which the wife is the
older party have become more fre-
quent. Before that, theywere quite rare.
“Many of the women marrying

younger men do so when they reach
their late thirties or early forties. Often
theyhave built a career, aremore confi-

dent, and being able to attract a young-
er husband is almost an expression of
‘girl power’, for want of a better phrase.”
He said his firm was seeing many

marriages founder when the woman
reached middle age and the man
wanted to have children. “For some
men, the age gap which had not posed
any issues while they were dating or
even in the early years ofmarriage then
becomes a difficulty,”Mr Brown added.
His firm has recorded a rise in the

number of divorces involving an older
woman and a younger man, from 15 to
20ayearover thepast threeyears.They
represent about 5 per cent of the
divorce cases dealt with by the firm.
Mr Brown claimed that many of the

women were left shattered by the col-
lapse of marriages in which they had
never regarded their husbands as “tro-
phies”. He said women had seen their
marriages end after helping their hus-
bands to progress in business or seen
them have families with other women
after they had split up.

Queen who exposed the arrogance of kings
Judit Polgár is about to
retire after 23 years of
challenging the myth of
male chess supremacy,
Oliver Moodywrites

Judit Polgár has blood on her hands.
The most successful woman in chess
has beaten Garry Kasparov, Boris
Spassky and evenMagnus Carlsen, the
present world champion and the
game’s only bona fide celebrity.
Now that juggernaut career is com-

ing to a stop. At the age of 38, after
almost 25 years as the women’s world
No 1 player and long stints in theWorld
Chess Federation’s top ten, Polgár has
chosen to announce her retirement in
The Times.
The Hungarian will not go gentle

into that good night. In her last inter-
view as a player at the world’s top table,
she lamented the struggle it had taken
her to break into a club still dominated
anddefined bymen. In a game inwhich
many male grandmasters still insist
that women do not have the logical
wiring or the belligerence to succeed,
Polgár has stood out like a third sex.
At one tournament aman asked if he

could have a picture taken with her. As
they posed for the shot, he said: “Some-
body toldme that the best player isHou
Yifan [the Chinese women’s world
champion] and I said ‘Come on, it’s
JuditPolgár’ andhesaid ‘Comeon, she’s
a man’.”
Even her coach once told her shewas

“an exception, not a girl”. “I got this
down the years,” Polgár said. “There
were men, women and Judit Polgár.”
Chess remains a redoubt of sexism.

Polgár blames a worldwide reluctance
to let girls compete against boys. “The
problem is in chess that all the girls
should be not competing between
themselves—they should always com-
pete in a higher level so they can
improve faster,” she said.
Most observers, Polgár among them,

rate her as the strongest female player
in the history of chess. In her view, the
world may have to wait some time
before it sees her like again.
Askedwhenchesswouldhave its first

female world champion, she said: “I
hope in the next 20 years. But I’m not
sure she’s been born yet.”
Shedescribesher childhoodas akind

of “educational research project”.
Polgár’s father, Laszlo, took his three
daughters out of school tomake thema
“living example” of how women could
breakmen’s adamantinegriponchess if
only they had the right upbringing.
The experiment worked better than

he could ever have hoped. At 15 years
and four months, Judit became the
youngest grandmaster in history, beat-
ing a record set by Bobby Fischer three
decades earlier. This was the very same
Bobby Fischer who once told an inter-
viewer: “They’re weak, all women.
They’re stupid compared tomen. They
shouldn’t play chess, you know.”
If the old prejudices are still an ani-

mating force, one thing has changed
dramatically in chess over the past
quarter of a century.
“When I travelled to tournaments at

15, Iwould take a chess board, chess pie-
ces and about ten kilograms of notes,
and I was always analysing by myself,”
Polgár said. “In the last ten years it’s a

huge difference. Players are not taking
chess boardswith themanymore. They
are not only using engines [chess simu-
lators], but so many competitions are
driven by who has the best computer.
Now married with a son and daugh-

ter, who are aged ten and eight, Polgár
finds it increasingly hard to summon
the laser-like concentration that drove
her to the top. She is retiring to focus on
the Judit Polgár Chess Foundation,
which aims to spread chess through
schools, and to spend more time with
her children.
There is still time for one last hurrah,

though.TheHungarian teamis chasing
a medal at the Chess Olympiad in
Tromso, Norway, and Polgár has won
all four of her opening games.
For now, there will be no relenting.

“You have to be better than the other
one,” she said. “Youhave to be awinner.
You have to be more motivated, you
have to work more, and if you lose you
have to stand up and fight again and
again and again and again.”
Thunderer, page 18

Judit Polgár, a grandmaster
at 15, says that she wants
more time to focus on her
foundation and her children.

Below, taking on Boris
Spassky when she was 17 —
she beat the former world
champion in the tenth game

Reaching an early endgame

Chess champions who
retired early:

Vladimir Kramnik, Russia:
World champion 2006-07.
Says he will retire next
year, aged 40

Garry Kasparov, Russia:
World champion 1985-
93. Retired in 2005,
aged 42

Bobby
Fischer,
right,
United
States:

World champion 1972-75.
Retired in 1992, aged 49

Boris Spassky, Soviet
Union and France:
World champion
1969-72. Effectively
retired in 1992,

aged 55

Max Euwe,
Netherlands:
World
champion
1935-37.
Retired
in 1962,
aged 61
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Once again Israel finds it has no alternative
The Gaza offensive has been a humanitarian and diplomatic catastrophe – but the other options were insupportable

M
y grandfather was not a
Zionist. No, I should go
further. He opposed the
Zionists, fought them
politically. He even

wrote a book on the subject, A Critical
Journey Through Palestine, which,
within a few months of its publication
in 1927, went through three editions.
Alfred Wiener had two objections

to the Zionist idea. The first was
simply – who on earth would want to
live in Tel Aviv (or even, heaven
forfend, a kibbutz) when they could
live in Berlin? What sort of future
was that for the Jews? Not one for
him, certainly. It would be dangerous,
impoverished and difficult.
The second was that he was an

Arabist, a serious scholar of Arab
history and culture, and thought that
the Zionists were condescending to
the Arabs, failing to take seriously
enough their nationalist ambitions.
He wondered whether it would ever
be possible for a Jewish state in
Palestine to live in peace.
He resented the Zionists for

addressing the German Jew “as
though he were in banishment”.
Being a German and a Jew belonged
together, he argued vehemently, and
the Jews should stay in Germany.
Germany, not Palestine, was their
homeland. This, despite the fact that
he was already adopting the role for
which he is best known, as the
leading archivist and campaigner
against German antisemitism.

History has shown many of my
grandfather’s worst forebodings to be
correct. The Zionists had indeed
underestimated Arab nationalism
and the ambitions and rights of those
people who already lived in
Palestine. Life would indeed be
difficult in Israel for the pioneers and
peace impossible to come by.
Yet within six years of publishing

his book, my grandfather had to flee
Germany to live his life in
banishment. The alternative to
Zionism that he proposed turned out
to be no alternative. Being a German
and a Jew did not belong together.
Six million of Europe’s nine million
Jews were killed in the Holocaust,
including my grandmother. In other
words, he was right, but also
spectacularly wrong.
This example conditions my

response to the terrible events in
Israel and Gaza these past few weeks.
It is impossible to view the death of

so many women and children
without being aghast, without seeing
it as a dreadful failure. It is a moral

disaster. It is a diplomatic catastrophe.
Yet it is also impossible to stop there.
Just as it is not enough to stop after
considering my grandfather’s case
against the German Zionists without
considering what happened to the
alternative he was proposing.
What are the choices for Israel?

Let’s start at the end of one of
Douglas Alexander’s press releases.
The shadow foreign secretary
finishes his statements on Gaza with
the assertion that “Palestinian
statehood is not a gift to be given,
but a right to be recognised”. In so

far as that means anything, I strongly
agree with it. The Palestinians must
have a homeland, they have a right
to a homeland, in which they can
live in prosperity and peace.
As most people agree, this should

be broadly consistent with the
borders that existed before the 1967
war. And Israel has made the
creation of such a state considerably
more difficult by its disastrously
wrong and ill-considered decision to
allow Jewish settlements to be built
outside these borders.
Yet in this formulation, there lies a

clue. And the clue tells you that
establishing this Palestinian right,
much as I passionately believe in it,
will not be enough. It won’t be
enough to ensure that Israel doesn’t
have to wage unthinkable wars to
protect itself.
The clue is in the idea of returning

to the 1967 borders. Because there
was a time when Israel lived within
those borders, wasn’t there? It lived
within them before 1967. And what
happened? They had to fight
successive wars, in 1948, 1967 and
then again in 1973 to be allowed to
live inside the borders. It was during
the last two wars that it took the
land as buffers against invasion. The
war against Israel is not caused by
the occupation. The occupation is
caused by the war against Israel.
And for all that I support a

Palestinian state, would its creation
really mean peace in the Middle East
even if it left Israel alone? The peace
that emulates the internal affairs of
which neighbour? Egypt? Syria?
Lebanon? Iraq? Iran?
I, of course, supported Israel’s

withdrawal from occupying Gaza.
But unfortunately it has made things
worse, not better, and has seen more
innocent people die. The response to
this has simply been to argue that
Israel must “end the blockade”. And,

naturally, anything that can safely be
done to allow trade and relax
restrictions should be done. It is,
however, hardly possible to suggest
to a country that its best response to
a force that is firing rockets at it and
building tunnels to allow invasion, is
to remove limitations on movement
of people and goods.
Alongside all this, there is, of

course, another choice. That is to
allow Hamas to fire rockets and build
tunnels, and to do nothing. Israel
would be required to put up with a
few civilian deaths, the chance of
many more and the need for
everyone in the country to rush to air
raid shelters all the time. Yet in return
it would occupy the high ground and
might expect the support of the
international community.
To set out this option explicitly is

to reveal its absurdity. No democratic
government could survive
advocating such a policy. And even if
they could, it wouldn’t work. Let’s
assume (a very big assumption) that
failing to respond to Hamas did
indeed seize the high ground. Would
doing that help? Would the
international community protect
Israel, if Israel did not protect itself?
Ask the Palestinian refugees

starved to death by Assad in a camp

outside Damascus as we did nothing.
Ask the minorities in Iraq. The West
hasn’t the will to intervene and
certainly wouldn’t do so before the
Jews were being beheaded in the
streets or being buried alive.
None of this, not one word, lessens

my sorrow, my despair at every
Palestinian life that has been lost.
Things cannot go on like this. It is a
tragedy, it is insupportable.
But Jews are always being told they

should learn the lesson of the
Holocaust. And yes, one of its most
important lessons is that man is
capable of great evil and we must
struggle against that urge. Yet
alongside it Jews learnt the lesson
that world opinion didn’t save us. And
that by the time the army liberated
the camps, most of the people were
already dead. Never again.

The death and destruction in Gaza was
a disaster – but you can’t stop there
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were being buried alive
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One American general is masterminding the fight against the brutal leader of the Islamic State

The fate of Iraq depends on two strong men

B
efore anyone leaps to
commit our armed forces in
Iraq, we need to be clear
about what is happening
there. Just crying “do

something” is naive when there are
such inseparable military and
political problems. David Cameron
should ignore anything other than
humanitarian relief and supplying
the Kurds with missiles to destroy
Islamic State (Isis) vehicles.
The Kurdish president of Iraq has

given Haider al-Abadi, an amiable
engineer and Shia parliamentarian,
30 days to form a government.
President Fuad Masum’s choice is
supported by the United States, Iran,
the European Union, the top Shia
clergy and the Kurds. Instead of
resigning, the caretaker prime
minister, Nouri al-Maliki, has
surrounded himself in the green
zone with hardcore loyalist troops
and some Shia militias. Unless Mr
Maliki is enticed into retirement
with a hefty exit package, a Mexican
standoff seems likely.
That is one problem. Another is an

army consisting on paper of 350,000
troops, with an air force cobbled
together from planes repatriated
from Iran or bought second hand
from Russia. Much of the $120 billion
that the US spent on this army was

corruptly misappropriated, training
was neglected and Mr Maliki sacked
experienced Sunni commanders for
his Shia placemen.
He also refused to allow a reduced

US presence, vital not only to army
morale but also to brokering deals
among Iraqi tribal and political
factions. That is partly why 800 Isis
fighters routed 30,000 Iraqi troops in
Mosul in June, taking away their
modern vehicles and weapons.
US F-18s are bombing the Pentagon’s
looted equipment. But the political
and military problem goes much
deeper than this almost farcical set of
circumstances. In reality, the future
fate of Iraq hangs on two men: the
Islamic State’s mystery emir, Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi, and the American
Lieutenant-General “Mick”
Bednarek, head of the office of
security co-operation in Iraq.
General Bednarek is trying to

reanimate counter-insurgency tactics
that temporarily brought al-Qaeda
low in Iraq in 2007-08; Baghdadi is
trying to avoid this happening.
US and Iraqi intelligence know

almost nothing about Baghdadi, a
theology student turned jihadi,. They
do not even know whether the
Americans held him captive for six
months or five years after he was
scooped up in 2004.
A US strike on Tikrit killed the

remnant leadership of al-Qaeda in
Iraq (AQI), giving Baghdadi his route

to the top. “Be careful who you kill”
is a useful maxim.
A year later Baghdadi intruded

AQI into the civil war in Syria,
gaining control of its oil wells and
wiping out rival secular and Islamist
rebel groups. Donations from the
Gulf were replaced by extortion —
$12 million a month alone from the
traders of Mosul, “repentance fines”
from former soldiers that Isis did not
shoot. Informants are crucified, while
Sunni former Baathist officers give
Baghdadi’s forces tactical nous. The
ranks are replenished through prison
breaks or foreign fighters. He also
grasps the politics. In a pamphlet
from 2010, Baghdadi emphasises the
need to involve local Sunni in
imposing Sharia, but ensuring that
the lights work and the water runs.
Facing them is “Mick” Bednarek. A

career infantry officer, General

Bednarek was in northern Iraq
during the surge. Interviewed by
Army News TV, he talked about
being in a 40lb Kevlar vest carrying
enough weaponry “to destroy a grid”
in 42C heat.
Apart from directing airstrikes,

designed to protect the Kurdish
enclave, Bednarek has been given
the task of organising a surrogate
army. “This [Islamic State] is an
army, and it takes an army to defeat
an army,” he has said. It won’t be a
US ground force this time, though,
let alone one from Britain or France.
Sunni governors have met US

officials in Arbil (and Amman) to
establish local security forces to fight
the Islamic State and which in future
could be integrated into the Iraqi
national army.
Tensions between civil and tribal

leaders could be resolved by bringing
back someone such as General John
Allen, who organised the original
Awakening. Like the Kurdish
peshmerga, these Sunni leaders are
desperate for advisers from US
special forces to provide brains,
warrior spirit and air support.
But supposing the Islamic State has

already catered to Sunni demands for
autonomy and “empowerment”
which makes this “third force” a
mirage? And nationally, will Mr
Abadi strike a new deal with the
Kurds and ensure that the
peshmerga are properly armed? Or
will he be Maliki-lite, a vengeful Shia
at heart and bent on fighting the
Islamic State down to the last Kurd?
Let’s hope that the 350,000-strong
Iraqi army finally does some fighting.

Roger Boyes is away

General Bednarek will use the surge
tactics that quelled al-Qaeda in 2007

The Sunni leaders are
desperate for advisers
from US special forces

The queen of chess
who checkmated
themale chauvinists
Daniel Johnson

T
he royal game has lost its
queen: Judit Polgár is
retiring from competitive
chess at the grand old age
of 38, the youngest of three

sisters who finally broke the male
monopoly of the chessboard. In a
parting shot, she has denounced the
rampant sexism of the chess world.
Chess without the Polgárs will be

like tennis without the Williams
sisters. But when Judit became a
grandmaster at the age of 15, she was
the youngest player of either sex to
have done so — breaking Bobby
Fischer’s record by a month. She
went on to win games against several
male world champions, including the
present incumbent, Magnus Carlsen.
In 2002 she defeated Garry
Kasparov, who had once declared
that women should stick to having
children. Revenge was sweet.
Judit is now a mother of two, but

having survived as a child prodigy in
an adult domain, she is at ease in a
room full of male grandmasters —
and has more to say for herself than

most of them. Though she does not,
like her tennis counterparts, flash her
knickers, there is something sexy
about the intellectual prowess of a
Polgár. Like her biblical namesake,
who beheaded Nebuchadnezzar’s
general Holofernes, this Judit is
fearless, ruthless and irresistible.
Sexism alone does not explain why

she, alone among women, has been
able to checkmate the best men.
Chess is too dry for many female
tastes. It is a war game, and women
(rightly) hate war. Even though chess
is the most artistic sublimation of
war, women dislike the obsessive,
narcissistic influence it can exert on
a certain type of man. As a teenager,
Judit got to know Bobby Fischer, by
this time a fugitive from justice
and a voluble antisemite, who
sought refuge with the Polgárs in
Budapest. Her verdict was damning:
“A sick psycho.”
Like music, with which it has a

mysterious affinity, chess is a realm
in which women have struggled for
recognition. But a great sacrificial
game, such as Judit Polgár’s victory
aged 11 against the Russian
grandmaster Lev Gutman, offers
raptures not unlike — to take
another Hungarian example — one
of Liszt’s Transcendental Études.
Intellectually ambitious girls

should be inspired by Judit Polgár’s
example. She exploded the myth that
women could not compete with men
at the most cerebral level. And she
did so while sacrificing neither her
femininity nor her sanity.

Daniel Johnson is the Editor of
Standpoint

That limping
tramp on
the towpath
. . .was me

T
his was the week I turned
65, but I wasn’t thinking
about that as I left a friend’s
house in Mile End, East
London — he fretting he’d

missed the refuse-collection day for
his pink recycling sack. My own
collection day being the following
morning, I offered to take his rubbish
with me.
It was sunny so I decided to walk

home along the canal from Mile End
to Limehouse. Strapping the
recycling sack to my favourite old
battered wheelie suitcase, I set out,
chuckling that, greying and
unshaven (I hate shaving) and
pulling a trolley with a bag of rubbish
attached, I looked like one of those
poor vagrants you see carting all
their belongings around London.
An empty wine bottle fell from the

sack so I stuffed it into an open
pouch on the side of the wheelie-
case, adding pathos to the picture.
Cyclists were giving me a wide berth.

Another empty bottle fell from the
sack and smashed on the path. I
squatted to pick up the broken glass.
A shard cut my finger, which began
bleeding. Looking for a tissue in a
pocket I realised I had neglected to
zip up my trousers properly, which
was difficult now with only my left
hand. Sucking the bleeding finger of
my right hand, with my left hand I
gathered bits of broken bottle into
the other pouch of my case.
Thus, bestubbled, dishevelled and

distracted, I proceeded down the
towpath, rubbish-bag swinging from
tattered wheelie-case, bloody
forefinger in my mouth and
limping a little as these days I do.
Passing pedestrians quickened
their pace and looked away; and I
remembered my one-time lodger
Tom’s remark, after I had
farted involuntarily. “And
so it begins.”
And so, indeed, it does.

Guilty, m’lud

Acircuit judge
writes (note my
use of the

present historic tense)
to endorse John
Humphrys’ and this
notebook’s campaign
against the mindless
spread of the present
historic. Judges hate the
tense, he says; it confuses

witnesses and juries; and he’s forever
telling counsel to desist. Child-
witnesses get particularly bewildered:
Counsel: “And where are you, at

this point?”
Child: “I’m here in court, Sir.”

I, HitchBot

In the news this week has been
HitchBot, the talkative, hitch-
hiking robot from Port Credit,

Ontario. The story rekindles the
perennial debate about whether an
artificial intelligence could acquire
what we call consciousness. Yet again

the old question is put: “How
would we know, or prove, a robot
was conscious?”
It’s the wrong question. The

right question — the only
question — is how we could prove

that any human apart from
ourselves was conscious. We
cannot. It follows that we
shall never prove it of a
robot either. Our inability
to know other humans are
conscious need not stop us,
however, from supposing
they are. Nor need it stop
us (one day) from
supposing a robot might be.

That is all there is to be
said on this subject. The
argument can never proceed
further. I can tell you so
now. In their different ways,
René Descartes and George

Berkeley explained as much three
centuries ago. This will remain true
in three centuries’ time, irrespective
of technical advance.

Circle of life

I f on the London Underground you
change at Holborn from the
Central to the Piccadilly line you

will find yourself in a crowd pushing
straight across the path of another
crowd. At busy times it’s chaos. With
vehicular traffic this can be solved
with a roundabout. Has anyone ever
tried it with pedestrians? Why not
pilot the idea at Holborn?

Last post

What follows is
unprofessional in a
journalist: an abuse I’ve

always tried to avoid. But as it’s my
birthday week, will you forgive?
Around 1985 I had a lodger in

Clapham called Chris Johnson, a
talented, gentle-natured twenty-
something with long, dark, messed-
up hair. Later his mother wrote to
me at The Times to tell me Chris had
died. I replied but lost the
correspondence. In a throwaway last
week of old personal papers I came
upon a card that Chris had drawn to
wish me good luck in television: a
tiny figure of himself, beautifully,
whimsically drawn. I’ve framed it.
I’m sure his mother would like it.

Any leads, anyone?

There’s something sexy
about the intellectual
prowess of a Polgár

Michael
Burleigh

@burleighmichael
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Where there’s no will, there’s a hellish legacy
Why are the British so careless about protecting the people they love? We should all be forced to write wills

O
ne of my friends left his
wife nine years ago. It was
an acrimonious parting,
and she moved abroad to
live with another man.

Contact between the couple
practically ceased. My friend met a
woman he was gloriously happy
with, had children, and started a
thrillingly new stage of his life.
This year he died, suddenly and

unexpectedly. The grief over his
death has been appallingly hard for
his partner to deal with. What has
made it even worse is the financial
chaos my friend left behind.
In the decade since splitting up, he

had never got around to divorcing
his wife or rewriting his will. He had
always meant to. He had filed
divorce papers but never completed
them: he had seen a solicitor about
updating the will just a month before
his death, but had found the £300
cost off-putting and decided to deal
with it some other time.
The property he owned and the

inheritances he was about to receive
would have been enough to make up
for the loss of his salary for perhaps a
dozen years, while his children grew
up. Instead everything he possessed,
from his clothes to his watch to his
bank accounts, now belongs to a
woman he no longer cared for and
who was equally indifferent to him.
She is in line for a glorious windfall,
but his partner doesn’t have enough
money coming in to pay the bills.
Nothing that his family were

relying on is theirs any more. Even
the small amount of life insurance,
paid for by his existing partner on
the assumption that she and the
children would need it in the event
of his death, has gone to his wife. His

partner’s only option is to appoint
lawyers and start an expensive and
uncertain appeal against the will,
arguing that she and the children
were dependants deserving support.
My friend would have been

horrified if he had understood that
he was creating this nightmarish
situation. He simply never stopped to
think about the consequences. He
knew he ought to have an up-to-date

will, but he couldn’t take it seriously,
just as most of us don’t.
Britons are astoundingly casual

about making wills. Almost two
thirds of adults and almost a third of
over-65s don’t have one at all, while
more than a tenth of those who do
say it needs rewriting. In 2010, 60 per
cent of those who died left no will, a
proportion that HMRC says has
remained stubbornly constant over a
number of years.
Secretly many of us appear to

believe that we aren’t going to die, or
at least not until we’re ancient and
have plenty of warning of it, and that
meanwhile it would be morbid and
unseemly to think about it. When the
National Consumer Council
surveyed more than 2,500 people
about their reasons for not writing
wills seven years ago, four in ten said
they had never got around to it, three
in ten had never thought about it and
one in ten refused to think about
dying. One in six said they were too
young to consider it; among the over-
65s, in a display of amazing chutzpah,
that response rose to almost a fifth.
In a random sample of six of my

friends, all house-owning
professionals with children, five had
no wills. All of them— even the two
unmarried couples — assumed that
they didn’t need one, that their desires
were perfectly obvious, and that some
sensible person would sort everything

out fairly if a catastrophe happened.
“It’s not my kind of thing,” said a
designer. A radio producer thought
“it’s sort of dramatic — seems a bit
self-important”. None had made plans
for the children to have guardians. “I
won’t die at the same time as my
husband,” a teacher assured me.
Not one understood the

consequences of intestacy. They all
assumed that if their partner died,
everything would pass to them.

Married couples had no idea that if
their partner’s estate was worth more
than £250,000, they would lose
control over half the remainder
because it would be kept in trust for
the children until they turned 18.
The two unmarried couples believed
they were protected by being
common-law husbands and wives.
They didn’t realise that there is no
such status in English law, and that
although their children would
inherit, without a will they
themselves would get nothing at all.
A childless single man didn’t realise
that half his wealth would go to the
father who abandoned him as a baby.
This ignorance of the rules causes

terrible distress. People can be left
embittered, impoverished or even
homeless. It’s an indication of a
broken system. Britons couple an
absolute belief in the right to leave
their money as they please with a
profound reluctance to get on with
making that decision.
The state leaves people to make a

will or not as they please, but that
laissez-faire approach is indefensible
when lives can be so damaged as a
result. That’s particularly true at a
time when family structures are so
fluid and the old assumptions about
who is loved and who needs support
can’t be counted on.
Our governments insist that

everyone wear seatbelts, save for
pensions and stop smoking in public.
It is much more important that people
be made think responsibly about
inheritance. It should be socially
unacceptable to avoid it. Perhaps it
should be compulsory to produce a
will when we buy a house, register a
birth or get married, with financial
penalties if we don’t. Refusing to
think about others, averting our eyes
from our own mortality isn’t cool. It
is, as my bereaved friend bitterly
observes, supremely selfish. The one
person it doesn’t affect is the person
who dies, but it can leave everyone
else’s spirit tangled in hell.

Alice Thomson is away

Couples assume that if
one partner dies, the
other gets everything

In 2010, 60 per cent
of those who died
hadn’t written a will
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Mr Putin’s End Game
The Kremlin is buying time to decide whether to escalate the Ukrainian crisis or
seek a way out. The West must be clear that there will be no more appeasement

Hundreds of lorries from the Russian emergency
situations ministry are heading for eastern
Ukraine. The convoy is described byMoscow as a
humanitarian initiative and it may be just that.
Equally, Kiev fears it could become aTrojan horse
for the full-blown military intervention that the
world has feared since the ousting of Viktor Yanu-
kovych, Russia’s last Ukrainian stooge.
TheRedCross has given the convoy its cautious

blessing, but has not seen inside the vehicles.
Whatever is in them, they are part of a strategy
being honed daily by Vladimir Putin to show the
West and his own citizens that he regards eastern
Ukraine not as a sovereignnation but as aRussian
protectorate. There is no sign that he has consid-
ered backing down.
Undeterred by the international reaction to the

destruction of Malaysia Airlines’ flight MH17, Mr
Putin remains determined to wreck any hopes of
stability thatUkrainianshaveharboured since the
election of Petro Poroshenko asMr Yanukovych’s
successor. He has underestimated western, and
especiallyGerman, toleranceofhisbrinkmanship.
There are signs that Angela Merkel’s work to
secure unanimous backing for new European
sanctions against Russia last month took him by
surpriseandcouldevenstayhishand.Yet theWest

hasmisjudgedMrPutin, too.Hecares little thathe
is increasingly seenabroadasapariah.Athome,as
the standard-bearer of a new and explicitly anti-
western Russian nationalism, he has never been
more popular. Any western response that fails to
recognise the depth of his domestic support or the
scope of his ambition stands little chance of
changing his behaviour.
Since his annexation of Crimea, Mr Putin has

confounded those who still consider him a level-
headed defender of Russian interests. The Crime-
an gamble was on one level rational: it secured
Sevastopol for the Russian Black Sea fleet and
ruled outNatomembership forUkraine as long as
its borders were disputed. The speech in which he
celebrated theannexation,however,wasachilling
mix of paranoia and defiance.
Fourmonths later flightMH17was blownout of

the sky. Many Russians were among those who
hoped to find some comfort in an acceptance by
Moscow that its support for pro-Russian separa-
tists had gone too far. Instead, the Kremlin sent
more heavy weapons to the war zone. Its spokes-
men cleaved to the absurd idea that Ukraine was
responsible. Ukrainian officials estimate that
45,000 Russian troops are nowmassed at or near
their eastern border.

More than 500 Ukrainian soldiers have died in
MrPoroshenko’s bid to reassert control. Including
rebels and civilians, the total death toll is close to
1,500. Some 800,000 refugees have fled Donetsk
and nearby cities, 700,000 of them to Russia. The
result is a humanitarian crisis and a military tin-
derbox from which western governments have
been distracted by the turmoil in Iraq.
The convoy despatched from Moscow could

reach the Ukrainian border today. Kiev has de-
manded the right to inspect its contents at a gov-
ernment-controlled crossing. Wherever it ends
up, it is buying Mr Putin time as he decides whe-
ther to seek an exit strategy or to escalate the con-
flict. Itwouldbenaive toassumehewill choose the
safe option.
Mr Putin is devoting his second presidency to a

new mission to avenge the humiliation of Russia
since the Soviet collapse and gather his neigh-
bours into anewanti-western alliance.Any voices
of restraint in his inner circle go largely unheard.
Outside the Kremlin, Muscovites were queuing
for hours yesterday for T-shirts bearing his image.
Europe’sholidaying leaders, andBarackObamaat
Martha’s Vineyard, must rouse themselves from
their sun-loungers and make clear that the
appeasement of Mr Putin is over.

Is Prison Working?
Prominent figures on the American right are questioning mass incarceration

For a generation it has been accepted that prison
works and that it drives down crime. First articu-
lated forcefully by Michael Howard when he was
home secretary, the policy gathered pace during
the Blair years when record numbers of people,
mostly young men, were imprisoned. The falling
crimeratehasbeenattributed to the fact thatmost
of the criminals were locked up and unable to get
up to no good.
The consequence is thatBritain’s prisons are full

to bursting. There aremore than 85,000 people in
jails and young offender institutions. The official
capacityof theprisonestate is 76,000. In some jails
the overcrowding has become especially severe.
The population of Swansea prison is 186 per cent
of the prison service’smeasure of the number that
can be held in safe and decent accommodation.
Kennet, Lincoln, Wandsworth and Leicester pris-
ons all hold more than 170 per cent of the same
threshold. The prison population has kept on in-
creasing— there are 1,500 more people in prison
this year than there were last — even though
crime has been falling.
There are serious concerns that the current

crisis is worsening. Nick Hardwick, the chief
inspector of prisons, says that prison numbers
are risingwhile there is a severe staff shortage and
the curriculum inside prisons is all but non-exis-
tent. The Prison and Probation Ombudsman this
week said that poor conditions inprisonwere con-
tributing to a growing number of suicides among
young inmates.
There is no question that some of the 85,000

British prisoners would be better off elsewhere.
Many of the 4,000womenheld in prison commit-
ted crimes that should not carry a custodial sen-
tence.The same is trueof someof the6,650people
serving short sentences. There are thousands of
prisoners who should be receiving treatment for
mental health disorders or drug addictions rather
than being locked up for 23 hours a day. This exac-
erbates their condition and does nothing to reha-
bilitate them.
This is, so far, a depressing and a familiar story.

The solutions are relatively straightforward but
complex. If sentencing of the current severity is to
be continued then this country will have to
buildmore prisons. That is unlikely in the prevail-

ing fiscal environment. It would be better, of
course, if fewer people returned to jail. That re-
quires better non-custodial options out of prison
andmore attention on teaching skills, notably lit-
eracy, inside prisons.
However, there are signs from an unlikely

source in the United States of new thinking. The
Republican Paul Ryan, who was Mitt Romney’s
running mate in 2012, has suggested, in remarks
echoed by Senator Rand Paul, that the American
right needs to end its fixation on putting people
behind bars. He has said that non-violent drug of-
fenders have more chance of turning their lives
around if they are treated more leniently, that
well-behaved, low-risk inmates should be allowed
to earn shorter sentences and that there ought to
be a major emphasis on rehabilitation and good
works in prison. Their point is not that prisondoes
not work but that it is important to ask the ques-
tion “works to do what?”. Prison gets criminals off
the streets, which is important in itself. It also
helps to put criminals back onto the streets. It is
time thenumbers camedownbecause fewer crim-
inals were returning.

Goodbye Robin
We ain’t never had a friend like him

If a Venusian were to land on earth today and ask
what this RobinWilliamsmanwas all about, then
the discriminating earthling would sit the alien
down in front ofGoodMorning, Vietnam. The film
that made Williams an international movie star
wasbuilt aroundhis exceptional comic gifts—im-
provisational riffs that were incredibly fast, pas-
sionate, sometimes dangerous and, ultimately, of-
ten poignant.
In the decade or so following that filmWilliams

became the actor who created the template for
styles that others complimented by copying and
then turning them into clichés. After Dead Poets

Society every screen teacher was a communicator
with the souls of the young andGoodWillHunting
set the standard for soft-spoken but sad empathic
psychologists.
But if the parents experiencedWilliams as a co-

median and an innovator, the children of the early
1990sknewhimfirst as a linedrawing. It hadnever
really mattered much which actor did the voices
for cartoons, until Williams adapted his manic
Vietnam riff for the part of a bipolar genie. But no
child who was brought up with Disney’s Aladdin
will ever forget him. “You ain’t never had a friend
like me,” he sang —and they hadn’t.

Nor, perhaps, had they had a father like Mrs
Doubtfire, the cross-dressing dad who —in the
age of divorce and separation—would go to abso-
lutely any lengths to be with his children.
Williams was also a fine serious actor, as he

proved above all acting with Robert De Niro in
Awakenings. He could even do a convincing if
counter-intutive turn into obsessive bad guys.
Perhaps hemade toomany films, some of them

not sowonderful.Evenso, asWaltWhitmanwrote
—andWilliams famously recited— “The power-
ful play goes on, and you may contribute a verse.”
Or, in Williams’ case, two or three.

Daily Universal Register

UK: The Bank of England gives its quarterly
inflation report; monthly unemployment
figures are announced; the Liverpool
International Music Festival begins
South Korea: The winners of the Fields
Medal, for outstanding discoveries in
mathematics, are announced
International: Left-Handers Day celebrates
the advantages of being left-handed

Walnut trees now
have green, egg-
shaped fruit on
them. The soft
green coat contains
a nutshell, which is
also still soft, and a

kernel. This is the month for pickling them
in vinegar, using the whole fruit — a British
culinary invention, inspired by the fact that
walnuts do not always ripen fully here.
Where they do, the green coat will rot away
and fall off, the nutshell will become hard
and woody, and by October the kernel will
be a ripe, tasty nut. The crinkly nutshell can
be easily cracked open to obtain the nut.
Here walnut trees are mainly found in
southern England. Many of them are single
trees growing in a hedge beside a road.
There are also a few walnut orchards, and
with global warming there will probably be
more, as there are in southern Europe. They
were originally Asian trees, and may have
been brought to Europe by the Romans.
Their heartland is the mountains of
Kyrgyzstan, where there are miles and miles
of unbroken walnut forest. They are very
beautiful trees, with a domed crown, stout
spreading branches, and a mass of green
foliage that gives good shade. If crushed, the
leaves give off a pleasant aroma, and dye
one’s fingers brown. derwent may

Madhur Jaffrey, pictured,
actress, cookery writer,
Curry Nation (2012), 81;
Sheila Armstrong,
soprano, 72; Air Chief
Marshal Sir Michael
Beavis, commandant
RAF Staff College (1980-

81), 85;Martyn Brabbins, chief conductor,
Nagoya Philharmonic Orchestra, 55; Fidel
Castro, head of state of Cuba (1976-2008),
88; Nick Dempsey, windsurfer, Olympic
silver medallist (2012), 34; Paul Greengrass,
film director, The Bourne Ultimatum (2007),
59; Marie Helvin, model, 62; Sir Thomas
Legg, permanent secretary, Lord
Chancellor’s Department (1989-98), 79;
Stuart Maconie, writer, Hope and Glory ,
and radio presenter, Freak Zone, BBC Radio
6, 53; Christopher Nourse, executive
director, Frederick Ashton Foundation, 68;
Feargal Sharkey, singer, You Little Thief
(1986), 56; Nemat Shafik, deputy governor,
the Bank of England, 52; Alan Shearer,
former England football captain, now a
commentator, 44; Heidi-Louise Thomas, TV
scriptwriter, Call the Midwife, 52; Stephen
Webster, creative director, Garrard, 55.

In 1704 the Duke of Marlborough routed
French and Bavarian forces at the Battle of
Blenheim; in 1814 the Cape of Good Hope
was ceded to Britain by the Dutch; in 1876
Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen was first
performed in its entirety in Bayreuth; in
1961 the East Germans began building the
Berlin Wall; in 1964 Britain’s last two
executions of murderers took place, in
Liverpool and Manchester.

“Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet, and blossom on their dust.”
English playwright James Shirley

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day

The last word
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Letters to the Editor

Corrections &
Clarifications

lWe stated that Nick Faldo was the
only golfer to have been BBC Sports
Personality of the Year (Sport, August
12). In fact Dai Rees won the award in
1957.
lWe stated that Tom Collyer did not
compete in the sudoku world
championships because he was
preparing for another competition
(News, August 12). In fact, as
championship co-ordinator, he had
test-solved all the puzzles in advance,
and had written some of them.

Requests for corrections or
clarifications should be sent by email
to feedback@thetimes.co.uk or by post
to Feedback, The Times, 1 London
Bridge Street, London SE1 9GF

1 London Bridge Street
London SE1 9GF
Email: letters@thetimes.co.uk

Police ‘alliance’
Sir, Your report didn’t really do
justice to the alliance between
Warwickshire and West Mercia police
forces (“Too many chiefs prevent
police mergers”, Aug 11). Operational
integration and collaboration extend
much further and deeper than in
other forces. Ours is across all areas
of policing, whereas other forces have
specific, function-by-function
collaborations.
Another issue is answerability to the

public. Our two forces cover an area of
3,600 square miles, with more than 1.8
million people, and there is a danger
that the police leadership becomes
increasingly remote from citizens.
The merger of eight forces into one

in Scotland was achieved by ignoring
the expressed opinion of the majority,
and by setting up a government
appointed police authority — thereby
effectively abandoning the principle
of local democratic accountability.
The 2010 and 2013 spending

reviews called for our two forces to
save £34 million. These savings have
been made while maintaining
performance, satisfaction and local
accountability. I believe our alliance is
an imaginative alternative to
simplistically lumping forces together
and producing over-large forces with
no local identity.
ron ball
Police and Crime Commissioner,
Warwickshire

British Jews and the rise of antisemitism
Sir, Libby Purves’s account of the
cancellation of the Jewish Film
Festival (“Be indignant, yes, but
ditch the days of rage”, Aug 11)
would have had far more credibility
if she had mentioned the vitriolic
antisemitism that has erupted in
Britain over recent weeks.
Given the profoundly disturbing

chorus of such gems as “Hitler was
right” and “kill the Jews” in social
media and on many of Britain’s
streets, it is underwhelming to be
charged with the age-old “Jewish
sensitivity” and also accused of a
“violent reaction”.
Remarkably, Purves draws a

parallel with Oscar Pistorius who is
accused of murdering his girlfriend;
to my knowledge nobody in the
Jewish community has so much as
hurled a paper cup during their
recent protestations.
I couldn’t agree more that “anger

does not heal an angry world” and
that “spewing insults” helps nobody.
Indeed, the words “vengeful” and
“violent” — as directed at those who
protested against the Tricycle
Theatre — are less than kind. By all
means decry the protests — but

please, spare a line for at least a
token acknowledgment of the
terrifying new reality facing the
UK’s Jewish community.
suzy glaskie
Bowdon, Cheshire

Sir, Hugo Rifkind (“Suddenly it
feels uncomfortable to be a Jew”,
Aug 12) is discovering what many of
us have long known: antisemitism in
this country and elsewhere (even
where there are no Jews) is a
constant; the only variable is the
impunity with which antisemites
feel able to express themselves, and
the flavour of the day: political,
religious, racial, commercial, anti-
Zionist, anti-Israel — on occasions
even envy or fear.
Literature and historical

scholarship bear eloquent witness.
Reading the papers, watching
television provides reminders. It is
becoming difficult to pretend that all
is well.
victor ross
London NW8

Sir, So Hugo Rifkind is suddenly
feeling uncomfortable to be a Jew. I

too am very uncomfortable and
have been for some time.
It is not clear whether his

discomfort springs from the fear
that he will be recognised as
somehow responsible (although of
course he is not) for Israel’s actions
in seeking security for its people, or
if he believes there is another way
that could be found to counter the
years of hostility coming from
Hamas whose charter clearly states
their aim to wipe Israel off the earth.
Either way, may I, a fellow Jew,

welcome him to the real world. I see
no good reason why any Jew should
be comfortable, nor indeed any
other decent human being who is
sensitive to the all too many ghastly
happenings in our world today.
Sadly, Mr Rifkind, we are in a very

uncomfortable world and some very
uncomfortable decisions will have
to be taken, if we are to act
responsibly. The issues requiring
such tough decisions will,
regrettably, not go away because we
choose to be blinkered and take a
comfort pill.
jack lynes
Pinner, Middx

A decent pub
Sir, It is all too easy to change a pub’s
commercial use, which can then lead
to smoother transition for conversion
to a home.
A good pub in a village probably

increases the value of homes, offices
and shops in the vicinity.
Pubs are one of our best tourist

attractions; to allow them to go at the
current rate is very short sighted.
Tougher planning restrictions on

commercial change of use would be a
good start.
iain sinclair
Hildersham, Cambs

Neighbours
Sir, Vicky Forster (report, Aug 11) is
surprised that 75 per cent of people
surveyed had not introduced
themselves after moving into a new
home.
When spending two years in

Germany in the 1950s I was horrified
to find that newcomers were not
expected to introduce themselves.
I was used to being sent to new next-
door neighbours to welcome them
and ask if we could help with
anything or if they wanted anything,
in the process telling them who we
were. My mother had taught me that
this was the English way.
rosemary combridge
London W11

Alarm pollution
Sir, The strong winds here have
activated the burglar alarm of a
nearby parked car. It’s been sounding
for two days now. Surely electronics
manufacturers can come up with a
device that automatically cuts out
after an hour or so?
It would be lovely to hear a loud

explosion that signalled the end of
the constant noise and demise of
offending car. The onsite security
team say they can do nothing. I’d
gladly blow it up myself if it didn’t
mean a prison sentence.
billie pearce
Brighton

Name in roses
Sir, Few villages have a name more
beautiful and resonant of history than
Ryme Intrinseca (letter, Aug 11).
richard todd
Mattingley, Hants

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES
Sir, May I emphasise the
importance of the counsel given in
your leading article this morning,
with regard to domestic
menservants in particular?
Nothing that an indoor

manservant does cannot be equally
well done by a woman, including
(experto crede) valeting and
discreetly answering the telephone;
and there are now already

thousands of women, wives of
sailors, soldiers and recruits, who
are in need of work to keep the
home together. Many of them have
been in their time domestic
servants and know their duties; and
it should be easily possible, in
households of more than moderate
size, for one or two children to
accompany them. The men whom
they would replace are usually
strong, hearty fellows, who would
be all the better for the physical
training that follows enlistment.
A certain number of the

gamekeepers may be wanted
during the coming months to kill
the game which is a valuable asset
to the food supply of the country,
but which few of us will have the
heart to go and shoot ourselves.
But a gamekeeper’s endurance,
savoir faire, and knowledge of
firearms would undoubtedly help to
make him very quickly into a good
soldier.
Gardeners, again, may be needed

for the planting of vegetables in
allotments, cottage gardens, and so
forth; but there are unquestionably

many gardeners whose work is
confined to the luxuries with which
we are all intending for the present
to dispense. And if a certain
number of greenkeepers and other
servants of golf clubs could be
usefully employed about the many
club houses which, as I hope, will
be turned into hospitals and
convalescent homes, there will still
be a large surplus of hardy, outdoor
men of this kind available for the
Services.
Your recommendation should be

urgently impressed upon all who
employ such luxuries in domestic
and other posts. It will have the
double effect of providing good
material for the active service of
the country and in finding work for
many women who must be
grievously pinched without it.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
J. S. F.

on this day august 13, 1914

RECRUITING
AND

THE RICH

Art crime
Sir, Gerald Fitzgerald (letter, Aug 12),
misses an important point when
calling for a tiny levy on art sales to
fund an independent centre for
provenance research. Although such
a levy might cost only .05 per cent of
annual art sales, currently standing at
some $60 billion, if effective, such a
centre could reduce the supply of

works on the market by something
like 40 per cent — at least in the view
of the late Thomas Hoving, a former
director of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York.
The art world is very quick on its

feet: when calls were made in the
1930s for an independent centre of art
restoration research, then director of
the National Gallery in London,
Kenneth Clark, promptly established
a department of conservation science
in order, as he later confessed, to
“have in the background what
purported to be scientific evidence to
‘prove’ that every precaution had
been taken”.
Although self-policing may be an

unrealistic ambition, governments
could help considerably and at little
cost by making it a statutory
requirement that vendors should
disclose all that is known and
recorded about the provenance and
the restoration treatments of works of
art. As things stand, it can be safer to
buy a second-hand car than an
old-master painting.
michael daley
Director, ArtWatch UK
Barnet, London
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Mixed messages
Sir, Presumably it was accidental that
your front page (Aug 12) juxtaposed
Matt Ridley, telling us to be cheerful
since “the world’s in pretty good
shape after all”, with “depressed Robin
Williams’ suicide” and the harrowing
plight of the Yazidis in northern Iraq.
dr roy van den brink-budgen
Ipswich

Sir, I read with interest Danielle
Sheridan’s report on the increase in
teenage self-harming (and the Q&A
with Professor Byron, Times2, Aug 11).
Given that one of Sheridan’s main

points concerned the increased
opportunity for teenagers to feel
worthless and inadequate I was
surprised to move on to the article on
generation Z, and the top 25 under-
20. While all the articles were
interesting and had merit, I wonder
whether they should all have been
published on the same day. Imagine
the inadequacy of the teenager
reading about the top 25 under-20s.
tim carrington
Stowmarket, Suffolk

More grumphrys
Sir, As an elocution teacher, my
favourite “intrusive R” is “the prisoner
escaped by saw’ring through the bars”.
eve percy
Midgham Green,

Sir, They’re not all bad. My favourite
is “burglery” which I greatly enjoy.
dr richard j bird
Middleton Cheney, Oxon

Sir, Ever since first hearing it from the
Prime Minister, John Major, I have
been palsied by the now worldwide
use of “safe haven”.
nick hallam
Castle Bytham, Lincs

Sir, As an aged medic I despair at the
non-word “hypa-thermia” as used by
news readers. It is hypo or hyper.
Maybe the hypa is a normal body
temperature?
dr frank newton
Silverstone, Northants

Burning cheeks
Sir, In 1978, aged 20, I was
interviewed at a small West End firm
of solicitors by the senior partner.
After asking me whether it really was
worth educating women and whether
I intended to get pregnant during the
training (yes, no) he asked: “What
would you do if you came into my
office and found me in flagrante
delicto?”
Having only a rudimentary grasp of

Latin I said I would get a bucket of
water and throw it over him and then
call the fire brigade. He roared with
laughter and I got the job. It was only
several years later that I got the joke.
janet clegg
London SE24

Seeking ancestors
Sir, Pat Notley is eloquent about
remembering the people who appear
on a parish roll of honour (letter, Aug
11). Ours has 98 names listed, whereas
the war memorial has only three; no
doubt some of those 95 survivors
were wounded physically or mentally.
Most guidance is given to people

seeking a single ancestor, but here
there are so many to find that putting
quite common names into the search
engines overloads the researcher.
Only recently I found that a list of
“absent voters” for 1918 exists, giving
name, service number and regiment
for all those service people alive at the
time. Using this and Find My Past,
available through Times+, much more
is being found. Pat Notley’s plea that
the survivors should be honoured can
thus be given a practical expression.
martin marix evans
Blakesley, Northants
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World
Yazidis cross minefields
on long trek to freedom

Airstrikes are buying time but will not stop jihadists, Pentagon

A chain of bruises on Amal’s legs and
arms mark where her sons carried her
on their exhausting trek to freedom.
A week after her family fled their

homes during the onslaught by the
Islamic State (Isis) on their village, near
the Sinjar mountains, they had joined
dozens of others in a silent, dangerous
moonlit walk across the Iraqi-Turkish
border.
Old and young, poor and wealthy,

they had two things in common: all
weremembers of the persecuted Yazidi
sect, and none had the passports that
would have allowed them to pass into
Turkey through the official border
crossing a few miles down the road.
Amal, 43, is crippled by rheumatism,

which makes even a stroll around the
refugee camp that she now calls home
impossible.
She says that her three sons carried

her for fivehours as they took the tortu-
ous border smuggling route, wading
through the chest-high waters of a
tributary of the Tigris river, stumbling
across miles of barren no man’s land,
and picking their way across a mine-
field before finally clambering through
a hole torn in the barbed-wire fence
that marks the beginning of Turkey.
Halfway through the trek, the smug-

gler told Amal’s sons that they had to
leave her behind. Everyone had to run,
the man said, and it was clear that she
couldnot. “My sons gathered roundme
and they refused,” saysAmal. “Wewere
not afraid of dying there. We were
afraid of dying at the hands of the
Islamic State.”
Thousands of Yazidis have fled to the

edges of Iraq and over the border into
Turkey, and several thousand others

remain trapped by militants on the
swelteringSinjarmountain innorthern
Iraq. Some have died of thirst or heat
exhaustion in the ten days since Isis
seized the town of Sinjar.
The US has carried out airstrikes to

try to halt Isis’s advance, supporting
Kurdish militants in their attempts to
fend them off.
In Zakho, a fly-blown town next to

the Habur border crossing in Iraqi
Kurdistan, families are sleeping in any
spare space they can find. Clusters of
undernourished people shelter be-
neath trees on the roadside, in unfin-
ished buildings, and in schools closed
for the summer holidays.
Everyone wants to leave Iraq. None

of the Yazidis in Zakho can imagine
their future in a place where such
horrors have occurred. “I will go any-
where, Iwill even live in the SouthPole,
but I can’t live in the Middle East any
more,” says Amer Omar Pajo, a teen-
ager with wide, haunted eyes who
trembles as he speaks.
He says he witnessed the violent

death of his father, hit in the back of the

head by an Isis bullet as they fled to the
Sinjar mountains. His mother died of
dehydration in the mountains a few
days later.
Amer managed to escape from the

mountain, but without a passport he is
stuck in the country he is desperate to
leave. His only option is to pay the traf-
fickers to take him into Turkey — but
the going rate for that escape route is
$600, and it is money he doesn’t have.
Amal’s family got out by selling off

their last possessions to pay a smuggler.
He took themas far asDerabon, a small
village near Zakho, by the border in
Iraqi Kurdistan, but they still feared
that Isis could reach them there.
“There were 2,000 Yazidi people

from Sinjar in Derabon, and we were
sleeping under the trees,” says Amal.
“We all just wanted to get away across
the border and leave.”
In their desperation toget out of Iraq,

the Yazidis at the border make an easy,
captivemarket for the smugglers.Every
night, tattered groups pay the money
and take their chances. On the other
side of the border they are swelling the

numbers at the hastily arranged settle-
ments that the people of Silopi, a small
town on the Turkish side of the Habur
crossing, have arranged.
Amal and her family arrived at the

Nerwon campon the outskirts of Silopi
in the early hours of Monday morning.
It is a rough cluster of unfinished
houses and canvas-covered hay stores,
and itspopulation isgrowingby theday.
Local people are bringing food,water

and clothes for the 650 Yazidis who are
staying here, but there are no aid orga-
nisations present, and no one knows
whether the refugees will get help from
the Turkish government. All that Amal
has brought with her are the medica-
tions she needs for her rheumatism,
and they will be finished in five days.
Her daughter-in-law, Hana, says she

fears what the future will bring. She is
eight months pregnant with her first
child and she, like the others, made the
arduous and illegal trip over the border
to Turkey in temperatures as high as
45C (113F).
“It was so hot, and so difficult,” she

says. “The smuggler took us to a field
next to the border and told us to wait
there. We were there from two in the
afternoon until eight in the evening,
when the sun went down. Then we
walked for five hours over the border.”
Hana’s baby will arrive within a

month, and shehasno ideawhether she
might, by then, be able to go to the
government-run hospital in Silopi to
have it. In the two days since she
reached the Nerwon refugee camp she
hashadnoenergy todoanything but sit
and replay the traumasof thepastweek.
She doesn’t know if she is having a

boy or a girl, and the family say that
they don’t mind either way. “We are so
excited — this is the first baby in our
family in 14 years,” says Amal. It is the
only thing that brings genuine smiles to
the family’s faces.
One thing, however, appears certain:

Hana’s child will hold the bittersweet
status of being the firstYazidi baby tobe
born under canvas in Nerwon.
Michael Burleigh, page 18

The US has increased the number
of its fighter jets bombing Islamic
militants in northern Iraq but the
impactof theairstrikes remains limited,
a top Pentagon commander has admit-
ted.
TheUSair raidmissions now involve

F-16s and F-15E Strike Eagle bombers
flying from a base in Turkey, as well as
FA-18s on board the USS George HW
Bushaircraft carrier, andarmeddrones.
Lieutenant-General William May-

ville, the Pentagon’s director of opera-
tions, said that the Islamic State had re-
sponded to the intensified air campaign
by using local people as human shields.
“Where they have been in the open,

theyarenowstarting todissipate and to
hide amongst the people. Targeting is
going tobecomemoredifficult,” he said.
About60 intelligence and reconnais-

sance sorties, both manned and un-

manned, are now being carried out
every day over northern Iraq to
build up a picture of the battlefield and
to identify potential targets. SincePres-
ident Obama’s authorisation for air-
strikes last Thursday, the US air force
and navy have been conducting three
or four ground attack missions a day.
General Mayville said that the laser-

guided strikes on artillery pieces and
other equipment had “temporarily dis-
rupted” the militants’ advance towards
Arbil, where hundreds of American
Green Beret special forces troops are
located, serving as advisers to Kurdish
peshmerga fighters.
However, in a frank assessment of

the operations, which Mr Obama has
insisted must have restricted objec-
tives, General Mayville warned: “Isil
[the American term for Isis, or the
Islamic State] remains focused on
securing andgaining additional territo-
ry throughout Iraq and will sustain its

attacks against Iraqi and Kurdish
security forces and their positions, as
well as target Yazidis, Christians and
other minorities.
“Our current operations are limited

in scope toprotectUScitizensand facil-
ities, to protect US aircraft supporting
humanitarian assistance, and to assist
in the break-up of Isil forces that have
laid siege to Sinjar mountain [where
thousands of Yazidis are still shelter-
ing],” he said at a Pentagon briefing.
The bombs dropped were “unlikely

to affect Isil’s overall capabilities or its
operations in other areas of Iraq and
Syria”, he admitted.
He said: “The immediate areas

where we have focused our strikes,
we’ve had a very temporary effect.
We may have blunted some tactical
decisions to move further east [to
Arbil]. But I in no way want to suggest
that we have effectively contained or
that we are somehow breaking the

Michael Evans
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admits
momentum of the threat posed by Isil.”
General Mayville said the airstrikes
were helping the Kurdish forces by giv-
ing them time to fortify their defensive
positions in and around Arbil with the
extra arms and ammunition they were
receiving from the Iraqi government.
The CIA is also supplying arms, and

soon the Pentagon will be contributing
weapons to the peshmerga forces. One
urgent request has been for longer-
range weapon systems. Isis has such
weapons, and General Mayville said
the Kurdish troops needed them to
counter the threat. “Isil are very well
organised, they are very well equipped,
they co-ordinate their operations and
theyhave shown theability to attackon
multiple axes,” he said.
The general, director of operations

for the joint chiefs of staff at the Penta-
gon, said that there were no plans to
expand the air campaign beyond “self-
defence activities”.

Behind enemy lines:
inside an Isis town

When Isis fighters stormed into Iraq in
June, bringing large swathes of the
country under their control, Ahmed
braced himself for the worst.
His Sunni village had previously

been invaded by another extremist
Sunni group, the Naqshbandi. His wife
was already in niqab, in accordance
with their strict interpretation of Islam.
But when the black-clad fighters of the
IslamicState, or Isis, rode in, everything
changed. “Life has stopped dead,” said
Ahmed (not his real name).
The jihadists’ first move was to take

control of checkpoints, government
buildings and the police station. They
confiscated the town’s military equip-
ment and raised their flag on a political
leader’s house near Ahmed’s home,
which they now use as a headquarters.
“I can see their black flag now,” he

said bitterly, speaking by phone.
“Theirs is the only house with a black
flag.”
Ahmed thinks the presence of the

flag on a residential building should
serve as a clue to the enemy that Isis
fighters are present, but so far this clue
has been missed. An airstrike in the
early hours of Sunday hit a house 500
metres away.The family that lives there
escaped unharmed.
Much of the lore of Isis is built on

strict discipline and medieval punish-
ment. Ahmed has witnessed more of
the latter: during Ramadan a militant
wascaught smoking.Hewasdragged to
headquarters for punishment, and Ah-
med, from his home nearby, says he
heard the man screaming as his com-
rades beat him with a stick.
Ahmedrecentlypickedupa flyerdic-

tating the behaviour ofMuslimwomen
under Isis. “No woman is allowed to
walk by herself without a husband or a
close family member escorting her. No
make-up is accepted, and those who vi-
olate this get punished severely.”
What that punishment may entail

keeps Ahmed up at night. A few weeks
ago a man was hauled into Isis head-
quarters handcuffed and blindfolded,
and several days ago Ahmed saw two
women make the same journey, hands

bound behind them. Ahmed never saw
them again.
Day-to-day life has become difficult.

The food stamps provided by Baghdad
foreveryIraqi familyhavebeencutoff in
Isis-controlled areas, so budgets are
stretched. Shops are open, but with just
three hours of electricity a day, supplies
are limited.The streets arequiet: noton-
ly are there fewer people out walking,
but there is no music. Isis forbids it.
Ahmed leaves the house for work at

6am each day, driving through five Isis
checkpoints, facing aggressive ques-
tioning at each — but his ordeal isn’t
over once the black flag gives way to
territory controlled by Iraqi Kurdistan.
“You go through all this and you get

burnt by the peshmerga flame. More
checkpoints, and they treat you the
same way, because you come from Isis
lines andyouare aSunniArab,” he said.
Ahmed has sat for hours en route to

the hospital with his ill mother. Some
peoplehavediedon this same stretchof
road, waiting to get to the hospital, and
Ahmed worries for his wife, four
months pregnant with their first child.
Ahmed ismore angry than afraid.He

takes tiny opportunities to spite his op-
pressors, like listening toquietmusicon
his mobile phone, ready to pretend to
anyonewhoasks that he is taking a call.
And he dreams of breaking free.
“Mydream is to go toArbil and get in

an American plane and tell the pilot:
this iswhere the bad guys are.Make the
distinction between the civilians and
the bad guys, and tell him: ‘hey, let’s go’.”

Sara Elizabeth Williams Arbil

CPL NEIL BRYDEN RAF/MOD/PA

Warzone holiday
puts boys off
Call of Duty
Page 28

Brothel-keeper
spills the beans
on JFK
Page 25

Iraqi PM may gain asylum in return for quick exit

Nouri al-Maliki’s efforts to cling to
power suffered a heavy blow yesterday
after Iran and several Iraqi militias
backed by Tehran publicly withdrew
their support.
Iran’s desertion of its former protégé

came a day after Fouad Massoum,
Iraq’s new president, nominated his
former close ally, Haider al-Abadi, to
replaceMr al-Maliki as primeminister.
This followed a rebellion from within
the ranks of his Shia coalition.
Mr al-Maliki denounced the nomi-

nation as illegal, and deployed troops
and militias loyal to him on the streets
of Baghdad, raising fears that he would
mount amilitary coup to stay in power.
Yesterday, however, he signalled that

he was backing away from the threat of
force, issuingacall “for securityperson-
nel to stay away from the political crisis

and carry out their duties in protecting
the country”.
His statement came hours after Aya-

tollah Ali Khamenei, Iran’s supreme
leader, appealed toMral-Maliki to con-
cede. Unconfirmed reports suggested
that Tehran might offer Mr
al-Maliki asylum in return for a
swift departure.
The prime minister also

lost the support of several
Iran-backed militias who
havebeencrucial to consoli-
dating his authoritarian
rule. Asaib Ahl al-Haq
(League of the Righteous),

the lead militia in the fight against the
Islamic State, or Isis, announced that it
was shifting its support toMr al-Abadi,
a senior member of Mr al-Maliki’s
Dawa party.
The leaders of the Badr Organisa-
tion, another Iran-backedmilitia, also

threw their backing behindMr al-
Abadi.

The loss ofmilitias dramat-
ically reduces Mr al-Maliki’s
options for using force to try
to keep his job, but the threat
of violence between Shia
groups remains, especially in
Baghdad, where he still con-

trols the nerve centre of gov-
ernment in the Green Zone.

“Al-Maliki is still so
powerful,” said

Hayder al-
Khoei, an
analyst at
Chatham

House, noting that the prime minister
had systematically purged Iraq’s state
institutions of opponents.
Iran’s shift in support away from

Mr al-Maliki late last month prompted
fellow Shias to abandon him. Another
factor was a warning from Grand Aya-
tollahAli al-Sistani, Iraq’s top Shia cler-
ic, that leaders should not cling to
power, which prompted an angry re-
buttal from Mr al-Maliki.
JohnKerry, theUS secretary of state,

said that with Mr al-Maliki gone,
Washington was ready to consider
additional military and economic
assistance to Iraq.
Mr al-Abadi has been hailed as a less

divisive figure than Mr al-Maliki but
analysts said he would be hard pressed
to turn the crisis around. “It’ll change
the mood music, but the structural
faults in the Iraqi state that allowed the
rise of Isis remain,” said TobyDodge, of
the London School of Economics.

Catherine Philp
Middle East Correspondent

alongside a consignment of vital supplies that will be dropped to thousands of people stuck in the Sinjar mountains below

6A helicopter that was carrying aid
to trapped Yazidi refugees crashed
yesterday, killing the pilot and
injuring passengers, including a US
journalist (David Taylor writes).
Alissa Rubin, 56, the Paris bureau
chief for The New York Times and a
war correspondent, suffered an
apparent concussion and two
broken wrists, the newspaper said.
The helicopter, which had earlier
delivered supplies to Mount Sinjar
and picked up some evacuees,
crashed shortly after take-off in
what was believed to be an accident.

Haider al-Abadi is poised
to replace Nouri al-Maliki
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Civilians trapped without food
as Kiev blocks Russian convoy

Modi accuses Pakistan
of Kashmir ‘proxy war’
Srinagar The prime minister of
India has accused Pakistan of
waging a proxy war in Kashmir
because it is too weak to fight a
conventional one. Narendra Modi
said during a visit to the disputed
region that he would provide
Indian armed forces in Leh with
more weapons, adding that they
were “suffering more casualties
from terrorism than from war”.
Mr Modi also addressed crowds

in Kargil, a disputed area where
1,000 people died in fighting
15 years ago. A visit to the
Siachen glacier, where troops
from both countries face off at
altitudes of up to 7,000m
(23,000ft), was cancelled without
officials providing a reason. (AP)

Tripoli chief of police
murdered in Libya
Tripoli The chief of police in the
the Libyan capital has been killed.
Colonel Mohammed Sweissi, who
backed the fight against Islamic
militants, was attacked by masked
gunmen as he left a meeting in
Tripoli. Two men accompanying
him were abducted. The killing
took place as militias from
Misrata and their Islamist allies
battled those from Zintan for
control of the airport. (AP)

Bomb threat to mayor
investigated by police
Toronto A police search failed to
find any explosives after a bomb
threat against the mayor of
Toronto. Rob Ford told reporters
that the threat, sent to his
brother Doug, warned that
Toronto city hall would be blown
up if he did not resign. Ford, who
returned to work in June after a
spell in a rehabilitation clinic,
admitted last year that he had
smoked crack cocaine. (AP)

Black teenager shot ‘as
he tried to surrender’
Washington An unarmed black
teenager whose shooting by
police provoked two nights of
rioting in St Louis was killed as
he tried to surrender, a friend
who was with him said. Michael
Brown, 18, was shot once and fled,
then put up his hands and
shouted “I don’t have a gun —
stop shooting”, before the officer
fired again and killed him, Dorian
Johnson, 22, told MSNBC news.

Activists call for the
arrest of ivory ‘kingpin’
Nairobi Aconservation group
trying to stem the slaughter of
Africa’s elephants has handed a
petition to police demanding the
arrest of Feizal Ali Mohamed,
who it alleges is Kenya’s “ivory
kingpin”. Wildlife Direct appealed
for urgent police action to find
the Mombasa-based
businessman, on what activists
have declared to be World
Elephant Day. (AP)

Mining company kept
quiet about toxic spill
Mexico CityMillions of gallons of
toxic waste have leaked from a
mining operation in northern
Mexico into a river used by
thousands of residents for
drinking water. Grupo Mexico
failed to tell the authorities about
the spill at its copper mine in the
state of Sonora. Tests revealed
that the water was contaminated
with higher than acceptable levels
of pollutants such as arsenic. (AP)

Ukraine suspects that
the aid is a cover for
troops, reports
Ben Hoyle in
Donetsk

Ukraine was heading for a new con-
frontation with Russia last night after
announcing that it would refuse to al-
low a convoy of up to 300 Russian aid
trucks to enter the war-torn east of the
country, and insisting that all goods on
the trucks be unloaded at the border.
Theconvoy,paintedwhiteandsaid to

be loaded with 2,000 tonnes of aid
ranging from baby food to sleeping
bags, left the Moscow region for
Ukraine, a journey thatwasexpected to
take one or two days. Their stock was
supposed to cross the border to supply
increasingly desperate residents of
Luhansk and Donetsk, the last main
pro-Russian separatist-held cities that
are being besieged and blockaded by
the Ukrainian military.
The Russian foreign ministry said

that the convoy would cross the border
under the aegis of the Red Cross. How-
ever, a Red Cross spokesman said that,
although the organisation had agreed
in principle to an international human-
itarian effort involving Russia, he had
“no information about the content” of
the Russian trucks and did not know
where they were heading.
Ukraine later confirmed that it

wouldnot allow the convoy to enter the
country at all, amid suspicions that it
might be concealing weapons to
support embattled separatist troops.
“We will not consider the possibility of
any movement of the Russian column
on the territory of Ukraine,” Valeriy
Chaly, deputy head of the presidential
administration, said.
He added that any aid would have to

be unloaded at the border and put on to
transport provided by the Red Cross.
No Russian personnel from the convoy
would be allowed to enter Ukraine ei-
ther, he said.
As the row over the aid convoy deep-

ened, residents of Donetsk and Lu-
hansk faced growing shortages and a
stream of Ukrainian attacks.
In Grabari, an area of industrial land

on the northwest edge of Donetsk tar-
geted by Ukrainian artillery, an out-of-
work machine operator showed the
small cellar under his house that he
squeezes intowhen the bombing starts.
Anatoly, 40, sent his two sons away to

relatives in west Ukraine two months
ago, andhiswife followedamonth later.
Hehashadelectricity foronly fourdays
in the past three and a half weeks.
As inmuch of the city, runningwater

is available for only two hours a day, so
he collects it in the bath. Most
evenings he sits reading on his
vine-covered terrace until
his doghowls, a reliable indi-
cator that the shelling is
about to start.
In the cellar, which is piled

high with pickled vegetables
and jam and stocked with
sausages and Ukrainian salo
[pork fat], he cannot stand up
straight, and he can touch
all four walls without
straightening his

arms. “I’ve spent about ten nights
down there,” he said folding
himself into a ball and
laughing. “I try to sleep.”

The Ukrainian army is
less than a mile away and
the war is getting closer,
feeding rumours that pro-
Ukrainian partisans are
already active inside the city.
More than 1,300peoplehave
died since pro-Moscow

rebels took up arms
against Kiev’s
authority in east
Ukraine four
months ago,
many of
them civil-
ians. Gov-

ernment forces have squeezed the
rebels back into the twocities andpock-
ets of territory between them, an ad-
vance that has raised fears of a Russian
invasion to save the insurgency from a
humiliating defeat, possibly under the
pretext of a humanitarian intervention.
The response to the convoy is com-

plicated by the existence of a genuine
and growing humanitarian crisis. It is
worst in Luhansk, the region’s second
city, which has been without power or
running water for more than a week.
Landlines and mobile telephones do
notwork. Fuel has runout.Most people
who remain cower in cellars. Refugees
whohavemade it out tell of deadbodies
left in the streets.
TheUkrainian army and the private-

ly funded armed bands of volunteers

who serve as its shock troops surround
Donetsk, which themilitary has identi-
fied as its most important target. Fight-
ing rages at every exit point. Civilians
have been advised to leave, but the des-
ignated “humanitarian corridor” for
them to escape by is blocked by rebels.
Less than 100 metres away, three

generations of a family recalled how a
missile exploded in their courtyard last
Thursday, wounding both grandpar-
ents. It sent shrapnel tearing through
their home that ripped holes in clothes
hanging inside a wardrobe.
Tatiana, 21, a student, heard it

coming. Her mother, Elena, said:
“We had time to unplug the
television, light a candle and say the
first word of a prayer.”
Leading article, page 20
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Madam, 91, says
JFK and Onassis
visited her brothel

She was the most celebrated brothel-
keeper in modern French history,
revered by the rich and powerful and
feared by women who worked for her.
Now, Madame Claude’s influence

has been underlined by the claim that
John F Kennedy, Muammar Gaddafi
and the Shah of Iran were among her
clients.
Their names were revealed byWilli-

amStadiem, the biographer, who inter-
viewed her in the 1980s for a book that
was never published.
Stadiem said she had told him that

RexHarrisonandMarlonBrando,
the actors, Gianni Agnelli, the
head of Fiat, and Moshe Dayan,
the Israeli statesman, also
frequented her establishment in
Paris.
The claims have

added further lustre to
the aura surround-
ing Madame
Claude in
France, where
she is on first-
name termswith
many cabinet min-
isters from the 1960s
and 1970s.
Born Fernande Grudet

inAngers,westFrance, she
was educated at a Roman
Catholic school, but be-
came a prostitute in Paris
after the Second World
War. Ambitious and
determined, she adopted
the name Madame
Claude when she
openedher first broth-

el in the 1950s, and thenmoved to pres-
tigious premises near the Champs-
Élysées.
Her stroke of genius was to bring to

French high society a system whereby
clients booked an appointment with
prostitutes over the telephone, giving
rise to the term “call girls”.
Although she has never before re-

vealed the names of her clients, they
have longbeenknown tohave included
illustrious figures. Now the full extent
of her success has been made public by
Stadiem, who drew upon his conversa-
tion with her for an article in this
month’s edition of Vanity Fair.
She toldhimthat JFKhadonceasked

for a prostitute who resembled Jackie,
his wife — “but hot”. Jackie Kennedy’s
second husband, AristotleOnassis, was
also a client, according to Madame
Claude. He would arrive with Maria
Callas, the opera singer, who was then
his lover. They voiced “depraved
requests that made Claude blush”,
according to Stadiem.
Madame Claude told the biographer

that Agnelli had once taken a group of
people to Mass after an orgy at her
establishment.MarcChagall, thepaint-
er, offeredprostitutes sketchesof them-
selves after enjoying their company.
She has often been depicted as des-
potic and that image was reinforced
by Françoise Fabian, the actress
who starred in a 1977 film about her
life, entitled Madame Claude. “She
despised men and women alike.

Men were wallets. Women were
holes,” Fabian said.

She fled France in 1977 when
officials launched a tax inquiry
into her business. She moved to
California, but returned home a
decade later to face a three-year
jail sentence. Now aged 91, she

lives on the French Riv-
iera.

“There are two things
people will always pay
for, food and sex. I
wasn’t any good at

cooking,” she told Stadi-
em. Madame Claude,

however, is said to
have hated sex.

France
Adam Sage Paris

French staff
get on their
bikes — for
a small fee

Thousands of French employees are
being paid to pedal to work, under a
government plan to take cycling be-
yond the Tour de France.
At present,millions of French people

use la petite reine (the little queen), as
the bicycle is nicknamed, for weekend
rides, but relatively few do so to get to
work. The transport ministry wants to
change that with a system of financial
incentives.
The project has been started on an

experimental basis at 19 companies,
with some members of staff earning
hundreds of euros amonth to peddle to
the office or factory. If the experiment
proves a success, all companies will be
forced to offer their personnel the bike
bonus, according to the transport
ministry.
The initiative follows a study

suggesting that bicycles account for on-
ly 2.4 per cent of journeys in France,
compared with 8 per cent in Belgium
and 25 per cent in the Netherlands.
The companies involved in the trial

employ a total of about 10,000 people,
and have agreed to pay their staff €2.50
for every 10km — about £1 for every
three miles — that they cycle to work.
Managers say that many employees

have taken to pedalling home for lunch
to increase their bonus payments.
Someare clockingupdozensofkilome-
tres every day; the newspaper Le Figaro
says that one man earned €345 in July.
French law obliges companies to

meet 50 per cent of the cost of public
transport for staff on home-to-work
journeys. The authorities also give tax
breaks to companies that offset the cost
of petrol for employees who rely on
their cars to commute. “This trial will
enable us to evaluate whether the
system can be extended to the bicycle,”
Frédéric Cuvillier, the transport minis-
ter, said. “I want the bicycle to become
a means of transport in its own right.”
A recent report for the Ministry for

Sustainable Development said that
France used the bicycle until the
Second World War, but then aban-
doned it in favour of the car.
Although the French still buy three

million bicycles every year— the third
highest rate per person in Europe, be-
hind Germany and the Netherlands—
they use them largely for leisure, ac-
cording to the report. The result is that
the average French person covers 55
miles a year on a bicycle, compared
with 500 miles in Denmark.

Adam Sage Paris

BRANDI MUELLER/MEDAVIA

Lonely birthday for Hollande as new book savages Trierweiler

FrançoisHollande spenthis60thbirth-
day yesterday as France’s most unpop-
ular president for decades, dogged by
speculation surrounding his personal
life and intrigue among his colleagues.
After slipping away from his

Versailles retreat, he spent the day near
the Mediterranean with his children,
supposedly free of entanglement with
any of the three glamorous women
who have dominated his recent
domestic life.
The low-key occasion contrasted

with the lavish celebrations last month
whenAngelaMerkel, hismore success-
ful German counterpart, turned 60.
Ségolène Royal, the president’s

former partner, who is also his rival in

theSocialist partyand themotherofhis
four children — Thomas, 30, a lawyer,
Clémence, 28, a medical student,
Julien, 27, a film-maker, and Flora, 22, a
psychology student —was not there.
A new book by Françoise Degois, a

former adviser to Ms Royal, recounts
the former couple’s shift from loving
partners to bitter rivals.
MsRoyal broke upwithMrHollande

in 2007, shortly after she failed to win
the presidency of the Socialist party.
The split was caused by his affair with
Valérie Trierweiler, a political journal-
ist who went on to become the official
first lady of France in 2012.
Quelle Histoire! [What a Story], as

the book is titled, also reports the
efforts of a jealous Ms Trierweiler to
damage Ms Royal, whom she con-

tinued to regard as a contender for the
president’s affections.
Mr Hollande takes some hits in the

book. Martine Aubry, a senior Socialist
and former cabinet colleague of Ms
Royal, is quoted as asking her: “How
could you have put up with such a limp
man for so many years?”
Ms Trierweiler was shown the door

of the Élysée Palace in January when
Mr Hollande, who had cast himself in
the election campaign as “Monsieur
Normal”, retreated into what is
publicly depicted as a new existence as
a serene bachelor.
Ms Royal was brought back into

favour in April, taking third place in
seniority in the cabinet as the environ-
ment minister.
“François is a thousand times happi-

er onapersonal level thanhewasayear
ago,” an unnamed friend told the news-
paper Le Figaro. “Between his 59th and
60th birthday he has resolved part of
his personal problems. He is liberated.
It is better forhim, forhis friendsand for
the country.”
Critics used the birthday to heap

scorn and jokes on the mild-mannered
leader, who has failed to halt the
nation’s economic decline and alienat-
ed much of his left-wing camp.
“Never has a French president

appeared so alone and unpopular as
FrançoisHollande halfway through his
term,” the conservative Le Figaro
commented.
Jacques Attali, an economist and

one-time adviser to the late President
Mitterrand, Mr Hollande’s hero,

delivered a caustic attack on his
former colleague, depicting him as
feeble. “Cowardice in public life, as in
private life, never bears fruit,” he wrote
on his blog.
The day put an end to rumours that

the president intended to use it tomake
official a relationship with Julie Gayet,
the 42-year-old actress with whom he
was revealed to have been dallying in
January. He had already quashed the
gossip by telling reporters last month
that no wedding gifts would be needed.
The liaison, for which the only

evidence has been the original maga-
zine photographs of Mr Hollande on a
scooter outside a Paris flat, appeared to
be over last week with the publication
of pictures ofMsGayet onabeachholi-
day with a tax lawyer.

Charles Bremner Paris

Madame Claude in 1986 after she was
arrested for running a call-girl ring

A
set of
common
stairs leads
down to a

unique site at Lake
Thingvellir in Iceland:
a crack between the
north American and
Eurasian continents.

Known as the Silfra
tectonic fissure, it is
one of the most
remarkable dive sites
in the world.
Enthusiasts can
explore directly in the
crack between two
continental plates,
which are drifting
apart at a rate of
about 2cm a year.
The glacial water

remains cold all year
round and is

extremely clear, with
visibility of up to
100 metres. The lake
is in the Thingvellir
National Park, and is
a Unesco world
heritage site.

Step down to
glimpse the
Earth’s crust

Clients: JFK
and actor
Marlon
Brando
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Cub leads
rangers to
mother’s
dead body
India
Robin Pagnamenta

A lion cub whose mother
was killed by a herd of
water buffalo has led forest
rangers toherbody inwhat
has been described as ex-
tremely rare behaviour.
A forest guard at Gir

national park in the Indian
state ofGujarat spotted the
15-month-old cub sitting
on its own in undergrowth
and followed it until hewas
taken to its mother’s body
on a nearby hilltop.
“As I got close to the cub

it startedmoving away and
kept looking back to check
if I was following him,”
Rana Mori said. The cub
then stayed with her
corpse until the ranger re-
turned to remove the body
with the help of police.
The 11-year-old lioness,

known as Rupa, or Beauti-
ful One, is thought to have
been gored to death.
Anshuman Sharma, the

deputy conservator of for-
ests, said that the cub’s
behaviour was “very pecu-
liar” and rare.
An estimated 411 lions

live in the area, the last re-
maining habitat of the Asi-
atic lion. Conflict with
water buffalos increases at
this time of year because
the monsoon gives more
opportunities for grazing.
Mr Sharma said the ran-

ger had risked his life by
following the cub. Lion
cubs depend on their
mothers for the first two or
three years.
The orphan is being

checked by rangers, and
may join another pride.

Egypt’s leaders accused
over protesters’ deaths
Egypt
Bel Trew

TheEgyptian security forces have been
accused of crimes against humanity
over the killing of up to 1,000protesters
in one day, in what has been described
as the largest single killing of demon-
strators since the Tiananmen Square
massacre in 1989.
After a year-long investigation,

Human Rights Watch (HRW) called
for an international commission of
inquiry into the role played by Presi-
dent al-Sisi and at least ten senior mili-
tary and security chiefs.
The report, which includes 200 wit-

ness testimonies, examined the events
after the military toppled Mohamed
Morsi, the country’s Islamist president,
on July 3 last year. It says that at least
817 people, and possibly up to 1,000,
were shot dead during police raids on
pro-Morsi sit-ins in Cairo onAugust 14.
“This wasn’t merely a case of exces-

sive force or poor training, it was a vio-
lent crackdown planned at the highest
levels of the Egyptian government.
Many of the same officials are still in
power in Egypt, and have a lot to an-

swer for,” said KennethRoth, executive
director of the organisation.
The report counted 1,520 deaths in

July and August 2013 caused by the
country’s police force and army, who
opened fire on six pro-Morsi rallies.
“Given thewidespreadandsystemat-

ic nature of the killings, and the evi-
dence suggesting that theywere part of
apolicy touse lethal forceagainst large-
ly unarmed protesters on political
grounds, these killings most likely
amount to crimes against humanity,”
the report concluded.
HRW called for the UN Human

Rights Council to investigate rights’
violations resulting from the deaths
and for the sale of security-related
items to Egypt to be suspended. It also
called on Egypt’s allies to suspendmili-
tary aid and co-operationuntil the gov-
ernment adopted measures to end
human rights violations.
Egypt’s government rejected the

report, accusing HRW of being biased
and unprofessional. Mr Roth and a
colleague, Sarah Whitson, were due to
present the 195-pagedocument to jour-
nalists in Cairo yesterday but were
refused entry into the country.

700 migrants storm Spanish border fence
Spain
Martin Roberts Madrid

The biggest number of sub-Saharan
migrants in years tried to enter Spain
yesterday, with 700 storming the bor-
der fence at the north African enclave
of Melilla, while its coastguard picked

up a similar number making their way
across the Strait of Gibraltar on rafts.
Eightymade it toMelilla after throw-

ing stones at Moroccan guards and
using ladders, a Spanish interior minis-
try official said.
Meanwhile, seven boats, a helicopter

and two aircraft worked to rescue 681

migrants off the southern coast of
Spain. Theywere taken to be treated by
Red Cross volunteers in the southern
coastal town of Tarifa, where a sports
centre was used to accommodate them
because existing facilities were over-
whelmed. On Monday another 299
migrants had been picked up.

Ballet for horses A preview of Cavalia in Singapore, a show combining equestrian arts with acrobatics and special effects

SUHAIMI ABDULLAH/GETTY IMAGES
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Car makers ‘helped Brazilian
junta to persecute activists’
Brazil
James Hider Sao Paulo

A Brazilian commission examining
the crimes of the former military
dictatorship is investigating whether
big foreign carmanufacturers suchas
Volkswagen, Ford, Rolls-Royce, To-
yota and Mercedes-Benz helped the
junta to identify and persecute union
activists and left-wing “subversives”.
The National Truth Commission,

set up two years ago by President
Rousseff — herself a former political
prisoner who was tortured by the
regime that ruled Brazil from 1964 to
1985 — says that newly unearthed
documents suggest that the carmak-
ers helped to draw up blacklists to
prevent known “troublemakers”
from finding work.
If the allegations are substantiated,

workerson the listmaybeable to take
legal action against the companies,
many of which still have a big pres-
ence in Brazil, the largest car produc-
er in the region.
No formal accusations have yet

been made, but the commission has
found at least one document in the
Sao Paulo state archive that features

what appears to be a blacklist from
the early 1980s compiled by the
Department of Political and Social
Order, a police intelligence unit
tasked with repressing leftwingers.
The list contains names and home

addresses of about 460 workers from
63 companies in SaoPaulo’s carman-
ufacturing hub, including 73 from
Volkswagen and 52 from Mercedes-
Benz. The documents so far uncov-
ered do not specify what the secret
police did with the list or how the
names were procured
RosaCardoso, theheadof the com-

mission’s subcommittee investigating
abuses against blue-collar workers,
said it appeared that it had been used
to monitor labour activists at a time
when unions were demanding better
wages and working conditions for
their members. She said that the
depth of detail hinted at corporate
collusion.
Many historians have argued that

multinationals, as well as Brazilian
companies, collaborated with the re-
gime to stifle unrest at their works.
One former union organiser, João

PaulodeOliveira, saidhewas firedby
Rapistan, the US-based conveyor-

belt manufacturer, in 1980, and for
yearswas harassed by the police, who
arrested him ten times and would
drive past his house making cut-
throat gestures or pointing weapons.
Headded thathecouldno longer find
work in the Sao Paulo area.
Augusto Portugal, a former Rolls-

Royce employee who appears on the
list, said that he wanted compensa-
tion, but acknowledged that it could
be difficult to prove in court.
The documents, many of which

were burnt or concealed by the dicta-
torship, may prove legally inconclu-
sive, leading some workers who were
persecuted to say that an apology
from the companies would suffice.
Several of the foreign companies

cited on the list said that they had no
records of the junta period, or simply
denied the allegations. Volkswagen
said that it would launch its own in-
ternal investigation.
Because of a 1979 amnesty law, no

one has been tried for the abuses of
the Brazilian junta. Mrs Rousseff is
coming under pressure to amend the
law, but with a slowing economy and
car manufacturing a big employer,
she may be reluctant to do so.

It’s all downhill for Utah’s snowboarders
United States
Devika Bhat Washington

Snowboarders have accused one of
America’s oldest ski resorts of dis-
criminating against them because of
their clothing and use of slang after
they were banned from the slopes.
Alta ski resort inUtah says the ban

is designed to make the slopes safer
for skiers, insisting that as a private
business it is within its rights to
restrict equipment it judges tobehaz-
ardous. Snowboarders pose a risk, the
resort’s lawyers say, because their
sideways position creates a blind spot
as they tear down the slopes. How-

ever, snowboarders insist that the
regulation is rooted in
little more than snob-
bery against them and
their lifestyle.
Angry at being

banned from an area
famed for its deep pow-
der and favourable
conditions, four snow-
boarders have begun
legal action.
“This case is not about

equipment,” Jon Schofield,
their lawyer, said. “It’s
about deciding you don’t
like a groupof people, you

don’t want to associate with that
group, and you’re excluding
them.” The lawsuit notes that
snowboarders have long been
markedout for their baggyclothing

and use of words borrowed from sur-
fers, such as “gnarly” and “radical”.

“Viewing themselves as more
sophisticated and affluent,

many skiers bris-
tled at this coun-
terculture,” the

lawsuit says.
Lawyers for the re-

sorthaveasked for thecase to
be thrown out of court. A district

judge has yet to rule on the case.

la
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Fooled you:
adventurer
reveals
the tricks
of his trade

Lukas
Zischke, 19, a
German

photographer,
has released
a series of
eye-catching
images on social
media showing
him apparently
standing on the
ledges of
skyscrapers or
jumping into the
Grand Canyon.
Here, he
reveals how he
creates the
images by
combining
photographs
using Photoshop
applications,
proving himself
to be an
accomplished
manipulator.

LUKAS ZISCHKE/NEWS DOG MEDIA
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Call of Duty? Let’s go see a real war, sons
Israel
David Charter Berlin

A father whose sons pestered him to
buy the video gameCall of Dutymade a
deal with them: he would get the game
if they still wanted it after witnessing
the real consequences of war.
They agreed, and Carl-Magnus

Helgegren, a Swedish journalist, took
Leo, 10, and Frank, 11, to Israel, where
they visited the Golan Heights, by the
Syrian border, and a refugee clinic in
Arab east Jerusalem.
Mr Helgegren, 37, said that he chose

Israel because it was easily accessible
to tourists and that the experience —
including meeting stone-throwing
youths who had been injured by Israeli
soldiers — was enough to put the boys
off the violent computer game.
His shock treatment triggered a

furious national debate, with one critic
calling him “the most pompous parent
in Sweden”.
When his eldest son asked

for the video game after play-
ing it at a friend’s house, Mr
Helgegren recalled the terror
he had felt when he came
under mortar fire in the oc-
cupied territories in 2009
while working as a free-
lance journalist.
“I told them, if they

understood the
concept of war, I
was happy for them
to playwhatever games
they chose,” he said. “We
went to the Shuafat
refugee camp in east

Jerusalem. We went to a
clinicwherekidswerebeing
stitched up every day
because they had been hit
in the headwith a rifle butt.
I had to explain quite a
bit, pointing out that
Israeli politics do not nec-
essarily reflect all parts
of Israeli society.”
Leo said that he wanted

tobringhis airgun todefend

the refugee children. “He became
angry, so I told him to think about the
reason for the refugee camp in the first
place — it was because someone
brought a gun,” Mr Helgegren said.
They then visited theGolanHeights,

where Mr Helgegren explained that a
civil war was being fought a few
kilometres away. “I wanted to teach
them about the negative effects of war,
which you never see in the games,” he
said. “Afterwe got back to Sweden, they

said theydidnotwant toplay thegames
any more.”
The Call of Duty series was launched

in 2003 and was used for practice by
Anders Breivik, the gunmanwho killed
77 people in Norway in 2011.
Johanna Nylander, of the Swedish

Games Industry, said Mr Helgegren
was a responsible parent but had gone
too far. “I do not think it is necessary to
take your kids to a war zone. Just play-
ing together with them should suffice.”

South Africa
Ruth Maclean Johannesburg

South Africa’s former president has
called for a boycott of Israeli goods to
make its government “pay a price for
the position that it is taking” in Gaza.
Thabo Mbeki called on the govern-

ment of President Zuma, his successor,
to step up diplomatic efforts to end the
conflict, which he has in the past com-
pared to his own country’s apartheid
policies. “South Africa has an obliga-
tion to engage the Israelis and to see
what can be done tomove as quickly as
possible towards a just solution of this
conflict,” he told students in Pretoria.
The Israeli government and Hamas

are nearing the end of a 72-hour cease-
fire. In the past month, 1,938 Palestini-
ans and 67 Israelis have been killed.
Thousands of South Africans have

already been picketing the supermar-
ket chain Woolworths, equivalent to
Marks & Spencer in Britain, for stock-
ing Israeli fruit and vegetables. “We the
people of South Africa must heed the
call to boycott Israeli goods,”MrMbeki
said. “It is not the responsibility of gov-
ernment to mobilise people, we must
mobilise ourselves.”
Ahmed Kathrada, Nelson Mandela’s

closest friend, joined pro-Palestinian
protests in Johannesburg at the week-
end. Desmond Tutu, rights activist and
archbishopemeritus, said thosewhodid
businesswith Israel “fund theperpetua-
tion of a profoundly unjust status quo”.

South Africa
is urged to
boycott Israel

Leo and Frank Helgegren no longer want to play Call of Duty, below left, after seeing the effects of war first hand

CARL-MAGNUS HELGEGREN
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Audit firm faces new
‘negligence’ inquiry
Harry Wilson, Robert Lea

Britain’s accounting watchdog has
launched an investigation into Grant
Thornton over its audit of the London
Fire Brigade strike breaker, Assetco, in
another big embarrassment for the
auditor.
The Financial ReportingCouncil has

begun an inquiry into the preparation
of the accounts ofAIM-quotedAssetco
two years after the struggling company
sold off its UK business, ending its
involvement in a contract that saw it
provide emergency cover in the event
of a walkout by London firemen.
Investigators will look at the

accounts published by the company
between 2008 and 2010, the period
when Grant Thornton was its auditor.
Assetco has alreadywiped £235million
off its balance sheet for the period after
admitting that its results in 2009 and
2010containeda “significantoverstate-
ment of profits and assets”.
Grant Thornton is also being investi-

gated by the FRC over its audits of the
Manchester Building Society and
Nichols, the drinks company behind
Vimto, in addition to a growing legal
threat over its role in a bungled investi-
gation brought by the Serious Fraud
Office into the Tchenguiz brothers. A

spokesman for Grant Thornton said: “I
can confirm we have received a letter
from the Financial Reporting Council
informing us of its decision to com-
mence an investigation, and we will, of
course, fully co-operate in this matter.”
The watchdog has given little detail

of the nature of its inquiry but said the
investigation was prompted by “mat-
ters referred to the FRC by a third
party”.
The investigation is likely to last at

least 12 months before the council
makes any decision on whether to pro-
ceed with formal disciplinary action
against Grant Thornton.
The council can impose an unlimited

fine on auditors found to have been
involved in breaches of its rules. Other
penalties can include industry bans for
individuals and even entire firms.
Assetco has already launched a

£50.8million claim against Grant
Thornton over what the company
alleges were “negligent audits” that led
to a crisis at the business that saw it sell
its UK business for just £2 in 2012.
Grant Thornton resigned as Asset-

co’s auditors in2011 andwas replacedby
PwC.Thecompanywaseventually refi-
nanced after reaching a deal with cred-
itors in September 2011with £14million
of capital raised through the sale of new

shares.Assetco subsequently refocused
its business on theMiddle East and has
won a series of contracts across the
region to provide fire services to coun-
tries, including Abu Dhabi.
The British business had been a cash

cow as Assetco had turned a 20-year
contract tomaintain the London emer-
gency vehicle fleet into an even more
lucrative deal whereby it provided
strike cover for the city in the event of
walkouts by London firefighters.
In 2009, Assetco was awarded a

seven-year contract worth £12 million
by theLondonFireBrigade to train and
deploy a 700-strong force of civilian
firefighters to provide cover in case of a
strike.
Results released by the company in

2013 for the first sixmonths of its finan-
cial year highlighted the cost to the
business of the sale, with profits and
revenues more than halving due to the
disposal of its UK vehicle leasing and
maintenance business.
The latest results published by

Assetco in June showed an improve-
ment in its performance with profits
more than trebling from £300,000 to
£1.1million for the sixmonths to theend
ofMarchdespite a £1.6millionyear-on-
year fall in revenues for the period to
£7million.

Cup of cheer Fortnum &Mason has little trouble promoting tea, but the wider industry has struggled to halt a decline in
sales. The answer, according to new research, is to market the traditional cuppa as an alternative to alcohol. Page 38

Rank outsider
stays the course

G
ermany’s nailbiting
World Cup triumph over
Argentina was a dream
for the nation’s bookies.
After 90 minutes, the

match was goalless. Better still, the
Bavarian midfielder who volleyed in
the extra time winner, Mario Götze,
was a substitute.
It’s a rule of thumb in the

gambling industry that fans, who
crave entertainment, seldom place
bets on a 0-0 draw. And even fewer
put money on a super-sub to open
the scoring. So Ladbrokes was able
to boast a stonking 51 per cent profit
margin on its takings for the biggest
match of the year.
That slice of luck crowned a

lucrative tournament that may just
allow Richard Glynn, the
bookmaker’s struggling chief
executive, to hang on to his job
(report, page 37). Ladbrokes
revealed horrible figures yesterday,
with profits plunging by 49.7 per
cent to £27.7 million for the six
months to June. But the City
exhaled with relief that the accounts
revealed no more nasty surprises.
Ladbrokes has survived three sets

of quarterly numbers without
issuing a profits warning. That’s a
positive achievement by the
exceedingly low standards of its
recent record. It maintained its
dividend and declared that revenue
since June has been “well ahead”.
Those who bought shares in

Ladbrokes a year ago would have
been better off throwing their
savings at a clapped-out old nag
running in the 3.15 at Uttoxeter. The
stock has slumped by 33 per cent.
For Mr Glynn, though, the going

has become a little bit firmer.
Ladbrokes has shifted its entire
online gaming platform to software
from a new provider, Playtech, in a
15-year deal. And it has installed
thousands of improved self-service
betting machines in its stores
without too many hitches.
It’s been a tricky 2014 for the entire

industry, hindered by scores of
favourites winning at Ascot and by
an unhelpful Saturday in the Premier
League in which every big team won
simultaneously. But against all the
odds, Mr Glynn has outlasted Ralph
Topping, his rival at William Hill,
who retired last month.
Investors recently suggested the

Ladbrokes boss was “toast” unless
he delivered signs of improvement.
But thanks to a German goal in the
23rd minute of extra time, he’ll be
around a bit longer to persuade
hapless thrill-seekers to throw their
hard-earned cash at the gee gees.

The hunger gains

Anyone for a candle-lit rogan
josh, for two, in a takeaway
foil tray?Or, indeed, for a

shared meat feast pizza, loaded with
extra pepperoni?St Valentine’s Day
was the busiest night of 2014 for Just
Eat, the delivery network, with

195,000 orders placed in the space
of a few hours (report, page 45).
That online frenzy on the most

romantic night of the calendar tells
us more about the nation’s attitude
towards cooking than an entire
series of the Great British Bake Off.
And it illustrates, too, just how
ingrained food delivery is in modern
urban lifestyles.
Just Eat, a pretty simple concept,

has been widely mocked since it
joined the stock market. The
company comprises a website and a
smartphone app that allows diners
to browse restaurants in their
neighbourhood and swiftly place an
order for dinner. Critics have asked
how this straightforward offering
could possibly have been worth
£1.5billion on flotation.
The price may be high but this is

a classic disruptive technology, with
impressive room for growth. Seven
out of ten food delivery orders in
the UKare still placed by telephone.
As in other industries, people will
migrate online — who, for example,
bothers to make a phone call to
book an airline ticket any
more? Just Eat’s boss, David
Buttress, reckons that within three
to five years, 60 per cent of all food
deliveries will be digital — and even
that sounds conservative.
Half-year profits were £8.6 million

— paltry, perhaps, for a billion-
pound corporation. But the company,
which began in Denmark before
moving to Britain, stands up well by
an international comparison. Its
capitalisation is actually some way
lower than that of its USequivalent,
GrubHub, which is worth more than
$3 billion on not dissimilar revenue.
If Brits continue to gorge on cheap
and easy takeaways, Just Eat’s critics
could end up with egg fried rice on
their face.

What’s in a name?

Deep in the reeds of the stock
market’s small-cap marshes, a
curious anomaly has been

settled. John Lewis of Hungerford,
an upmarket craft workshop making
£200 barstools and £3,000 dressers,
is changing its name.
Ever since flotation in 1997, the

fancy cabinetmaker has been
accused of sowing confusion by
using the same monicker as the
strictly unlisted John Lewis
Partnership.
The small business, which

employs 58 people compared with
its larger rival’s 91,000, has finally
buckled and will henceforth be
known as Grove (Oxfordshire).
That should put an end to people

phoning up its tiny stores and
asking to be put through to
haberdashery. The confusion
though appears to have been
lucrative: the shares slumped 7 per
cent as investors waved goodbye to
the John Lewis name.

andrew.clark@thetimes.co.uk
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economics

Economic output: Britain’s
recession was not as deep as
previously thought but will still
go down in the history books
as the worst since the Second
World War. Figures from the
Office for National Statistics
showed that output fell by
4.6 per cent between 2007 and
2009. The ONS had previously
estimated that GDP shrank as
much as 6 per cent. The better
figures reflected how the
economy performed in 2008.
GDP is now thought to have
contracted by 0.3 per cent that
year, compared with the
previous estimate of a 1.1 per
cent fall. Page 34
France: Officials are preparing
the ground for another failure
to meet fiscal targets, using
weak growth and inflation to
seek leniency from European
partners. The government has
promised to come clean on the
state of the economy after
publication of second quarter
GDP, which is expected to
register barely any growth.
With record unemployment,
16-year low housing starts and
waning industrial output: most
indicators already give a bleak
image of the economy in the
second quarter, with higher
consumer spending a rare
bright spot.

banking & finance
0.52%

Royal Bank of Scotland: RBS
has handed ten senior
executives “role-based” awards
worth £3.5 million as part of
the taxpayer-backed lender’s
move to skirt new European
rules capping bank bonuses.
The managers, who include
Ewen Stevenson, the new
finance director, Rory
Cullinan, the head of the
lender’s “bad bank”, and Chris
Sullivan, the deputy chief
executive, were handed just
over one million shares, each
worth 346p. Page 37
JPMorgan: Sir Win Bischoff,
the former chairman of Lloyds
Banking Group, has picked up
his latest appointment after
being hired to chair the board
of the US bank’s main London-
based subsidiary. JP Morgan
said Sir Win would become
chairman of its European
business from January, as well
as a independent adviser to the
bank’s London-based branch
operation. Page 37
Prudential: Tumbling Far
Eastern currencies hit profit
growth at Prudential despite
growing demand for
investment and insurance
products from Asia’s new
middle classes. Plunges in the
Thai, Malaysian and
Indonesian currencies left the
profits of Britain’s biggest
insurer just 7per cent higher at
£1.52 billion after translation
back into sterling. However, on
a constant exchange-rate basis,
Pru declared a 17 per cent half-
year surge. Page 35
Legal & General: Britain’s
biggest pension fund manager
is set to resign today from the
industry’s leading trade body,
the Association of British
Insurers according to Sky
News. L&G is understood to

believe it will be able to lobby
more effectively on significant
issues affecting its business if it
does so on its own.
Travelex: Goldman Sachs and
Qatar National Bank are
arranging an $800 million loan
to help Abu Dhabi-based
entrepreneur B.R. Shetty
acquire a majority stake in
Travelex, the foreign exchange
operator, Mr Shetty said.

construction &
property

0.17%

Hyder Consulting: One of
Japan’s largest credit rating
agencies has warned that
Nippon Koei could face a
“heavy financial burden” if it
succeeds in its £268.1 million
bid to buy the infrastructure
designer. The Japanese
company gatecrashed a
proposed merger between
Hyder and Arcadis of the
Netherlands last week. Page 36
SIG: Recovery in British
housebuilding is in full swing
according to the roofing and
insulation specialist but poor
conditions in France led its
joint house broker to cut
forecasts for 2015, sending
shares back towards recent
12-month lows. A 14 per cent
leap in revenues to
£616 million in SIG’s British
operations lifted operating
profits in Britain and Ireland
by 22 per cent. Page 36

consumer goods
0.30%

Tea: Britain’s teamakers are
being advised to promote the
traditional cuppa as a desirable
alternative to alcohol amid
warnings that they will
continue to lose market share
to coffee and fizzy drinks.
Sixty-two per cent of adults
polled by Mintel agreed with
the statement that tea was a
good alternative to having
alcohol on a night in. Page 38
Philip Morris International:
The world’s largest tobacco
company is understood to be
prepared to sue the British
government should it
implement a law requiring
plain packaging of cigarettes.
The government has
conducted a consultation with
the department of health on
potential legislation that would
force manufacturers to sell
cigarettes in plain packets with
graphic health warnings and
no branding.

engineering
0.16%

Hyundai: The South Korean
carmaker has started
production at its first assembly
plant in South Africa, initially
building medium-sized
commercial trucks. The
Benoni plant, in Gauteng, has
been assembling ahead of a
formal launch in September.

health
0.25%

GlaxoSmithKline: Britain’s
largest drug manufacturer is
facing fresh corruption claims

in Syria where it is alleged to
have bribed doctors and
officials to drive sales. Glaxo,
already facing accusations of
corruption in its consumer
business, which sells
toothpaste and over-the-
counter painkillers, in Syria —
received an anonymous email
making new claims against
staff and local distributors. A
spokesman said it would
“thoroughly investigate” all the
claims. Page 38

leisure
0.25%

Ladbrokes: Richard Glynn, the
bookmaker’s chief executive,
came out fighting as he
insisted that the bookmaker
was “well positioned for
growth” despite a 34 per cent
slump in profits. Page 32
Just Eat: Its shares may be
languishing below the issue
price, but the online takeaway
operator went some way to
justifying the pre-flotation
hype by delivering a sevenfold
surge in underlying earnings in
its maiden results. Page 39

natural resources
0.05%

African Minerals: A Cyprus-
based company paid
$50 million by Frank Timis’s
mining group was partly
owned by a former SAS soldier
convicted of possessing
explosives discovered as part
of a money laundering
investigation. African Minerals
called in corporate detectives
after it was alleged that Mr
Timis, the group’s founder and
executive chairman, owned
25 per cent of GIOCyprus, the
company to which he
approved the payment. Mr
Timis denies that he owned a
stake in GIO Cyprus, which
the investigators said they
could not prove or disprove.
Dermot Coughlan, a non-
executive director at African
Minerals, has already resigned
over his failure to disclose his
interests in affiliates of
GIOCyprus. Page 32
Oil: Prices slipped to their
lowest for nine months after
the West’s energy think-tank
said that a glut of shale oil
from North America was
keeping the world well
supplied despite the conflicts
in Iraq and Ukraine. The
International Energy Agency
also cut its forecast for global
demand this year, suggesting
that barring a major supply
disruption in Russia or the
Middle East, prices were
unlikely to rise soon. Page 38

professional &
support services

0.17%

Grant Thornton: The Financial
Reporting Council has
launched an investigation into
the accountant over its audit of
Assetco, the London fire
brigade strike breaker, in
another embarrassment for the
group. Grant Thornton is
already being investigated by
the FRC over audits of the
Manchester Building Society
and Nichols, the drinks

company behind Vimto, as
well as a growing legal threat
over its role in a bungled
inquiry brought by the Serious
Fraud Office into the
Tchenguiz brothers. Page 30
Serco: The full extent of the
financial woes afflicting the
outsourcing company, which
admitted last autumn to
hoodwinking ministers and
became the subject of an
investigation by the Serious
Fraud Office, were laid bare as
the one-time FTSE 100 darling
plunged into the red. Pre-tax
losses topped £7.3million in the
first half, against a £106million
profit a year earlier. Page 36

retailing
0.23%

New Look: The fashion
retailer revealed that it sold
40,000 kimono jackets a week,
in what Anders Kristiansen, its
chief executive, described as a
“stellar” first quarter. Helped
by strong sales of printed
trousers and running shorts,
New Look’s like-for-like sales
rose 8.9 per cent in the three
months to June, with total
sales up 8.1 per cent to
£392.5 million. Operating
profits jumped 40 per cent to
£43.6 million. Page 39

technology
0.26%

Hewlett-Packard: The former
finance director of Autonomy
has accused the UScomputer
group of a massive cover-up
and dubbed it a “sucker” for
paying $11 billion for the
Cambridge business. Sushovan
Hussain, who led Autonomy
alongside its founder Mike
Lynch, made the claim in a
court filing designed to derail a
settlement between HP and
lawyers representing its
shareholders that had
previously launched a class
action against the company.
Microsoft: Steve Ballmer, the
former head of the software
giant, has completed his
$2 billion purchase of the Los
Angeles Clippers basketball
team. The businessman,
estimated by Forbes magazine
to be worth $21.3 billion, paid
the highest amount to date for
an NBA team which began in
1970 as the Buffalo Braves and
has never won a championship.

telecoms
0.05%

Vodafone: One in five calls
made over the mobile group’s
network fails when the
customer is in the countryside,
according to data published by
Ofcom. The data showed that
Vodafone was also bottom of
the league for overall network
quality.
Pantech: The SouthKorean
smartphone maker has
succumbed to bankruptcy with
its debt running at nearly
double the rate of its assets.
The company was highly
successful in its home market
with clamshell designs but has
struggled to compete with
local rivals Samsung and LG in
the latest round of the
smartphone wars.
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Unemployment is expected
to have fallen even further in
the three months to June.
Figures from the Office for
National Statistics are set to
show that joblessness is down
and employment up but
earnings growth is expected
to disappoint once again. In
the three months to May, the

employment rate hit a record
high of 73.1 per cent. The
level, not bettered in the
43years that the ONS has
been compiling the data,
meant that 30.6 million
people are in work. In the
past year, 929,000 jobs were
created as the economy grew
at more than 3 per cent.

The day ahead

Graph of the day
Tensions between Russia
and Ukraine sent
Germany’s financial market
confidence plummeting
18.5 points to an 18-month
low of 8.6 points in August,
says ZEW, the think-tank.
German companies are
holding back from
investment as the crisis
continues amid a worsening
outlook for the engine
room of the eurozone, with
some forecasts pointing to
no growth in Q2
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Company Change

Just Eat Profits treble 9.3%
Al Noor Hospitals Applause for results 3.4%
Prudential Doing surprisingly well 2.2%
S&N Broker talks up likely takeover 1.4%
BAEWins Royal Navy contract 1.0%
Tesco Food sales in Britain are down -1.2%
Hargreaves Lansdown UBSsays “sell” -2.9%
Ophir Energy Broker downgrades -3.4%
Lonmin Increased pressure to implement social obligations -4.2%
BellzoneMining Funding problems -25.9%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

Al Noor (health HY) $45.6m ($24.8m) 3.7p p Oct 10
Ithaca (resources HY) -$2.5m ($73m) 0c
Just Eat (services HY) £8.6m (£3.1m) 0p
Ladbrokes (leisure HY) £27.7m (£55.1m) 4.3p p Nov 13
Plant Payment (services HY) $0.9m ($0.8m) 0c
Prudential (finance HY) £1.4bn (£506m) 11.19p p Sept 25
Serco (services HY) -£7.3m (£106.1m) 3.10p p Oct 17
SIG (property HY) £11.8m (£13.1m) 1.42p p Nov 7
Zotefoams (industrials HY) £1.6m (£2.5m) 1.75p p Oct 9

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief
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Frank Timis
approved the
payment to
GIOCyprus,

whose founder
had kept
detonators and
explosives

$50m bombshell rocks mining firm
ACyprus-basedcompany thatwaspaid
$50million by Frank Timis’s African
Minerals was partly owned by a former
SAS soldier who was convicted of pos-
sessing explosives discovered as part of
a money-laundering investigation.
African Minerals called in corporate

detectives after it was alleged that Mr
Timis, the mining group’s founder and
executive chairman, owned a 25per
cent stake inGIOCyprus, the company
to which he approved the $50million
payment.
Mr Timis denies that he owned a

stake inGIOCyprus,which the investi-
gators said they could not prove or
disprove. Dermot Coughlan, a non-ex-
ecutive director at African Minerals,
has already resigned over his failure to
disclose his interests in affiliates of
GIOCyprus.
Mr Coughlan’s son, Craig, is listed as

one of two directors at GIO Cyprus.
The other is Eden Dervan, who has
been described as its founder and chief
executive.
Dervan’s presence calls into question

African Minerals’ controls. He wa
givenaone-year suspendedsentence
2008 for pleading guilty to possessin
military detonators and plastic
explosives.
Policemade the discoverywhen they

raided an upmarket property near
Regent’s Park in London as part of
money-laundering investigation.
Bentley in the property’s basement
contained component parts for a semi-
automatic handgun and two ammuni-
tion clips.
Police also found five bullet-proof

vests, 30 rounds of ammunition and
“substantial material related to
money laundering”, according to a
press release still available on the
Metropolitan Police website.
The $50million payment was

made by African Minerals to
GIOCyprus to settle thebreakingof a
supply arrangement that was
necessitated by a much larger $1.5 bil-
lion deal with a Chinese company. It

was authorised by Mr Timis without
the approval of the rest of the board,
although the company says thatno
approval was required.
The 2012 African Minerals annual

report discloses that GIO Cyprus
bought $38million of iron ore that
year.
DuringDervan’s appearance in court

in 2008, his lawyer claimed that he was
on the brink of declaring himself
bankrupt. Land Registry documents
show that Porsche Financial Services,
in late 2011, secured an order against a
property he owns in West London to
prevent him from selling the house
before clearing his debt.
He has held directorships of dozens

of companies, ranging from sports
retail to security consultancy.
There has been no suggestion that

Dervan played a role in the money
laundering, which related to the funds
used by a Gibraltar-based British busi-
nessman to buy the property that was
raided. The house was repossessed by
the Assets Recovery Agency.
Dervan declined to comment when

contacted by The Times yesterday.
A spokesman for African Minerals

said: “AfricanMinerals did not know of
Eden Dervan’s background when
entering into an agreement with GIO
and its due diligence systemshave been
strengthened considerably since then.”
The $50million payment toGIOwas

sizeable, given that in 2012 the com-
panyspent$12milliononstaff costsand
had operating costs of $28 million.
Mr Timis, a Romanian-born entre-

preneur,was convicted twice for heroin
possession as a youngman inAustralia.
A previous venture, Regal Petroleum,

ran into trouble in 2005 when it misled
investors over an oil discovery. It was
fined £600,000 by the Financial Ser-
vices Authority in 2009.

Ladbrokes chief vows to fight on despite profits dive
The chief executive of Ladbrokes came
out fighting yesterday as he shrugged
off a 34per cent slump in first-half
profits and insisted that he planned to
stay “for the forseeable future”.
Richard Glynn, who has faced an

uphill battle to turn around the book-
maker’s fortunes sincehe took the reins
in 2010, said that Ladbrokes had
enjoyed a goodWorld Cup andwas in a
strong position to return to growth.
“Wenowhave the products, the plat-

forms, thepeopleand thebrand inplace
to deliver. Ladbrokes today is a far
stronger company and well positioned
for growth,” Mr Glynn said.
Central to the digital turnaround

strategy of the former Sporting Index
boss is the deal struck with Playtech,
the gaming software group that previ-
ously helpedWilliamHill to transform
its stuttering online gaming business.
Although the Playtech transition has

proved more painful than expected, Mr
Glynn said that the agreement had ena-
bledLadbrokes tocompleteall keyoper-
ational improvements to its online
sportsbook before the World Cup.
He said that Ladbrokes had made

profit of £28 million from turnover of
£110 million on the tournament, even
though the first draw — the bookie’s
favourite result — did not come until
the fifteenth match.
“After the first 14 matches, we were

slitting our throats,” he said. “Then you

had a rash of draws from the quarter
finals and you end up with 0-0 in the
final and 1-0 in extra time, scored by a
substitute. We made a 51 per cent mar-
gin in the final.”
More importantly, its online sports-

bookhad sufferedno technical glitches.
“We took 334,000 bets on the final
without a second of down time.We and
SkyBet were the only two big operators
not to go down.”
A glitch-free World Cup had been

widely regarded as imperative if the
under-fire chief executive was to sur-
vive.While he conceded that it was just
“a stepping stone” to restoring Lad-
brokes’ growth prospects, Mr Glynn
said he was determined to stay on for
thedurationof thePlaytechagreement,

which runs to theendof 2017. “I’mgoing
to deliver that deal,” he said. “My goal is
to turn this business around, and if that
takesuntil theendof2017,andthechair-

man and the board are still supporting
me, and the guys still wantme here, I’m
not going anywhere.”
Mr Glynn admitted that the job had

been “really gruelling” at times. “The
scaleof the turnaroundwasmuchgreat-
er than I thought. But if you love doing
turnarounds then this is the dream gig,
whether it’s going well or badly.”
The delay in implementing the

Playtech systems, allied to a dismal run
of punter-friendly football and racing
results, meant that underlying operat-
ing profits in first half of the year fell by
33.7 per cent to £56.8 million, with net
revenues up 1.6 per cent to £577.8 mil-
lion.Onareportedbasis, pre-taxprofits
halved to £27.7 million.
Shares in Ladbrokes fell ½p to 130p.

Dominic Walsh

Ladbrokes share price
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Normally, fewer people out of work
would put upward pressure on
wages. However, wages are
failing to pick up, growing by a
meagre 0.3 per cent in the three
months to May

Wages
Mark Carney is likely to say that any
rise in interest rates, which have been
held at the record low of 0.5 per cent
since 2009, is likely to be gradual

Interest rates

At 1.9 per cent, inflation on the
consumer prices index is just below the
Bank target of 2 per cent and is
expected to fall further, allowing it to
keep rates on hold for longer

Inflation
House prices
increased by
10.5 per cent in
the year to May,
triggering calls for
an early rate rise

House prices

page 19 – Just yellow consumer prices line Notes:

Unemployment has been falling much
faster than the Bank originally
expected, tumbling by 121,000 in the
three months to May. This is one of the
main reasons for a rate rise
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Unreliable boyfriend must face up to
the facts over Bank’s body of evidence
A decision on whether
to raise rates may rest
on new data out today,
write Kathyrn Hopkins
and Philip Aldrick

A
fter being accused of
acting like an “unreliable
boyfriend” by one MP,
frustrated by his confusing
messages as to when

interest rates will rise, Mark Carney
will no doubt want to be viewed as
more coherent today when he
presents the Bank of England’s latest
Inflation Report, a quarterly snapshot
of the country’s economic health.
That may be easier said than done,

though, as the governor is faced with
a number of indicators, each telling a
different story. Here we look at six of
the economic barometers that he will
have to address today and what they
mean for the future path of interest
rates.

Growth
Mr Carney is likely to begin by
highlighting how far the economy has
come since being pummelled by the
worst financial crisis in living
memory. While growth has not
matched some economists’
expectations in the past few months,
no one can argue that it has not
achieved a lot. The economy
expanded by 0.8per cent between
April and June and is expected to beat
all other G7 countries after surpassing
its pre-crisis peak in the second
quarter. Pointing to the Bank’s
complex fan charts, which it uses to
calculate output, Mr Carney is
unlikely to raise its GDP growth
forecast for this year, which is at the
top of the range at 3.4 per cent.
Robust growth, along with tumbling
unemployment and the possibility of
an overheating housing market, are
the main reasons why some have
called for higher interest rates, which
have been at the record low of 0.5 per
cent since 2009. According to Brian
Hilliard, UK economist at Société
Générale, while the recent survey
data hint at a slowdown in the
manufacturing sector, stronger
growth in the dominant service sector
should mean that the overall picture
will not have changed significantly:
“We see little reason for the MPC to
make significant changes to its
growth forecasts,” he says.

Inflation
Returning to the Bank’s much-loved
fan charts, Mr Carney will next
announce his outlook for inflation. At
1.9 per cent in June, inflation on the
consumer prices index was still below
the Bank’s official target of 2 per cent,
allowing policymakers to leave
interest rates untouched for longer.
This was the highest rate of inflation
this year, but the Bank’s rate-setting
Monetary Policy Committee has
hinted that it regarded the rise as a
blip that it was likely to reverse in the
coming months. In particular, the
supermarket price war is expected to
be one of the main drivers behind the
period of low inflation. Today’s new
forecasts are unlikely to cause alarm.
In May, the Bank’s medium-term
inflation projection, looking ahead
two years, stood at an annual rate of
1.89 per cent and analysts expect a
moderate downward revision. Alan

Clarke, of Scotiabank, believes that a
downward revision “would be a
doveish signal, suggesting that the
first rate hike will probably wait until
early next year”. Inflation has
continued to outpace wages growth,
which has proved to be the weak spot
of the economic recovery.

Wages
The Bank is likely to make some
substantial changes to the outlook for
earnings, with heavy implications for
interest rates. In May, it was looking
for a 2.5 per cent annual growth in
earnings over the year. At that time,
the annual rate was just 0.3 per cent.
In time-honoured fashion, the
Inflation Report will be released on
the same day as the unemployment
and earnings data, and Capital
Economics believes that there could
be a nasty surprise as wage growth
“could dip to zero or even to a

negative rate in June”. The quandary
is that wages are stagnating as
unemployment falls. Normally, a
shrinking unemployed labour force
would put upward pressure on wages.

Unemployment
As well as earnings, the Bank is
almost certain to have to cut its
unemployment forecast. In May, it
had expected unemployment to hit
6.3per cent by the end of the year.
Economists now expect that level to
be met in the June numbers published
by the ONS today. By the end of the
year, unemployment is broadly
expected to be below 6 per cent —
not far off the 1998-2007 average of
5.3 per cent. The Bank is likely to
devote pages of analysis on
unemployment and wages in the
report, with two potential outcomes.
If unemployment is tumbling with no
impact on wages, the implication is
that the “medium-term equilibrium
rate” of unemployment — the level
below which wage pressure starts
building —is lower than the Bank’s
estimate of 6 to 6.5 per cent. A
decision by the Bank to lower its
medium-term equilibrium rate would
suggest there is still “slack” in the
economy, meaning that interest rates
don’t need to rise soon as there is no
inflationary pressure.

House prices
The prospect of an overheating
housing market has triggered calls for
an early interest rate rise. Speculation
that new rules to curb risky lending
would throw cold water on the
market seems to have been overtaken
by recent data that signalled a return
to higher demand. Average house
prices climbed 10.5 per cent in the
year to May to a record £262,000,
driven by a rise of 20.1per cent in
London. Figures from the Council of
Mortgage Lenders this week showed
that almost half of loans for house
purchases in June went to first-time
buyers, the highest level since 2007,
suggesting that the new borrowing
rules calmed the market only
temporarily. Mr Carney is expected to
repeat his message that further
restrictions on mortgage lending
could be introduced if he believed
banks and borrowers were taking on
too much risk.

Interest rates
No matter what the indicators say,
the governor will no doubt reiterate
that rate rises, when they come, will
be “gradual and limited”. He will point
once again to the current trajectory,
which is for rates to be 3 per cent in
2017. Analysts will watch Mr Carney
and his colleagues closely for signs of
any possible split in voting patterns.
As well as Mr Carney, the new deputy
governors Ben Broadbent and
Minouche Shafik will be present.
Andy Haldane, the Bank’s chief
economist, will not be there. Minutes
of the MPC’s policy meeting last
month showed that the decision to
keep rates on hold was unanimous,
but some members are expected to
splinter off in the coming months and
start calling for a rise as the recovery
gathers momentum. Simon Wells,
chief UK economist at HSBC, said:
“The Bank of England has blown a
bit hot and cold about interest rates
recently. Although the precise timing
of the first rate rise remains
uncertain, unless something big
changes, UK rates are likely to rise in
the next six months or so.”

Jitters send pound lower

The pound tumbled to a two-month
low against the dollar yesterday as
marketsnervously awaited signs from
the Bank of England about when
interest rates will rise.
Sterling fell 0.1 per cent to $1.6770,

having touched $1.6757 earlier. It last
hit that level in June, whenMarkCar-
ney, the Bank’s governor, told a City
audience that interest rates could rise
sooner than markets expected.
Kathleen Brooks, an analyst at

Forex, said: “Aconfluenceof factors is
likely to weigh on the pound this
week.Riskaversionhas seen itunder-
perform in the G10 in recent weeks
while safe-haven currencies, like the
yen, outperform. We expect the

pound to be extremely volatile on
Wednesday as the market digests the
employment data alongside the Infla-
tion Report.”
A new poll by Reuters found that

there was a 45 per cent chance that
interest rates would rise this year, up
from 40 per cent in July. The poll also
suggested that interest rates would
rise to 0.75 per cent in the first quarter
of next year and end the year at 1.5 per
cent.
Rob Wood, chief UK economist at

Berenberg Bank, said: “Unemploy-
ment is falling much faster than the
Bank of England or we had expected.
We expect the prospect of further
unemployment falls to prompt a
majority of rate setters to vote for a
[rate rise] in November.”

Kathryn Hopkins
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Recession?
You didn’t
have it so
bad after all
Kathryn Hopkins
Economics Correspondent

Britain’s recession was not as deep as
previously thought but will still go
down in the history books as the worst
downturn since the SecondWorldWar.
Figures from the Office for National

Statistics, published yesterday, showed
that economic output fell by 4.6 per
cent between 2007 and 2009. TheONS
had previously estimated that GDP
shrank by as much as 6 per cent.
The better than expected figures

were down to how the economy per-
formed in 2008.GDP is now thought to
have contracted by 0.3 per cent that
year, compared with the previous esti-
mate of a 1.1 per cent fall. Last year, the
ONS estimated that the economy
shrank by 0.8 per cent in 2008.
The statistician has had to change its

calculations to fit in with new rules set
by the European Union. Further revi-
sions covering 2010 to 2012 are due at
the beginning of next month.
Under rulesagreed lastyear,member

statesmust alsonowrecord thevalueof
certain illegal activities in the nation’s
GDP including the “production and
consumption of drugs” as well as
prostitution. Brussels has insisted on
the change to ensure consistent eco-
nomic comparisons between member
states, so that the annual £120 billion
EU budget is split fairly.
Joe Grice, chief economic adviser

to the ONS, said: “The figures give
more information about how the
picture of the UK economy is likely to
change, following the introduction of
the planned improvements. These
improvements are part of an inter-
national agenda, which will ensure
ONS continues to measure the UK’s
changing economy to a high standard.”
Britain’s economy has been on the

road to recovery in the past year. It
expanded by0.8 per cent betweenApril
and June, the same as in the previous
three months, according to the ONS. It
is now 0.2 per cent higher than it was in
the first quarter of 2008.
However, economists were quick to

point out that, because of population
growth, gross domestic product per
capita was still 4 per cent below its
previous peak at the end of 2007.
The International Monetary Fund,

the Washington-based lender of last
resort, has also forecast that the UK
would grow by 3.2 per cent this year,
beating all otherG7 countries. It is a full
percentage point above Canada, the
next closest country.

Ed Conway

Five and a bit years
ago, when the Bank
of England slashed
interest rates to
0.5per cent and

began its quantitative easing
programme, one of the newest
members of the Monetary Policy
Committee cracked a joke.
Thank God he’d made it on to the

committee by then, he told the other
eight members. Otherwise he’d never
have had a chance to change interest
rates at all.
Well, it was intended as a joke: he,

like the rest of them, realised that
borrowing costs would be low for
some time.
Even so, no one imagined that

come August 2014, not a single one of
them would still be on the committee.
Last week’s MPC meeting was the

first since its creation in 1997 at which
no one there had changed UK
interest rates. It is the latest evidence
of just how rapidly the make-up of
the Bank has changed since Mark
Carney took over as governor last
summer.
At the time of Lord King’s final

meeting last June, the MPC members,
between them, had 712 meetings
under their combined belt. According
to Simon Wells of HSBC, today the
sum total is a mere 205, the lowest
since 1999.
That’s not to say they won’t be

capable of taking the right decisions
at the right time. However, it
certainly leaves the rest of us with a
challenge. How can we guess when
the MPC will finally raise interest
rates when we know comparatively
little about its members?
The Kremlinology of Threadneedle

Street is rendered even trickier by the
fact that not only has the personnel
changed, so has the framework that
they use to signal their forthcoming
decisions.
A case in point is the Inflation

Report, the latest of which is released
this morning. These used to be
relatively straightforward affairs. The
governor would give a short speech
and answer some questions, but as
far as most economists were
concerned, the real star of the show
was not the man in charge but a pair
of obscure charts buried away in the
report itself.
It was from these graphs, rather

than any gnomic utterance from the
governor, that investors could learn

where the Bank was likely to put
interest rates in the coming months.
One of the so-called “fan charts”
showed what would happen to
inflation over the next few years if
rates stayed unchanged. The other
showed what would happen if rates
followed the path expected by
investors.
By comparing the two charts (and

remembering that the Bank always
intended to get inflation back to its
2per cent target over the following
two years) you could get a pretty
clear idea whether markets had the
right idea about future rate
movements.
It is worth dwelling on this system

if only to underline three points:
first, its relative simplicity; second,
the fact that it remained in place for
well over a decade; third, that the
Bank has always provided guidance
on future interest rate changes —
albeit without explicitly calling it
that.
However, since last August, the

framework through which markets
have tried to interpret the Bank’s rate

decisions has been repeatedly
uprooted. First came forward
guidance mark I, under which the
committee promised not to think
about raising rates until
unemployment dropped beneath 7per
cent (which it didn’t expect for almost
three years).
Then, this February, with the

jobless rate already touching that
threshold, we got forward guidance
mark II — a far more subjective
system that concluded from a
witches’ brew of underemployment
statistics that there was still about
1-1.5per cent worth of spare capacity
left in the labour market, meaning
that the MPC could afford to allow
the economy to grow more before its
expansion became inflationary.
Since then, almost all the measures

that comprised forward guidance II
suggest that underemployment has
fallen quicker than the Bank expected
as well. Not to be deterred, in May the
MPC refused to update its
calculations on spare capacity.
Today it is expected to introduce an

entirely new yardstick — wage

inflation, which remains worryingly
low. One conclusion from all this
chopping and changing is that Mr
Carney seems far less interested in
creating a genuinely new framework
for monetary policy than providing
something plausible to justify the
decisions he was always going to take
anyway.
While he is a brilliant at

management and delegation, Mr
Carney appears uncomfortable with
giving the impression that he is not
fully in control of policy — whether
because his colleagues disagree or
because the numbers aren’t going his
way.
Perhaps the governor just chose the

wrong yardsticks to justify his instinct
to leave interest rates on hold for
some time.
While he would rather like to gloss

over this awkward fact, it underlines a
broader issue: no one can see into the
future. Economists may like to think
they are latter-day oracles, but they
are nothing of the sort.
This notion flies in the face of the

idea that central bankers are special
ones: all-seeing, all-powerful, and
genuinely capable of turning the
economy in their favour.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given his

carefully honed reputation as a
superstar central banker, Mr Carney
still seems determined to perpetuate
that myth. When the BBC’s John
Humphrys put it to him in June that
the governor had about as much idea
of when rates would increase as he
did, Mr Carney said: “Well, I’m not
sure that’s true.”
The evidence would suggest

otherwise. If there is one lesson that
we ought to have learnt from the
crisis, it is that when it comes to the
big issues — forthcoming crashes, for
instance — central bankers are about
as clueless as the rest of us. Ask Alan
Greenspan, the world’s superstar
banker up until 2007; now a pariah.
Remember that when you hear the

Bank’s confident pronouncements
about economic growth, inflation
and interest rates today.
They may seem quite convinced

about the future, but
in reality they are
just as much in the
dark as the rest of
us.
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Don’t believe the hype: the all-seeing
central bankers are utterly clueless

Ed Conway is Economics Editor of
Sky News
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Pru’s Asian profits slip on the long journey home
Tumbling Far Eastern currencies hit
profit growth at Prudential despite
growing demand for investment and
insurance products from Asia’s mush-
rooming middle classes.
Plunges in the Thai baht, Malaysian

ringgit and Indonesian rupiah left the
profits of Britain’s biggest insurer just
7per cent higher at £1.52 billion after
translation back into sterling.
However, on a constant exchange-

rate basis, Pru declared a 17 per cent
half-year surge and lifted the interim
dividend by 15 per cent to 11.18p for the
six months to June 30. Profits from
Asia, which is seen as the most impor-
tantpartof thePruempire for future re-
turns, were only 2 per cent higher
because of the currency slides, but 19
per cent ahead on a constant-currency
basis.
Investors marked Pru shares 29½p

higher at £13.68 after the figures beat
expectations and were seen as presag-
ing a good second half. “The FX drag
continues tomask very strong underly-
ing growth in Asia,” Matthew Preston
of Berenberg said, while theUS and the
UK had both exceeded expectations.
TidjaneThiam, chief executive of the

Pru, played down the currency slides in
many of the company’s seven “sweet
spot” Asian markets as a translation
problem only, emphasising that sales
were denominated in local currencies,
aswere thePru’s liabilities. “Wehaveno
mismatches.”
Asian currencies have fallen on fears

that the tapering of money creation
programmes in the west and the pro-
spect of interest rate rises will reverse
the flood of money entering emerging
markets. Uncertainty over the presi-
dential elections in Indonesia and the
military takeover inThailand, aswell as
worries about the slowdown in China,

have also hurt.
Jackson Life, the US division,

reported a 28 per cent rise in profit to
£686 million. UK insurance profits
growth was a more sedate 10 per cent.
Sales of individual annuities plunged
43per cent after the surprise budget
announcement freeingeveryonewitha
defined contribution pension from

buying an annuity. However, new
annuity sales accounted for just 2 per
cent ofworld profits.Moreover, thePru
expressed confidence that it would
partly offset the problem with new
products enabling people to “draw
down” from their pension pots, as well
as traditional with-profits products but
in a tax-efficient Isa wrapper.
M&G, the Pru’s fund management

arm, lifted operating profit 11 per cent
to £227 million because of net inflows
of £4.2 billion, which along with rising
share and bond markets, pushed total
assets under management to £254 bil-
lion.
Mr Thiam played down the chances

of any big acquisitions, saying that the
strategy now was one of organic
growth. The opportunity of an AIA-
type deal would never come again, he
said, referring to his failed attempt to
buy the Asian insurer in 2010 after a
shareholder revolt.
“I had it at 35 [billion dollars]. People

thought it was too expensive. It’s now
worth 64,” he said, still clearly frustrated
that shareholders had stymiedhim. “I’m
still animated about it,” he said.
He said it was also a time to remem-

berPrustaffwhodied in theFirstWorld
War. Nine thousand Pru employees
volunteered and 786 were killed in
action.

Ivan Menezes has had
something of a baptism of fire
since his elevation to the top

job at Diageo 13 months ago.
The Johnnie Walker Scotch

whisky and Tanqueray gin maker
has suffered a £1 billion currency
hit to its sales because of the
strong pound, jobs have been
chopped as part of a “ruthless
focus on driving out cost” and the
emerging markets, on which the
drinks group has bet the house
through a series of deals, have
turned a little sour.

China, in particular, has proved
painful on the back of the ban on
“gifting”, forcing the group to
take a £264 million hit against
the value of Shui Jing Fang, its
local baijiu white spirit brand.
To his credit, the Indian-born

Diageo chief executive — whose
father ran India’s railways — has
refused to blame his predecessor
for giving him a hospital pass,
which, given that he was second
in command to Paul Walsh
before getting the top job, is
probably wise anyway.
That said, Diageo’s annual

report, out yesterday, suggests
that maybe it wasn’t too bad a
year after all. Mr Menezes
collected a total of £7.8 million in
salary, benefits and incentives,
slightly down on the £8.3 million
he pocketed the year before but
worth raising a small glass of
Moët to all the same.

CITY PEOPLE
The feuds, the faces and the farcical
Marcus Leroux@marcusleroux

Business big shot

name
ivan menezes
position
chief
executive,
diageo

brotherly love doesn’t
live up to the billing
Perusing the register of interests of
the top brass at the Competition
and Markets Authority, City
People spotted an interesting
submission from its new boss. Alex
Chisholm was obliged to mention
that his brother is a partner at
RLMFinsbury, which he describes
as “a financial PR company”.
Finsbury is less reticent, casting

itself as a leader in global strategic
communications with a “global
expertise and insight to influence
vital stakeholders”.
Indeed, Alex’s older brother Rory

works on Finsbury’s public affairs
(ie lobbying) team. His work?
Advising clients on policy and
regulatory issues —although Rory
assures us fraternal arm-twisting is
off the agenda at family catch-ups.
“I do work on competition
issues, but not in the same
way. The short answer is
that I don’t have any
dealings with the CMA.”

gone without trace
So long Simon Bragg.
The boss and co-
founder of Oriel
Securities, right,
arrived in May at
TrapOil, an AIM-

quoted North Sea outfit, promising
to help it overcome the “market
malaise”. It was not to be. The
company said yesterday that it was
winding down its affairs and that
Mr Bragg was resigning. In a
comment that was more noticeable
for what it didn’t say, Mark Groves
Gidney, the chief executive, said:
“It is sad for myself and Paul
Collins [his right-hand man] to be
leaving”. Not a word of thanks for
the chairman of the board. Bragg
downplays any suggestion of a
falling-out. “I’m much too soft to
get involved in a ‘dust-up’,” he says.

belt and braces
There hasn’t been a quiet moment
since Jon Moulton’s Better Capital
took charge at Jaeger. He has
reshuffled the upmarket fashion
chain’s board, according to
Companies House filings. Out go
Nick Sanders, Moulton’s top
lieutenant, and Richard
Kozlowski has left as finance
director. Harminder Atwal,
formerly part of Mothercare’s
finance team, seems to be the

only replacement. An
independent
management being
lined up ahead of an
exit? Moulton wasn’t
saying.

Tidjane Thiam: Pru
has no currency
mismatches
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Serco’s miserable year is
capped by slide into loss
It has been one of the biggest beneficia-
ries of a drive by successive govern-
ments to privatise, or “outsource”, a
range of public services.
However, the full extent of the finan-

cial woes afflicting Serco, which admit-
ted last autumn to hoodwinkingminis-
ters and became the subject of an
investigation by the Serious Fraud
Office, were laid bare yesterday as the
one-time FTSE 100 darling plunged
into the red.
Pre-tax losses topped £7.3million in

the first half, against a £106million
profit a year earlier.
A further fall in its share price, which

hasmore thanhalved in justoverayear,
was stemmed yesterday when Serco
issued no further profit warnings, did
not launch another emergency fund–
raiser, improved cashflows and main-
tained the interim dividend at 3.1p.
“It has been an interesting three

months on the way to getting this ship
stabilised,” Rupert Soames, the chief
executive, said. Mr Soames, the former
head of Aggreko, the FTSE 100 power
group, was put in charge in the spring
and immediately announced a nine-
month strategic review.
Serco fell from the Footsie firma-

ment after it emerged that it hadmisled
the Ministry of Justice over data on
prisoners being escorted to court and
the electronic tagging of offenders.
However, Serco’s latest financial per-

formance revealed that the company
hadbeenhit by a toxic cocktail of rever-
sals. It admitted that poorly negotiated
and badly executed contracts to pro-
vide services to asylum seekers nation-
ally and to provide healthcare in Suf-
folk meant that it had to spendmore to
reach its targets, at a cost of £20mil-
lion in half-year losses.
It said that re-priced contracts,

including running Northern Rail
for the Department for Trans-
port, had cut into its margins.
In the United States, its eye-

catching contract to help deliv-
er the “Obamacare” health
provision came at the
price of lower than typi-
cal margins from its
North American op-
erations.
In Australia, profits

from its immigration services drained
away as the government got tough on
boat-people entering the country ille-
gally. The reputational damage to the
company has led to it winning just two
of ten big tenders thatwere up for grabs
this year, a poor return against historic
win rates that meant it struggled to
cover the cost of bidding.
Contract losses or bid failures

included the Docklands Light Railway
in London, the Defence Infrastructure
Organisation to its rival Capita, clean-
upwork for theNuclearDecommision-
ing Agency and longstanding work for
the National Physical Laboratory. In
Australia it lost out on looking after
garrisons, prisons in Victoria and the
country’s biggest transport project, the
Sydney North West Rail Link.
With each of his five divisions in de-

cline, Mr Soames admitted that Serco
would, at the end of his nine-month re-
view, be running far fewer than the 700
contracts it operates. “I did not know a
company coulddo somuch,” he said. “It
is too broad a portfolio.” He criticised
Cityanalysts, though, forattackingSer-
co’s falling revenues, off 4.5per cent at
£2.43billion, and plunging profit mar-
gins, down to 3per cent from 5.7per
cent a year ago.
Mr Soames admitted that Serco’s

troubles had affected staff morale.
“People here have worked for a higher
purpose, public service, and it has been
traumatic for them to find there has
been poor ethical standards,” he said.
“It will take time to restore confidence
and morale and the company’s for-
tunes. But restore them we will.”
Shares closed up 1½p at 330½p.

Robert Lea, Alex Ralph

Georgia May
Jagger has
launched

Thomas Sabo’s
advertising campaign
for this autumn and
winter. The 22-year-

old daughter of Mick
Jagger and Jerry Hall
is promoting the
jeweller’s Glam &Soul
line, which includes a
yellow and rose gold
plating.

Japanese predator keeps Hyder in
sights despite threat of downgrade

One of Japan’s biggest credit rating
agencies has warned that Nippon Koei
could face a “heavy financial burden” if
it succeeds in its £268.1million bid to
buy Hyder Consulting.
Rating and Investment Information

put Nippon Koei, one of the country’s
most prominent independent consult-
ancies, at risk of a potential downgrade.
NipponKoei last week gatecrashed a

proposed merger between Hyder, the
British design and engineering consult-
ancy, and Arcadis of the Netherlands.
Its offer of 680p a share trumped the
Arcadis bid of 650p a share.
Hyder, which hasworked on theBurj

Khalifa tower inDubai aswell asTower
Bridge and theSydneyHarbourBridge,
has rescinded its recommendation of
the Arcadis offer and is now backing

the all-cash bid from Japan. However,
Rating and Investment Information
said in a note published in Japan
yesterday: “If the deal goes through,
both the balance between Nippon
Koei’s domestic and international
business, as well as its focus, will be
greatly affected. As a result, this acqui-
sition will have a significant impact on
its business risk profile.”
Nippon Koei, which was established

after the Second World War and pro-
vides a wide range of technical expert-
ise in areas such as water, energy,
transportation and rural development,
has yet to gain a foothold in Europe.
The group generated revenues of
£421.4million last year.
The group intends to fund the acqui-

sition of Hyder with a loan from the
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi. Executives
said that it would try to refinance the

loan “as soon as reasonably practica-
ble” after completion and to signifi-
cantly reduce its net debt by selling
some of its property and securities
investments.
The group has committed itself to

runningHyder as a standalone division
and given assurances that there would
be no job cuts or office closures. Any
breach of commitments made during a
bid can be subject to legal action by the
Takeover Panel.
The market believes that the Japa-

nese intervention is not the end of the
story, though. A potential higher bid
from Arcadis could spark a bidding
war for Hyder, a highly regarded con-
sultancy. Arcadis said that it was
“considering its position”but has yet to
come back with a higher offer.
Hyder declined to comment. Nippon

Koei was unavailable for comment.

Deirdre Hipwell

SIG left feeling exposed to
French construction slump

The recovery in theBritish housebuild-
ingmarket is in full swing, according to
SIG, the roofing and insulation special-
ist, but poor conditions in France led its
jointhousebroker tocut its forecasts for
next year.
Shares dipped towards recent 12-

month lows as the markets showed
their disappointment.
A 14per cent leap in revenues to

£616million at SIG’s British operations
lifted operating profits in Britain and
Ireland by 22 per cent to £24million for
the first half of the year.
“Trading conditions in the UK have

continued to gathermomentum, led by
the revival in the housing market,”
Stuart Mitchell, the chief executive,
said. The British business, which
accounts for half of the group’s revenue,
is bouncing back from tight pricing

competition last year. There was more
of a mixed bag on the continent,
though, with sales down in France and
Poland but up inGermany, Austria and
the Benelux countries. Mainland
Europe sales were flat at £636million
though operating profits rose by20 per
cent to £27million.
Underlying group pre-tax profits

were 23 per cent higher at £41 million.
At issue, however, is France, where

new residential housing starts have
slumped 19 per cent year on year as the
constructionmarket reflects the gener-
al malaise in the wider French eco-
nomy. “The French construction
market [is] expected to weaken further
in the second half,” Mr Mitchell said.
Shares in SIG fell 4½p to 167½p, down

nearly 25 per cent sinceNovember. Jef-
feries to cuts its 2015 forecasts for pre-
tax profits to about £125million, from a
previously pencilled-in £137 million.

Robert Lea Industrial Editor

All that
shimmers
is gold

Double act
ready to
start afresh
Behind the story

T
hey are one
of the great
double acts
of British
business life,

turning a sleepy
emergency generating
business into one of
the country’s most
respected FTSE 100
companies (Robert

Lea writes). Rupert
Soames, below

left, the Eton-
educated grandson of
Winston Churchill,
made Aggreko into a
“15-bagger” during his
11 years there, taking
the group into the
blue-chip index on
the back of 1,500per
cent rise in the share
price.
At his right hand all

along was his
antithesis, Angus
Cockburn, below
right, the careful
Scottish accountant,
who had peddled
Pringle sweaters and
Walkers crisps before
moving to the finance
directorship of
Aggreko. While Mr
Soames’ business
education was at the
footstool of the great
Arnold Weinstock at
GEC, Mr Cockburn
had trained with
KPMG. They are now
reunited.

“I am happy to
say my other
half in the
odd
couple is

coming to join us,”
said Mr Soames,
introducing the
appointment of Mr
Cockburn as Serco’s
finance director. Mr
Soames, 55, joined the
troubled outsourcing
group in the spring.
Mr Cockburn, 50, has
followed after not
becoming the full-
time chief executive
of Aggreko.
“A highly successful

management is about
a combination of
people, not just a
chief executive,” Mr
Soames said. “He [Mr
Cockburn] is an
incredibly nice guy
and a prudent and
good finance director.
The City trusts him,
which helps when I
am off on one of my
more creative flights.”
Asked what it took

to attract Mr
Cockburn, Mr Soames
answered in typically
ebullient fashion: “I
didn’t have to sleep
with him, if that is
what you are asking.”

SCOPE FEATURES
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RBS beats bonus ban with £3.5m ‘awards’
Royal Bank of Scotland has handed
ten of its top executives “role-based”
awards worth £3.5million as part of the
taxpayer-backed lender’s move to skirt
new European rules capping bank
bonuses.
The managers who include Ewen

Stevenson, the new finance director,
Rory Cullinan, the head of the lender’s
“badbank”, andChris Sullivan, thedep-
uty chief executive,were handed a total
of just over one million shares, each
worth 346p, as part of what the lender
described as a “fixed share allowance”.

Mr Cullinan received the largest in-
dividual allowance of £533,335 for the
eight months to the end of August, fol-
lowed by Mr Sullivan, who received
shares worth £466,668, while Mr Stev-
enson’s award totalled £226,669, but
this was because he started at the bank
less than three months ago.
Based on the rate he has been paid

since he joined inmid-May,Mr Steven-
son’s allowance would have been only
slightly less than that of Mr Cullinan if
hehadworked forRBS from the start of
the year.
Role-based awards have been intro-

duced bymost banks as they attempt to

continue paying top staff large salary
and bonus packages while complying
with the European Union’s incoming
cap on bonuses.
In the case of the RBS scheme, the

executives have each sold a little under
half of their shares to settle tax owedon
the pay, and the remainder of stock will
be released to them in equal instal-
ments over a five-year period.
The cap limits lenders to bonuses of

at most twice an employee’s salary and
this is only permittedwith the approval
of shareholders; otherwise banks are
limited to paying a maximum bonus of
100 per cent of base pay. Barclays and

HSBC are among the other British
banks tohave confirmedplans to estab-
lish similar schemes for senior staff
amid industry fears that top executives
could be lured to US and Asian rivals
not covered by the cap.
The government has attempted to

challenge the legality of the bonus cap,
and last year issued proceedings
against the rule, saying that it violated
the single market.
In turn, someEuropean officials have

argued for legal action against Britain
over the way UK-based banks have
beengivenapproval forpaymentsdelib-
eratelydesigned toavoid the regulation.

The payouts to the RBS bankers are
likely to prove contentious, as the
lender remains 81 per cent owned by
the state and bonuses have been the
cause of frequent public and political
criticism since RBS’s £45.5 billion tax-
payer-funded bailout in 2008.
Ross McEwan, the chief executive of

RBS, has yet to take a bonus, and
was not among the list of managers
receiving share allowances, according
to a stock market announcement. Mr
McEwanhaswaivedabonus forhis first
18 months in the job after taking over
from Stephen Hester in October.
Shares in RBS were up 2½p at 342p.

Harry Wilson

JPMorgan turns to
former Lloyds veteran
for rule over Europe
Harry Wilson

Sir Win Bischoff, the former chairman
of Lloyds Banking Group, has picked
up his latest appointment after being
hired by JPMorgan to chair the board
of the American bank’s European busi-
ness.
JPMorgan said yesterday that Sir

Win, who stepped down from Lloyds
this year, would become chairman of
JPMorgan Securities from January.
The jobmarks the second significant

role taken by Sir Win since leaving
Lloyds in April. He took up the post of
chairman of the Financial Reporting
Council, Britain’s accounting watch-
dog, in May.
International banks are keen to

prove to regulators that theyhave
proper oversight of their overseas
operations. The governance of
JPMorgan’s international business
was brought into the spotlight
two years ago amid
revelations that traders
in the bank’s London
office had built up
trading losses of
billions of pounds.

DanielPinto, chief executiveof JPMor-
gan in Europe, the Middle East and
Africa, said that Sir Win’s role would
involve monitoring the strategy, man-
agement, performance and conduct of
the bank’s business.
“The non-executive directors of

JPMS [JPMorgan Securities] are cen-
tral to our firm’s international govern-
ance, providing an independent per-
spective and input to theoverallwaywe
run our business,” Mr Pinto said in a
memo to staff.
JPMorgan employs more than

15,000 people across 33 countries in
Europe, theMiddle East and Africa. By

far the largest concentration is in
London, the headquarters of its
international operations, and
Bournemouth, the home of
much of its back office process-
ing operations.
The business made revenues

of $15.4billion last year, much
of it in investment
banking, particularly
trading. Jamie Dimon,
the chief executive of
JP Morgan, this year
said that it would
invest a further
$48million to devel-
op its Bournemouth
campus.

Deutsche chief
faces charges
in Kirch dispute

Deutsche Bank faces the prospect of
Jürgen Fitschen, its co-chief executive,
being charged in a long-running legal
case involving the late German media
tycoon, Leo Kirch.
Prosecutors in Germany are

reported to have filed charges against
Mr Fitschen and four former Deutsche
Bank executives over allegations that
they providedmisleading evidence in a
civil lawsuit brought three years ago by
the Kirch estate.
The prosecutor’s office in Munich

confirmed that it had ended its investi-
gation into the claims, but has given no
further comment. Süddeutsche Zeitung,
the German newspaper, said that
officials had filed charges against the
men.
Deutsche Bank said: “An indictment

has not yet been submitted to us. It is
Deutsche Bank’s policy not to com-
ment on ongoing litigation. We refer,
instead, to our previous statements
underlining our belief that the suspi-
cion raised against Jürgen Fitschenwill
prove unfounded.”
Deutsche Bank has paid more than

€900million to the heirs of Mr Kirch,
who died in 2011, over a claim related to
comments made more than a decade
ago by a former chief executive that
Kirch Group was in financial difficulty.
Kirch blamed the comments for its
collapse.

Harry Wilson

Donald Trump
has entered
India’s property

market, by launching
a 77-storey residential
tower in Mumbai. The

US tycoon has teamed
up with Lodha Group,
India’s biggest real
estate developer, for
the shimmering, gold
tower block project.

Trump’s
passage
to India

PUNIT PARANJPE/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Sir Win Bischoff will
oversee JP Morgan’s
international unit
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Tea

Coffee

165million
cups of tea are drunk each day in Britain

of the British population
drink tea every day

96%

66%
of tea in Britain is consumed
using a tea bag

Source: Mintel and UK Tea and Infusions Association

Rosy not rosé:
humble cuppa
must win battle
with the bottle
Britain’s tea manufacturers are being
advised to promote the traditional cup-
pa as a desirable alternative to alcohol
amid warnings that they will continue
to lose market share to coffee and fizzy
drinks.

Sixty-two per cent of adults polled by
Mintel agreed with the statement that
tea was a good alternative to having
alcoholonanight in, according toanew
report.

The high score — which compares
with 27 per cent who disagreed — has
prompted Mintel to advise manufac-
turers to use it as a selling point, potent-
ially with appropriate advertising in
January, the traditional month for
drinkers to detox.

Swapping Orvieto for Oolong won’t
suit everyonebut isnotcompletely irra-
tional: tea and alcohol are both stimu-
lants, though for most people alcohol’s
relaxing and sedative qualities are per-
haps its greatest appeal.

Richard Ford, senior food and drink
analyst at Mintel, said that he was not
aware of any tea makers promoting
their products as an alternative to
alcohol. “However, it’s interesting to
note that the Dry Januar
[from Alcohol Concern]
appears to be a teabag in
emblem.”

Many leading restaurants,
ing Heston Blumenthal’s
and Noma in Copenhagen,
ingly emphasise specialis
their menus as an alternati
cohol.

Britain’s main producers
Unilever, Tata, Associated
Foods and Taylors of Harr

have for years been fighting the strong
headwind of declining demand for tea.
Sales have dropped steadily over the
past three decades apart from a brief
respite in the early 1990s.

However, 66 per cent of Britons still
have at least one cuppa a day, according
to the UKTea & Infusions Association,
with manufacturers managing to slow
the decline thanks to a growing appe-
tite for fruit, herbal, decaffeinated and
other specialist teas.

Tea sales by value are forecast to fall
by 2.2per cent to £663million this year,
according to Mintel, in part because of
the warm summer, which reduces the
appetite for hot drinks. By volume the
fall is expected to be 4.5per cent.

ABF, the company behind Primark
and Silver Spoon sugar, has been the
recent big winner in the battle for
Briton’s teapots. Its Twinings brand in-
creased sales in 2013-14 by 9.3 per cent,
giving it a market share of 17per cent.
Yorkshire Tea, owned by Taylors of
Harrogate, also improved its market
share.

The largest loser was Tata’s Tetley
brand, with sales down 13.7 per cent to
£126 million, giving it a 19 per cent

Unilever’s
bestseller,

cent decline
giving it a

er brands,
own-label

only able to
the market.
completely
with loose

counting for
per cent of
s.
Tea was
also re-

garded by many consumers as a useful
appetite suppressant, or at least a dis-
traction from snacking, the Mintel re-
search found: 71per cent of respondents
said that it was a good option between
meals to prevent hunger.

Twenty-seven per cent of respon-
dents said that they would be interested

in buying smaller teabags containing
the same amount of tea leaves, defying
the consensus that roomier bags gener-
ate more flavour. Tata recently lost a
battle against Unilever, which made big
claims for its pyramid-shaped PGTips
compared with the traditional Typhoo
bags. The Advertising Standards
Authority threw out Tata’s complaint
that Unilever was being misleading.

Fears that a pick-up in Kenyan
wholesale tea prices in the past few
weeks would lead to rising prices in the
shops look overdone. Wholesale prices
in general are still close to a five-year
low.

Oil price slides despite Iraq conflict
Oil prices slipped to their lowest for
nine months after the west’s energy
industry think-tank said that a glut of
shaleoil fromNorthAmericawaskeep-
ing the world supplied despite the esca-
lating conflicts in Iraq and Ukraine.

The International Energy Agency
also cut its forecast for global oil
demand this year, suggesting that
prices were unlikely to rise any time
soon — barring a significant supply dis-
ruption in Russia or the Middle East.

“Despite armed conflict in Libya,
Iraq and Ukraine, the oil market today
looks better supplied than expected,
with an oil glut even reported in the
Atlantic basin,” the agency said in its
monthly report.

Oil prices dropped by $1.43 to $103.25
yesterday, the lowest since November 8
last year, in response to the report.
Analysts said that they expected prices
to fall further.

The agency said that sanctions
imposed by America and Europe
against Russia for its role in the

Ukrainian crisis had not pushed up oil
prices. “The consensus in the industry
seems to be that neither set of sanctions
will have any tangible near-term
impact on supplies. Even for the
medium term, their impact appears
questionable,” it said.

UScrude production hit 8.4 million
barrels per day in July, helped by a rise
in shale oil output of 65,000 barrels
per day. Opec, the cartel of oil pro-
ducers, increased production by
300,000 barrels per day last
month to 30.44million as Sa-
udi Arabia ramped up out-
put, more than making up
for losses in Iraq, Iran and
Nigeria.

The agency cut its forecast
for growth in global demand
this year by 180,000 barrels
per day to 1 million barrels
because of lower than ex-
pected demand in Europe,
North America and China
in the second quarter. Mal-
colmGraham-Wood,anoil in-
dustry consultant, suggested

that prices, which have mostly traded
between $100 and $115 over the past 18

months, were more
likely to drop below
$100 rather than
break out above their

upper range. “There is
no doubt that supply is
trumping geopolitics at

the
moment. For those

looking for a breakout, the down-
side has the upper hand,” Mr Gra-

ham-Wood said.
The agencydescribed the advance

by Islamic State militants in the north
of Iraq as “worrisome developments”,

but suggested that a shortage of pipe-
lines and export facilities in the south
were more likely to disrupt exports
from Opec’s second-largest producer.
“The situation on the ground is highly
fluid and infrastructure bottlenecks in
the south, rather than the humanitar-
ian disaster in the north, may remain
the biggest hurdle to Iraq’s ability to de-
liver the supply growth expected from
it in the medium term,” it said.

Glaxo stung by new Syrian
corruption allegations
Deirdre Hipwell

Tim Webb

Britain’s largest drug manufacturer is
facing fresh corruption claims in Syria
where it is alleged to have bribed doc-
tors and officials to drive sales of its
medicines.

GlaxoSmithKline, already facing
accusations of corruption in its con-
sumer business, which sells toothpaste
and over-the-counter painkillers, in
Syria — received an anonymous email
making new claims against Glaxo staff
and local distributors.

A spokesman for the company, still
reeling from the spiralling bribery alle-
gations in China, said it would “thor-
oughly investigate” all the claims in the
email as part of its investigation into its
operations in Syria.

The spokesman said: “We are com-
mitted to taking disciplinary actions
resulting from the findings. We have
suspended our relationship with our
distributors in the country pending the

outcome of our investigation. We have
zero tolerance for any kind of unethical
behaviour and we welcome people
speaking up if they have concerns about
alleged misconduct.”

News of the allegations is the latest
blow for Glaxo, which is also investi-
gating claims of bribery in Iraq,
Jordan, Lebanon and Poland.

Chinese authorities have filed crimi-
nal charges of bribery and fraud against
Mark Reilly, the former head of its oper-
ations in the country, and Glaxo is being
investigatedbytheSeriousFraudOffice
over allegations, including those from
an anonymous source known as
“gskwhistleblower”.

The USDepartment of Justice is con-
ducting an investigation to determine
whether Glaxo has breached America’s
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The
group has made it clear that it is
co-operating with all inquiries, and it is
carrying out an internal investigation
into the alleged misdemeanours.

Patrick Hosking Financial Editor
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Just Eat vows to
‘keep delivering’
as earnings surge
Dominic Walsh

Its shares may still be languishing
below the issue price, but Just Eat went
someway to justifying the pre-flotation
hype by delivering a sevenfold surge in
underlying earnings in its maiden
interim results.
The online takeaway operator,

which was valued at an eye-watering
104 times its underlying earnings at
listing in April, reported a big increase
across all its key metrics, with reve-
nues up by 58 per cent to £69.8 million
and pre-tax profits up from breakeven

to £8.6 million in the six months to
June 30.
Underlying earnings soared from

£2.3 million to £15.9 million, despite
investment in technology and prod-
ucts. During the period, it started trials
of a move into the collection and pick-
up market, and piloted a system that
tracks theprogressof anorder—oneof
the biggest bugbears for customers.
Shares of Just Eat, which were

launched at 260p, jumped by 20½p to
240p, a rise of 9.3 per cent, well above
the low of 195¼p in May, but well short

of the 298p they touched briefly during
the first day of conditional trading.
Mike Wroe, the chief financial offi-

cer, said he was sanguine about the
share price. “We can only do what we
can do, which is to keep delivering, and
hopefully the sharepricewill follow.We
can’t control how the markets react,
but, in terms of our results, we’re ahead
of where we said we’d be at IPO.”
Just Eat, which acts as a middleman

between diners and local restaurants
and takeaways, said that revenues had
been boosted by a 50 per cent jump in
the number of orders to 27.5 million
during the interim period, with active
users up by 35 per cent 6.9 million.
It benefited from a net increase of

4,400 in the number of contracted res-
taurants to 40,800, of whichmore than
halfwere in theUK,easily thebiggestof
the 13 markets it operates in. It added
2,500 new takeaways across Britain.
Although about 9,000 of its UK res-

taurants also take orders via the rival
Hungryhouse service, David Buttress,
the chief executive of Just Eat, said the
group had no issue with that. “Our
biggest competitor is the telephone.
Seven out of 10 people still order over
the phone.”
Mr Buttress also played down sug-

gestions that the group’s business
model was being undermined by
takeaways building a customer base via
Just Eat’s systems, then going it alone.
“There is no evidence of that,” he said.
“The value of online orders is 25 per
cent higher than the phone, and
restaurants recognise the benefits of
working with us.”

Autonomy finance chief dubs HP a sucker over $11bn buyout

The former finance director of Auto-
nomy has accused Hewlett-Packard of
a cover-up and dubbed the American
company a “sucker” for paying $11 bil-
lion for the Cambridge business.
HPhas admitted that it overpaid for

Autonomyandhas facedaccusations in
the past, most notably from its former
chief executive MarkHurd, who said
that the acquisition was “extremely
overpriced”.However, the decision by a
former member of Autonomy’s senior
management team to make a similar
argument will no doubt raise eyebrows
in the City where the software com-

pany’s value was often a cause for
heated debate.
Sushovan Hussain, who led Auto-

nomy alongside its founder Mike
Lynch, made the claim in a court filing
designed toderail a settlementbetween
HP and lawyers representing its share-
holders that had previously launched a
class action against HP’s board on the

basis that they had destroyed share-
holder value.
The court documents allege that the

settlement was “corrupt” and “collu-
sive” but notably adopts the argument
that thewritedownwas the result not of
fraud but of HPoverpaying .
Mr Hussain cited a Bloomberg arti-

cle in the court documents. “The real

story here is that HPgrossly overpaid
— again — for an acquisition. The
$11billion purchase price was more
than 11 times Autonomy’s $931 million
of revenue for the 12 months ended
June 30, 2011. In other words: HPwas
the sucker,” the article said.
HP rejected Mr Hussain’s claims as

“preposterous”.

Nic Fildes
Technology &Communications Editor
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L iterally translated,
the japanese word
kimono means the

thing to wear. And for
New Look, that was
literally the case this
summer.
The fashion retailer

revealed that it sold
40,000 kimono jackets a
week, in what Anders
Kristiansen, its chief
executive, described as a
“stellar” first quarter.
Helped also by strong

sales of printed trousers

and running shorts,
New Look like-for-
like sales rose 8.9
per cent in the three
months to June, with
total sales up 8.1 per
cent to £392.5
million. Underlying
operating profits
jumped 40 per cent to
£43.6 million.
Mr Kristiansen said:

“The results have
exceeded our
expectations. We will
have sold a million

kimonos [by the end of
the summer] and our
superfast supply chain
means we can trade more
effectively into the
season,” he said.
Mr Kristiansen said the

group was making good
progress with the sale of
Mim, its loss-making
French fashion business,
and had received a
non-binding “indicative
offer” from a far eastern
group, believed to be Asia
Global.
International expansion

was also on track, he said.
New Look has opened ten
stores in China since it
entered the market last
year and plans another
ten by the end of its
financial year.
It has also carried out a
“soft launch” of websites
in Germany and
France and said once
it was sure the sites
were working well it
would “put some

marketing
dollars behind
[fully]
launching
the sites”.
Overall

net debt
was £1.04
billion,
down from

£1.09 billion.
The retailer is

owned by Apax
and Permira,
the equity
groups, and Tom
Singh, the
founder of the
chain who still

holds a 22per
cent stake.

New Look shows that its
kimono is the thing to wear
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30,000 barrels per day next summer
(six months later than expected) at a
much lower cost than existing fields.
Ithaca Energy is in a healthy

financial position, having raised
$300 million in a bond issue last
month at a time when many smaller
players are running out of cash.
Having already splashed $170 million
on three fields in June, it wants to
snap up more unwanted fields in
what is very much a buyers’ market.

mind, though, with shares holding
their ground over the past three
years when the value of most
explorers has nosedived.
The company, which produced

about 14,300 barrels of oil per day in
the second quarter, was not immune
from spiralling costs in the North
Sea. The cost of producing a barrel
jumped from $39 last year to $48,
because of higher charges to use
infrastructure such as BP’s Sullom
Voe terminal on the Shetland
Islands.
Unlike most North Sea operators,

Ithaca is forecasting costs to come
down next year to $30 a barrel and
then into the $20s from late 2015. Its
Greater Stella project will produce

O il companies are distinctly out
of favour at the moment,
unable to generate sufficient

returns, despite oil prices remaining
stubbornly above $100. So Ithaca
Energy, the North Sea operator,
faces an uphill task trying to eke a
living out of a mature basin that is
almost spent.
The company does not explore for

oil, instead hoovering up existing
discoveries to develop and produce.
Not playing the lottery with the drill
bit makes it a much safer — but
boring — bet. Investors don’t seem to

companies news

PRICES

Miner pulls bond sale
Shareholders in the coalminer
formerly known as Bumi suffered
another lurch in their
rollercoaster ride as it cancelled
a $450 million (£268 million)
bond sale. Asia Resource
Minerals, as it was renamed, had
planned to sell bonds to redeem
$450 million of debt that matures
next year; but the Indonesian
company said the board of PT
Berau Coal Energy, its sole
operating subsidiary, had
postponed the sale “due to
adverse market conditions”.

Vodafone’s country slip
One in five phone calls made over
Vodafone’s network drops out
when the customer is in the
countryside, according to Ofcom.
The telecom watchdog’s data,
compiled last year byRootMetrics,
showed Vodafone was bottom for
network quality, with only 92.6 per
cent of calls made over its network
completed, compared with 97 per
cent for EE, 95.3 per cent for O2
and 94.5 per cent for Three.
Vodafone said the data was “old”.

Disney is charmed
Pandora, the Danish maker of
bracelets and charms, is
expanding its range to offer a
series of gold and silver Disney
characters after signing a ten-year
deal with the USentertainment
giant. The “strategic alliance” is a
further step forward for the once-
struggling company, led by Allan
Leighton, who helped to turn
around Asda in the 1990s. It will
create a collection including
Mickey and Minnie Mouse.

EU’s ‘£93bn’ energy bill
European energy rules have cost
Britain between £86.6 billion and
£93.2 billion and put 1.5 million
jobs at risk, owing to high prices,
according to new research
published today. Matthew Elliott,
the chief executive of Business
for Britain, the lobby group that
campaigns for a better deal from
the EU, said the report showed
“poorly designed policy and
unrealistic targets have [helped
to] push up energy bills”.

Read these stories
in full online
thetimes.co.uk/
business

TimWebb Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Fattened
up medic
is looking
bloated

A
l Noor Hospitals Group,
the largest healthcare
provider in the United
Arab Emirates, is much
too polite to talk about

how fat and generally unhealthy the
population it serves is. But what is
bad for the Emiratis, expats and
“guest workers” toiling on
construction sites is definitely good
for the company.
The statistics are shocking. With

residents guzzling more fast food yet
doing little exercise, one third of the
population is now officially obese,
the fifth highest rate in the
world and higher even than
the US. Obesity has created
a host of more serious
health problems, notably a
one in five prevalence of
diabetes, making the
condition almost four times
as common as in the UK.
All residents of Abu Dhabi have

been required since 2008 to have
some kind of health insurance and
the company is well placed to benefit

from that. It started off as a small
clinic in 1985, now runs three
hospitals, 16 medical centres and

employs 500 physicians. Reporting
its maiden first half after listing
on the London Stock
Exchange last summer, pre-
tax profits jumped by 25 per
cent to $52 million. The
company is investing
heavily and expects to hire

an extra 75 doctors every year
for the next three years at least. It

is also expanding in Dubai where it
will open a new medical centre next
year as the northern emirate follows
Abu Dhabi in requiring everyone to

have healthcare insurance.
This will add one million
healthcare insurance card
holders to the two million
already in Abu Dhabi.
But Al Noor Hospitals is

not the dead cert for investors
it likes to think it is. The company
generates less than 30 per cent of its
revenues from Emirati patients. If
the UAEeconomy tanks and
construction projects are frozen as
they were a few years ago, many of
the expats and guest workers who
generate the rest of its revenues
would pack up and leave. It will be
even more exposed to the vagaries of
a highly mobile global workforce in
Dubai, where it expects to make an
even smaller proportion of its
revenues from Emiratis.
There are also corporate

governance concerns with Kassem
Alom, its longstanding chief
executive who is almost 70, moving
upstairs as deputy chairman in
October. His son, Sami, is already
chief operating officer.
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Al Noor Hospitals Group share price
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In troubled times, investors have
turned to gold, historically the
safest of safe haven assets. For

those unwilling or unable to buy gold
bars or play the commodity markets,
buying shares in a goldminer is a
safer option. Highland Gold Mining
is one of this rare breed. It is backed
by Roman Abramovich, the owner of
Chelsea Football Club, who has a
32.6 per cent stake in the AIM-
quoted company.
Gold mining isn’t so much of a

commodity business as project
management. Existing

production — and the purity
of gold — has to be
maximised and new mines
developed on time and on
budget. Highland Gold
Mining isn’t doing a bad job
on either. Announcing its

first-half production results, it
increased production by 13.7 per

cent compared with last year to
120,121 gold equivalent ounces or
3.7 tonnes, slightly down on analysts’
forecasts. The company insisted it
was still on track to hit its full-year
production target of 300,000 ounces
as new projects come online in the
second half although some analysts
are sceptical. Most importantly,
Highland Gold Mining said
development of its new mines in
Russia’s Far East are on track. Shares
dipped ¼p to close at 68¾p.

75%
of revenues come
from in-patients

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@ tim_webb_

MY ADVICE Sell
WHY The shares have had a
good run since they listed last
year but the price does not
reflect the risks it faces, time
to take profits

A lgy Cluff, the septuagenarian
entrepreneur and former
soldier, has doubled the

acreage of his underground coal
gasification (UCG) prospects after
the government awarded him three
new offshore licences in the north
east. His latest venture, AIM-
quoted Cluff Natural Resources,
now has 61,000 hectares to its
name. UCG involves burning coal
under the sea to extract gas and is
loathed by environmentalists.
Investors should expect an almighty
battle when the company submits
drilling plans — best to stay clear.

And finally...

MY ADVICE Buy
WHY Shares are less than half
their level three years ago

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY Needs to bring Stella
online on time and on budget

al noor hospitals

Revenue $225m Dividend 3.7p

highland gold mining

Gold production 120,000 oz

ithaca energy

Profits $700,000 Costs Up 40%

Major Indices
New York
Dow Jones 16560.95 (-9.03)
Nasdaq Composite 4388.94 (-12.40)
S&P 500 1934.05 (-2.87)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15161.31 (+30.79)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 24689.41 (+43.39)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 394.22 (-2.43)

Sydney
AO 5523.10 (+73.70)

Frankfurt
DAX 9069.47 (-111.27)

Singapore
Straits 3303.39 (-3.06)

Brussels
BEL20 3071.15 (-3.20)

Paris
CAC-40 4162.16 (-35.54)

Zurich
SMI Index 8329.80 (-0.06)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3023.77 (-23.79)

London

FTSE 100 6632.42 (-0.40)
FTSE 250 15465.81 (+5.08)
FTSE 350 3603.73 (+0.00)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2675.12 (-7.11)
FTSE All-Shares 3540.59 (+0.23)
FTSE Non Financials 4155.64 (-5.31)
techMARK 100 3230.33 (+3.83)
Bargains 855641
US$ 1.6809 (+0.0025)
Euro 1.2583 (+0.0045)
£:SDR 1.10 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 88.2 (+0.2)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 128.30 Jun (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.30 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.80 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 921.73 (+1.86)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4549.78 (+6.81)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 7.30pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)

Brent Physical 101.55 -1.60
Brent 25 day (Jan) 102.80 -1.80
Brent 25 day (Feb) 103.60 -1.80
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 96.85 -1.25
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 96.05 -1.15

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)

Premium Unld 950.00 952.00 -10.00
Gasoil EEC 878.75 880.75 -9.00
3.5 Fuel Oil 555.00 556.75 -5.00
Naphtha 865.00 868.00 -8.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Aug unq Nov 880.00-879.50
Sep 872.25-872.00 Dec 881.50-881.00
Oct 876.75-876.25 Volume: 242837

Brent (9.00pm)
Sep 102.94-102.89 Dec 104.88-104.82
Oct 103.75-103.74 Jan 105.57-105.04

Nov 104.45-104.38 Volume: 732685

LIFFE

Cocoa

Sep 2031-2028 Dec 1910 BID
Dec 2014-2013 Mar 1760 BID
Mar 1983-1980 May unq
May 1968-1962
Jul 1953 BID
Sep 1943 BID Volume: 23024

RobustaCoffee

Jul unq Mar 2175-1970
Sep 1964-1962 May 2175-1962
Nov 1984-1974
Jan 1982-1950 Volume: 10620

White Sugar (FOB)

Reuters May 474.90-471.20
Aug 485.20-484.50

Oct 432.40-432.20 Oct 517.00-493.70
Dec 447.70-446.10 Dec 522.00-485.00
Mar 466.50-466.30 Volume: 8347

London Grain Futures

LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)

Nov 122.05 Jan 123.85 Mar 127.35
May 128.80 Jul 131.40 Volume: 454

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 111.97 112.21 111.84 112.10 146170 380227
Dec 14 111.55 111.55 111.55 111.54 1

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.400 99.400 99.390 99.400 16466 345007
Dec 14 99.230 99.240 99.210 99.220 59073 482103
Mar 15 99.010 99.020 98.990 99.010 23677 390423
Jun 15 98.790 98.810 98.770 98.790 27585 261230
Sep 15 98.570 98.600 98.550 98.570 29391 255283

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.805 99.805 99.800 99.805 17708 481024
Dec 14 99.810 99.815 99.805 99.810 17213 440938
Mar 15 99.820 99.825 99.820 99.820 6027 391594
Jun 15 99.825 99.830 99.820 99.825 15502 331222
Sep 15 99.810 99.815 99.810 99.815 10561 334606

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.980 99.990 99.980 99.990 556 50494
Dec 14 100.02 100.03 100.01 100.02 4130 42840
Mar 15 100.05 100.06 100.04 100.05 1909 42757
Jun 15 100.05 100.07 100.05 100.07 2831 36128

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.33 111.33 111.32 111.32 195 26076
Dec 14 111.32

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 126.44 126.47 126.41 126.46 211 9481
Dec 14 126.46

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 144.42 144.55 144.42 144.48 121 3334
Dec 14 144.48

FTSE100 Sep 14 6591.0 6608.5 6575.5 6593.5 73838 574625
Dec 14 6554.0 6576.0 6553.0 6566.5 6 13448

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 3987.0 350
Dec 14
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R
oma has
become the
first Italian
football
club to be

owned entirely by
foreigners after
UniCredit sold its
stake to a group of
American investors

led by James Pallotta,
the club president
(Philip Willan). The
Italian bank sold its
31per cent share of
Roma’s holding
company for
€33million. UniCredit
has supported the
Serie A club since
Rosella Sensi, its
previous owner, ran
into financial
problems in 2010.
The club’s future is

likely to be placed
firmly under the
banner of the Stars
and Stripes as Zsolt

Kohalmi, a manager
at Starwood Capital
Group, the US hotel
and property
company, played a key
role in negotiations,
the Rome daily Il
Messaggero reported.
Starwood said in

March that it would
enter a partnership to
help develop Roma’s
new stadium complex.
The $300million
development, which
includes shopping,
entertainment and
offices, is intended to
be ready for 2016.

Americans
become a
big player
in Serie A

GIUSEPPE BELLINI / GETTY IMAGES

AIM minnows energised by
Mexico’s welcoming wave
Gary ParkinsonMarket report

Mexico is opening up its energy
industry and a couple of AIM
minnows are knocking to come in.
On Monday, Enrique Peña Nieto,

the country’s president, signed into
law the opening of state-run oil, gas
and electricity industries to foreign
and private companies. Today, the
exploration blocks they are to be
allowed to bid for will be revealed, at
least a month earlier than expected.
MXOil, 3.6 per cent higher at 3.58p,

this month unveiled a tie-up with Geo
Estratos, a local oil services company,
to find and produce hydrocarbons
there. To help pay for it, MXformed
an alliance with another
AIMexplorer, Northcote Energy, up
2.7 per cent at ¾p.
Malcolm Graham-Wood, the always

readable founder of HydroCarbon

Capital, said: “There is so
much to go for in Mexico
and, if it is managed
carefully, [it] will be a huge
bonus for the country and
those companies prepared to
invest in its oil and gas
industry.” MX, he added “may
be very handily placed”.
With tensions still simmering

between Ukraine and Russia, the
wider stock market struggled to keep
its nose above water. The FTSE 100, as
many as 76 points higher at best,
settled at 6,632.4, down about half a
point on the day. The crisis in
Ukraine, tit-for-tat sanctions and their
potential to hurt Europe’s economy is
unsettling German investors, which in
turn is making markets nervous.
Germany is the engine of continental
economic growth.
Back in London, there were more

company results to chew through.
Prudential’s, for the first half of its
year, were surprisingly solid. The
insurer rose 29½p to £13.68½. Just Eat’s

sparkled, and the takeaway
food website jumped 9.3 per
cent to 240p, still below its
260p April float price.
BAESystems, 4½p higher

at 433p, landed a
£348 million contract from

the Royal Navy for three patrol
vessels. Not big, but a nice one to

have, was the market’s verdict.
Then there were the broker notes

that moved share prices. Hargreaves
Lansdown, the Bristol-based wealth
manager, lost 31p to £10.50 after UBS
started coverage by telling clients to
sell the shares. Ophir Energy, the
Africa-focused oil and gas explorer
that has had precious little drilling
success of late, fell 7p to 197¾p after
Société Générale downgraded it.

Lonmin’s losses were steeper still,
falling 9¾p to 219½p, after Cyril
Ramaphosa, South Africa’s deputy
president, told an inquiry into the
shooting dead of 34 striking Lonmin
miners by police two years ago that
living conditions for many were

“appalling and inhumane”. Greka
Drilling rose 10 per cent to 11p after
the arrival in India of five rigs that
will be used on its drilling contract
with Essar Oil.
On AIM, cloudBuy, an ecommerce

company, landed a contract with an
Australian state government and
jumped 17.5 per cent to 37p.
Keep an eye on TLA Worldwide,

unchanged at 39p. A couple of
months ago, the AIM-quoted sports
agency diversified into football by
introducing the annual International
Champions Cup —for which some of
the biggest clubs in Europe compete
— to Asia Pacific for the first time.
At the moment, the tournament is
only played in America, where
Manchester United beat Liverpool
3-1 in this year’s final. The word was
that TLA is poised to sign up
Victoria, the Australian state whose
capital is Melbourne, to host the
ICCnext year. Good news, if true, for
a £48 million company.
Prices by Proquote

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

IP bets on a medical marvel
biotechnology

Another
company
backed by

IPGroup is heading to
the stock market.
Medaphor, a spin-

out from the
University of Cardiff,
unveiled plans to join
AIM in a couple of
weeks, selling shares
through Cenkos, the
broker.
IP, the £915million

business that helps
others to
commercialise their
clever ideas, owns
47.5per cent of
Medaphor —a
provider of simulators
and know-how for
medical students and
doctors, enabling
them to use

ultrasound without
needing a patient to
practise on.
The flotation will be

the third this year by
a company backed by
IP, which has about
100 investments in
public and private
companies. Another

of them, Oxford
Nanopore, yesterday
raised £35million by
selling shares to
investors including
Neil Woodford, the
former star fund
manager at Invesco
Perpetual.
That valued IP’s

near-20per cent stake
at £128.3 million. The
spin-out from Oxford
University has
developed a fast and
cheap way to
sequence DNA
without the need for
big, clunky kit.
Meanwhile, shares

in IP edged a penny
higher to 189p. They
changed hands for
just 36p two years
ago.

Medaphor is the latest
university spin-out to
be floated by IPGroup

Wall Street report
A slide in energy shares and worries
over developments in Russia and
Ukraine unsettled markets again.
The Dow Jones industrial average
fell 9.44 points or 0.06 per cent, to
end at 16,560.54 while the S&P 500
index slipped 3.17 to 1,933.75.

European money
deposits %

Gold/Precious
metals (US dollars per ounce)

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0783-1.0786
Canada 1.0947-1.0948
Denmark 5.5809-5.5813
Euro 0.7485-0.7486
Hong Kong 7.7508-7.7517
Japan 102.24-102.27
Malaysia 3.1940-3.1970
Norway 6.1754-6.1775
Singapore 1.2510-1.2512
Sweden 6.8797-6.8831
Switzerland 0.9081-0.9083

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.900-13.911
Australia dollar 1.8124-1.8133
Bahrain dinar 0.6298-0.6373
Brazil real 3.8127-3.8295
Euro 1.2583-1.2586
Hong Kong dollar 13.029-13.031
India rupee 102.60-102.80
Indonesia rupiah 19897-19934
Kuwait dinar KD 0.4749-0.4774
Malaysia ringgit 5.2647-5.4660
New Zealand dollar 1.9912-1.9927
Singapore dollar 2.1031-2.1034
S Africa rand 17.883-17.911
U A E dirham 6.1724-6.1730

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.15 US Fed Fund 0-0.25
Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5
Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.35; 3 mth 0.42. Sell: 1 mth 0.31; 3 mth 0.37

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.4994 0.5237 0.5609 0.7119 1.0679

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Eurodollar Deps 0.14-0.24 0.20-0.30 0.26-0.36 0.37-0.47 0.63-0.73

Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.07 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.36

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.3405-9.3828 9.3823-9.3829 45ds 138ds
Euro 1.2588-1.2532 1.2588-1.2582 3pr 10pr
Montreal 1.8327-1.8402 1.8397-1.8408 9pr 25pr
New York 1.6757-1.6810 1.6809-1.6812 4ds 13ds
Oslo 10.353-10.388 10.380-10.387 92pr 263pr
Stockholm 11.508-11.567 11.564-11.574 15ds 50ds
Tokyo 171.36-171.88 171.86-171.92 8ds 25ds
Zurich 1.5207-1.5277 1.5267-1.5268 7ds 22ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.980 1.720
Canada $ 2.000 1.740
Denmark Kr 10.050 8.810
Egypt 13.240 10.530
Euro ¤ 1.370 1.200
Hong Kong $ 13.990 12.300
Hungary 431.860 355.300
Indonesia 22546.000 17983.900
Israel Shk 6.400 5.460
Japan Yen 185.500 160.650
New Zealand $ 2.220 1.880
Norway Kr 11.280 9.750
Poland 5.810 4.760
Russia 65.160 54.260
S Africa Rd 19.880 16.830
Sweden Kr 12.300 10.930
Switzerland Fr 1.670 1.440
Turkey Lira 3.890 0.000
USA $ 1.830 1.610

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 118.41 168.03 173.98
(+/-) -10.80 -2.11 -1.79

Eng/Wales 118.41 168.38 171.93
(+/-) -10.80 -1.61 -1.70

Scotland unq 166.78 192.13
(+/-) -3.90 -1.14

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
7025.0-7025.5 7010.0-7010.5 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2259.0-2260.0 2270.0-2272.0 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2328.5-2329.0 2338.0-2338.5 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
22450.0-22475.0 22500.0-22525.0 22455.0-22505.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2039.5-2040.0 2050.5-2051.0 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
18845.0-18850.0 18950.0-18955.0 18770.0-18870.0

Currency

1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar

0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling

0.50 0.56 0.71 1.07

Euro

0.00 0.05 0.16 0.35

Bullion: Open $1307.57

Close $1314.23-1314.72 High $1317.40

Low $1305.54

AM $1311.00 PM $1315.75

Krugerrand $1300.00-1380.00 (£773.26-820.85)

Platinum $1475.00 (£877.35)

Silver $20.02 (£11.91)

Palladium $885.00 (£526.41)

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication
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A levels are
about more
than getting
good grades

T
he dreaded A-level
results come out
tomorrow. Schools
have been warned
to expect greater
“variability” than in
previous years. Kids
and parents up and

down the country are biting their
nails, which is understandable, given
how important they are. But does it
really have to be like this?
I had already left school by the time

I received my first A-level result. I
walked out of Lower Sixth one
afternoon to pursue my dream of
playing professional table tennis,
and never went back. I had never
enjoyed formal education (it seemed
restrictive and regimented) and
often failed exams. My dad responded
to the departure with something
approaching horror.
Everything changed when I was 18,

watching the TV news. The newscaster
was banging on about inflation, which
was not terribly unusual. But for some
reason it lodged in my head. I couldn’t
understand how we could put men on
the moon, but couldn’t control prices
at the local store. Why didn’t we just
pass a law forcing shopkeepers to keep
prices static?
I called dad to talk it through. He

did well not to drop the phone. (I had
moved out by now, and was living with
some students in a shared house.)
“If you want to understand inflation,”
he said, “you should read economics.
Oh, and if you fix prices, you’ll create
black markets.”
It sounded almost mystical. Black

markets! I started reading the

economics page of a newspaper, then
an A-level textbook. I could feel a
revolution going on inside my head.
This stuff was actually interesting. It
was no different to what I had read at
school, but my entire outlook had
changed. I was doing the homework,
not in order to get an exam grade, or
from fear of a detention (or a whack
from dad), but because I wanted to.
Within six months, I had gone
through the A-level book and moved
on to an undergraduate text.
My sense is that one of the deepest

problems in education today is that,
from the secretary of state downwards,
it suffers from an instrumentalist
philosophy. For the teachers, it is
about Ofsted reports. For the children
and parents, it is about exam grades.
For the government, it is about faster
economic growth. Education, in the
way we think and talk about it, has
become a means to an end.
This is misguided. Exams should

never obscure the deeper sense that
learning is precious for its own sake.
Understanding the world has meaning
even if it leads to nothing beyond a
deeper sense of wonder. What we need
to ignite is not desire to pass A levels
(or a fear of failing them), but
inquisitiveness and fascination.
The same psychological truth

applies to sport. Children who play
tennis to please a pushy parent or
coach burn out. They don’t reach their
potential. The more they are forced to
think about sport in instrumental
terms, the more their love for it is
destroyed. Those who enjoy sport for
its own sake, who internalise its
fascination, tend to excel.
That is why if we can establish the

right mindset, the exam results will
look after themselves.
Me? I was eventually persuaded to

do an A level in economics by dad. I
took it in a cold hall in central London
alongside kids doing their resits. I got
an A, since you ask. It wasn’t really
about the grade, though; the fun had
been in the learning.

We’ve all
changed
When I first moved to
Richmond, I became
friends with Valerie*. A
teacher about to reach
retirement age, she
drove up on Fridays and
stayed over with friends
at the weekend. She
was warm, generous

and feminine. She was
also born a man.
Valerie underwent

gender reassignment
surgery in her fifties.
She was open about it
with most people and
the one time we chatted
about it in depth said it
was the best thing she
had ever done.
But at times it was

horribly tough. Valerie
had stubble on her chin

and most people
twigged that she had
once been a man.
One time a guy spat
on the floor as she was
walking past. Valerie
struggled to keep her
composure at such
times. She yearned for
acceptance more than
she yearned for love.
I lost contact with

Valerie but found
myself thinking of her

when the news broke
of Frank Maloney’s
decision to have gender
reassignment surgery.
I expected negativity
and abuse, particularly
on Twitter, but on the
whole there has been
kindness and empathy.
As in so many other
areas of life, tolerance
and humanity are
slowly winning through.
*name has been changed

Don’t label
my wine
You’ve probably seen
that the All-Party
Parliamentary Group
on Alcohol Misuse has
proposed putting health
warning messages on
bottles of alcohol. I’ve
little doubt that if we
stopped drinking we’d
all live longer but aren’t
there other important
factors to consider?
Such as happiness.
Enjoyment. Merriment.
There are few things

I look forward to more
than a pint on a
summer evening. I used
to be partial to wheat
beer but have started
loving Chuffin Ale, an
earthy bitter brewed
near Bath. My wife
rather likes a glass of
rosé. Alcohol can make
an evening sparkle,
taking the edge off a
long day, lubricating
the conversation.
You sometimes

wonder if the health
lobby are interested in
these things, given how
miserable they look.
They reckon that their
messages will reduce
consumption and save
lives. They won’t
though. We’re all going
to die. So, the real
question is not: “Did
you do manage to
postpone your date at
the crematorium for as
long as possible?”, but
rather: “Did you enjoy
life — at least a little?”

Matthew
Syed

GETTY IMAGES

Could your
fitness tracker
be making
you fatter?
Exercise monitors were to supposed to
help us count our way to good health.
Pity they don’t work, says Peta Bee

I
t is rare for a workout trend to
have such universal appeal that
it is enthusiastically adopted by
everyone from A-listers to
pensioners. Yet fitness-tracking
bracelets are being sported on
the wrists of the likes of Katy
Perry, Gwyneth Paltrow, Britney

Spears and my 60-year-old neighbour,
who swears that her Fitbit is keeping
her in shape. These data-collectors,
which keep tally of every step stepped
and every calorie burnt — whether
while exercising or doing the
housework — seem almost as popular
among adults this summer as loom
bands are for children: if it’s not a
Jawbone UP or a Nike+ FuelBand SE
then it’s a Misfit Shine device or a
Garmin Vivofit. Self-monitoring has
become a serious status symbol of
healthy intent — everyone wants to
become part of the “datarati”.
Market research company Canalys

predicts that 17 million of these
wearable devices will be sold this year,
rising to 23 million by 2015. Apple has
done its best to sway the unconverted
with its infuriatingly catchy “Go, you
chicken fat, go”, showingoff the iPhone
5s’s usefulness as a health tracker with
a soundtrack that was used to spur on
schoolchildren during PE lessons
in 1960s America. The US
company Fitbit, meanwhile,
has collaborated with fashion
designer Tory Burch to create
a stylish collection that
includes a solid brass-hinged
bracelet and silicone
printed bands.
Some people I know

seem surgically
attached to theirs.
They wear them to
work, at the gym
and while they sleep.
They do, I feel sure,
suffer from the
“missed-step regret”
that is said to plague
followers of the
Quantified Self
movement, who are
obsessed with
recording every aspect
of their health from the
amount of sleep they
get to how often they do
nothing if ever they
forget to put them on.
Despite this, all is not

well in the wearable

activity-monitor world. The chief
executive of Misfit, which makes the
Shine device, has labelled the market
“a dying business”. Nike laid off a big
part of its FuelBand team early this
year, having decided that only apps
and software have a future in the
company’s vision. It might seem odd
that one of the world’s largest
sportswear manufacturers is pulling
out of a market in which others are
investing billions. But not if you’ve
tested dozens of these things, like I
have, and realised the uncomfortable
truth: they don’t really work — or at
least not as well as theirmanufacturers
would have you believe.
As much as they have tried to refine

the technology of wrist-based gadgets,
even those costing several hundred
pounds are notoriously prone to
inaccuracies. When it comes to step-
keeping, limb movement creates
disturbance that can mess up energy-
expenditure calculations: the bracelet
smart-pedometer can be fooled into
thinking you are moving your lower
body more than you actually are. The
result? Elevated calorie expenditure
readings. Good for the self-esteem; not
so good for the waistline.
Celebrity trainer Jon Denoris says
he has tested a few of the devices
for accuracy. His verdict? “I can
tell you first hand that there are
wide differences in the quality
and results that they give.” It
has not gone unnoticed by
scientists. Earlier this year a
team at Iowa State University

tested the accuracy of
eight popular fitness
trackers against lab
equipment that
accurately measures
energy expenditure.
They found that some
overestimated calorie
burn by a massive
23 per cent. “People
buy these activity
monitors assuming
they work, but some
of them are not that
accurate or have
never been tested
before,” says
Gregory Welk,
the professor
of kinesiology
who led the
trial. “These

companies just
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times2
reported that a group of Apple
executives had met with directors at
the US Food and Drug Administration
to discuss future “mobile medical
applications”. They are believed to be
working on integrated health features,
including one that aims to predict
heart attacks by listening to the sound
blood makes as it flows through the
arteries. It sends notifications to the
wearer if it detects anything dodgy.
A patent has been filed by Apple for

an intelligent, high-tech “step-
detection” programme that factors in
location technology and drastically
reduces the margin of error when it
comes to estimating the calories
you’ve gobbled up. Word has it that
the watch can tell when it is being

Cheaper
ways to
measure
your
fitness
0 Tape measure
Measuring your BMI is
considered outdated.
The new favourite is
the “waist: half height”
ration. Jon Denoris,
who trains elite athletes
and several celebrities,
explains: “Measure your
waist circumference and
make sure that figure is
always equal to or less
than half your height.”

0 Pedometer
Last year a study at
Indiana University
asked men and women
aged 40 to 66 to wear a
cheap pedometer every
day for 12 weeks. They
were encouraged to be
active at times they
would normally sit
(at a desk, in front of the
TV) and to download
the data once a week.
Results were impressive:
they were more active,
dropping an average of
2½lb in weight.

0 Scales
Weighing yourself daily
is one of the most
effective weight-loss
motivators. In one
study at Virginia
Commonwealth
University, researcher
Jessica LaRose found
that those who weighed
themselves every day
lost more weight.
“Stepping on the scales
every day cues you to
make changes to stay
on track with your
goals,” she says.

produce a nice-looking device with a
fancy display and people buy it.”
Many people find the devices think

they have done more exercise than
they have and recommend a higher
intake of calories as a result. Cue the
complaints now flooding the internet
that they are leading to weight gain
rather than loss. On one site a woman
describes how she put on 3lb within a
week of receiving a tracker from her
daughter as a present, even though
she was “more active now than ever
before”. Another who was walking 10

to 15 miles a day and had lost 3st says
she started to put the weight back on
after buying a fitness band. “I used it
for a few months and then gave up,”
she writes. “It clearly was telling me to
eat too much for my specific
metabolism.” Growing numbers are
getting fitness-tracker fatigue.
It’s not the end of the road, though,

for self-quantification. Insiders say
they are set to be overtaken by a new
generation of electronic fitness aids,
such as the rumoured Apple iWatch.
In January, The New York Times

Celebrity fans of fitness-tracking
bracelets include Britney Spears, left.
Below: Jawbone Up

worn on the wrist and even when
someone slows to a stroll on a run.
It seems like a fitness cheat’s worst

nightmare. Yet even the most accurate
data-collection can backfire.
Psychologists say that by focusing
purely on statistics churned out by
electronics you risk losing the ability
to listen to your own body, to tune in
to how it feels when you work out. You
stop moving because the device says
you’ve reached your daily target,
though you could do more; you eat
more because it says you can, not
because you are hungry. Ultimately,
your motivation could be affected.
“If you are to stick with exercise and

get fitter, then your goals need to
come from the activity itself,” says Dr
Andrew Manley, a lecturer in sport
and exercise psychology at Leeds
Metropolitan University. “You need to
enjoy it enough to set yourself targets.
People who are intrinsically motivated
in this way are much more successful.”
If you really want to know whether
you are moving enough I have
discovered there are two foolproof
means of evaluation: look in the
mirror and hop on the scales.

Those costing
several hundred
pounds are prone
to inaccuracies

GETTY IMAGES
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Prints, zingy dresses and lots of skin —
at least that’s what I saw when I worked
there this season, says Harriet Walker

There’s denim aplenty, some ripped
to within an inch of its life. The
pairs with dozens of holes
defy the definition of
“legs” they are so
deconstructed.
Paired with a
loose-fitting
T-shirt in a
neutral colour
(linen styles from
Isabel Marant
Etoile and J.Crew),
they take on a sort of
nonchalant formality.
“I had to come and tell you how

glamorous you look today,” a senior
editor says, having made a beeline
for a woman in a gauzy, full-skirted
tea dress by Meadham Kirchhoff
with strappy Proenza Schouler
sandals. She cycled to the office
in it. “So elegant!”
Such drop-ins are common at

Vogue. Three people wear white
dungarees on the same day
(Frame, Levi’s and Topshop,
layered over grey and black
T-shirts and tube tops) so
they stand and pose for
an Instagram snap.
“The office is the

perfect playground
to pick up new styling
ideas,” says fashion
features assistant
Naomi Smart, 27. “One
day I’ll be feminine
and floaty, the next,
androgynous in
slouchy silk trousers,
a T-shirt and sandals.”
Sandals are

one summer thing
Vogue does very
well. For the most
part flat and strappy,
they range from
studded Balenciaga
gladiators and
Birkenstocks (two
straps — only
ever two straps)
to rose-gold
metallic thongs
and flatform
espadrilles. “I
love Ancient Greek
sandals,” says Smart.
“They’re so simple.”
“You also need a good

pair of heels that you can
walk in,” she adds. “I have
four pairs of these JW
Anderson for Aldo rainbow
heels — they’re surprisingly
comfortable. There’s nothing

I
n a quiet, leafy square just off
Oxford Street, yards from the
thousands of shoppers it is their
business to inspire, the women
of Vogue are toiling in the heat.
Not that you would know it.
They barely break a sweat.
Where so many of us tramp

into the office red-faced, removing
layers as we go only to put them back
on when the air-con kicks in, these
staffers float serenely through Condé
Nast’s revolving doors, all sandals and
silk, brown limbs and shiny hair.
You spot them at the exit on the

Tube and know where they’re
heading. Like glossy ants to the hill,
they multiply the closer you get to
Vogue HQ. By the time you reach the
door, you’re surrounded by very well-
dressed, very good-looking people.
So what do some of the country’s

most stylish women wear to work
when the sun comes out?
“A lot of dresses,” says executive

fashion editor Serena Hood, 30. “Most
days are filled with meetings with
fashion PRs and evening events, so
it’s important that what I wear can
carry me through.”
Today’s dress is a zingy number

from young Italian star Stella Jean, the
sort of label the Voguettes describe as
a “bridge brand”. What that means is:
buy now before it hits “designer”
territory and prices go skyward.
“At the moment, my favourite dress

is a Hawaiian-print one from Zara,”
Hood says. “I tend to invest in a few
key designer pieces each season and
supplement my wardrobe with bits
I find at J.Crew and Asos,” she adds,
naming websites Vestiare Collective
and Resee as places to go for second-
hand treats at reasonable prices.
Cognoscenti hacks like these

go some way to explaining the
workforce’s apparent ease with its
own elegance. After all, when you’re
a concert pianist, you don’t get stage
fright. Savvy shopping and even
savvier styling goes a long way, even
when faced with a room full of expert
eyes every time you step out of the lift.
“It’s fun getting dressed, knowing

you have a keen audience,” says
Nura Khan, 31, Vogue’s sittings editor.
“I always notice when someone has
something new or is looking great.
I always pay them a compliment.”
Not very Devil Wears Prada. In fact,

there’s a laid-back leniency to the
office dress code. In short, anything
goes as long as you’re presentable.
There’s no fashion police here. You
don’t even need to have brushed your
hair, if that’s the effect you’re after.

worse than being hot and
stumbling around.”

Of course, nobody at Vogue
stumbles. Many favour the
nearly naked stiletto, a thin
heel with even thinner straps
across the ankle and heel
— some are Zara, others
Givenchy. Obviously, you
have to have the gleaming
feet of a neoclassical marble
statue to wear these.
Obviously, they all do.
“Summertime is a chance

to really up my shoe game,”
says Khan. “My favourites are
my flat sandals from Miu Miu. I
live in short-sleeved shirts from
Topshop in the summer, printed
skirts from Prada, cropped trousers
from Joseph. I like colour and print.”
Sorting through clothes she

has called in for a shoot, Khan
pulls on a tropical print T-shirt
over a crimson silk blouse to see
if it fits. The look is singular, the
sort of thing your dad wouldn’t
understand. “I would actually
wear them like this,” she laughs.
That’s another secret to Vogue

of

u how

style — experimentation and a
certain fearlessness. There’s nothing
to stop anyone bowling up in the
most bizarre confection of clothing;
if you’re wearing it like you think it’s
right, you’ll convince. “I tend to
gravitate towards colour and print
for daytime,” says Hood. “Black is
reserved for evenings out.”
Another myth busted. While there

are plenty of skinny jeans and T-shirts
in the shade, it’s striking how colourful
the office is, from a bright vinyl pencil
skirt in the art department to the
fashion editor’s yellow anorak.
Dressing for an English summer
includes planning for rain, of course.
But given the temperatures outside,

the Vogue office also offers an insight
into why men like summer so much:
skin. Shoulders are bronzed in
spaghetti straps and bare legs gleam
(all year round, they insist, with the
firmness of people who take taxis
when it’s cold). The Vogue summer
look is so lustrous and ripe, you
wonder if on the street it would
feel almost indecent.
Still, if you want to attempt it, three

golden rules: bright toenail polish,
Daniel Hersheson blow-drys and
sunglasses. “Invest in a killer pair,”
says Smart. “It really does matter.”

What they’re
wearing at Vogue
this summer
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Above: Giovanna
Battaglia of Vogue.
Right, from top: Fran
Burns and Serena
Hood. Below, from left,
Nura Khan and Naomi
Smart, all British Vogue
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Uterqüe: fashion’s best-kept secret
Queen Letizia is a
fan ofZara’s stylish
little sister, while
fashion editors
love the purse-
friendly prices,
says Hilary Rose

N
ot so very long ago,
if you asked a
fashion editor where
they got their high
street hit they would
have said “Zara”.
They knew what day
the flagship store on

Regent Street had its deliveries and
were standing outside on the
pavement, waiting for it to open. They
didn’t leave until they’d scored that
perfect tweed jacket that could pass for
Chanel or the very-Erdem floral skirt.
It’s the reason why, by the time the

likes of you and I got there, there was
nothing left: the jacket we saw in Grazia
had long-since left for Vogue House.
Recently, however, the fashion pack
have shifted allegiance, but without
telling the rest of us. This is blatantly
unfair, so let me spill the beans: the
brand they all want now is Uterqüe,
which just happens to be owned by
Inditex, the Spanish owner of Zara.
“Being an Inditex brand has been

key to the popularity of Uterqüe, but
there are also differences from Zara,”
says Carla Sierra, fashion features
editor of Vogue Spain. “It’s not just in
the price range, it’s in the business
strategy. All the other Inditex brands
are based in Arteixo in Galicia, but
Uterqüe’s headquarters are in the
much more cosmopolitan city of
Barcelona. Also they have limited
production runs, they do capsule
collections and, unlike Zara, they
advertise. They’re aware of trends,
but they have a much more timeless
approach to fashion than Zara, which
is much more trend-focused.”
And as well as those in-the-know

fashion editors, Uterqüe (pronounced
ooterkwey) boasts a royal fan in the
trim form of the Queen of Spain.
Letizia — hands-down Europe’s most
stylish royal — has whole swathes of
Uterqüe clothes, from natty tweed
jackets to colour-block dresses,
trousers and skirts. Why? They’re
on-trend without being trendy; the
labels say 100 per cent silk and 100
per cent wool, not polyester mix; and
the price tags are mostly under £200,
apart from the leather.
“Like many contemporary royals,

including Kate Middleton and Mary
Donaldson, Crown Princess of
Denmark, Queen Letizia wears a
perfect balance of high and low-cost
fashion,” says Sierra. “It’s a sign of the
times: they all aim to look glamorous
but still in touch with the reality of their
countries. Letizia has worn Uterqüe
many, many times as it’s one of those
retailers that allows her to wear elegant
pieces at competitive prices. That’s
probably the secret of their success.”

Launched in 2008 as an accessories
brand, it rapidly expanded into
women’s ready-to-wear and now
stocks everything from a £24 keyring
to a biscuit-coloured reversible
sheepskin coat for £1,095. Collections
are kept tight, prices are reasonable
and the materials are the best. Look
on the Uterqüe website now and you’ll
find a pair of supremely glamorous
white 100 per cent wool trousers for
£99, a pale grey silk/cotton fine-knit
sweater for £64 and a 100 per cent silk
T-shirt, a snip at £54 in the sale. And
don’t get me started on the leather
leggings at £285 (for comparison,
Joseph’s are £695) and the perfect £64
plain black cropped stretch trousers.
The pleated leather bucket bag with

a bamboo handle is purest Gucci for
£185 and the snow-white cashmere
sweater at £185 is as desirable as it is
impractical. The shoes are mostly a
little flat or low-heeled for my taste,
but if flat and low-heeled is your thing,
I expect you will love them. If I were
an ankle-boot sort of girl, I’d be very

happy with the high-heel style in
tan suede at £125.
“Uterqüe is a smarter, less

asymmetrical alternative to
Cos,” believes Sasha Slater,
deputy editor of Harper’s
Bazaar, who has her eye on the
£185 camel cape-coat with
three-quarter sleeves for her
autumn wardrobe. “The junior
fashion editors at Bazaar all
love the shirts: they have nice
detailing but aren’t too wacky
and the prices won’t frighten
the horses. And the quality is
definitely a cut above.”
Indeed it is. Many of the

clothes have mass-produced
counterparts at Zara, albeit made
of lower-quality fabric and with a
price to match. Zara, for instance,
has a camel cape similar to that
coveted by Slater for £69.99, an
oversize white cashmere jumper for
£129.99 and fake leather leggings
for £25.99. But the key to shopping
like a fashion editor — or indeed a

queen — is to go to Zara for low-
price, one-season trendy pieces and
then, as Sierra says, “If you want a
pair of great, affordable, Made in
Italy leather loafers to wear to
work, go to Uterqüe.”
The brand finally arrived in

the UK, online-only, in 2011 and
has been amassing its fanbase
ever since. Although it now has
66 stores in 13 countries, there
are no plans to open one here:
why Qatar, Kuwait, Portugal
and even the Canary Islands
deserve a store more than us
is a source of considerable
personal bitterness, but there
we are. We will have to content
ourselves with the website.
“Uterqüe isn’t as popular as Zara,

even in Spain,” says Sierra, “and
they probably won’t ever be. Having
said that, I don’t think they pretend to;
they’re different. After all, you can’t
really compete with the most popular
fashion phenomena in the world.”
uterqüe.com

is

ourselv

they

they

Above left, from top:
Flounce sleeve dress,
£145, and reversible
lambskin waistcoat,
£795. Above centre:
blazer dress, £165.
Above right, from top:
wool trousers, £99, and
Nappa leather raincoat,
£545, leggings, £64, and
boots, £125, all Uterqüe,
uterque.com. Right:
Queen Letizia of Spain
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Heifer, that was premiered in Budapest
last October to great acclaim, not
least because his choice of subject —
an infamous 19th-century Hungarian
blood-libel trial in which a group of
Jews was wrongly accused of
murdering a peasant girl — was
interpreted by many as a rebuke to the
rising tide of antisemitic nationalism
in present-day Hungary.
Fischer claims that he “doesn’t

see the opera as a political
statement at all”. Nevertheless
he admits that he is worried by
recent political developments.
“I see them as a setback,” he
says. “Hungary has a very fragile
democracy. Of course I was one
of the enthusiasts in the 1990s.
I thought that now that we had
freedom we could have a modern
society, a wonderful country, we
could learn from the experiences,
good and bad, of the West.
“I think now that we were probably

a small intellectual fragment of
society. The larger population was left
out and what they experienced was
a lot of disappointment, how they
couldn’t compete in the free market,
how the subsidised French tomato
was being bought instead of local
tomatoes in the local shops. A lot
of disappointments. Then the
financial crisis hit Hungary badly.
What is happening now is a step
back, a disillusionment after this
first 25 years. A lot of people
believe populist, demagogic, easy
arguments that promise short-
term goals. I think Hungary will
probably learn the lesson very
soon that what the nationalists
offer them is a dead end. ”
Fischer also worries about

the exodus of young Hungarians.
“In the past few years over half a
million young Hungarians have left

‘Symphony orchestras have only
As he gears up for the Proms, the Hungarian conductor Iván Fischer tells
Richard Morrison why orchestras of the 21st century have to adapt or die

Right: Iván Fischer and,
above, conducting the
Budapest Festival
Orchestra, which he
founded in 1983

A
fter their 31 years
together there is
still no such thing
as a routine concert
when Iván Fischer
is on stage with his
Budapest Festival
Orchestra. Their

two forthcoming Proms prove the
point. On paper the programmes look
utterly conventional: a “Viennese”
evening of 19th-century dances, then a
scarcelyoriginaldouble bill of Brahms’s
Third and Fourth symphonies. When
the 63-year-old Hungarian starts to
talk about them, however — his quiet,
ironic manner almost comically at
odds with the radical ideas he is
voicing — they seem as incendiary
as the Gunpowder Plot.
In Fischer’s eyes, for instance,

Brahms is not a solid and slightly
staid symphonic composer in an era
dominated by noisy pioneers such
as Wagner, but the leader of a sort
of cultural resistance movement.
“Yes, if you compare him to Liszt and
Wagner he could be interpreted as
conservative,” Fischer says, “but more
and more I think of him as a Green.”
A Green? As in “environmentally

conscious”? “Yes,” Fischer continues.
“Because he speaks for nature against
the machine, against the type of
innovation that takes us away from
contact with the natural world.”
How does that work? Fischer’s

thesis, it transpires, is that Brahms
resisted using the powerful new
musical instruments being developed
in the mid-19th century not through
caution or lack of curiosity, but as a
deliberate rebellion against progress

for progress’s sake. “Instruments
developed hugely in his time,” he
notes. “The natural horn and trumpet
were replaced by valved instruments
that could create chromatic notes.
Wagner used them all the time.
Brahms refused to use them. He
wanted to stay within the natural
world. And he also refused to go
with the progress in musical language.
He was an anti-innovator. I think he
was brave; probably the first composer
to warn us that innovation is not
necessarily a good thing.”
Fischer’s view of his “Viennese”

Prom is equally jolting. Put bluntly,
he wants to reassert musical equality
for the Hungarians and all the ethnic
groupings in that massive melting
pot known as the Habsburg Empire.
“If you listen to the New Year’s day
concert played by the Vienna
Philharmonic you hear only one
side of the empire: the beautiful,
aristocratic music of the Viennese
court. Yet the empire was full of Serbs,

Croats, Jews, Bohemians, Hungarians
and gypsies and they all had their
different musical styles. So I played
with this idea of creating an
alternative New Year’s day concert
that would give us the other side.
“I like to see Johann Strauss being

played together with things like
Brahms’s Hungarian Dances— he
visited Hungary and heard gypsy
musicians — or the music of Kodály,
who collected Hungarian folk songs
and created a really rich musical
language from it. If you present all
these things together, you get a much
fuller picture of a magnificent musical
landscape. And also I think it might
help people understand better what
happened 100 years ago in Sarajevo,
because the real tension that started
the First World War was these little
pockets of the empire wanting to
break out.”
Fischer has never been shy of

making political statements and
recently composed an opera, The Red

Listen to Richard
Morrison’s
choice of
20 classical
indulgences
thetimes.co.uk/listen
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a fewmore
out? I only accept jobs with other
orchestras to check that I can still
work in a normal orchestral
environment and then only with
orchestras that have a strong desire for
reform. I would never go to orchestras
that are too rigid and anti-reform.”
Fischer pulls no punches when

talking about the need for reform.
“Symphony orchestras in their present
form have only a few more decades
left, at most,” he says. “Their financing
is already a vulnerability. Will
American-style civic pride or the
goodwill of European politicians really
be enough to feed these large beasts
that are basically the same now as
they were a century ago? And is that
rigid formation really appropriate for
today or are we simply stuck with it?
I think we are stuck with it. I would
welcome a more flexible musical
family that could adapt its size and
resources to what different composers
and audiences required. In Budapest
we have a pool of musicians doing a
variety of activities. Those orchestras
that are flexible will survive; the rigid
ones won’t.”
The great Hungarian conductors

of the past — such figures as
Reiner, Szell, Doráti and Solti
— are remembered as ferocious
perfectionists with volcanic tempers.
Does Fischer see himself in that
tradition? “No,” he laughs, “but I have
a great admiration for them. If you see
only their terrifying or tyrannical side
you see only a small part of them.
Their main part was an enormous
sense of responsibility to put the needs
of music and audiences above that of
the orchestral players’ welfare or job
security. After the Second World War,
however, orchestras became more
democratic and their trade unions
much stronger and a new sort of
conductor emerged, one who serves

Hungary will
learn the lesson
very soon
that what the
nationalists
offer them
is a dead end

the country to find jobs. And it is the
good ones who leave, those who speak
languages, are skilled and not afraid to
compete internationally.”
However, at least the Budapest

Festival Orchestra remains intact.
Many of the brilliant young players
that Fischer recruited when he
founded the ensemble in 1983 are
still with him. How is it that this
ensemble’s trademark zest and spirit
of adventure has never faded? “I think
it’s because this orchestra is the home
of openness and innovation,” he says.
“So many new things happen all the
time. For example, last year we
introduced concerts starting at
midnight.” Did anyone come, or stay
awake? “Yes, they are a huge success,”
Fischer beams. “It was to attract
people aged about 20 who probably
love music but don’t have the type of
classical concert they like. We thought
that if we play at an hour when they
are usually awake but their parents
asleep they will feel comfortable
because it’s only them. They sit on
beanbags and we give them a discount
if they come on bicycles. They got the
message that this was for them.”
Could Fischer ever imagine a time

when he isn’t conducting his Budapest
band? After all, he is much in demand
elsewhere both as a principal
conductor (having held appointments
in Washington DC, Lyon and Berlin)
and as a guest. He has even been
mentioned as a possible successor for
Mariss Jansons at the great Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra in
Amsterdam, though he dismisses such
speculation. “I need places where I can
put my own ideas into practice and I

MARCO BORGGREVE

decades left’

formed the Budapest orchestra
entirely to do that. So why

should I move

the union and the musicians and
who doesn’t cause
trouble. Today’s

conductors are more like elected
politicians. Toscanini wouldn’t get
many invitations today.”

Iván Fischer conducts the
Budapest Festival Orchestra
at the Royal Albert Hall
(0845 4015040) on Aug 25 and 26
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artsfirst night

Pop
Jamie T
Dome, NW5
{{{{(

J
amie Treays has been away for
four years, a period in which the
likes of Ed Sheeran and Jake
Bugg have come to the fore. Boy,
have we been missing a male

artist of his bite and originality.
Little surprise, then, that the south

Londoner was greeted like a returning
hero: within moments of his arrival,
this down-at-heel venue behind a pub
became a rowdy festival, with bare-
chested men, fans sitting on shoulders
and showers of lager arcing through
the fug.
Pounding his guitar with venom, the

28-year-old Treays is like the missing
link between Joe Strummer and Mike
Skinner (Jake Strimmer?), bridging the
coiled intensity of punk and the
rhythmic lyricism of rap via the
intimacy of a proper singer-songwriter.
Don’t You Find, the lead single from

his forthcoming third album, bristled
with saturnine swagger, with the
crowd word-perfect on every verse
even though it was only released last
month. The new songs were generally
slower than his previous work but just
as forceful, if not more so. OnMurder
of Crows he and his four-piece band
digressed — surprisingly but
satisfyingly — into bluesy Americana,
while The Prophet, with its muscular
lyrics (“You’re like a f***ing hurricane
next to me”) was an exercise in
snarled intensity.
I’m not sure what Treays went

through during his hiatus — the title
of the new album, Carry on the
Grudge, suggests that he wasn’t
cartwheeling in meadows, and he
certainly seems angrier than he was —
but it’s been great for his music.
That’s not to say that the brisker,

catchier older stuff doesn’t hold up: on
Hocus Pocus he exhorted like a young
Paul Weller and strutted like a
sergeant major, while rabble-rousing
favourites such as 368 and Sticks and
Stones were full of pogoing vitality. It’s
great to have you back, Mr T.
Ed Potton

The stand-up and political activist Mark Thomas in Edinburgh

Inspiring, furious
and funny to boot
Mark Thomas was spied on by the arms
industry — Dominic Maxwell is amused

Edinburgh
theatre
Cuckooed
Traverse
{{{{(

A
fter depicting his
relationship with his dad in
the brilliant Bravo Figaro!
two years ago, the stand-up
comedian and activist

Mark Thomas is now mixing the
personal with his more customary

political terrain. Cuckooed is a comic
monologue about being spied upon
while agitating against the arms
industry. And what makes this even
richer than Thomas’s earlier political
shows is not the sure showmanship,
the anger and the issues — though
they are all there — but the emotional
intelligence and sense of vulnerability
that lingers on from Bravo Figaro!
A decade ago Thomas was active

with Campaign Against Arms Trade
(CAAT). He describes some of the
pranks he engineered: hijacking a
bunch of arms dealers and tricking an
Indonesian general into admitting the
regime’s use of torture (he shows the
footage). Emma Callandar’s elegant
production puts Thomas on an office
set with screens emerging from the
filing cabinets to show footage of
CAAT friends explaining how closely
their protesting bonded them.
They join Thomas in explaining how

hurt they were when there turned out
to be a cuckoo in the nest, a loveable
livewire who leaked hundreds of
documents to BAE Systems, Britain’s
largest arms manufacturer. Thomas
varies his tone shrewdly between the
jaunty and the sad, the throwaway and
the inflamed, as he takes us through
the fallout of being sold out by one of
your best friends.
Would an arms giant really bother

spying on a small group like this?
Thomas anticipates our doubts, feeds
us the political context. He makes a
joke of how daunting details about
Indonesia’s invasion of East Timor in
1975 may seem by sticking on some
bossa nova to keep us amused while
he does so.
Actually, though, this bristly but

beautifully controlled show keeps us
onside all the way. Thomas eases our
way to a broader point, that spying
and data security is something that
affects us all, ending with a montage
of testimonies from activists whose
lives have been affected by it.
Political theatre? Agitprop stand-up?

Call it what you will, but it’s involving,
inspiring, furious and funny.

Box office: 0131 228 1404, to Aug 24.
Touring Oct 15 to Dec 13

Edinburgh concert
Karine Polwart
Queen’s Hall
{{{{(

S
econd only to North Sea oil,
contemporary folk musicians
are one of Scotland’s most
abundant exports, but Karine
Polwart still stands out in an

overcrowded market. Almost a
household name north of the border
and already a multiple award-winner
nationally, the 43-year-old played this
one-off event on the Fringe flanked by
her guitarist brother Steven and multi-
instrumentalist Inge Thomson. The
trio’s warm, dry comic banter added to
their rich musical charms.
Polwart draws on the deep-rooted

folk tradition of songs as social
commentary, though any political
statements in this show were softened
by opaque lyricism and an admirable
distrust of simplistic slogans. She made
some cautiously critical observations
on Israel, Gaza and the Scottish
independence debate, but avoided
preachy polemic. Introducing King of
Birds, a feathered fable inspired by the
Occupy movement, she explained that
“there is more than one way to be
powerful”. Cover Your Eyes, a lilting
shanty about Donald Trump’s
controversial golf resort in
Aberdeenshire, sounded like the
gentlest protest song ever written.
Only the anti-nuclear ballad Better
Things felt a little clunky and obvious.
Polwart deployed some unusual

instruments, including a hand-pumped
Indian harmonium, which
underscored her fond memories of the
Glaswegian storyteller Ivor Cutler.
The show spanned the sublime and
the ridiculous. Inspired by Charles
Darwin’s daughter Annie, We’re All
Leaving elevated a poignant
biographical snapshot into a moving,
universal meditation on mortality.
Soon afterwards, Polwart was gleefully
bouncing through Deacon Blue’s 1987
hit Dignity with irony-free affection.
Even if she could not quite transcend
the original’s leaden earnestness, her
giddy enthusiasm proved infectious.
Stephen Dalton

Pop
Steve Earle
Kelvingrove, Glasgow
{{{((

P
roudly sporting the most
unruly beard in rock, Steve
Earle plucked an impressively
rich range of sounds from
minimal ingredients at this

stripped-down solo show. Armed with
just an acoustic guitar, a harmonica
and a mandolin, the 59-year-old Texan
troubadour served up a feast of
country-folk Americana and heart-
crushing love songs, all in a grizzly-
bear growl. There were Dylanesque
reflections on doomed romance and
missed opportunity, including Now
She’s Gone, its lyrical poignancy
amplified by the singer’s recent
separation from his wife, Allison
Moorer. There were Springsteen-sized
anthems about wide-open highways
and blue-collar dreamers, notably
Someday. And noir-tinged throwbacks
to the mythic Old West, such as
Taneytown and Tom Ames’ Prayer.
After a subdued opening, Earle

became slowly more garrulous and
playful, cracking wry jokes at his own
expense. He explained that sweeter
romantic numbers such as Sparkle and
Shine were “chick songs” designed to
tempt younger female fans to his
shows. Otherwise his audiences get
“uglier and hairier every year” and
that is “like looking in the mirror”.
A little too much bluesy dirge and

broad-brush bombast crept into the
show’s latter half — Fearless Heart
sounded more Jon Bon Jovi than John
Steinbeck. But Earle soon had the
crowd bouncing again with the Celtic-
flavoured foot-stompers Dixieland and
Galway Girl, followed by the obligatory
climactic airing of his sky-punching
signature tune Copperhead Road.
Earle dedicated his rousing encore

of Jerusalem to fragile dreams of peace
in the Middle East. This was no mere
hollow showbusiness gesture: shortly
after this he flew to Israel to play with
musician friends from both sides of the
conflict. “I don’t believe in hopeless
cases or lost causes,” the grizzled ex-
junkie told Glasgow as a parting shot,
“because I used to be one myself.”
Stephen Dalton
Touring to Aug 28. steveearle.com

Opera
Rinaldo
Glyndebourne
{{{((

R
obert Carsen’s Boy’s Own
take on Handel’s Rinaldo,
new in 2011, is back at
Glyndebourne, yielding
volleys of (largely male)

laughter from an audience well-
attuned to its jolly japes. Bruno
Ravella, directing this first revival,
keeps Carsen’s deft scene changes slick
and Ottavio Dantone, returning to
conduct the Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, keeps the score fizzing
as deliciously as a packet of sherbet
lemons.
The opera, the young Handel’s first

for London, is set in Jerusalem during
the first Crusade of 1099. But it’s all a
fantasy in the mind of bullied
schoolboy Rinaldo, fighting his
enemies, being seduced by sirens and
facing a dominatrix of a sorceress,
Armida, in mortarboard and leathers.
The blackboard acts as a magic Alice
in Wonderland mirror, revealing
recessions of fairylands forlorn,
peopled by crusading classmates,
goth-like furies and gym-slipped
sirens.
Iestyn Davies, in the title role, is

infinitely eloquent and indefatigable in
pursuit of his beloved Almirena, the

Munich soprano Christina
Landshamer, making a radiant and
plaited Glyndebourne debut. But there
are three more countertenors to
contend with. Tim Mead is impressive,
but has not yet settled into the role of
Goffredo, head of the Crusader army.
Anthony Roth Costanzo, an American
debutant, is a chirpy and unnecessarily
camp Eustazio, and James Laing as the
Christian Magus is allowed to display
little but Harry Potter-like caricature
in his vocal wizardry.
The Canadian soprano Karina

Gauvin, also making her
Glyndebourne debut, gives her all as
Armida (and there is a lot to give),
though the voice can flail about wildly
under pressure. And her compatriot,
the baritone Joshua Hopkins, handles
his heroic arias admirably as antihero
Argante.
The concept and its energy are

seductive, and Carsen always stills the
antics for Handel’s great arias of deep
feeling. But the clichéd caricatures and
the whips and leather laughter wear
thin, for there is ultimately nowhere
for them to go.
Hilary Finch
Box office:01273 815000, to Aug 24

ROBBIE JACK

Members can
enjoy 2 for 1
Edinburgh
Fringe ticket
offers every day
See today’s list of
participating shows at
mytimesplus.co.uk/
edinburgh
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Robin Williams
Much-loved Oscar-winning actor whose manic performances masked a personal life plagued by darkness and occasional despair

Williams as Mork with Pam Dawber as Mindy; his high-pitched voice and surreal take on reality seemed otherworldly

With his fast-flowing, stream-of-
consciousness comedy,RobinWilliams
did for stand-up in the 1970s what
James Joycehaddone for literaturehalf
a century earlier. He became a TV star
when a guest appearance as an alien on
the sitcom Happy Days proved so
popular thathewasgivenhisownshow,
MorkandMindy.Hewenton tobecome
a serious dramatic actor and stalwart of
Hollywood.
Whether Williams developed his

comic genius as a defence mechanism
or an appeal for attention, by any stan-
dards his was an extraordinary career.
He earned Oscar nominations for his
various subversive characters in Good
Morning, Vietnam (1987), Dead Poets
Society (1989) and The Fisher King
(1991), before finally clinching the
Oscar for best supporting actor inGood
Will Hunting (1997). “This might be the
one time I’m speechless,” he claimed as
he accepted his award.
Whenhewas thevoiceof thegenie in

Aladdin (1992), Disney letWilliams im-
provise in front of a microphone (the
studio ended upwith 30 hours of voices
and impressions covering everyone
from Robert De Niro to Carol Chann-
ing) and then worked the animation
around the recordings. It was a land-
mark performance, with his witty,
intelligent and cine-literate genie
appealing to adults as well as children.
Subsequently, however, Williams

faced criticism for the sentimentality of
his films and the very nature of charac-
ters that seemedtobescreamingout for
the audience to love them.He respond-
ed by going to the other extreme with
some creepy and disturbing villains,
playing a murderous crime writer in
Insomnia (2002) and a photographic
technician who keeps pictures of his
customers in One Hour Photo (2002).
In spite of the brightness of his

glittering career, Williams’s personal
life was plagued by darkness and occa-
sional despair. Hemade no secret of his
problems with drugs and alcohol. A
confessed abuser of cocaine (which he
referred to as “Peruvian marching
powder” and “the devil’s dandruff”), his
vices informed his comic material.
“Cocaine isGod’swayof tellingyou that
you are making too much money,” he
once quipped. He was a close friend of

the comedy actor JohnBelushi andhad
beenwith himhours before he died of a
drug overdose in 1982; the event deeply
affected him. Becoming a father the
following year prompted Williams to
face his own demons.
Romance also spelt trouble forWilli-

ams. One brief liaison resulted in a
waitress, Michelle Tish Carter, suing
him for giving her herpes. The affair
ended his first marriage to Valerie
Velardi, a dancer with whom he had a
son, Zak, in 1983. Soon after their
divorce Williams married his son’s
nanny, Marsha Garces. Their daughter
Zelda was born in 1989, followed by
their son Cody. After 20 years of
sobriety, Williams’s alcohol addiction
resurfaced andhis family intervened. “I
went to rehab in wine country just to

keep my options open,” he joked. His
marriage could still not survive—Gar-
ces filed for divorce in 2008. The settle-
ments from his two failed marriages
cost him $20 million.
In rare serious moments he spoke of

his fatherly devotion, but hinted at un-
happiness in his ownyouth. “They only
want tobewithyouup toacertainpoint
and then they are basically looking at
you and going ‘Keuch, you’re an
a**hole.’ So you have that time of may-
be five, maybe seven or eight years,
when they reallywant toknowandplay
with you and share with you . . . I don’t
want to miss it with my children . . .
because I did miss it with my father.”
As a boy his favourite book was The

Lion, theWitch and theWardrobe, which

he shared with his children: “I would
read thewholeCSLewis series out loud
tomy kids. I was once reading to Zelda,
and she said, ‘Don’t do any voices. Just
read it as yourself.’ So I did, I just read it
straight, and she said ‘That’s better’. ”
Robin McLaurin Williams was born

in 1951 in Chicago—not in Edinburgh,
as was reported once he rose to fame.
He blamed a CIA disinformation cam-
paign. Alternatively, he thought it
might have had something to do with
an early interview he did in a Scottish
accent. The interviewer reportedly
asked ifhewasborn inEdinburgh.Will-
iams, in jest, praised the journalist’s
sharpness and confirmed that he was.
He spent his early years in Bloom-

fieldHills inMichiganbeforemoving to
California in his teens. His father was a
wealthy Ford executive and his mother
was a former model. At one point they
lived in a 40-room house on a vast
estate — “It was miles to the next kid”.
A shy and lonely child, he showed an
early aptitude for impersonation, and
drama gave him a route for self-expres-
sion, although he claimed that his real
interest in it was simply “to get laid”.
When he graduated from high school
his classmates votedhim“most humor-
ous” and “most likely to succeed”.
In the early 1970shewent to Juilliard,

the performing arts school in New
York, where he demonstrated a prodi-
gious talent for accents and dialects.
One of his teachers recommended that
he focus on comedy. He developed a
manic style as a stand-up; by the time
the audience had decided whether a
remark was funny, he was already
several jokes, voices and imperson-
ations further down the line.
After several appearances on The

Richard Pryor Show he was given a
guest spot on the sitcom Happy Days.
His alien Mork was a throwback to
1950s B-movies, though he looked
more like a spaceman than an extra-
terrestrial in his space suit and helmet.
However, his funny, high-pitched voice
and surreal take on reality — sticking
his head on a chair when told to take a
seat — seemed suitably otherworldly.
Mork was given his own series, Mork
and Mindy, with Pam Dawber as the
eponymous earthling who offers him
sanctuary in her attic. It ran for four

When he graduated,
his classmates voted
him ‘most humorous’

CAPITAL PICTURES

A lonely child, he
showed an early aptitude
for impersonation

Continued on page 50, col 1
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Tony Bray
Army cadet who was Margaret Thatcher’s boyfriend at Oxford but did not initially appreciate her desire for a political career

Tony Bray‘s letters to Margaret Roberts lapsed after he was sent to Germany

Even before she was a public figure,
Margaret Thatcher took care to keep
her private life to herself. Until last year,
therehadbeen fewgrounds todoubther
statement that prior to her marriage in
1951 she had experienced no great
affairs of the heart. The publication of
Charles Moore’s biography of her,
however, revealed that when at Oxford
she had enjoyed a romance with
another student — Tony Bray.
In the autumn of 1944, when the two

met, probably through the student
Conservative association, Bray was 18
and an army cadet on a short course at
the university. Margaret Roberts was
seven months older and beginning the
second year of her chemistry degree at
Somerville. She was already taking a
keen interest in politics, unusual in a
youngwomanof the time, and itwas his
conversation that attracted her to him.
That said, he was not oblivious to her
well-turned legs and fine complexion.
Despite wartime shortages and her

lack of money, she also dressed well.
Bray recalled, too, her “elegant dark
hair”, as she was yet to turn blonde.
Meanwhile, she thought him “weird-
looking”, but he could dance well. Bray
knew how to have fun, which was for
Margaret Roberts a novel sensation.
One of their first dates was at a

performance by the Bach Choir in
which she was singing. By the time she
returned home for Christmas, she was
clutching a carnation which she said
came from an “Oxford boyfriend”. She
appeared so anxious about its wellbeing
that it was put in a vase with water and
aspirin. The following term, Bray took
her to dances, the highlight being
one at the city’s Randolph hotel.
She managed to borrow a regal
blue velvet cloak to match her
frock, and Bray produced a
spray of carnations from the
London florist Moyses
Stevens. “I felt absolutely on
topof theworld,” shewrote toher
sister Muriel, “everyone looked up
and stared.” Sixty years later, the
memory of the blue dress could
still prompt Bray to shed
tears. “It was a very

special evening,” he told Moore. More
treats followed, including a day in
London that took in coffee at Fullers
(famous for itswalnutcake)and lunchat
theDorchester. ForMargaretRoberts it
was a far cry from the sobriety of her
upbringing, and she surprised herself by
her capacity for taking pleasure in it.
Indeed, so much did she want it to
continue that inMarch 1945 she invited
Bray to spend the weekend with her
parents, staying above their grocer’s
shop in Grantham.
However, if Margaret Roberts was

entertaining thoughts of a future with
Bray, his glimpse ofGrantham—andof
the Methodist Alderman Roberts —
confirmed his feeling that all he wanted
from the relationship was the chance to
enjoy his youth.
Whenhe leftOxford soon afterwards

to begin his tank training, he continued
to write to her. Yet after being
commissioned into the Royal
Inniskilling Dragoon Guards and sent
to Germany, he allowed their
correspondence to lapse.
Margaret Roberts was very upset by

the rebuff. For the rest of her time at
Oxford she buried herself in her studies
and in student politics, with romance
confined to a crush on a fellow
undergraduate,NeilFindlay (whose son
achieved internet immortality in 2011 as
the owner of Fenton, the deer-chasing
dog). Then, in 1948, a year after she had
leftOxford, and two years since she had
last heard from him, Bray got back in
touch. He was now reading law at
Oxfordhimself andwanted toapologise

for his behaviour. He did so in a
punt, and although she
told her sister she had no
intention of renewing
the relationship, the
two began to see each
other quite often.
In 1949 he sent her

a Valentine card, but
by now he appreciated

that she wanted a career in
politics. This did not accord

with his ideal of a
womanandsohe
sought fulfil-

ment elsewhere. The following year he
becameengaged toValerieRandall, and
phoned Margaret Roberts to tell her.
She congratulated himand gaveno sign
of disappointment. Nevertheless, when
she did settle on ahusband, she chose in
the divorced Denis Thatcher someone
else who had been bruised by love.
The son of a businessman, Anthony

John Bray was born in Brentford,
Middlesex, in 1926. He was educated at
Brighton College and became a
solicitor’s clerk before military service.
He then qualified as an accountant and
had a career in finance, first with
Barnato, thediamonddealers, thenwith
a stockbroker and later as an adviser to
housebuilders such as Barratt.
HemetValeriewhen theywere living

in Sussex, and theymarried in 1950. She
worked as a dental nurse but gave up,
largely to look after their daughters:
Sally, Wendy, Amy and Tina, who are
now all married. Valerie died in 2006.
Bray last saw Margaret Thatcher in

1973. His analysis of the construction

industry had led him to believe that
council tenants shouldbeallowedtobuy
their homes. He sent his idea to Edward
Heath, who passed it to the shadow
environment spokesman — Mrs
Thatcher. She invited Bray to tea at the
Commons. “She was more the grande
dame, aware of her presence, a little bit
condescending,” he thought. She made
only a passing reference to their
acquaintance before discussing his
proposals. These she studied with
interest, chiming as they did with those
then being made by others.
Although they never met again, Bray

was delighted when she became prime
minister. He remained a Conservative
and always held election-night parties.

Tony Bray, accountant and first boyfriend
of Margaret Thatcher, was born on April
13, 1926. He died on July 2, 2014, aged 88

seasons and brought Williams the first
of four Golden Globes. In between
seasons he took on the challenge of
bringing a cartoon character to life in
Robert Altman’s Popeye (1980), but it
disappointed at the box office. “If you
watch it backwards, it has a plot,”
Williams later said of the film. The
World According to Garp (1982) again
did only moderate business, though it
provided an early display of the
bittersweet qualities — the
combination of comedy and pathos —
that became Williams’s trademark.
It was Good Morning, Vietnam that

finally allowedhim to translate his fast-
talking comedy to cinema. He played
the real-life disc jockey Adrian
Cronauer, who proved popular with
troops in Vietnam but not the
authorities. In Dead Poets Society,
Williamsappearedasa teacherwith the
self-consciously literary name of John
Keating.Atoddswith theold-fashioned
headmaster in an exclusive private
school, he instils in his pupils a passion
for literature and life, urging them
“Carpe diem”. The film struck a chord
with audiences and some critics, while
others found his character unbearably
sanctimonious. It was a matter of
debate whether the suicide of one pupil
was the fault of the system or a direct
result ofKeating’s subversive influence.
In the early Nineties, Williams

starred alongside De Niro in

Awakenings, based on Dr Oliver
Sacks’s experiments; the beggar-knight
searching for the Holy Grail in Terry
Gilliam’s The Fisher King; and an adult
PeterPan forced to return toNeverland
when Captain Hook kidnaps his
children in Steven Spielberg’s Hook.
Other hits followed — dramas,

comedies and family films including
Mrs Doubtfire, Jumanji and The
Birdcage. There were a fair number of
misfires too, such as Jack, in which
he acted as a boy in a man’s body
—childhood and adults who have
never really grown up were recurring

threads inhiswork.His performance in
Patch Adams was well received by
audiences but not by the critics, and his
Holocaust comedy-drama Jakob the
Liar was a box-office disaster.
Yet his popularity remained high. In

1997, the same year that Good Will
Huntingwas released, Williams topped
Entertainment Weekly’s list of the 50
funniest people alive.
In the past decadehe provided voices

for the animated films Robots and
Happy Feet, and played a wax model of
Theodore Roosevelt that comes to life

in Night at the Museum. It made $250
million in North America, and he
recently reprised the role for Night at
the Museum 3, due to be released
in December. He played another
president, Dwight D Eisenhower, last
year in The Butler.
Not long before he divorced for a

second time, his half-brother Robert
died of complications following heart
surgery. In 2009 he had to curtail a
stand-up tour when he himself was
admitted to hospital with heart
problems. Shortly before an operation
(which he said had given him “some
great new material”) he met Susan
Schneider, a graphicdesigner,whomhe
married two years later.
Williams’s warmth and exuberant

personality earned him a wide circle of
friends. One of his closest was
ChristopherReeve,whohadbeenapeer
at Julliard. Williams visited Reeve after
the horseriding accident that left him
paralysed. He cheered him up by
pretending to be an eccentric Russian
doctor and claimed that he was there to
perform a colonoscopy. Reeve later
wrote: “For the first time since the
accident, I laughed. My old friend had
helped me know that somehow I was
going to beOK.”AfterReeve’s death, his
widow Dana described the pair as
“closer than brothers”; when she died in
2006, Williams provided financial
support for their young son. William’s

source of happiness was fatherhood.
“My children give me a great sense of
wonder,” he said. His daughter Zelda is
also an actress, having first starred
alongside him in the film House of D
when shewas 15.His youngest sonCody
has dabbled as an assistant film director
and isbelieved tohaveworkedon the set
ofDavidCronenberg’sMaps to the Stars.
Williams had recently been suffering

from severe depression and in June
entered a rehabilitation centre. He was
amember of the Episcopal Church and
his interests included cycling (he

ownedmore than 50 bicycles) and jazz.
He was also a video games enthusiast
(his daughter was named after the
princess in The Legend of Zelda series).
Williams’s comic genius both on and

off screen seemed to touch on every
element of the human spirit. As he
assures his pupils inDead Poets Society,
“Nomatter what people tell you, words
and ideas can change the world.”

Robin Williams, comedian and actor, was
born on July 21, 1951. He was found dead
on August 11, 2014, aged 63

They met again decades
later, to discuss his ideas
on council home sales

Robin Williams: continued from page 49

Williams as Sean Maguire in Good Will Hunting, alongside Matt Damon

He and Christopher
Reeve were said to be
‘closer than brothers’
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Television/ Radio & Announcements

Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.15
Neighbourhood Blues 10.00 Homes
Under the Hammer 11.00 Animal
Saints and Sinners 11.45 Real Lives
Reunited 12.15pm Bargain Hunt
1.00 BBC News; Weather 1.30
BBC Regional News; Weather
1.45 Doctors 2.15 Perfection 3.00
Escape to the Country 3.30 The
Hairy Bikers’ Bakeation 4.30 Flog It!
5.15 Pointless 6.00 BBC News 6.30
BBC Regional News Programmes
7.00 The One Show 7.30 Fake
Britain 8.00 The Great British Bake
Off 9.00 Operation Wild 10.00
BBC News 10.25 BBC Regional
News; Weather 10.35 A Question
of Sport 11.05 The League Cup
Show 12.15am-6.00 BBC News

BBC TWO
6.15am Homes Under the Hammer
7.15 Sign Zone 9.00 Live Athletics:
European Championships. Day two
from Zurich 12.00 FILM: Sharpay’s
Fabulous Adventure (2011)
Comedy 1.30pm Breakaway 2.15
Cash in the Attic 2.45 Natural World
3.45 Great Continental Railway
Journeys 4.45 Live Athletics:
European Championships. Further
coverage of day two from Zurich
9.00 The World’s War: Forgotten
Soldiers of Empire 10.00 Backchat
with Jack Whitehall and His Dad
10.30 Newsnight 11.20 Kate Adie’s
Women of World War One
12.20am-1.10 Sign Zone: The
Trouble with Mobility Scooters

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
The Chase 1.30 ITV News; Weather
2.00 Judge Rinder 3.00 Secret
Dealers 4.00 Tipping Point 5.00
The 21st Question 6.00 Regional
News 6.30 ITV News; Weather 7.00
Emmerdale 7.30 Coronation Street
8.00 100 Year Old Drivers 9.00
Secrets from the Clink 10.00 ITV
News at Ten and Weather 10.30
Regional News 10.40 Dangerous
Dogs 11.40 Off the Beaten Track
12.05am Jackpot247 3.00 British
Touring Car Championship
Highlights 4.15 Britain’s Best Bakery
5.05-6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 3rd Rock
from the Sun 7.35 The King of
Queens 8.00 Everybody Loves
Raymond 9.00 Frasier 10.00 The
Big Bang Theory 11.00 Come Dine
with Me 12.00 Channel 4 News
Summary 12.05pm Come Dine
with Me 1.40 Four in a Bed 2.40
Countdown 3.30 Deal or No Deal.
Game show 4.30 Win It Cook It
5.00 Couples Come Dine with Me
6.00 The Simpsons 6.30 Hollyoaks

7.00 Channel 4 News 8.00 Sarah
Beeny’s Double Your House for Half
the Money 9.00 One Born Every
Minute 10.00 The Mimic 10.30
8 Out of 10 Cats Best Bits 11.35
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA
12.25am FILM: The Wall (2012)
Fantasy drama with Martina Gedeck
2.10 FILM: Remember Me (2010)
Drama with Robert Pattinson and
Emilie de Ravin 4.00 Revenge 4.40
Gordon Ramsay’s Home Cooking
5.05-6.00 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am Glee 7.00 Dog Patrol
8.00 Futurama 10.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 11.00 Micro Monsters
with David Attenborough 12.00
Sinbad 2.00pm The Simpsons
3.00 Glee 4.00 Futurama 5.00
The Simpsons 5.30 Futurama
6.30 The Simpsons 8.00 Modern
Family 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
1.00am Brit Cops: Rapid Response
3.00 Road Wars 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 BBC
World News 9.30 HARDtalk 10.00
BBC World News 10.30 World
Business Report 10.45 Sport Today
11.00 BBC World News 12.00 GMT
1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 HARDtalk
4.00 Global 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45 Sport Today 6.00
Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 Newsday
11.30 Asia Business Report 11.45
Sport Today 12.00 Newsday
12.30am Asia Business Report 12.45
Sport Today 1.00 Newsday 1.30
Asia Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 BBC World News 2.30
Asia Business Report 2.45 Sport
Today 3.00 BBC World News 3.30
Asia Business Report 3.45 Sport
Today 4.00 BBC World News 4.30
HARDtalk 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Football Gold 7.00 WWE
Vintage 8.00 Football Gold 9.00
Game Changers 10.00 Premier
League Years 12.00 Football
Gold 1.00pm Soccer AM:
The Best Bits 2.00 Barclays Premier
League Legends 2.30 Premier
League Years 4.30 The Fantasy
Football Club 5.00 Boots ‘n’ All

6.00 Football Gold 7.00 Live
Capital One Cup Football: Coventry
City v Cardiff City (Kick-off 7.45).
Coverage of the first-round match
at Sixfields Stadium, Northampton
10.15 Football Gold 11.15 Barclays
Premier League Legends 11.45
One2Eleven: Simon Mignolet
and Eden Hazard 12.00 Capital One
Cup Football 1.00am SPFL
Highlights 2.00 Premier League
Years 4.00 The Fantasy Football
Club 4.30 Football Gold 5.30-
6.00 Premier League 100 Club

Sky Sports 2
6.00am England’s Best Ashes Days
7.00 Sporting Heroes: Gary Newbon
Interviews Joel Garner 8.00 Super
League Backchat 8.30 Ashes
Modern Classics 9.00 England’s
Best Ashes Days 10.00 Australia’s
Best Ashes Days 12.30pm England’s
Best Ashes Days 1.30 Sporting
Greats 1.55 Live Royal London
One-Day Cup Cricket: Essex Eagles
v Hampshire. All the action from
the group A encounter at the
County Ground, Chelmsford
9.30 Ashes Modern Classics 10.00
Boots ‘n’ All 11.00 Max Power
12.00 Boots ‘n’ All 1.00am Total
Rugby 1.30 Ashes Modern Classics
2.00 Australia’s Best Ashes Days
4.30 Sporting Greats 5.00-6.00
England’s Best Ashes Days

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Sporting Rivalries 6.30 Surf
Unleashed 7.00 IRB Rugby World
Sevens Highlights 8.00 ATP Masters
Tennis 9.00 WWE Vintage 10.00
IRB Rugby World Sevens Highlights
11.00 Racing News 11.30 Surf
Unleashed 12.00 ATP Masters
Tennis 1.00pm Sports Unlimited
2.00 Surf Unleashed 2.30 Sporting
Rivalries 3.00 ATP Masters Tennis
4.00 Live ATP Masters Tennis:
The Cincinnati Masters 10.00 GAA
Championship Review 11.00
Total Rugby 11.30 Racemax 12.00
Live ATP Masters Tennis: The
Cincinnati Masters 3.30am IRB
Rugby World Sevens Highlights
4.30-6.00 Sporting Rivalries

British Eurosport
7.30am Athletics European
Championships 8.15 Live Athletics
European Championships. Day two
from Zurich 4.00pm Ironman 4.30
Watts 4.45 Live Athletics European
Championships. Day two from
Zurich 9.05 Wednesday Selection
9.10 Equestrian 9.25 Riders Club
9.30 Equestrian 9.45 Golf Club
9.50 Yacht Club 9.55 Wednesday
Selection 10.00 Live Fifa Under-20s
Women’s World Cup Football:
Paraguay v France (Kick-off 10.00).
Coverage of the group D match for
the sides in Canada 12.00-12.30am
Athletics European Championships

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer 5.45
Farming Today 5.58 Tweet (r)
6.00 Today 9.00 Reflections 9.30
Publishing Lives (r) 9.45 (LW) Daily
Service 9.45 Book 10.00 Woman’s
Hour 10.56 The Listening Project
11.00 The Birth of Love 11.30 The
Gobetweenies (r) 12.00 News
12.01pm (LW) Shipping 12.04 Home
Front 12.15 You and Yours 1.00 The
World at One 1.45 Plants: From
Roots to Riches 2.00 The Archers
(r) 2.15 Afternoon Drama 3.00
Bricks and Bubbles (r) 3.30 Inside
Health: Conflicted Medicine (r) 4.00
The Educators 4.30 The Media
Show 5.00 PM 5.54 (LW) Shipping
6.00 News 6.30 Dead Ringers 7.00
Archers 7.15 Front Row 7.45 To the
Lighthouse 8.00 Voter’s Voice 8.45
Four Thought 9.00 Heal Thyself:
A History of Self-Help (r) 9.30
Reflections (r) 10.00 World Tonight
10.45 A Song for Issy Bradley 11.00
The Future of Radio 11.15 Little
Lifetimes by Jenny Eclair 11.30 The
Shared Experience (r) 12.30am
Book (r) 12.48 Shipping 1.00 World
Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
HARDtalk 9.30 Click 10.00 World
Update 11.00 News 11.06 Outside
Source 12.00 News 12.06pm
Outlook 1.00 Newshour 2.00
Newshour 3.00 News 3.06 Business
Daily 3.30 The Documentary 4.00
The Newsroom 4.30 Sport Today
5.00 The Newsroom 5.30 World
Business Report 6.00 World Have
Your Say 7.00 The Newsroom 7.30
Healthcheck. Health issues and
medical breakthroughs 8.00 News
8.06 HARDtalk. With Stephen
Sackur 8.30 World Business Report
8.50 From Our Own Correspondent
9.00 Newshour. The stories behind
the latest headlines 10.00 News
10.06 Outlook. Perspectives on
important issues 11.00 News 11.06
The Newsroom 11.30 World
Business Report 12.00 The
Newsroom 12.20am Sports News
12.30 The Documentary 1.00 News
1.06 Business Matters 2.00 The
Newsroom 2.30 Healthcheck
3.00 News 3.06 Outlook 4.00
Newsday 4.30-5.00 Assignment

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 11.00 Live Edinburgh
International Festival 2014. Alban
Gerhardt and Steven Osborne
perform Britten, Tippett and
Beethoven 1.00pm News 1.02 Radio
3 Lunchtime Concert. Songs by
Fauré, Granados and Montsalvatge
recorded at the Schwetzingen
Festival 2.00 Afternoon on 3. The
Greek ensemble Armonia Atenea
performs at Cadogan Hall 3.30 Live
Choral Evensong. From St Mary’s
Episcopal Cathedral, Edinburgh
4.30 In Tune 6.30 Live BBC Proms
2014. The BBC Symphony Orchestra
and the chief conductor Sakari
Oramo perform music by Vaughan
Williams and Alwyn 9.30 Proms
Plus Late. Music by the Street-
Nelms Quartet and poetry by Keith
Jarrett at the Royal Albert Hall 10.15
Live BBC Proms 2014. Endymion
and the BBC Singers perform iconic
works by Steve Reich 11.45 Live
Late Junction. Max Reinhardt
presents from the BBC’s Potterow
site at the Edinburgh Festival
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night (r)

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcements
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Declaring Trump Contracts – 17
The Crossruff

The clearest occasion where draw-
ing trumps must be delayed – in
fact never actually drawn at all – is
the crossruff. As many trumps as
possible are made separately, by
trumping suits in which the other
hand is void.

Here is a classic example:

All the key ingredients for a
crossruff are present:

(i) A short suit facing a long suit
in each hand.

(ii) Good trumps – look at the
ten-nine – minimising the chances
of an overruff.

First [(A)] consider 6♠ on♣10 lead.
In a crossruffing situation, it is
more imperative than ever to focus
upon winners. By working out how
many top tricks you have outside

trumps, you’ll know how many
tricks you need from the trump suit.

You try dummy’s ♣J at trick
one, but East covers with ♣Q and
you win ♣A. You have four top
tricks outside trumps: ♣AK plus
the two red aces. To make 12
tricks, you’ll need to score all eight
trumps separately.

Making all eight trumps should
be possible – 100% indeed barring
a 6-1 side-suit split. Cross to ♣A
[before an opponent can discard
his clubs] and follow with the two
red aces (in either order). Now ruff
(say) ♥3 with ♠2 and ruff ♦2 with
♠3 (take the low ruffs first: less
likely to be overruffed). Now you
have a “high crossruff”: ruff ♥4
with ♠10, ruff ♦4 with ♠9, ruff ♥8
with ♠J, ruff ♦6 with ♠Q, ruff ♥J
with ♠K and ruff ♦8 with ♠A.
That’s 12 tricks and slam made.

(B). ♠6 lead.
Annoying – that trump lead. You
can now only score seven trump
tricks and so must make five out-
side tricks. Your best chance is to
hope West holds ♣Q.

You must always take your side
suit winners before embarking on
a crossruff (before the opponents
discard their cards in the suit), so
you should cash ♣K and try ♣2 to
♣J. Here the finesse would fail, a
second trump would be returned
and you would go down two. But
say ♣J won: you would now cash
♣A and, assuming no one ruffed,
you could cash the two red aces
and then crossruff. If clubs split 4-
3 with West holding ♣Q, you’d
survive the trump lead.

andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Dealer: South, Vulnerability: Neither

N
W E

S

♠KJ102
♥2
♦A8642
♣K62

1♦ Pass 1♥ Pass
1♠ Pass 6♠(1) End

(1) Fabulous hand: great trumps, great con-
trols and great shape. [Aces are not an
issue, so no need to bother with
Blackwood.]

S W N E

♠AQ93
♥AJ843
♦J
♣AJ5

♠854
♥KQ976
♦K10
♣Q84

♠76
♥105
♦Q9753
♣10973

Contract: 6♠
Lead:(A) ♣10

(B) ♠6

________
á D D i D]
à4pDqDpD ]
ßPD 0 !pD]
ÞDRh D Dp]
Ý D 0PD D]
ÜD D D DP]
Û D D )PD]
ÚDRD D I ]

ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

Winning Move

White to play. This position is from Ni
Hua-Ashiku, Tromso Olympiad 2014.
White is winning this position easily but
now found a pleasing geometric combina-
tion to conclude matters. How did he
continue?
For up-to-the-minute information follow
my tweets on twitter.com/times_chess.

Final reminder
The diagram below is the starter
problem for the Winton Capital
British Chess Solving Champion-
ship. White is to play and force
mate in two moves against any
black defence. There is no entry
fee and the competition is open to
British residents only.

Competitors need only send
White’s first move. Postal entries
should be sent to: Steve Giddins, 4
Fennel Close, Rochester ME1
1LW. Email entries should go to
wintonstarter@theproblemist.org.

Online entries can be made at
http://www.bstephen.me.uk.

All entries should be post-
marked or emailed no later than
14 August 2014. Please remember
to mention that you are entering
via The Times.

________
áqh G D D]
àD 4pD D ]
ßpDbDpDpD]
ÞI ! 4kH ]
Ý 0 D DpD]
ÜD D D ) ]
Û DRDpH D]
ÚDBD D D ]

ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

White to play. This position is
the starter problem for the Win-
ton Capital British Chess Solving
Championship. See above for
further details.

Olympiad accident
Today’s game features one of the
car crashes which the powerful
Ukranian grandmaster Vassily
Ivanchuk occasionally suffers.

Olympiad games can be followed

in real time via the 2seeitlive link on
the header of The Times twitter feed
@times_chess. For regular updates
direct to your twitter account just
click on the “follow” button.

White: Frode Olav Olsen
Urkedal (Norway 2)
Black: Vassily Ivanchuk
(Ukraine)
Tromso Olympiad 2014
Dutch Defence

1 Nf3 f5 2 d3 Nc6 3 d4 e6 4 g3 d5
5 Bg2 Rb8

Amazing but playable.
6 0-0 Nf6 7 Bf4 b5 8 b3 Ba6 9
Qc1 Bd6 10 Nbd2 0-0 11 e3 Ne4
12 Re1 Qe7 13 a3 Na5 14 Bf1 Rb6
15 c3 g5 16 Bxd6 cxd6

Black is very comfortable.
17 b4 Nb7

Better is the natural 17 ... Nc4.
18 a4 Rc8 19 Nxe4 fxe4 20 Nd2
Nd8 21 axb5 Bxb5 22 Bxb5 Rxb5
23 Ra3

________
á Drh DkD]
à0 D 1 Dp]
ß D 0pD D]
ÞDrDpD 0 ]
Ý ) )pD D]
Ü$ ) ) ) ]
Û D H ) )]
ÚD ! $ I ]

ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

23 ... Rxb4
This trade is suicidal. After 23 ...

Nc6 the position remains equal.
24 cxb4 Rxc1 25 Rxc1 Qb7 26
Rac3 Nf7 27 Rc8+ Kg7 28 R1c7
Qxb4 29 Nf1 Black resigns

White will double rooks on the
seventh and mop up.

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Shaly a. Like loose rock b. A breed of sheep
c. A small club
Daiko a. An exotic vegetable b. A large Japanese drum
c. A dressing gown
Drisheen a. An Irish sausage b. Light rain
c. An eejit

Across
1 Follow secretly (6)
7 Eg, native of Tripoli (6)
8 Court testimony (8)
10 Naval officer (7)
11 Holy See (7)
12 Style of dress (3-2)
14 Grinding tooth (5)
15 Loose stones around a

mountain (5)

19 Deliberately test someone’s
patience (3,2,2)

20 Exercise regime (4,3)
22 French region (8)
23 Chase (6)
24 Image recorder (6)

Down
1 Abandon, defer (6)
2 — Maclean, author (8)
3 Overwhelm (someone) (8)
4 Seeped (into an adjoining
colour) (4)

5 Perform a favour for (6)
6 Fabled wonderful place (6)
9 Italian painter (9)
12 Ill-defined zone (4,4)
13 Slow-moving reptile (8)
16 Angelic child (6)
17 City in Texas (2,4)
18 — Merkel (6)
21 Holly genus (4)

Solution to Crossword 6477

T2 CROSSWORD No 6478

1 2 3 4 65

7

8 9

10

11

1312

14

15 16 17 18

19

20 21

22

23

24

A N G U S S A B B A T H
T A T A A V A
H A L L O F M I R R O R S
E L W U B C T
I D O L A T E R B A B Y
S W W L L D
T A S M A N B O G O T A

H Y G V S
S L U G V A R I A B L E
E M B N N L P
L O O K I N G G L A S S
L U L E L D I
S E R V E S H Y N E S S

Times Quick Crossword No 6478

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of four or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
11 words, average;
15, good; 19, very good;
23, excellent

Yesterday’s answers
eyot, otter, ret, rot, rote, ryot,
toe, toey, tor, tore, tort, torte,
tot, tote, totter, tottery, totty,
toy, tret, trey, trot, troy, try, tyre,
tyro, yet

Word Watching answers

Shaly (a) From shale.
Daiko (b) Alternative spelling of taiko.
Drisheen (a) Made of sheep’s blood.

Winning Move solution

Solution:1Rxc5!dxc52Qh8+Ke73Qe5+Kd8(3...Qe64Qxe6+
and5axb7;3...Kf8alsorunsintothetextmove)4Qb8+picking
uptherook.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6739 Difficult

7 3
5 2 8

4 3
5

1 8
4 6 3 9 7 5 8
7 8 4 1

9 3 4
3 4 7 2

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3856 Tricky 16min

25 16 32 9 30 19

17 35 15

10 9 8

7 11 29 12 22 15

4 23 7

21 11 18

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2162

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

A

A

D

D

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

3 26 21 8 22 4 22

21 8 18 21 16 11 15 16 26 11 14 23

14 26 10 16 13 16

6 19 18 13 19 14 14 26 19 13 13 17

18 19 10 20 10

26 14 8 9 10 21 2 25 26 5 8 18

22 10 21 16

1 26 23 26 11 13 14 17 21 8 8 18

16 16 8 19 17

8 7 11 19 24 19 9 10 18 10 22 9

16 14 24 12 14 14

3 22 17 21 1 19 8 3 19 18 19 11

14 1 25 26 17 13 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Sudoku, Killer and Codeword solutions
6 2 1 8 9 7 3 5 4
5 8 7 3 6 4 1 2 9
3 4 9 2 1 5 7 6 8
7 9 8 5 4 6 2 3 1
2 3 6 1 7 8 9 4 5
4 1 5 9 3 2 8 7 6
1 5 2 4 8 3 6 9 7
8 6 3 7 5 9 4 1 2
9 7 4 6 2 1 5 8 3

7 1 6 4 3 9 5 8 2
5 2 9 6 1 8 7 3 4
3 4 8 7 5 2 1 6 9
8 6 7 9 4 1 3 2 5
1 9 2 5 6 3 8 4 7
4 5 3 2 8 7 6 9 1
2 3 4 8 7 5 9 1 6
9 7 1 3 2 6 4 5 8
6 8 5 1 9 4 2 7 3

F S S K O D
J U S T L Y I M P A I R

R A N M P N
S T U B T H O R O U G H

I A N N Y
O V E R E X P O S E D

E E N H
A C Q U I S I T I O N

S K N U R
S T A L W A R T T A I L

O E B U U Z
M O R S E L R E B O O T

P S E E A N

No 6738 No 3854 No 2161Solution right
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Sport

N
ot for the first time, Joe
Fanning is, numerically,
the leading jockey of the
calendar year. His
employer, Mark Johnston,

is among those who think that he
could be challenging for the
championship. As he approaches his
44th birthday, though, Fanning has
different priorities.
“I still don’t think I have the

ammunition to win the title, so it
doesn’t really enter my thinking,” he
said. I would just like to be riding in all
the better races. I’m not getting any
younger and it’s time I won a group
one.”
There are few more modest jockeys

than Fanning and his gentle
assessment that a top-flight victory is
overdue counts among his many

understatements. Having won more
than 30 races at group two and three
level, he is far too good to retirewithout
a single group one and he readily
identifies the horse most likely to
provide it.
Fanning was on board as Hartnell

won theQueen’s Vase over twomiles at
Royal Ascot and followed up in the
group three Bahrain Trophy at
Newmarket. His next run, either in the
Betfred TV Geoffrey Freer Stakes at
Newbury on Saturday or the Neptune

Carlisle
Going: soft (good to soft in places)
2.15 (5f 193yd) 1, X Raise (G Lee, 12-1);
2, Jewelled Prince (10-1); 3, Cumbrianna (7-2).
Muhaarib Al Emarat (6th) 9-4 fav. 10 ran.
NR: Fast Dancer, Splash Of Verve. Hd, Kl. D
Brown.
2.45 (5f 193yd) 1, Seal Rock (P Makin, 4-1 fav);
2, Enderby Spirit (12-1); 3, Amis Reunis (7-1).
9 ran. NR: Just The Tonic. Ol, nk. J Quinn.
3.20 (5f) 1, Showstoppa (J Fanning, 100-30); 2,
Penny Royale (11-4); 3, Westhoughton (13-8
fav). 5 ran.NR: Classic Flyer.Kl, 1l.MJohnston.
3.50 (1m 1f 61yd) 1, The Osteopath (P Makin,
3-1 co-fav); 2, Hope For Glory (80-1); 3,
Staffhoss (5-1). Greeleys Love (5th), Rasselas
(6th)3-1co-fav. 7 ran.NR:KayGeeBe.2Nl, 1Kl.
J Davies.
4.25 (1m 1f 61yd) 1, Diddy Eric (R J Fitzpatrick,

2-1 jt-fav); 2, Moccasin (100-30); 3, Ellaal (2-1
jt-fav). 6 ran. NR: Haidees Reflection, Hail Bold
Chief. Nk, 4Kl. Micky Hammond.
5.00 (7f 200yd) 1,Warfare (P Mulrennan, 4-1); 2,
WorldRecord (6-1); 3,Archie’sAdvice (6-1).Royal
Holiday (4th) 3-1 fav. 9 ran. 1l, sh hd. K Ryan.
5.30 (1m 3f 107yd) 1, Mendelita (T Hamilton,
8-1); 2, Mambo Rhythm (6-1); 3, Sergeant Pink
(8-1). Thackeray (5th) 11-4 fav. 8 ran. NR: In
Vino Veritas. Kl, 1Kl. R Fahey.
Placepot: £149.30. Quadpot: £22.30.

Ffos Las
Going: good to soft (soft in places)

2.30 (6f) 1, Elysian Flyer (R Hughes, 3-1);
2, Fingal’s Cave (5-4 fav); 3, Goring (8-1). 6 ran.
NR: Best Dressed. 2Ol, 2Nl. R Hannon.
3.00 (1m) 1, Scottish Strand (K Fallon, 7-2);
2, Zora Seas (4-6 fav); 3, Jessy Mae (33-1).
6 ran. Kl, 9l. J Tate.

3.35 (1m) 1, Greyemkay (Daniel Muscutt, 5-4
fav); 2, Schottische (7-2); 3, Delightful Sleep
(9-2). 7 ran. NR: Carrera, Ryedale Lass. Hd, 11l.
R Price.
4.05 (1m) 1, Unison (S J Drowne, 5-1); 2, Khee
Society (10-1); 3, Set The Trend (20-1). Crystal
Lake 7-4 fav. 9 ran. NR: Vainglory. Kl, 6l.
P Makin.
4.40 (5f) 1, First In Command (J F McDonald,
6-1); 2,Threave(9-2); 3,Avertor (8-1).Waseem
Faris (5th) 11-4 fav. 7 ran. Nk, 3Nl.
D Loughnane.
5.15 (1m 4f) 1, Yaakooum (R Hughes, 7-1);
2, Kashmiri Sunset (7-1); 3, Eye Of The Tiger
(3-1). Curbyourenthusiasm (6th) 9-4 fav. 10
ran. Kl, 1Ol. R Hannon.
5.45 (1m 4f) 1, Lochalsh (R Hughes, 3-1); 2,
Reach The Beach (7-1); 3, Pink Diamond (7-4
fav). 6 ran. 1Kl, 6l. W Knight.

Placepot: £76.20. Quadpot: £39.70.

Lingfield Park
Going: standard
5.05 (7f 1yd) 1, Indianaughty (M Harley, 2-5
fav); 2, Glorious Magic (12-1); 3, Wolf Of Win-
dlesham (33-1). 6 ran. NR: Light Breaks. 5l, 1Kl.
M Botti.
5.35 (7f 1yd) 1,What A Party (Shelley Birkett,
5-2); 2, Old Fashion (9-4 fav); 3, Auld Fyffee
(12-1). 8 ran. 1l, nk. Miss Gay Kelleway.
6.05 (1m 1yd) 1, Palace Dragon (Luke Morris,
5-4 fav); 2, Bon Port (9-2); 3, Anginola (25-1). 8
ran. NR: Cyflymder. 1l, Ol. Sir Mark Prescott.
6.35 (6f 1yd) 1, Dissent (T P Queally, 8-1); 2,
SweetTalkingGuy (16-1); 3,Marjong (5-1).Al’s
Memory 9-2 fav. 11 ran. NR: Dominate. 1N, nk.
J G Given.
7.05 (1m 4f) 1, Loving Home (N Mackay, 1-20
fav); 2, Numrood (33-1); 3, New Reaction
(14-1). 4 ran. 11l, 3N. J H M Gosden.

7.35 (1m 4f) 1, Zinnobar (Danny Brock, 5-1); 2,
Rajeh (12-1); 3,Ghufa (25-1). LolaMontez (4th)
6-4 fav. 12 ran. NR: Royal Trooper. 1Kl, 2N. J G
Portman.
8.05 (1m 2f) 1, Sequester (T E Durcan, 4-1); 2,
Taro Tywod (6-1); 3, Two In The Pink (9-2).
SuperMoment (5th) 7-4 fav. 8 ran.NR: If IWere
A Boy. Nk, 1N. D R Lanigan.
Placepot: £37.70.
Quadpot: £19.10.

Nottingham
Going: good to soft (good in places)

5.25 (6f 15yd) 1, Felix Leiter (PMcDonald, 4-1);
2, Indian Champ (33-1); 3, Secret Spirit (7-2
fav). 10 ran. NR: Pixeleen. 5l, Kl. K R Burke.
5.55 (6f15yd)1,PrizeExhibit (JPSpencer, 5-1);
2, George Dryden (9-4); 3, Enlace (10-11 fav). 5
ran. NR: Don Sigfredo. 9l, 1Ol. J A Osborne.

6.25 (6f 15yd) 1,Divertimenti (Billy Cray, 25-1);
2, Very First Blade (20-1); 3, Kiss From A Rose
(5-2 fav). 12 ran. NR: Compton Prince, Frosted
Off, Gypsy Rider, Minty Jones, Rat Catcher. ns,
nk. S R Bowring.
6.55 (1m 6f 15yd) 1, Tiger Lilly (Jack Garritty,
5-1); 2, Zipp (3-1 fav); 3, Late Shipment (7-2). 7
ran. NR: Missed Call. Nk, 6l. R A Fahey.
7.25 (5f 13yd) 1, Judge ‘n Jury (D A Parkes,
25-1); 2, Green Door (6-1); 3, Free Zone (5-1). 7
ran. NR: Graphic Guest, Magical Macey, Speed
Hawk, Taurus Twins. 4l, 1l. R Harris.
7.55 (5f 13yd) 1, Two Turtle Doves (S De Sousa,
7-2); 2, ByRights (6-1); 3,Oscars Journey (4-1).
BackstageGossip (4th)5-2 fav.6 ran.NR:Cardi-
nal, Oil Strike, Rylee Mooch, Silverrica.Kl, 3N.
M Mullineaux.
8.25 (1m 2f 50yd) 1, Shades of Silver (Jenny
Powell, 11-4 fav); 2, Lord Of The Storm (12-1);
3,LilSophella (4-1).8 ran.3N, hd.MScudamore.
Placepot: £1,321.20. Quadpot: £200.60.

Yesterday’s racing results

Salisbury
Thunderer
2.20 Desert Force 3.55 Albasharah
2.50 Darshini 4.30 Canova
3.25 Potentate 5.00 Annes Rocket
Going: good Draw: 6f, low numbers best
Tote Jackpot meeting Racing UK

2.20 Maiden Stakes (2-Y-O: £4,204: 6f) (11)

1 (4) AWJAB B Meehan 9-5 Dane O'Neill
2 (2) 6 CODE RED 1 W Muir 9-5 Martin Dwyer
3 (5) 4 DESERT FORCE 17 (BF) R Hannon 9-5 R Hughes
4 (9) 5232 HARLEQUIN STRIKER 18 M Channon 9-5 L Keniry
5 (10) 5 LITTLE RIGGS 16 E Walker 9-5 Luke Morris
6 (7) 03 LYSANDER THE GREEK 18 R Beckett 9-5 S De Sousa
7 (6) 0 ORIENTAL SPLENDOUR 37 R Charlton 9-5 James Doyle
8 (1) 30 TANSFEEQ 62 B Hills 9-5 G Baker
9 (3) TWILIGHT SON H Candy 9-5 D Sweeney
10 (8) 40 HOUND MUSIC 50 J Portman 9-0 M Harley
11(11) SHAW TING T Dascombe 9-0 Doubtful

9-4 Desert Force, 5-1 Harlequin Striker, Twilight Son, 6-1 Lysander The Greek,
8-1 Code Red, 10-1 Awjab, 12-1 Oriental Splendour, 14-1 others.
Thunderer’s choice: Desert Force didn’t get home on his
debut but can do better Danger: Lysander The Greek

2.50 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £7,115: 1m) (6)

1 (6) 3114 WHEN WILL IT END 11 (BF) R Hannon 9-6 R Hughes
2 (1) 6323 BIG CHILL 13 C Hills 9-3 G Baker
3 (5) 21 DARSHINI 21 Sir M Stoute 9-3 R L Moore
4 (2) 00021 GROOR 15 J Tate 9-2 K Fallon
5 (4) 531 RED REBEL 11 (D) Clive Cox 9-2 A Kirby
6 (3) 3001 GRIGOLO 11 M Johnston 9-2 S De Sousa

7-4Darshini, 7-2Grigolo,WhenWill It End, 8-1Groor, RedRebel, 10-1Big Chill.
Thunderer’s choice: Darshini won well latest and is
entered in the Royal Lodge Danger:When Will It End

3.25 Handicap (3-Y-O: £6,469: 1m) (10)

1 (8) 0212 JAILAWI 14 I Mohammed 9-7 M Harley
2 (6) 1-040 MONSEA 21 (D) R Hannon 9-4 Dane O'Neill
3 (1) 21062 BOWIE BOY 14 (P,D) R Beckett 9-2 S De Sousa
4 (4) 23210 BETWEEN WICKETS 18 (H,D) M Tregoning 9-2

Martin Dwyer
5 (2) 10620 ROGUE WAVE 27 T Jarvis 9-2 A Kirby
6 (7) -3151 POTENTATE 13 (D) R Hannon 9-1 R Hughes
7 (10) 01 TERCEL 20 (D) Sir M Stoute 8-13 R L Moore
8 (3) 05444 GREVILLEA 33 (D) M Channon 8-13 W Twiston-Davies
9 (5) 44603 FIFTYSHADESOFGREY 18 G Baker 8-12 P Cosgrave
10 (9) 04016 INSPECTOR NORSE 8 S Kirk 8-7 L Keniry

5-2 Tercel, 7-2 Potentate, 9-2 Bowie Boy, 11-2 Jailawi, 10-1 BetweenWickets,
12-1 Inspector Norse, 14-1 Grevillea, 16-1 others.

Thunderer’s choice: Potentate is just 2lb higher thanwhen
scoring at Epsom last month Danger: Tercel

3.55 EBF Stallions Upavon
Fillies' Stakes
(Listed:£23,251: 1m 1f 198y) (14)

1 (5) 153U- ALBASHARAH 383 (H,D,BF) S Bin Suroor 5-9-2 K Fallon
2 (8) -3004 GIFTED GIRL 19 (T) P Cole 5-9-2 T Queally
3 (11) 0-351 LADY PIMPERNEL 11 (D) H Candy 4-9-2 Dane O'Neill
4 (14) 4-230 PRINCESS LOULOU 56 (H) R Varian 4-9-2

James Doyle
5 (10) 13-22 RIBBONS 95 (BF) J Fanshawe 4-9-2 Hayley Turner
6 (7) 11 TEARLESS 32 (CD) C Appleby 4-9-2 A Kirby
7 (1) 21-53 VANITY RULES 36 E Vaughan 4-9-2 F Tylicki
8 (13) 51205 LUSTROUS 11 (C) R Hannon 3-8-11 R Hughes
9 (3) 21103 CROWLEY'S LAW 39 T Dascombe 3-8-7 R Kingscote
10 (2) 35211 KLEO 18 (D) L Cumani 3-8-7 S De Sousa
11(12) 5-464 MUTATIS MUTANDIS 62 E Walker 3-8-7 Luke Morris
12 (9) 111 MY SPIRIT 50 (D) W Haggas 3-8-7 R L Moore
13 (6) 01625 PELERIN 47 (BF) M Botti 3-8-7 M Harley
14 (4) 6-245 VEILED INTRIGUE 19 H Candy 3-8-7 D Probert

5-1Albasharah, 6-1 Tearless, 7-1 Princess Loulou, Ribbons, 8-1Kleo, Lustrous,
My Spirit, 12-1 Gifted Girl, 14-1 Pelerin, Vanity Rules, 20-1 Crowley's Law,
Lady Pimpernel, 25-1 Mutatis Mutandis, 33-1 Veiled Intrigue.

Thunderer’s choice: Albasharah went close in the
LancashireOaks last summer Dangers:MySpirit,Tearless

4.30 Handicap
(£2,911: 1m 1f 198y) (12)

1 (11) 0-505 GUILDED SPIRIT 27 (D) W S Kittow 4-9-9 K Fallon
2 (2) 0424 PETTICOAT LANE 14 (BF) L Cumani 3-9-5

R L Moore
3 (7) 050 DO WAH DIDDY DIDDY 74 Clive Cox 3-9-5 A Kirby
4 (3) 0-63 SEALED WITH A KISS 23 (H) J Fanshawe 3-9-4

F Tylicki
5 (1) 2000- KONZERT 282 I Williams 4-9-2 G Downing (5)
6 (9) 6020- VICTORY RICH 298 R Curtis 3-9-2 N Curtis (5)
7 (5) 06403 CANOVA 16 (T,B) R Charlton 3-9-2 James Doyle
8 (12) 6-00 CINNAMON SPICE 60 (H) H Dunlop 3-9-0

P Cosgrave
9 (6) 22006 TEMPLATE 21 Mrs A Perrett 3-9-0 R Havlin
10(10) 0500 I AM NOT HERE 26 T Jarvis 3-8-11 Dane O'Neill
11 (8) 05000 SILVEE 11 (P) J Bridger 7-8-9 W A Carson
12 (4) 00-5 STILLA AFTON 20 M Tregoning 3-8-5

Martin Dwyer

11-4 Petticoat Lane, 5-1 Canova, SealedWith A Kiss, 6-1 DoWah Diddy Diddy,
8-1 Stilla Afton, 10-1 Guilded Spirit, 12-1 Cinnamon Spice, 14-1 Template,
20-1 I Am Not Here, Konzert, Victory Rich, 50-1 Silvee. others.

Thunderer’s choice: Canova has good claims on his latest
close-up third at Windsor Danger: Petticoat Lane

5.00 Apprentice Handicap
(£2,911: 6f 212y) (8)

1 (1) 6-355 FAIR RANGER 20 (D) R Hannon 3-9-8 Josh Quinn (3)
2 (3) 06442 ANNES ROCKET 20 (P,CD) J Fox 9-9-8 H Crouch (3)
3 (7) 00423 GO FOR BROKE 18 (C) R Hannon 3-9-8 G Mahon (3)
4 (4) 4-305 SHUSHU SUGARTOWN 23 I Williams 3-9-6

J Vaughan
5 (2) 5-064 CINCUENTA PASOS 61 J Tuite 3-9-6 Jenny Powell
6 (6) 34003 DELIGHTFUL SLEEP 1 P D Evans 6-8-13 H Burns (3)
7 (8) -6442 JUST ISLA 5 (P,D,BF) P Makin 4-8-13 P Booth (3)
8 (5) 00050 CADMIUM 8 H Dunlop 3-8-3 L Avery (3)

100-30 Just Isla, 7-2 Go For Broke, 5-1 Fair Ranger, Shushu Sugartown,
6-1 Cincuenta Pasos, 7-1 Annes Rocket, 12-1 Delightful Sleep,
33-1 Cadmium.
Thunderer’s choice: Annes Rocket stayed on well over
shorter last time Dangers: Go For Broke, Just Isla6Rob Wright is away.

Bet of the day

Rotherwick (8.20 Kempton Park)
Has shaped promisingly in well-
contested maidens and starts his
handicap career on a fair mark

Fanning has struck up a successful partnership with the St Leger-bound Hartnell

In-form jockey tells Alan Lee about the horse he
hopes can provide him with a first group one win

‘Hartnell will also be a
better horse with a bit
of cut in the ground’

Leading jockeys in 2014

Joe Fanning — 130 winners
Adam Kirby — 122
Ryan Moore — 120Investment Management Great

Voltigeur at York nextWednesday, will
preparehim for theLadbrokes St Leger.
“Hartnell excites me. He feels like a

Leger horse,” Fanning explained of the
son of Authorized, the Derby winner.
“The Ascot two miles just stretched
him a bit and he will also be a better
horse with a bit of cut in the ground.”
Newbury, already the soft side of good,
will be strongly tempting Johnston, his
prolific trainer, himself now three years
without a group one success.
The Johnston-Fanning alliance will

soon complete its 20th year, rare
longevity in the fluid world of modern
sport. As striking as the mutual trust is
the fact that Fanning ideally fulfils
Johnston’s preference for his horses to
be ridden positively.
At Glorious Goodwood recently,

Fanning won on four horses trained in
the yard. His sense of pace and timing
was impeccable. “You need a lot of luck
round there but as Mark likes them
ridden handy, you’re usually out of
trouble,” he explained.
In the past five years alone, Fanning

has partnered more than 400 winners
for Johnston. Other than Keith
Dalgleish, who used to share the rides
with him at the Middleham stable, no
other trainer has even provided him
with 20 in that period.
Things are changing, though.

Fanning rode his first winner for Sir
Michael Stoute at Pontefract last week.
Then, atHaydock Park on Saturday, he
added a group winner for Mick
Channon to a double for William
Haggas.

This is not happening by accident.
For the last month, Fanning has been
working with a new agent, Niall
Hannity, the former jockey turned
broadcaster.
Johnston took to his own

website to applaud the move and
speculate over his prospects in the
championship, which at present runs
from March to early November and is
being comfortably led by Ryan Moore.
“Thechange in Joe’s fortunes really is

quite remarkable,”he said. “I’msure I’m
not theonly onewonderingwhetherhe
would be challenging for the
championship if this had taken place
earlier.”
Fanning was uncomplaining about

his image as a one-stable rider. If
anything, it upset Johnston far more.
“I’ve long thought it ridiculous that Joe
could go to tracks like Hamilton and
have few, if any rides apart from ours,”
he said.
Yesterday at Carlisle, Fanning rode

his 130th winner of a year that peaked
with a remarkable 37 in July. In the past
five years, that monthly tally has been
beaten only once — by the present
champion, Richard Hughes.
“It’s never gone better than right

now,” Fanning said with a beam. “My
weight is good, I’m very fit and I’ve no
thoughts of packing up as long as I can
keep the job with Mark going well. A
group one is important to me, though,
and a classic would be the icing on the
cake.”

REX FEATURES

Fast and furious, too
James Anderson can bowl
like an angel, so why does
he sledge like a devil?

Mike Brearley, page 57

Profits of doom?
Love or hate the Glazers,
you cannot but admire
their ruthlessness

Matthew Syed, page 59

Fanning sets his sights on crowning glory
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Kempton Park
Thunderer
6.20 Triple Chief 8.20 Rotherwick (nap)
6.50 Marengo 8.50 Tahchee (nb)
7.20 Dream Ruler 9.20 Galatian
7.50 Tropicana Bay
Going: standard
Draw: 6f-1m, low numbers best Racing UK

6.20 Apprentice Handicap
(3-Y-O: £4,690: 1m 3f) (6)

1 (1) -3301 ROSKILLY 10 A Balding 9-13 K Shoemark (5)
2 (5) 03466 ARANTES 12 M Channon 9-12 D Cremin (3)
3 (3) 20053 TRIPLE CHIEF 16 B Millman 9-7 P Millman (3)
4 (6) -3440 GRAND MEISTER 21 Michael Bell 9-4 L Steward
5 (2) 31244 ZANOUSKA 17 (D) M Johnston 8-12 E J Walsh
6 (4) 40502 MARY LE BOW 20 (P) K George 8-11 L Walsh (3)

7-4 Roskilly, 4-1 Triple Chief, 9-2 Grand Meister, 5-1 Arantes,
6-1 Zanouska, 14-1 Mary Le Bow.

6.50 Handicap (£1,940: 7f) (14)

1 (1) 63421 DARNATHEAN 5 (P,C,D) P D'Arcy 5-10-0 Luke Morris
2 (13) 0-033 AVERTOR 1 (D) R Stephens 8-9-10 D Muscutt (5)
3 (3) 04222 CELESTIAL RAY 20 (BF) Mrs L Jewell 5-9-9 J Crowley
4 (11) 040-0 CHELLALLA 40 I Williams 5-9-6 S Donohoe
5 (12) 20345 SUBSTANTIVO 7 (BF) T Jarvis 4-9-6 Dane O'Neill
6 (9) 5-405 SAKHEE'S ROSE 19 (B,C) E McMahon 4-9-6 R Hughes
7 (14) 40512 MARMARUS 19 (D,BF) Clive Cox 3-9-5 R Tate (3)
8 (2) 62460 MIDNIGHT FEAST 60 (B,CD) L Carter 6-9-4 M Harley
9 (4) 506- MARENGO 326 E De Giles 3-9-4 D J Bates (3)
10 (7) 0-00R MY GIGI 20 (H,CD) Mrs L Mongan 4-9-4 D Sweeney
11 (6) 03503 GUNG HO JACK 20 (C) John Best 5-9-3 G Baker
12 (8) -0050 RAFAAF 42 (D) R Phillips 6-9-3 Stephen Craine
13 (5) 0000 VARSOVIAN 20 D Ivory 4-9-3 S Sanders
14(10) 05003 KEENE'S POINTE 23 (B) B Hills 4-9-2 James Doyle

9-2 Darnathean, Marmarus, 7-1 Celestial Ray, Substantivo, 8-1 Sakhee's
Rose, 10-1 Avertor, Midnight Feast, 12-1 Marengo, 14-1 Chellalla, Gung
Ho Jack, 16-1 Rafaaf, 20-1 Keene's Pointe, Varsovian, 50-1 My Gigi.

7.20 Handicap (3-Y-O: £2,587: 1m) (8)

1 (3) 1 DREAM RULER 163 (CD) Miss J Crowley 9-7 D Sweeney
2 (6) 0-565 CAPE SUMMIT 26 E Dunlop 9-7 James Doyle
3 (8) -5656 TEA IN TRANSVAAL 39 R Hannon 9-6 R Hughes
4 (5) 60000 BERRAHRI 19 John Best 9-5 S Drowne
5 (4) 343-6 COCKNEY BELLE 21 M Botti 9-5 M Harley
6 (7) -3010 SOUL OF MOTION 16 (V,D) Miss G Kelleway 9-4 D Probert
7 (1) -0461 WINDY CITI 9 (CD) C Wall 9-3 G Baker
8 (2) 60063 BUCKLAND BEAU 13 C Fellowes 9-2 F Tylicki

8-13 Windy Citi, 9-2 Dream Ruler, 8-1 Tea In Transvaal, 10-1 others.

7.50 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 7f) (14)

1 (6) ALTHANIA J Gosden 9-0 Dane O'Neill
2 (7) 00 CATHARINA 9 R Hannon 9-0 R Hughes
3 (4) CHESTER BOUND J Hughes 9-0 P Prince (5)
4 (12) 6 FLEETWOOD POPPY 28 M Attwater 9-0 R Havlin
5 (8) 0 FRET 26 H Candy 9-0 J P Spencer
6 (3) 3 IMPRESSIVE VICTORY 35 S Bin Suroor 9-0 H Bentley
7 (14) JOY OF BEING C Appleby 9-0 A Kirby
8 (2) 06 MIKANDY 27 Clive Cox 9-0 R Tate (3)
9 (1) 65 ON HIGH 26 R Hannon 9-0 C Hardie (5)
10 (5) 6 SANDY CAY 11 Sir M Stoute 9-0 James Doyle
11(13) 56 STAR OF SPRING 26 C Hills 9-0 J Crowley
12(10) 0 SUPERLATIVE 64 (BF) J Tate 9-0 M Harley
13 (9) TROPICANA BAY R Varian 9-0 F Tylicki
14(11) 0 WORLD FAIR 13 C Appleby 9-0 D Probert

7-2 Impressive Victory, 4-1 Sandy Cay, 6-1 Joy Of Being, 7-1 others.

8.20 Handicap (2-Y-O: £3,881: 7f) (8)

1 (5) 4031 SPEEDY MOVE 14 I Mohammed 9-7 M Harley
2 (1) 632 ROTHERWICK 11 P Cole 9-7 Luke Morris
3 (7) 4655 THE PACO KID 25 O Stevens 9-6 J Crowley
4 (4) 5441 MURADIF 9 (CD) W Haggas 9-4 S Sanders
5 (2) 231 SPINDLE 44 (D) M Usher 9-1 L Keniry
6 (3) 001 CLASSIC SENIORITY 12 R Hannon 9-1 R Hughes
7 (8) 006 FOYLESIDEVIEW 51 L Dace 8-10 D Sweeney
8 (6) 0602 WESTERN PLAYBOY 7 (BF) S Kirk 8-4 C Hardie (5)

9-4Muradif, 9-2 Classic Seniority, Rotherwick, SpeedyMove, 7-1Western
Playboy, 8-1 Spindle, The Paco Kid, 25-1 Foylesideview.

8.50 Handicap (3-Y-O: £1,940: 6f) (11)

1 (6) 23004 JERSEY BROWN 13 M Channon 9-7
W Twiston-Davies

2 (7) 31235 ROSE BUCK 124 (D) G Bravery 9-6 A Kirby
3 (5) 4-451 TAHCHEE 9 (CD) J Fanshawe 9-6 F Tylicki
4 (3) 42210 DOUNEEDAHAND 29 (D) J S Mullins 9-5 G Mahon (7)
5 (1) 3-323 HIPZ 13 (CD) Mrs L Mongan 9-5 L Jones
6 (2) 236 INIS AIRC 18 S Kirk 9-4 James Doyle
7 (11) 00-40 SHAFT OF LIGHT 30 Sir M Prescott 9-1 Doubtful
8 (8)024U6 DYLAN'S CENTENARY 9 B Millman 8-13 S Killoran (7)
9 (4) 6046 SILKEN POPPY 18 P Chamings 8-12 D Probert
10(10) 32405 DANDYS PERIER 14 (D) R Harris 8-11 S Drowne
11 (9) 50450 KHELFAN 9 M Smith 8-8 N Alison (5)

2-1 Tahchee, 9-2 Inis Airc, 5-1 Hipz, 15-2 Douneedahand, 9-1 Rose Buck,
11-1 Jersey Brown, 12-1 Dylan's Centenary, 14-1 others.

9.20 Handicap (£2,587: 7f) (14)

1 (11) 41012 SECRET SUCCESS 12 (T,B,CD) P Cole 4-9-12
Luke Morris

2 (8) 2/32- CHARTER 429 M Wigham 4-9-12 James Doyle
3 (7) 14033 SEEK THE FAIR LAND 20 (B,CD) L Carter 8-9-11 S Donohoe
4 (13) 23031 AQUA ARDENS 27 (T,D) G Baker 6-9-11 Doubtful
5 (10) 0000- GIGAWATT 434 (D) J Boyle 4-9-9 A Kirby
6 (14) 54346 GOOD AUTHORITY 32 (CD) K George 7-9-8

K Shoemark (7)
7 (4) 32126 SHIFTING STAR 11 (T,V,CD) J Bridger 9-9-8W A Carson
8 (6) 140-P RIZAL PARK 126 (H) A Balding 3-9-6 D Probert
9 (2) 43050 NEW LEYF 25 (B,CD) J Gask 8-9-6 S Drowne
10 (3) -5035 DYNAGLOW 19 (H,D,BF) J Gosden 3-9-5 R Havlin
11 (1) -0026 GALATIAN 18 (D) B Millman 7-9-4 G Baker
12(12) -0300 WICKHAMBROOK 39 (D) I Mohammed 3-9-4 M Harley
13 (9) 40500 LIGHT ROSE 32 (D) J Gask 4-9-3 J Crowley
14 (5) 32421 LADY CROSSMAR 13 (C,D) R Hannon 3-9-1 R Hughes

9-2 Lady Crossmar, Secret Success, 5-1 Dynaglow, Good Authority,
6-1 Seek The Fair Land, 9-1 Charter, 16-1 others.

Beverley
Thunderer
2.00My Son Max 4.05 Sophisticated Heir
2.30 Pamushana 4.40 Duke Of Yorkshire
3.00 Rock Follies 5.10 Chant
3.35 Bosham
Going: good to soft
Draw: 5f, low numbers best Racing UK

2.00 Classified Claiming Stakes
(£2,587: 7f 100y) (6)

1 (5) 50130 ZAITSEV 29 (CD,BF) O Pears 4-9-9 R Winston
2 (3) 600-2 BROOKE'S BOUNTY 16 R Fahey 4-9-8 G Chaloner (3)
3 (1) -0020 LAST DESTINATION 39 (CD) N Tinkler 6-9-4 A Mullen
4 (2) 00655 SCRUTINY 4 (H) D O'Meara 3-9-4 Sam James (3)
5 (4) 20644 AL MUHEER 17 (E,B,CD) Mrs R Carr 9-9-2 J Sullivan
6 (6) 54333 MY SON MAX 20 (H,D) M Blake 6-9-2 D Tudhope

15-8 Al Muheer, 2-1 Zaitsev, 9-2 My Son Max, 7-1 Brooke's Bounty,
12-1 Scrutiny, 16-1 Last Destination.

2.30 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £3,234: 7f 100y) (8)

1 (3) 0 DEVILUTION 8 D Shaw 9-5 T Eaves
2 (8) DUBAWI DIAMOND J Tate 9-5 P Mulrennan
3 (1) 0 FAST CHARLIE 48 Mrs A Duffield 9-5 P McDonald
4 (2) 45 PRINCE OF TIME 13 M Johnston 9-5 F Norton
5 (6) 03 SPACE AGE 18 (BF) C Appleby 9-5 P Makin
6 (4) 5 STORMIN TOM 53 T Easterby 9-5 D Allan
7 (5) 5 PAMUSHANA 32 R Fahey 9-0 T Hamilton
8 (7) 4 SWEET TALKER 53 T Easterby 9-0 D Fentiman

2-1 Pamushana, 9-4 Space Age, 5-1 Dubawi Diamond, 8-1 Prince Of Time,
Sweet Talker, 16-1 Fast Charlie, Stormin Tom, 50-1 Devilution.

3.00 Maiden Auction Stakes
(2-Y-O: £3,234: 5f) (14)

1 (13) 02 BARON SPIKEY 16 Mrs A Duffield 9-3 P McDonald
2 (8) 060 CHEEKY CHAPMAN 24 C Mulhall 9-3 G Chaloner (3)
3 (2) 0 MYBOYDANIEL 11 B Ellison 9-3 P Pickard
4 (4) 0 STAR CRACKER 19 M Dods 9-3 P Mulrennan
5 (6) BUSHTIGER T D Barron 9-1 G Gibbons
6 (7) CLOAK AND DEGAS S Dixon 9-1 T Eaves
7 (14) 0523 STRAIGHTOTHEPOINT 49 B Smart 9-1 R Ffrench
8 (3) 50 ANETO PEAK 6 N Tinkler 8-13 A Nicholls
9 (12) 0 PANCAKE DAY 8 J Ward 8-11 A Elliott
10 (9) 2 ROCK FOLLIES 18 Lady Cecil 8-10 P Makin
11(10) 0 THREATORAPROMISE 42 T Coyle 8-10 B McHugh
12 (1) 56 JEBEDIAH SHINE 42 D O'Meara 8-8 Sam James (3)
13 (5) 0 ZAZA ZEST 15 R Fahey 8-8 T Hamilton
14(11) CABELO B Ellison 8-6 B A Curtis

6-4 Straightothepoint, 9-4 Rock Follies, 6-1 Baron Spikey, 10-1 Bushtiger,
Zaza Zest, 14-1 Star Cracker, 16-1 Jebediah Shine, 25-1 others.

3.35 Handicap
(£3,234: 5f) (10)

1 (2) 30500 AMBITIOUS ICARUS 4 (E,D) Richard Guest 5-9-10 J Hart
2 (4) 02454 YPRES 7 (P,D) J Ward 5-9-7 J Haynes (3)
3 (8) 0-050 HAZELRIGG 11 (E,D) T Easterby 9-9-6 T Hamilton
4 (1) 22002 NOODLES BLUE BOY 7 (P,CD) O Pears 8-9-5 R Winston
5 (3) -5020 BOSHAM 19 (H) M W Easterby 4-9-5 G Gibbons
6 (6) 03064 ECONOMIC CRISIS 5 (D) A Berry 5-9-2 P Mulrennan
7 (10) 02100 MR MO JO 17 (H,B,D) L Eyre 6-9-2 D Allan
8 (7) 05U30 MANATEE BAY 22 (D) D Nicholls 4-8-12 F Norton
9 (5) 20140 CADEAUX PEARL 8 (H,CD) S Dixon 6-8-12 P McDonald
10 (9) 51344 MEY BLOSSOM 15 (B,CD) R Whitaker 9-8-5

C Beasley (3)

9-2 Noodles Blue Boy, 5-1 Mey Blossom, 11-2 Manatee Bay, 13-2 Bosham,
Cadeaux Pearl, 8-1 Ambitious Icarus, 9-1 Ypres, 10-1 Economic Crisis,
12-1 Hazelrigg, 14-1 Mr Mo Jo.

4.05 Handicap
(£6,469: 1m 1f 207y) (8)

1 (7) /0056 BUTHELEZI 11 (P,D) B Ellison 6-10-0 T Eaves
2 (8) 220-0 TOPAMICHI 121 (D) M Tompkins 4-9-9 B A Curtis
3 (3) -1012 SOPHISTICATED HEIR 29 D O'Meara 4-9-9 D Tudhope
4 (6) 03-3 PARK PLACE 61J J J Quinn 4-9-8 P Makin
5 (5) 0-411 WOODACRE 9 (D) R Whitaker 7-9-7 G Chaloner (3)
6 (1) 53003 EENY MAC 9 (P,CD) N Bycroft 7-9-5 A Elliott
7 (2) 06555 CORREGGIO 17 (P,D) M D Hammond 4-9-5 P McDonald
8 (4) 00-21 SIR CHARLIE KUNZ 198 (D) M Johnston 3-9-1 F Norton

3-1 Sir Charlie Kunz, 4-1 Park Place, Woodacre, 6-1 Eeny Mac,
7-1 Sophisticated Heir, 8-1 Correggio, 9-1 Topamichi, 16-1 Buthelezi.

4.40 Handicap
(£3,234: 1m 1f 207y) (8)

1 (2) -2152 WORLD RECORD 1 (C) J J Quinn 4-10-0 P Makin
2 (8) 06520 DUKE OF YORKSHIRE 12 (BF) T Easterby 4-9-13 D Fentiman
3 (6) -5021 MIXED MESSAGE 14 (D) B Ellison 4-9-12 T Eaves
4 (4) 6-550 BROCKFIELD 73 (D) M Brittain 8-9-6 D Allan
5 (7) 26220 TUKITINYASOK 24 (H,D,BF) C Mulhall 7-9-2 B McHugh
6 (3) 36005 POWER UP 14 (B,D) M Johnston 3-8-10 F Norton
7 (1) U0-00 FAIR BUNNY 21 Alan Brown 7-8-9 P Pickard
8 (5) 02653 WHERE'S TIGER 6 Jedd O'Keeffe 3-8-7 P McDonald

5-2 Mixed Message, 9-2 World Record, 5-1 Duke Of Yorkshire, Tukitinyasok,
6-1 Where's Tiger, 8-1 Power Up, 10-1 Brockfield, 33-1 Fair Bunny.

5.10 Handicap (£3,234: 1m 4f 16y) (6)

1 (5) 3-022 CHANT 17 (P,D,BF) Mrs A Duffield 4-9-13 P McDonald
2 (4) 44045 CHOISAN 6 (T,P,D) T Easterby 5-9-12 Rachel Richardson (7)
3 (3) -0652 SAINT THOMAS 27 (C,D) J Mackie 7-9-4 G Gibbons
4 (6) 64522 GOT TO DREAM 32 M Johnston 3-9-3 F Norton
5 (1) 3324 MISS TREE 37 J J Quinn 3-9-0 Joe Doyle (5)
6 (2) 30022 QIBTEE 6 (H) L Eyre 4-9-0 D Allan

3-1 Saint Thomas, 7-2 Chant, 4-1 Got To Dream, 5-1 Miss Tree, Qibtee,
6-1 Choisan.

Newton Abbot
Thunderer
2.10 Vosne Romanee 4.20 Dance
2.40 Amuse Me 4.50 Rusty Nail
3.15Manjakani 5.20 Bajan Blu
3.45 Lamb Or Cod
Going: good to firm (good in places)
At The Races

2.10 Juvenile Maiden Hurdle
(3-Y-O: £3,508: 2m 1f) (14)

1 4 ARTHUR'S MELODY 62 Jonjo O'Neill 10-12 A P McCoy
2 6 BOUNTIFUL SIN 62 O Sherwood 10-12 L Aspell
3 U BRIGHT SOCIETY 16F (B) S Curran 10-12 M D Grant
4 P0 FAST GREEN 25 (B) N Hawke 10-12 D Bass
5 FIELD FORCE 42F (T) Mrs S Leech 10-12 J Best (3)
6 333 INTERMATH 25 (T,B) D Pipe 10-12 C O'Farrell
7 OFFICER DRIVEL 83F Jim Best 10-12 R Johnson
8 2 VOSNE ROMANEE 25 (P,BF) Dr R Newland 10-12

S Twiston-Davies
9 2 ZEPHYR 28F J Snowden 10-12 B Powell
10 5 ANNOUNCEMENT 31 (H) I Williams 10-5 W Kennedy
11 FULL DAY 32F B Ellison 10-5 D Cook
12 LADY RED OAK 63F J Groucott 10-5 H Challoner (3)
13 MAGIC MAGNOLIA 51F M Gillard 10-5 T Cannon
14 NISSAKI KASTA 46F (T) E Williams 10-5 P Moloney

9-4 Vosne Romanee, 9-2 Full Day, 6-1 Intermath, Zephyr, 13-2 Officer Drivel,
14-1 Arthur's Melody, Field Force, Nissaki Kasta, 25-1 others.

2.40 Handicap Chase
(£3,898: 2m 110y) (6)

1 -2331 FAIRYINTHEWIND 28 (T,D) B Powell 5-11-12 B Powell
2 3P33- WORKBENCH 132 (T,D) D Skelton 6-11-11 H Skelton
3 22-42 BULLET STREET 58 (D) E Williams 6-11-10 P Moloney
4 3-424 EASILY PLEASED 24 (CD,BF) M Hill 8-11-10 H Frost
5 5-156 ENGAI 36 (D) D Bridgwater 8-11-9 J Hodson (7)
6 -P402 AMUSE ME 25 (C,D) Jonjo O'Neill 8-11-2 A P McCoy

3-1 Bullet Street, Fairyinthewind, 4-1 Amuse Me, 9-2 Workbench, 11-2 Easily
Pleased, 9-1 Engai.

3.15 Novices' Hurdle
(£3,508: 2m 1f) (12)

1 0-110 STEPHEN HERO 25 D Skelton 4-11-11 H Skelton
2 1 CONDUCTING 35 D Bridgwater 6-11-5 A P Cawley
3 1222 MANJAKANI 25 (D) J Ferguson 6-11-5 A P McCoy
4 0-061 PANACHE 15 (P,D) A Clarke 9-11-5 Miss Jodie Hughes (7)
5 P-PPF DEVELOP U 24 S Gardner 7-10-12 P Moloney
6 00-5 MARIA'S CHOICE 35 Jim Best 5-10-12 B Powell
7 26P/4 THIS IS ME 15 D Cantillon 6-10-12 L Aspell
8 MALCOLM THE MOON (T) D Brace 4-10-11 D Devereux
9 303 NORPHIN 21 S Hodgson 4-10-11 N Scholfield
10 P SPESSARTINE 99 (H) S Davies 4-10-11 W Kennedy
11 0-0 REBEL ISLAND 99 J Panvert 5-10-5 C O'Farrell
12 0/12- REST AND BE 346 (C,D,BF) A Jones 7-10-5 J Best (3)

13-8 Manjakani, Stephen Hero, 13-2 Conducting, 9-1 Panache, 25-1 Rest And
Be, This Is Me, 33-1 Develop U, Maria's Choice, 40-1 others.

3.45 Novices' Chase
(£8,545: 3m 2f 110y) (3)

1 331-1 LAMB OR COD 99 (T,B) P Hobbs 7-11-12 R Johnson
2 5F464 ABBEYGREY 19 E Williams 5-11-2 A Wedge
3 00-21 LUCI DI MEZZANOTTE 37 (B,C) O Sherwood 6-11-1 L Aspell

4-7 Lamb Or Cod, 7-4 Luci Di Mezzanotte, 14-1 Abbeygrey.

Blinkered first time:Beverley4.40PowerUp.KemptonPark
7.20 Soul Of Motion. 9.20 Secret Success. Newton Abbot
2.10 Fast Green. 4.20 Arisda. Yarmouth 6.40 Avocadeau.
7.40 Sbraase. 8.10 Water For Life, Va Benny, Cascadia.

Thunderer’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook

A
fter three consecutive
victories in the women’s
World Cup pool stages,
including their famous win
against New Zealand,

Irelandapproach their semi-final today
at the Stade Jean Bouin in Paris with
momentumon their side.Englandhave
a machine on theirs.
AgainstCanada onSaturday,Maggie

Alphonsi made 29 tackles in England’s
13-13 draw that ensured both teams
progressed to the last four at the
expense of New Zealand, the four-
times champions. She even bled for the
cause after a clash of heads. “I’ve got
soft skin so I needed a couple of stitches
around an eyebrow,” the 30-year-old
said. “Well, eight actually.”
It was a herculean effort that

England have come to expect of her. It
was against Ireland in the 2010 World
Cup that Alphonsi delivered perhaps

her most memorable performance,
tackling herself to a standstill.
The open-side flanker, who has

tasted defeat in the past twoWorldCup
finals, may have surpassed even herself
against Canada given how much
England were under the cosh early on.
“Iwouldhavepreferred tohavemade

less tackles and done some more
scoring but when it comes to a game
like that you have to put your body on
the line,” Alphonsi said. “You just keep
going because especially in the World
Cup the margin between winning and
losing is so fine. One missed tackle
mightmean you going out of theWorld
Cup so you can never rest on the
laurels.”
Given the trepidation that Alphonsi

instils on the field, it can come as a
surprise that she is only 5ft 4in. Neither
her stature nor being born with a club
foot has ever prevented her from
rattling the bones of heavier oppo-
nents. Hence it is not a surprise that
Alphonsi looks toAmerican football for
inspiration and, specifically, Ray Lewis,
the former Baltimore Ravens lineback-
er who won the 2013 Super Bowl in his
final game, 12 years after winning his
first NFL title.
“He had to wait a long, long time to

get that [second] Super Bowl ring and

when he finally got it that’s what all the
sacrifices are for,” she said. “He was the
cornerstone of the Ravens’ defensive
set-up and I like to think that I have a
similar role in the England team.
“I love watching the tackling in

American football, it’s ferocious. I look
at it and think that’s how I want to
tackle. That’s what inspires me when I
play to be as physical as possible.”
Alphonsi hopes to inspire England to

reach Sunday’s final against either
France or Canada — who contest the
other semi-final — but will have her
hands full this evening against Claire
Molloy, an equally abrasive flanker, and
an Ireland teamwho respectno reputa-
tions. Even before ending New Zea-
land’s 23-year unbeaten run in the
World Cup, they had handed England
their first Six Nations defeat in four
years after their 25-0 victory in 2013.
Ireland revert to the side who beat

New Zealand 17-14 while Gary Street,
the England head coach, makes six
changes. Katy McLean, the captain,
returns at fly half while AlexMatthews
starts in place of Heather Fisher who
drops out of the squad. La ToyaMason,
the scrum half, Kay Wilson, the wing,
Victoria Fleetwood, the hooker and
Joanna McGilchrist, the lock forward,
are the other changes.

Tackle first, rest later for Alphonsi

Teams

Ireland: N Briggs; A Baxter, L Cantwell, G Davitt,
A Miller; N Stapleton, T Rosser; F Coghlan,
G Bourke, A Egan, S Spence, ML Reilly,
P Fitzpatrick, C Molloy, H O’Brien. Replacements:
S Lynch, F Hayes, S Fleming, L Guest, L Muldoon,
J Murphy, H Casey.
England: D Waterman; K Merchant, E Scarratt,
R Burford, K Wilson; K Mclean, LT Mason; R Clark,
V Fleetwood, S Hemming, T Taylor, J McGilchrist,
A Matthews, M Alphonsi, S Hunter. Replacements:
E Croker, L Keates, R Essex, M Packer, N Hunt,
C Large, C Allan.
Referee: A Perrett (Australia).
TV: Sky Sports 4, from 4.45pm (kick-off 5pm).

Alphonsi is inspired by the “ferocious”
tackling seen in American football

As England prepare for
today’s semi-final, their
flanker is ready to put
her body on the line,
says Daniel Schofield

Twickenham
gets the vote for
European finals
Daniel Schofield

Twickenhamwas selected yesterday to
host the final of the inaugural
European Rugby Champions Cup, the
successor to the Heineken Cup.
The final of the European Rugby

ChallengeCup, the second-tier compe-
tition, will be staged across the road at
the Twickenham Stoop on May 1, 2015
a day after the Champions Cup final.
It will be the fifth time that Twicken-

ham has staged the final of Europe’s
leading club competition. European
Professional Club Rugby (EPCR), the
organiser, opened a competitive tender
process to the six countries with teams
involved in the Champions Cup. “The
RFU’s bid will guarantee the best
possible financial return to the clubs,”
EPCR said in a statement.
Heineken Cup organisers had

intended tomake the San Siro inMilan
the setting for the 2015 final before the
Champions Cup came into existence.
The opening pool fixtures for the
tournament, which comprises five
groupsof four teams,will beannounced
tomorrow, with tickets for both the
Champions and Challenge Cup finals
going on sale on Monday.
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Cricket Sport

Stokes fires rapid centurySomerset fail to last the pace
after Rudolph leads from front

4.20 Handicap Hurdle (£2,599: 2m 6f) (9)

1 05353 HESTON 13 (P) D Dennis 5-11-12 A Coleman
2 /62P- ARISDA 380 (B) J Farrelly 6-11-12 R Johnson
3 0-634 DANCE 30 (T) B Millman 5-11-11 James Davies
4 1-320 LYGON LEGEND 19 P Hiatt 11-11-11 Mr S Painting (7)
5 000-0 MAC LE COUTEAU 37 (H) E Williams 6-11-5 A Wedge
6 -0051 SPEED CHECK 13 (P,D) D Cantillon 7-10-11 C Shoemark (3)
7 4060/ UNCLE BUNGE 35F (H,T) L Corcoran 8-10-7 Tom O'Brien
8 0F05 BIG BRIDGE 24 (P) D Skelton 5-10-6 H Skelton
9 6-P04 CHOISIREZ 37 (P) J Panvert 5-10-1 C O'Farrell

3-1 Speed Check, 5-1 Arisda, 13-2 Choisirez, Dance, Heston, 7-1 others.

4.50 Handicap Chase
(£2,924: 2m 5f 110y) (7)

1 0-P60 ACCESSALLAREAS 38 S Davies 9-11-12 R Johnson
2 0-633 LODGICIAN 24 (T,V) N Twiston-Davies 12-11-12 R Hatch (5)
3 -3P02 UNWANTED GIFT 13 A Phillips 9-11-8 A P McCoy
4 30-21 RUSTY NAIL 37 (CD) J Frost 9-11-0 H Frost
5 6-315 MR ROBINSON 31 (D) B Summers 7-10-11 T Whelan (3)
6 P6642 BOOSHA 13 J Groucott 9-10-6 H Challoner (3)
7 46F0- TRAKEUR 262 S Hodgson 7-10-1 Peter Carberry (3)

5-2 Unwanted Gift, 11-4 Rusty Nail, 7-2 Boosha, 5-1 Lodgician, 6-1 Mr
Robinson, 16-1 Accessallareas, 33-1 Trakeur.

5.20 Conditional Jockeys' Handicap
Hurdle (£3,508: 2m 3f) (9)

1 500-2 MACKEYS FORGE 89 H Froud 10-11-12 J Best
2 2FP-1 GOOD OF LUCK 24 (P,C) W Greatrex 5-11-3

C M Walsh (5)
3 0-353 DAZINSKI 21 (T,BF) H Oliver 8-11-0 J Sherwood (3)
4 235-0 BATHWICK MAN 30 (CD) D Pipe 9-10-13 K Edgar (3)
5 16-24 PARTY PALACE 24 (C) H Howe 10-10-12 G Hawkins
6 16U53 TENBY JEWEL 30 (T,B,C) M Gillard 9-10-11 M Heard (5)
7 -2112 BAJAN BLU 36 (T,BF) D Brace 6-10-11 S Bowen (5)
8 5-466 FAITH JICARO 25 J Groucott 7-10-9 H Challoner
9 0-23P DANISA 57 D Bridgwater 5-10-6 J Hodson (6)

4-1 Mackeys Forge, 9-2 Good Of Luck, 11-2 Bathwick Man, 13-2 others.

Yarmouth
Thunderer
5.05 Johnny Barnes 7.10 Ski Lift
5.40 Lunarian 7.40 Comrade Bond
6.10 The Ducking Stool 8.10 Risk ‘N’ Reward
6.40 Authorized Too
Going: soft Draw: no advantage At The Races

5.05 Maiden (2-Y-O: £3,234: 7f 3y) (6)

1 (5) BARTHOLOMEW FAIR L Cumani 9-5 A Atzeni
2 (4) 60 DIGITAL REBELLION 20 C Appleby 9-5 A Ajtebi
3 (1) JOHNNY BARNES J Gosden 9-5 W Buick
4 (2) 00 KOPASSUS 15 P Chapple-Hyam 9-5 O Murphy
5 (6) 0 REFERENDUM 14 Sir M Stoute 9-5 S W Kelly
6 (3) 00 PRIMA PAGINA 14 Dr J Scargill 9-0 R Tart (3)

13-8 Bartholomew Fair, 15-8 Johnny Barnes, 3-1 Referendum, 14-1 others.

5.40 Handicap (£1,940: 5f 43y) (9)

1 (1) 3001 LUNARIAN 7 M Channon 3-9-8 C Bishop (3)
2 (5) 63303 IMAGINARY DIVA 15 (CD) G Margarson 8-9-7

R Powell (3)
3 (2) 34234 BUBBLY BAILEY 5 (V) J Jenkins 4-9-5 O Murphy
4 (3) 30605 GIVE US A BELLE 41 (T,V,D) Mrs C Dunnett 5-9-4

A Beschizza
5 (6) 45045 DANZOE 7 (CD) Mrs C Dunnett 7-9-3 A Atzeni
6 (7) 30553 CAPTAIN SCOOBY 9 (V,D) Richard Guest 8-9-1 D Silva (5)
7 (4) 3-005 LITTLE BRIAR ROSE 40 (H) J Spearing 3-9-0 S Pearce (3)
8 (9) 1-600 MIAKORA 39 (C) Mick Quinn 6-8-13 P Sirigu
9 (8) 06006 ARCH WALKER 18 (B,D) J Weymes 7-8-12 J Quinn

11-4 Lunarian, 7-2 Captain Scooby, Imaginary Diva, 6-1 Bubbly Bailey,
8-1 Little Briar Rose, 10-1 Give Us A Belle, 16-1 others.

6.10 Handicap (£2,587: 2m) (5)
1 (1) -0025 ROSSLYN CASTLE 16 P McBride 5-9-7 D Brock (5)
2 (3) 003-4 SOLARAS EXHIBITION 13 T Vaughan 6-9-5 O Murphy
3 (5) 34133 THE DUCKING STOOL 7 (C) Miss J Feilden 7-8-13

Shelley Birkett (5)
4 (2) 0-000 PASSION PLAY 8 W G M Turner 6-8-9 R While (5)
5 (4) -1212 NINFEA 12 (CD,BF) N King 6-8-7 J Quinn

2-1 Ninfea, 11-4 Rosslyn Castle, 3-1 The Ducking Stool, 4-1 Solaras Exhibition,
14-1 Passion Play.

6.40 Handicap (3-Y-O: £2,587: 1m 3f 101y) (6)
1 (1) 06611 NEEDLESS SHOUTING 7 (C) M Channon 9-12

S Hitchcott
2 (4) 63-3 AUTHORIZED TOO 35 W Haggas 9-7 A Atzeni
3 (6) 51253 AVOCADEAU 13 (B) W Muir 9-5 D C Costello
4 (3) 61124 BIG KENNY 18 (B) N King 9-2 P Aspell
5 (2) 0-00 AURORA BOREALIS 23 E Dunlop 9-0 Doubtful
6 (5) 60001 TOPALING 7 M Tompkins 8-6 J Quinn

5-2 Authorized Too, 11-4 Topaling, 3-1 Needless Shouting, 5-1 Avocadeau,
7-1 Big Kenny.

7.10 Handicap (£4,851: 1m 1f) (8)
1 (2) 02165 LUHAIF 7 (B,C) Miss J Feilden 4-10-0 Shelley Birkett (5)
2 (1) 13-0 DAME LUCY 25 (H) M Smith 4-9-13 D C Costello
3 (3) 50-00 BLIGHTY 88 Lady Cecil 4-9-11 O Murphy
4 (8) 63135 MISHRIF 6 (V) J Jenkins 8-9-10 P Aspell
5 (7) 60003 VAINGLORY 12 (C,D) D Simcock 10-9-9 A Atzeni
6 (6) 43503 HYDRANT 4 (C,D) Richard Guest 8-9-8 D Silva (5)
7 (5) 404 SKI LIFT 73 J Gosden 3-8-11 W Buick
8 (4) 55221 JONNIE SKULL 6 (T,V,C) Phil McEntee 8-8-10 D Brock (5)

5-2 Ski Lift, 5-1 Jonnie Skull, 6-1 Blighty, 7-1 Dame Lucy, Vainglory,
15-2 Hydrant, 8-1 Luhaif, Mishrif.

7.40 Handicap (£2,587: 7f 3y) (9)

1 (1) -5050 ANTON CHIGURH 100 (D) P McBride 5-9-12 D Brock (5)
2 (4) 44165 TED'S BROTHER 11 (H,E,D) Richard Guest 6-9-11 D Silva (5)
3 (7) 4-610 COMRADE BOND 70 (P,CD) M Tompkins 6-9-9 T E Durcan
4 (2) 13146 PRETTY BUBBLES 7 (D,BF) J Jenkins 5-9-8 P Aspell
5 (6) -0064 VALEN 27 Michael Bell 3-9-6 Michael J M Murphy (3)
6 (9) 03553 SBRAASE 20 (B) J Tate 3-9-5 A Atzeni
7 (8) 40635 FANTASY GLADIATOR 48 (P,CD) J J Quinn 8-9-5 I Brennan
8 (5) 415-4 PUNK 30 (H,D) G Peckham 3-9-3 O Murphy
9 (3) 51401 STRIKE A LIGHT 7 (CD) Rae Guest 3-8-8 C Catlin

9-4 Strike A Light, 6-1 Punk, 13-2 Sbraase, Valen, 15-2 Comrade Bond, 8-1
Pretty Bubbles, 10-1 Fantasy Gladiator, Ted's Brother, 14-1 Anton Chigurh.

8.10 Handicap (3-Y-O: £1,940: 7f 3y) (14)

1 (13) 55466 SPINNING COBBLERS 13 (P) S C Williams 9-7 A Atzeni
2 (2) 0-346 TEMPLAR BOY 44 J Jenkins 9-5 P Aspell
3 (9) 12000 CASCADIA 9 (V,D) A Hutchinson 9-5 O Murphy
4 (6) 0-503 RISK 'N' REWARD 9 (V) M Smith 9-3 D C Costello
5 (3) -0000 REFLECTION 42 B Baugh 9-1 J Quinn
6 (8) 00054 VENUS MARINA 9 (H) C Wall 9-1 A Morgan (3)
7 (14) 4000- EARL'S BRIDGE 300 W G M Turner 8-12 R While (5)
8 (4) 500 DORSET GIFT 96 Michael Bell 8-12 M Kenneally (7)
9 (12) P5034 JENNY SPARKS 6 M Channon 8-12 C Bishop (3)
10(10) 50040 VA BENNY 29 (B) J Jenkins 8-12 V Santos (7)
11 (5) 050 ARRYZONA 30 Mrs C Dunnett 8-12 A Beschizza
12(11) 54005 PREVIOUS ACCLAIM 6 (B) Miss J Feilden 8-12

Natalia Gemelova (3)
13 (1) 65000 WATER FOR LIFE 29 (B) Dave Morris 8-12 D Brock (5)
14 (7) 0-006 ORIENTAL DREAM 75 (H) N Tinkler 8-12

Shelley Birkett (5)

100-30 Spinning Cobblers, 9-2 Dorset Gift, Jenny Sparks, 13-2 Templar Boy,
7-1 Venus Marina, 8-1 Risk 'N' Reward, 12-1 Reflection, 20-1 others.

6Telescope is 4-1 for the Juddmonte
International at York aweek today after
connections signalled their intention
to run. Australia is the 4-7 favourite.

Course specialists
Beverley: Trainers M Johnston, 64 winners from
248 runners, 25.8%; D O’Meara, 23 from 137, 16.8%.
Jockey J Haynes, 3 winners from 15 rides, 20%.
Kempton Park: Trainers S Bin Suroor, 56 from 213,
26.3%; J Fanshawe, 54 from 230, 23.5%.
Jockey E J Walsh, 5 from 20, 25%.
Newton Abbot: Trainers S Davies, 3 from 9, 33.3%;
Dr R Newland, 8 from 25, 32%. Jockey A P McCoy,
52 from 187 rides, 27.8%.
Salisbury: Trainers R Varian, 8 from 33, 24.2%;
L Cumani, 9 from 43, 20.9%. Jockeys K Fallon, 17
from 55, 30.9%; R Hughes, 64 from 265, 24.2%.
Yarmouth: TrainersW Haggas, 31 from 108, 28.7%;
L Cumani, 19 from 73, 26.0%. Jockeys P Sirigu, 5
from 15, 33.3%; C Bishop, 5 from 23, 21.7%.

Results and scoreboards

Athletics
European Championships
Zurich:Men:100m:Leadingsemi-finalqualifiers:
1, JVicaut (Fr) 10.06sec; 2, CLemaitre (Fr) 10.16;
3, D Chambers (GB) 10.18; 4, HAikines-Aryeetey
(GB) 10.19; 5, J Dasaolu (GB) 10.22. 400m: Lead-
ing semi-final qualifiers: 1, M Dyldin (Russ)
45.45; 2, M Rooney (GB) 45.48; 3, M-I Anne (Fr)
45.57; 4, L Bonevacia (Neth) 45.65; 5, J Krzewina
(Pol)45.68;12,CWilliams(GB)45.90;16,MHud-
son-Smith (GB) 46.07. 800m: Leading semi-final
qualifiers: 1, M English (Ire) 1min 47.38sec; 2, A
Kuciapski (Pol) 1:47.45; 3, A Bube (Den) 1:47.50;
4, P-A Bosse (Fr) 1:47.54; 5, M Lewandowski
(Pol) 1:47.83. Did not qualify: 16, A Osagie (GB)
1:48.31; 18, M Rimmer (GB) 1:48.51. 400m hur-
dles: Leading semi-final qualifiers: 1, D Kudry-
avtsev (Russ) 49.05; 2, V Koenigsmark (Ger)
49.46; 3, Y Decimus (Fr) 49.60; 4, K Hussein
(Switz) 49.70; 5, R Maegi (Est) 49.72; 7, N Flan-
nery (GB) 49.77; 10, S Rodger (GB) 49.88; 20, T
Burton (GB) 50.47. 3,000m steeplechase: Lead-
ing final qualifiers: 1, M Demczyszak (Pol)
8:31.62; 2,MGrau (Ger) 8:32.35; 3, Y Floriani (It)
8:33.05; 4, T Langat Akdag (Tur) 8:33.39; 5, M
Mekhissi-Benabbad (Fr) 8:33.44.Did not qualify:
17, J Wilkinson (GB) 8:39.78. Triple jump: Lead-
ing final qualifiers: 1, L Adams (Russ) 16.97m; 2,
B Compaore (Fr) 16.83; 3, N Evora (Por) 16.82; 4,
YRapinier (Fr) 16.80; 5, P Torrijos (Sp) 16.66.Did
not qualify: 13, J Reid (GB) 16.52. Shot: Final:
Leading positions: 1, D Storl (Ger) 21.41m; 2, B
Vivas (Sp) 20.86; 3, T Majewski (Pol) 20.83; 4, S
Zunic (Cro) 20.68; 5, A Kolasinac (Serbia) 20.55.
Discus:Leadingfinalqualifiers:1,RHarting(Ger)
67.01m;2,GKanter(Est)65.79;3,PMalachowski
(Pol) 64.98; 4, A Gudzius (Lith) 64.44; 5, D Jasin-
ski (Ger) 64.11. Decathlon: Leading overall posi-
tions (after five events): 1, K Kazmirek (Ger)
4,492pts; 2, A Krauchanka (Bela) 4,363; 3, A
Abele (Ger) 4,310; 4, ESintnicolaas (Neth)4,301;
5, I Shkurenyov (Russ) 4,283; 19, A Bryant (GB)
3,951.Women: 100m: Leading semi-final qualifi-
ers: 1, M Soumare (Fr) 11.03; 2, D Schippers
(Neth) 11.10; 3, I Lalova (Bul) 11.17; 4, A Nelson
(GB)11.19;5,DHenry(GB)11.21;9,APhilip (GB)
11.28. 400m: Leading semi-final qualifiers: 1, O
Zemlyak(Ukr)51.16;2,COhuruogu(GB)51.40;3,

I Terrero (Sp) 51.62; 4, BRazor (Rom)51.77; 5,M
Gayot (Fr) 51.80. 1,500m: Leading final qualifi-
ers: 1, S Hassan (Neth) 4:09.55; 2, R Plis (Pol)
4:10.33; 3, F del Buono (It) 4:10.47; 4, L Weight-
man (GB) 4:10.55; 5, H England (GB) 4:10.73.Did
not qualify: 15, L Muir (GB) 4:14.69. 10,000m:
Final:Leadingpositions:1,JPavey(GB)32:22.39;
2, C Calvin (Fr) 32:23.58; 3, L Traby (Fr) 32:26.03;
4, J Vastenburg (Neth) 32:27.37; 5, S Moreira
(Por) 32:30.12; 14, B Potter (GB) 32:53.17. 100m
hurdles: Final qualifiers:1,TPorter (GB)12.63; 2,
C Billaud (Fr) 12.79; 3, A Zagre (Bel) 12.83; 4, C
Roleder (Ger) 12.84; 5, R Hodde (Neth) 12.91; 6,
NHildebrand (Ger) 12.92; 7,ATalay (Bela) 12.94;
8, E Berings (Bel) 12.95.PoleVault: Leading final
qualifiers: equal 1, CHingst (Ger) and JSvobodo-
va (Cz) 4.45m; equal 3, M Nikkanen (Fin) and A
Zhuk-Krasnova (Russ) 4.45; 5, A Bengtsson
(Swe)4.45.Long jump:Leadingfinalqualifiers:1,
E Lesueur (Fr) 6.72m; 2, M Mihambo (Ger) 6.70;
equal 3,DKlishina (Russ)and ISpanovic (Serbia)
6.66; 5, A Rotaru (Rom) 6.65. Javelin: Leading
final qualifiers: 1, M Ratej (Slovenia) 61.87m; 2,
CHussong (Ger) 61.13; 3, T Jelaca (Serbia) 60.26;
4,BSpotakova(Cz)59.99;5,TKhaladovich(Bela)
59.51; 9, G Sayers (GB) 58.07.

Cricket
Triangular A series
England Lions v New Zealand A
Worcester (New Zealand A won toss): New
Zealand A beat England Lions by seven wickets
(D/L Method)
England Lions (balls)
J M Vince c Munro b Kuggeleijn 15 (13)
A D Hales c Watling b Sodhi 37 (56)
R S Bopara b Henry 2 (10)
*J W A Taylor lbw b Henry 1 (2)
J J Roy c Watling b Henry 8 (11)
†J M Bairstow c Watling b Bracewell 77 (84)
T C Smith not out 71 (87)
D J Willey c Watling b Kuggeleijn 3 (6)
C Overton lbw b Devcich 2 (5)
T S Roland-Jones not out 29 (26)
Extras (lb 5, w 5) 10
Total (8 wkts, 50 overs) 255
S D Parry did not bat.

Fall of wickets: 1-19, 2-22, 3-24, 4-43, 5-89,
6-180, 7-190, 8-194.
Bowling: Henry 10-1-56-3; Kuggeleijn 10-2-
57-2; Bracewell 10-0-55-1; Sodhi 10-0-42-1;
Devcich 10-0-40-1.
New Zealand A (balls)
A P Devcich c Smith b Bopara 49 (47)
H D Rutherford b Parry 95 (84)
D G Brownlie st Bairstow b Parry 1 (4)
T W M Latham not out 48 (48)
C Munro not out 18 (15)
Extras (lb 5, w 6, nb 3) 14
Total (3 wkts, 32.3 overs) 225
D JMitchell, *†B JWatling, S C Kuggeleijn, D A
JBracewell,M JHenry and I S Sodhi did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-109, 2-114, 3-194.
Bowling: Roland-Jones 6-0-25-0; Willey 4-0-
40-0;Smith5.3-0-51-0;Overton4-0-29-0; Parry
8-0-43-2; Bopara 5-0-32-1.
Umpires: G D Lloyd and R T Robinson.
Only Test match: Harare: Fourth day of five:
Zimbabwe256 (BRMTaylor 93;DWSteyn5 for
46,DLPiedt4for90)and181(DLPiedt4for62);
South Africa 397 (F du Plessis 98, Q de Kock 81,
D Elgar 61, J P Duminy 55; J Nyumbu 5 for 157)
and 44-1. South Africa won by nine wickets.

Royal London Cup: Group A
Ageas Bowl: No result, 1 pt each: Hampshire
42-0 v Worcestershire.

Group B: Durham v Notts Outlaws
Emirates Durham (Durham won toss): Durham
(2pts) beat Notts Outlaws by six wickets
Notts Outlaws (balls)
M J Lumb c Muchall b Stokes 31 (45)
S Kelsall lbw b Borthwick 30 (50)
S J Mullaney c MacLeod b Collingwood16 (23)
S R Patel b Borthwick 3 (8)
M H Wessels c Mustard b Hastings 44 (46)
J E C Franklin c Stokes b Breese 28 (66)
*†C M W Read c Borthwick b Hastings29 (42)
A Shahzad c Mustard b Stokes 10 (11)
L J Fletcher not out 12 (9)
J T Ball c Stokes b Coughlin 1 (2)
H F Gurney not out 0 (0)
Extras (w 14, nb 4) 18
Total (9 wkts, 50 overs) 222

Fall of wickets: 1-51, 2-85, 3-85, 4-94, 5-155,
6-184, 7-200, 8-215, 9-220.
Bowling: Coughlin 9-0-45-1; Onions 0.3-0-0-0;
MacLeod 2.3-0-16-0; Stokes 8-0-40-2; Hastings
10-1-38-2; Borthwick 10-0-41-2; Collingwood
7-0-31-1; Breese 3-0-11-1.
Durham (balls)
*M D Stoneman c Wessels b Fletcher86 (102)
†P Mustard c Mullaney b Fletcher 8 (25)
C S MacLeod lbw b Fletcher 0 (3)
B A Stokes c Wessels b Patel 103 (122)
P D Collingwood not out 16 (16)
S G Borthwick not out 0 (5)
Extras (lb 8, w 2) 10
Total (4 wkts, 45.3 overs) 223
GJMuchall, JWHastings, GRBreese, P Cough-
lin and G Onions did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-31, 2-35, 3-185, 4-215.
Bowling: Fletcher 10-2-27-3; Gurney 10-1-53-0;
Shahzad 5-0-29-0; Ball 5-0-39-0; Mullaney 6-1-
30-0; Patel 9.3-0-37-1.
Umpires: MJD Bodenham and PJ Hartley.
Somerset v Glamorgan
Taunton (Somerset won toss): Glamorgan
(2pts) beatGlamorganby95 runs (D/LMethod)
Glamorgan (balls)
J A Rudolph c Compton b Groenewald111 (129)
J Allenby c Trego b Gregory 0 (4)
W D Bragg c Trescothick b Trego 19 (33)
M W Goodwin c Thomas b Gregory 62 (63)
C B Cooke c Groenewald b Gregory 60 (44)
G G Wagg c Leach b Gregory 4 (4)
*†M A Wallace not out 6 (3)
A G Salter not out 8 (6)
Extras (lb 7, w 4, nb 8) 19
Total (6 wkts, 47 overs) 289
JARHarris,DACoskerandMGHogandidnotbat.
Fall of wickets: 1-2, 2-48, 3-166, 4-250, 5-265,
6-271.
Bowling: Thomas 10-0-82-0; Gregory 9-0-48-4;
Groenewald 9-1-43-1; Trego 10-0-51-1; Leach
7-0-43-0; Myburgh 2-0-15-0.
Somerset (balls)
*M E Trescothick b Hogan 25 (26)
N R D Compton c Wallace b Hogan 9 (18)
P D Trego b Wagg 45 (60)
C A Ingram c Wagg b Allenby 10 (23)

J C Hildreth c Allenby b Wagg 3 (7)
†A W R Barrow c sub b Cosker 23 (33)
L Gregory lbw b Cosker 7 (8)
J G Myburgh c Wagg b Harris 24 (27)
T D Groenewald not out 32 (26)
A C Thomas c Wagg b Harris 13 (8)
M J Leach b Hogan 0 (5)
Extras (lb 10, w 4, nb 2) 16
Total (40 overs) 207
Fall of wickets: 1-40, 2-47, 3-69, 4-83, 5-108,
6-119, 7-148, 8-166, 9-193.
Bowling: Hogan 8-1-19-3; Wagg 7-0-47-2; Har-
ris 8-0-42-2; Allenby 8-0-39-1; Cosker 9-0-50-2.
Umpires: N L Bainton and N G C Cowley.

Warwickshire v Surrey
Edgbaston (Warwickshire won toss): Warwick-
shire(2pts)beatSurreyby111runs(D/LMethod)
Warwickshire (balls)
*V Chopra not out 92 (99)
W T S Porterfield c Wilson b Linley 36 (54)
I J L Trott c Azhar b Tremlett 31 (32)
L J Evans not out 43 (15)
Extras (b 1, lb 3, w 8, nb 4) 16
Total (2 wkts, 33 overs) 218
†TRAmbrose,RClarke,AJavid,JSPatel,JEPoys-
den, ROGordon andOJHannon-Dalby did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-89, 2-148.
Bowling: Sagar 7-0-41-0; Dilshan 1-0-6-0;
Tremlett 7-0-45-1;Meaker 7-0-66-0; Batty 6-0-
29-0; Linley 5-0-27-1.
Surrey (balls)
S M Davies b Patel 37 (22)
T M Dilshan c Trott b Gordon 58 (60)
V S Solanki c Javid b Clarke 1 (8)
Azhar Mahmood b Clarke 3 (4)
R J Burns b Patel 18 (14)
*†G C Wilson c Porterfield b Patel 8 (16)
A Kapil c Clarke b Gordon 2 (6)
G J Batty c Ambrose b Gordon 12 (13)
C T Tremlett c Clarke b Patel 1 (2)
S C Meaker b Poysden 3 (7)
T E Linley not out 7 (7)
Extras (lb 1, w 2) 3
Total (26.3 overs) 153
Fall of wickets: 1-64, 2-73, 3-82, 4-117, 5-119,
6-124, 7-139, 8-142, 9-142.

Bowling: Clarke 7-0-35-2; Hannon-Dalby 3-0-
31-0; Patel 6-0-30-4; Javid 2-0-20-0; Gordon
6-0-25-3; Poysden 2.3-0-11-1.
Umpires: N G B Cook and S J O’Shaughnessy.

Tennis
Western & Southern Open
Cincinnati: First round:Men:GMonfils (Fr) bt F
del Bonis (Arg) 6-3, 3-6, 6-3; J Janowicz (Pol) bt
T Gabashvili (Russ) 6-4, 6-4; J Sousa (Por) bt C
Buchanan (US) 5-7, 7-6, 7-6; G Simon (Fr) bt B
Tomic (Aus) 6-3, 6-2; J Isner (US)btKAnderson
(SA) 6-3, 6-4; F Fognini (It) bt E Roger-Vasselin
(Fr) 6-4, 4-6, 7-6; M Cilic (Cro) bt F López (Sp)
6-3,6-4; JWard(GB)btGGarcía-López(Sp)6-2,
3-6, 6-1.Women: CWozniacki (Den) btMRyba-
rikova (Slovakia) 6-2, 6-3; A Pavlyuchenkova
(Russ) bt D Cibulkova (Slovakia) 6-3, 6-3; A
Ivanovic (Serbia) bt S Cirstea (Rom) 6-1, 7-5; F
Pennetta (It) bt C Scheepers (SA) 6-3, 6-7, 6-2;
S Stosur (Aus) bt V Lepchenko (US) 6-2, 7-5; K
Nara (Japan) bt R Oprandi (Switz) 6-0, 6-2.

Fixtures

Football
Kick-off 7.45
CapitalOneCup: First round:Coventry vCardiff;
Sheffield United v Mansfield.
ScottishPremiership:DundeeUnited vMother-
well; Inverness Caledonian Thistle v Dundee;
Kilmarnock v Aberdeen; Partick v Ross County;
St Johnstone v Celtic; St Mirren v Hamilton.

Cricket
Royal London Cup: Group A: Chelmsford: Essex
v Hampshire (2.0).Worcester:Worcestershire
v Gloucestershire (10.30). Scarborough: York-
shire v Derbyshire (10.30). Group B: Canter-
bury: Kent v Sussex (2.0).
First women’s Test match: First day of four
(11.0):Wormsley: England v India.

Jacques Rudolph, the South Africa
batsman, scored his second century in
the Royal London Cup to condemn
Somerset to their second home defeat
in three days and keep alive
Glamorgan’s hopes of reaching the last
eight — at least for the time being.
An ECB pitch panel will meet today

to decide whether Glamorgan — who
are in fifth place in group B, one point
behind Durham, Nottinghamshire and
Somerset— should be deducted points
after the relaid pitch onwhich they lost
to Durham by 52 runs on Friday was
reported by the umpires. It would be a
shame if it costs them dearly consider-
ing how well they played yesterday.
Rudolph led them to a challenging

total of 289 for six after they had been
put in to bat— in amatch reduced to 47
overs by a short, sharp shower — and
Somerset were never within striking
distanceof a revised target of 303under

the Duckworth/Lewis method as they
subsided to 207 all out.
Marcus Trescothick’s decision to

bowl first on a pitch tinged with green
seemed reasonable enough when Jim
Allenbywascaughtat first slipoffLewis
Gregory in the second over but
Rudolph and Will Bragg played well
against the moving ball to give
Glamorgan a solid foundation.
Theyhadputon46 in tenoverswhen

Braggwas caught at first slip flashing at
Peter Trego’s sixth ball and Rudolph
went on to share stands of 118 in 20
overs with Murray Goodwin and 84 in
12 with Chris Cooke.

Goodwin, as sprightly as ever at 41,
hit 62 off 63 balls with eight fours and a
six before he skied Gregory to mid-on.
Cooke had made a more muscular 60
off 44 balls, including nine fours, when
he drove Gregory to mid-off.
Rudolph had called on all the

experience of 229 one-day matches to
pass fifty for the fourth time in six cup
games and went on to 111 off 129 balls,
with 12 fours, by the time hewas caught
on the mid-wicket boundary off Tim
Groenewald.
Gregory finished with a creditable

four for 48 from his nine overs but
much of the Somerset bowling had not
been disciplined enough and they
needed something special from
Trescothick if they were going to make
a game of it.
The captain promised briefly, hitting

Graham Wagg for three imperious
fours inoneoversonhisway to25off 26
balls, but then drove across the line of a
full-length ball from the impressive
Michael Hogan and lost his off stump.
Hogan had already had Nick Comp-

ton caught behind off one that lifted
and, apart from Trego who laboured to
45, the Somerset batsmen went limply.

Taunton (Somerset won toss): Glamorgan (2pts) beat
Somerset by 95 runs (D/L method)

Royal London Cup
Pat Gibson

Somerset v Glamorgan

Compton works the ball to the leg side
as he toiled his way to nine off 18 balls

Durham benefited from Ben Stokes,
their all-rounder, being released byEn-
gland tomake amatch-winning contri-
bution in their six-wicket victory over
Notts Outlaws and keep them on
course for qualification for the quarter-
finals.
Stokes missed out on the starting

line-up for England’s victory over India
in the fourth Test at Emirates Old
Trafford and was allowed to return to
Emirates Durham to get some match
practice.
Chasing Notts’ 222 for nine, which

was posted after Graham Onions, the
seam bowler, left the field with a sus-
pected side strain having bowled only
three balls, two wickets from Luke
Fletcher left Durham struggling on 35
for two in the 13th over. Stokes secured
the victory by forging a 150-run stand
with Mark Stoneman and was event-
ually caught at long-on after scoring
103 off 122 balls, including 15 fours.
Surrey’s dismal campaign continued

when they slipped to their fourthdefeat
of the competition against Warwick-
shire in a rain-affected encounter at
Edgbaston. Chasing a Duckworth/
Lewis revised target of 265 in 33 overs,
they suffered an 111-run defeat after
being dismissed for 153.
At least their latest setback — they

areyet to registeravictory in sixmatch-
es — came from a familiar source with
Laurie Evans, who began his career
with Surrey, hitting 43 off 15 balls,
including five fours and three sixes, and
helping to add 70 off the final 25 balls of
the innings with Varun Chopra, who
finished unbeaten on 92. The victory
tookWarwickshire into secondplace in
the table, with the top four from each
group progressing to the last eight.
In group A, Gloucestershire missed

the chance to regain top spot after their
match with Lancashire Lightning was
washed out without a ball being being
bowled.

How they stand

Group A
P W L T NR Pts RR

Yorkshire 6 4 2 0 0 8 +0.53
Essex 6 3 1 0 2 8 +0.46
Gloucestershire 6 3 1 0 2 8 +0.19
Derbyshire 6 3 1 0 2 6 +0.39
Worcestershire 6 2 2 0 2 6 -0.23
Leicestershire 6 2 3 0 1 5 -0.04
Hampshire 6 1 3 0 2 4 -0.16
Northamptonshire 6 1 3 0 2 4 -0.46
Lancashire 6 1 4 0 1 3 -0.73
Group B
Kent 6 3 0 1 2 9 +0.23
Warwickshire 6 3 2 0 1 7 +0.41
Durham 7 3 3 0 1 7 +0.20
Somerset 7 3 3 1 0 7 +0.11
Nottinghamshire 6 2 1 1 2 7 +0.08
Glamorgan 6 3 3 0 0 6 +0.26
Sussex 6 3 3 0 0 6 -0.39
Middlesex 6 2 3 0 1 5 -0.16
Surrey 6 0 4 1 1 2 -0.85

Myles Hodgson
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Rutherford punishes Lions attack

British No2 breaks new
ground in Cincinnati
Tennis James Ward posted his
first win at a Masters series event
to reach the second round of the
Western & Southern Open in
Cincinnati. The British No2 beat
two top-100 players in qualifying
and defeated a third, Guillermo
García-López, in the first round.
Ward, 27, who will now play either
Julien Benneteau or Blaz Rola,
recovered from losing the second
set to triumph 6-2, 3-6, 6-1 against
the world No32 after winning the
first five games of the final set. He
is only 11 places adrift of his
highest ranking of 137 and has
guaranteed himself $21,945 (about
£13,000) in prize money.

Piedt shines on debut
Cricket Dane Piedt capped a
memorable international debut
with his second four-wicket haul
to help South Africa to a
nine-wicket win over Zimbabwe
in the one-off Test in Harare. The
off spinner took four for 62 and
finished with match figures of
eight for 152 as Zimbabwe crashed
to 181 all out in their second
innings, leaving the touring team
with a target of only 41 to secure
victory with a day to spare.

Sullivan heads south
Basketball Drew Sullivan has
signed a two-year contract to play
for London Lions after three
seasons with Leicester Riders.
The Lions announced the signing
of the 6ft 8in, London-born,
Great Britain forward on the eve
of hosting the EuroBasket
qualifiers against Bosnia-
Herzegovina today and Iceland
on Saturday. “He is a winner with
a winning mentality,” said Vince
Macaulay, the Lions head coach.

Moore leaves Wildcats
Rugby league Richard Moore, the
veteran prop forward, has played
his last match for Wakefield
Wildcats. The 32-year-old, who
was in his second spell with the
club, was out of contract at the
end of the year and left by mutual
consent, Wakefield said. Moore
has also played for Bradford Bulls,
London Broncos, Leigh
Centurions, Crusaders and Leeds
Rhinos and has been linked with
a return to relegated Bradford.

The artificial turf on the family’s front
lawn, where Heather Knight spent
hours playing as an eight-year-old with
her father and brother, is still there. It is
covered in moss now, but the England
openingbatsmanhas fondmemories of
honing her skills using a battered old
squash racket to whack a tennis ball.
Practice definitely paid off and after

years playing in schoolboy teams and
theDevonCricket League, the 23-year-
old’s talent has been rewarded with her
appointment as vice-captain of the
England team taking on India in a four-
day one-off Test starting at Wormsley
today.
It has been a rapid rise for Knight,

who is not only one of 18 players
awarded full-time central contracts by
theECBbut alsowidely regarded as the
obvious successor to the experienced
Charlotte Edwards.
These are exciting times for England

players as they enter a new era of
professionalism, an opportunity
Knight describes as “incredible”. “I’m
privileged to be involved in it” she said.
”It’s all taken a bit of getting used to but
it does bring pressures and expecta-
tions.”
Not that it shows.At the sameground

a year ago Knight was instrumental in
England drawing the Ashes Test, scor-
ing a dogged 157 off 338 balls and occu-
pying the crease for nearly sevenhours.
She admits it was a special maiden Test
century. “It’s a pretty cool place to play
cricket and I’m looking forward toplay-
ing my fourth Test there,” she said.
If India are tempted to try and

indulge in any sledging to distract her
concentration, there is little that
Knight hasn’t heard before. As captain
of under-11 and under-13 boys’ teams in
Plymstock and later in men’s leagues,
Knight successfully faced all sorts of
challenges.

She was once asked if she did the
ironing by one exasperated bowler but
said she enjoyed the last laugh, hitting
him to all parts of the ground (he later
apologised), and one season revelled in
the name “sweetheart” after her team-
mates mischievously picked up on it
when one side used it patronisingly.
Mature beyond her years, Knight’s

leadership credentials and commit-
ment single her out as the ideal heir
apparent to Edwards.
“I hadn’t expected it but I’m pleased

the management and team has faith in
me,” she said. “Lottie’s enthusiasm and
energy isamazingandthat’s contagious
— what better person is there to learn
from? My role is opening the batting
and scoring runs and I hope being vice-

captain inspires me and the team.”
While England’s fully professional unit
drive swanky Kia Sportages and enjoy
the benefits of increased media
attention, high-profile sponsorships
and regular international exposure,
India are very much the poor relations
and there is adanger this series couldbe
very one-sided.
Mithali Raj, the India captain and

one of only six women to score a Test
double century, has gone on record in
the past lamenting the lack of support
for thewomen’s game fromtheBoardof
Control for Cricket in India but it
appears to have made no difference.
Theprevious timeIndiaplayedaTest

match was eight years ago in 2006
when they claimed a historic series win

against England. Three players, Raj,
Jhulan Goswami, one of the world’s
bestpacebowlers, andKaruJainare the
onlyones returning.Raj admitsher side
face a huge challenge, saying it would
be a massive achievement to beat
England in their own backyard.
“The younger players in the squad

will benefit from playing the longer
version of the game and I feel it will be
easier to adapt from playing a Test to
the ODIs and T20s,” Raj said.
Becky Grundy, the Warwickshire

left-arm spinner who was set to make
her Test debut, will miss the rest of the
season after being forced out of the
squad with a groin injury and is
replaced by Stephanie Butler, the 19-
year-old off spinner fromStaffordshire.

Knight galvanised by new challenge
England vice-captain ‘learning from the best’

Cricket
Cathy Harris

Test match (Wormsley): today, 11am.
England (from): CM Edwards (Kent, captain),
TT Beaumont (Kent), S Butler (Staffordshire), KL
Cross (Lancashire), LS Greenway (Kent), JL Gunn
(Nottinghamshire), D Hazell (Yorkshire), HC Knight
(Berkshire), AE Jones (Warwickshire), SB Odedra
(Nottinghamshire), NR Sciver (Surrey), A Shrubsole
(Somerset), SJ Taylor (Sussex), L Winfield (Yorkshire).
India (from): M Raj, E Bisht, RS Gayakwad, J Goswami,
KV Jain, MDT Kamini, S Mandhana, N Niranjana, P
Yadav, S Rath, PG Raut, S Sharma, VR Vanitha,
S Verma.

Batsmen came and went like swans
on the adjoining River Severn in the
first 45 minutes yesterday and,
having been reduced to 43 for four by
the impressive pace and movement
of Matt Henry, England Lions never
really looked like denying the fetch-
ingly named Royal London Tri-Se-
ries salver to their opponents.
Unbeaten in the tournament, the

experienced New Zealand A side
showed in every aspect of their game
a level of commitment that genuinely
tested England’s more junior ranks.
For the second time in five days, the
Lionsprovedoverexposed, despite an
intelligent 77 from Jonny Bairstow
and a well-crafted, unbeaten 71 from
Tom Smith.

Needing what seemed a slightly
harsh, rejigged Duckworth/Lewis
target of 220 in 36 overs after rain
followed the Lions’ 255 for eight, the
touring teamwere taken home at the
gallop with 21 balls to spare after a
cruelly punishing 95 by Hamish
Rutherford, below. None of the six
bowlers, of whom only Ravi Bopara
had played a one-day international,
emerged entirely unbloodied.
AndyFlower, actingas coach to the

Lions through the series, said: “It
was a nice little tournament
and a good learn-
ing experience.
Because of county
commitments and the
selectors’ desire not to
take too many bowlers
away from their clubs, it
meant we haven’t necessarily
picked the secondXI attack. But
everyone, includingme, learnt a
lot.”
Henry, one of ninemen in his

team with international hon-
ours, might also have had Alex

Hales, badly dropped at slip on eight,
in a new-ball spell of three for 18
beforeBairstowarrived.As itwas, the
pair put on 46 before Hales went for
37, edging when pushing forward to
leg spin for the second time in con-
secutive days.
Bairstow, whose tournament con-

tribution was 250 from 230 balls in
three innings, one of them undefeat-
ed,was theonly top-orderbatsmanto
make serious runs in the twomatches
against this attack. Smith, the
admirable but unsung Lancashire
all-rounder with no appearance
at Lions level since 2007, helped

him to add 91 and took over
when Bairstow became the first
of three more to go in 28 balls.
From 194 for eight with 7.4

overs remaining, Smith and
Toby Roland-Jones, whose
unbeaten 29 came from 26
balls, first avoided dismissal
and then latterly belted 48
from the last four overs, but
the total seemed a good 50
short of par.

Worcester (New Zealand A won toss): New
Zealand A (2pts) beat England Lions by seven
wickets (D/L method)

Neville Scott

England Lions v
New Zealand A

y

ssarily

when

Rapid rise: Knight, who scored a century in the Ashes Test at Wormsley last year, is seen as a future captain of the side
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Angry Anderson has crossed a line
mately linked? To overcome his
shyness, does he have to work up his
war-like emotions in his particularly
churlish way, and project his more
timid self into the opposition, to feel
free enough to express his unique skill?
Before the Old Trafford Test, Cook

wasquotedas saying thathehad “never
played with a cricketer whose off-field
andon-fieldpersonas areasdifferent as
Anderson”, that he “becomes a very
different personality when he crosses
that line . . . but what happens on the
field should stay on the field . . .”
“There is always a muddied line,” he

went on, between “being role models
for anyonewatching” and, on the other
hand, playing “competitive cricket”.
Cook concluded: “Better the latter
than being too nicey-nicey.”
Earlier in the summer,

when the kerfuffle with
Ravindra Jadeja was first
publicised, an England
spokesman said the man-
agement back their key
bowler to the hilt. I would
agree about competitiveness—a
top sportsman needs it (to the
hilt). Such an attitude is a form
of respect to the opposition. It
asserts: “I give no quarter, I am
here and you are there and we
will go to the limit in our
attempts to prove ourselves.
Wewill not let go or give up. I
giveyou the respectowed toa
grown-up, a personwith (tra-
ditionally speaking) manly
virtues on this field, this
playing field. We will give
and show respect by
giving and showing no
concessions.”

But what I find lacking in the “to the
hilt” support is toughness in the loyalty,
awillingness tomake and address a dis-
tinction between aggression on one
hand and contempt on the other. By all
means encourage Anderson (and
others) to be aggressive; but surely one
can, at the same time, confront the
boorishness of someof his gestures and
language. The line between yellow and
brown might be muddied, but only
because we know well enough what is
yellow and what is brown. Themuddy-
ing often comes from those wilfully
confusing one thing with another. We
know the difference between competi-
tivenessandevenangeron theoneside,
and scorn, sneering and sheer unpleas-
antness on the other. We are aware of
the lack of any tinge of humour in the
latter.Thedifferencecouldbe summed

up in terms of respect and disre-
spect.Anderson isnotbeinga role
model when he crosses a line (a
sense of crossing the line that
Cook’s language recognises) of
proper respect.
The incident between him and

Jadeja (which it seemswas exagger-
ated by India) took place not on the
field (across the white boundary
line) but off it. I wonder if there
were two reasons why India
became so incensed and liti-
gious: first, they may well have
been fed up with Anderson’s
demeanour on the field;
second, the field, like the
stage, is a sacred space in
which aggression and com-
petition can within the
rules and ethos of the
game, be expressed with
greater freedom than in

the more humdrum, more polite social
spaces off the field. This is one reason
why the intrusion of spectators on to
the field of play is so stringently dealt
with. To quoteCook, theymayhave felt
that “what happens on the field should
stay on the field”.
So by allmeans encourageAnderson

to harness his aggression, to give full
rein to his terrific skill, to honour his
own truth, to avoid timidity or “nicey-
niceness”. But not at the expense of
respect and humour.
Perhaps one outcome of the furore

has been thatAndersonhas allowedhis
bowling to do his talking. At Old
Trafford, his wonderful bowling on the
firstmorningcontributedgreatly, along

with Broad’s, to England’s resounding
win, and to India’s commensurately
devastating loss.
It is impossible to put a finger on how

the balance of power has swung so
completely and quickly since India’s
impressive win at Lord’s. Besides
Anderson and Broad, Moeen Ali has
suddenly made Graeme Swann’s
absence almost a non-issue. Ian Bell
has come back to his best form, and Jos
Buttler, who has so far had a charmed
life as a tyro batsman, is improving fast
with the gloves. Higher up the order,
Gary Ballance and Joe Root have, like
Buttler, shown the flair, optimism and
liveliness of youth.
India are at sixes and sevens. When

Vijay gets out early, few of their bats-

men have shown an appetite for the
struggle. Pujara, who got a poor deci-
sion on Saturday, has looked up for it,
but has only made a single fifty in the
series. Kohli has no answer to Ander-
son at the moment. And Ajinkya
Rahane, who played beautifully earlier
in the series, has found odd ways of
getting out. As was widely predicted,
India’s bowlers lack the class of
England’s, especially without Ishant
Sharma. Raw as he is, Varun Aaron has
some pace; Bhuvneshwar Kumar has
let no one down; and Pankaj Singh has
won the hearts of spectators with his
cheerful courage in facing bad luck.
Perhaps the most striking contrast

has been in the field. While England
have been excellent, India have been
poor. Mahendra Singh Dhoni, who,
along with Ravichandran Ashwin, bat-
ted with resolution and sense at Old
Trafford, looks static and heavy behind
the stumps. India’s slip fielders are not
only prone tomistakes, they seem to be
standing too close to each other. There
havebeenat least threeoccasionswhen
this has led to chances going down
between Dhoni and Shikhar Dhawan
(at first slip); either each left it to the
other, or the one who went for the ball
moved too late. Too many low catches
are being missed too, perhaps because
the slip fielders are too upright in their
stance.
No doubt the best India batsmenwill

learn from these passages of poor form,
andwill bemore determined andmoti-
vatedwhen things turn their way. But if
there is anything in the pitch at the Kia
Oval for the bowlers, it is hard to see a
way back for India this summer against
a team who are enjoying their cricket
and playing with verve.

Mike Brearley says that
while the fast bowler
gives no quarter on the
field, he
should not
forgo good
humour

‘If you can bowl like an
angel, then why sledge
and sneer like a devil?’

M
oments of beauty: James
Anderson’s two early
wickets on the first
morning of the fourth
Test. Each ball was

homing in on off stump, on a good
length, drawing the batsman forward.
Each snaked away late in flight, took
the outside edge and flew fast and true
to Alastair Cook at first slip.
Both batsmen — the dogged and

correct Murali Vijay, and the elegant
ViratKohli—hadnooptionbut toplay;
both offered excellent forward defen-
sive shots. Unlike Gautam Gambhir
(who poked crookedly at Stuart Broad)
andCheteshwarPujara (whowentwith
firm hands at the ball that dismissed
him), neither had any reason to blame
himself; rather they should both feel
privileged to have got out against them.
Like a goal curled in to the top corner
from outside the penalty area, the tim-
ing and placement were precisely right.
In such felicities, sport approaches art.
Butdoes theartistAndersonneedhis

uncultured alter ego? If you can bowl
like an angel, why sledge and sneer like
a devil?Or are the two selvesmore inti-

y
uld

the

A good side
on paper . . .

England cricketers
have been quick
on the draw to

raise funds for Cricket
United, a joint appeal
by Chance to Shine, the
Lord’s Taverners and
the PCA Benevolent
Fund. Their drawings
are being auctioned
on eBay — fans can
bid for them by visiting
http://bit.ly/
cricketportraits

Phil Tufnell by
Chris Woakes

Nasser Hussain
by Jos Buttler James Anderson by David “Bumble” Lloyd

Michael Vaughan
by Stuart Broad

Shane Warne by
Sam Robson

David “Bumble” Lloyd
by Joe Root
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It was not just because he was drawn in
lane eight yesterday that Martyn
Rooney had to fight off the instinct to
look over his shoulder. The challengers
are coming for Great Britain’s top 400
metres runner and leading the chase is
Matthew Hudson-Smith.
When Rooney decided against

anchoring England’s 4x400 metres
relay team at the Commonwealth
Games, Hudson-Smith took the role,
dragging the team to a gold medal.
At 19, it would be easy to name
Hudson-Smith among the best of
Britain’s bright young things.
Hudson-Smith certainly knows how

to take an opportunity. He earned his
passage to Zurich by seizing his chance
as a late replacement at the Glasgow
Grand Prix last month and duly ran a
personal best of 44.97sec, the fastest
time of anyone this year who is in the
field for the 400metres.
So it could be the teenager that

Rooney, 27, has to beat to get his long
sought after gold medal. It was the
reasonwhyheoptedagainst joining the
relay team, a decision that has now put
pressure on him. Yesterday, Rooney,
Hudson-Smith and Conrad Williams
all eased through to this evening’s
semi-finals.
“I’ve been third here before [at

Barcelona in 2010] when I should
have won it,” Rooney said. “If I’m going

to do better here, I’ve got to win it.
Pullingoutof the relayat theCommon-
wealth Games I have put this massive
target on my head, so I have to go out
and win.”
Thenewkid on the blockhas no such

pressures and does not feel out of place.
“I’m just basically learning, that’s all I’m
doinghere,”Hudson-Smithsaid. “It just
feels exactly the same as the juniors,
apart from a bigger platform. That’s
how I’m taking it anyway.
“I would say there is more pressure

on other people, because they don’t
really want to lose to the younger guy,
do they? In the call-up room everyone
was just lookingatme,because I’mnew.
I’m new, I’m here to perform and that’s
what I am going to do.”
Hudson-Smith does not feel

comfortable in the spotlight yet,
though, one of the reasons that British
Athletics has excused him from
attending most interviews and press
conferences. Rooney recalls meeting
him for the first time in Florida at the
start of this year, when Hudson-Smith
was too shy to say hello.
“Matt is a great kid— someone I can

spar with and if we can push each other
here to run quick times, that will be
great,” he said.
“I’m really impressed. I met him in

Florida this year. He was out there
training and he was really shy. Somto
Eruchie, his training partner, brought
him over, because he couldn’t come
over by himself. Since then he has just
been really cool, and we get on really
well.
“He is genuinely a really nice boy.

He’s very young, almost a bit naive to
the sport, but I think he will get there.
Forme, it’s amassive bonus tohavehim
here. I am excited about our duels.”

Rooney feels
pressure with
teenager hot
on his heels
Ron Lewis

After 17 years of trying, the doubts
stayed with Jo Pavey right up until the
final moments. Just ten days after
claiming a bronze medal in the
5,000metres at the Commonwealth
Games, Pavey’s run for gold in the
10,000 metres at the European Cham-
pionships last night was even more re-
markable.
Glasgowhadalreadybeenwrittenup

as a glorious highlight in an Indian
summer for the 40-year-old mother of
two, but after sitting in an ever-
reducing main pack for the entire race,
she hit the front at the bell and even as
she ran away from her nearest challen-
ger, Clémence Calvin, of France, in the
home straight, she feared the gold
medal would be snatched away.
“Towards the end I felt really tired, I

didn’t feel very confident,” Pavey said.
“Iwas tellingmyself, ‘This is how it feels
at the end of a 10k.’ You feel fresher at
the end of a 5k. I tried to do a controlled
last lap because I didn’t want to blowup
on the home straight.
“Then I didn’t know how close the

otherswere, so I thought, ‘Just give it all
you’ve got and you can’t regret any-
thing.’ I gave it everything at the end.”
Pavey ran the first few laps on the

shoulders of the leaders, but would
sometimes drift back in the bunch
behind them before pushing up on the
outside again. With four laps to go, the
lead group began to thin out and with
two laps remaining three struck out
alone — Pavey, following Calvin, and
Sara Moreira, of Portugal.
At the bell, Pavey struck for home

and, as Moreira faded, Calvin stuck to
her heels. Down the back straight, as
the Frenchwoman loomed, Pavey
pulled out more and when she kicked
with 100metres to go, Calvin had no
answer. Pavey won in 32min 22.39sec,
with Calvin 1.19sec behind and Laila
Traby, of France, taking bronze in
32:26.03. Beth Porter, the Shaftesbury
BarnetHarriers runner finished in 14th.
“I bet people are criticising me for

running wide so much,” she said. “But

every time I tried to tuck in I got spiked.
I got a bit worried about it. This feels a
really long way—maybe I should have
just done the 5k, but then I thought
maybe everyone else was thinking it’s a
long way too.
“It’s quite funny really to try for so

many years and now do it when I’m 40
— I should have learnt a few things a
while ago.”
James Dasaolu, Dwain Chambers

and Harry Aikines-Aryeetey all won
their heats to get through to the semi-
finals in the 100 metres. Chambers got

off to a slow start, but powered through
the field well enough to afford himself
the luxuryof easingup in thedying stri-
des towin in 10.18sec,whileDasaoludid
not extend himself in winning in 10.22,
0.03 slower than Aikines-Aryeetey.
Chambers, 36, first ran at the Euro-

peanChampionships in 1998,winninga
silver medal. He won gold four years
later, only to have to hand the medal
back when he failed a drugs test.
Getting on the podiumhere is a serious
ambition. “It would be nice to collect a
bit of crockery before I eventually fin-
ish,” Chambers said. “I’m not finishing
yet but my opportunities are getting
slimmer.”
Tiffany Porter was the fastest qualifi-

er for tonight’s 100metres hurdles final,
while the benefits of what everyone
calls a fast track were felt by Ashleigh
Nelson and Desiree Henry, who both
ran personal bests to reach the 100me-
tres semi-finals along with Asha Philip.
“It’s like running on air,” Nelson said.
Christine Ohuruogu ran a season’s

best of 51.40 to reach the semi-finals of
the 400metres, while Goldie Sayers
needed just one throw in the morning
to qualify for tomorrow’s javelin final.
Laura Weightman and Hannah

England made the final of the
1,500metres, but Laura Muir missed
out, as didAndrewOsagie andMichael
Rimmer in the 800metres.
Ashley Bryant, who won a silver

medal at the Commonwealth Games,
had a tough first day in the decathlon,
sitting in 19th after five events. “It
wasn’t spectacular, but it wasn’t a disas-
ter,” he said.

Rooney is chasing
an elusive gold
medal in Zurich

Today’s watching brief

Mo Farah
The double Olympic and
world champion faces a much
simpler task than he would
have had in Glasgow as he
bids to win the 10,000 metres
this evening and the 5,000
metres on Sunday. However,
this is only his second track
race of the year. 6.51pm

James Dasaolu
Britain’s fastest man of this
generation tackles the 100
metres semi-final and,
hopefully, final. Beating
Jimmy Vicaut, of France, to
gold is the target, while Dwain
Chambers will be seeking one
last hurrah. 6.25pm, 8.50pm

Tiffany Porter
After losing out to Sally
Pearson in Glasgow, Porter
will be hopeful of gold here.
Cindy Billaud, of France, and
Nadine Hildebrand, of
Germany, are threats. 8.34pm
Words by Ron Lewis

Fortysomething special: vintage
Pavey keeps on getting better
Veteran ends long wait for gold in 10,000 metres final

Ron Lewis
Athletics Correspondent, Zurich

Quick out of the blocks:Porter sets the pace in the 100 metres hurdles by recording the fastest time in qualifying

IAN WALTON/GETTY IMAGES
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Glazers are capitalists of the old school
Matthew Syed Sports Columnist and Feature Writer of the Year

I
t struck me yesterday that the
deal secured with adidas by
Manchester United is worth
almost as much as the amount
the Glazers paid for the entire

club. The deal, which gives adidas the
right to put their logo on the players’
shirts, is worth £750million over ten
years. The Glazers paid £790million
for United in 2005.
In fact, the Glazers paid rather less

than that. In a piece of financial
engineering that United fans are still
trying to get their heads around, they
put up about £110million in cash and
secured the rest of the money for the
purchase by borrowing, partly against
the club itself. The total cost of debt
and interest over the years is
estimated at about £400million.
Since 2012, the Glazers have sold 20

per cent of the club’s equity on the
New York Stock Exchange. The
result? An inflow of about
£240million. In other words, the
Glazers have made more from selling
a fifth of the club than they forked
out in cash for the entire thing in
2005. Given that they still own 80 per
cent of a club now valued at
£1.7billion, they are sitting on a paper
gain of way more than £1billion.
It is not just the financial

engineering that is striking, but also
the sheer audacity of the Glazers in
their marketing operation. They have
branded pretty much everything that
moves. There is Aon (principal
sponsor), Chevrolet (official
automotive partner), bwin (official
gaming partner), Casillerro Del
Diablo (official wine), Bulova (official
timekeeping partner), Toshiba
Medical Systems (official medical
partner), Nissin Foods Group (official
noodle partner).
There is also Yanmar (official

moving partner), the Hong Kong
Jockey Club (official partner), Nike
(official equipment supplier), DHL
(official logistics partner), Singha
(official beer), Aeroflot (official
airline), Epson (official office
equipment partner), Aperol Spritz
(official spirits), STC (official
telecommunications partner for Saudi
Arabia), Kansai Paint (official paint
partner) and TM (official
telecommunications partner for
Malaysia).
Some will say that the Glazers have

been lucky, but those close to them
say that they spotted the signs early.
Malcolm, the father, who passed away
earlier this year, had already bought
an NFL franchise, and, along with
Avram, his son, glimpsed the
opportunity afforded by a club as
globally revered as United. He started
purchasing shares in 2000, slowly
built up his stake, and then, when
Ferguson fell out with John Magnier
and JP McManus, then the biggest
shareholders, he pounced. Even in

those early weeks, the Glazers were
talking up the potential of the club.
They could see the rise in interest

in football in Asia, the scope for
growth in China, the way that sport is
carving an ever-bigger place in the
global industrial complex. They could
see how changing technology could
transform the market for premium
content too. Perhaps most

importantly of all, they spotted the
rise of the brands. Since 2005, this has
arguably been the most dramatic
change in capitalism.
It is only a slight exaggeration to

say that the entire global economy is
now structured around the mosaic of
names such as Prada, Coke and
Heineken. Nike, United’s clothing
partner, has increased its share price

from $20 (now about £12) to $80 in
the years since the Glazers bought
United. The overall value of the
company has risen to about
$66billion. Other brands have made
similarly prodigious leaps. As one
analyst put it, “they have always been
big, but brands are now the driving
force in the marketplace”.
This is of huge significance for

football for a simple reason: brands
compete, among other things, on
image. Associating with a huge sports
franchise, with its stable of instantly
recognisable superstars, is the
ultimate celebrity endorsement. It is
this synergy that persuaded adidas to
spend more than a billion dollars on
the United clothing deal, and also
explains why United shares have risen
by 11.3 per cent since January, despite
the fact that they will not be playing
Champions League football this
season. The markets are, for the time
being, unconcerned.
Rewind to 1989, for just a moment,

just to get a sense of how far we have
travelled. Come to United, to the
middle of the pitch, and a
businessman called Michael
Knighton juggling a ball on the Old
Trafford turf. At the time, he was
about to purchase the entire club
from Martin Edwards, the then
owner, for £20million. People thought
that it was an inflated price. They
questioned Knighton’s sanity. The
deal fell through. Today, United
receive more from their official
noodle partner.
Love or hate the Glazers, you

cannot but admire their ruthlessness.
They are capitalists of the old school.
They saw a chance, they swooped,
and they have made more money
than anybody could have dreamt.
United, to them, is a business: a way
of leveraging the economic forces
coursing through the world as a way
of securing profits. On that
benchmark, they have been
astonishingly successful.
The Glazer story is even more

remarkable when you consider what
is happening across town. At
Manchester City, the new owners
rolled up in 2009 without borrowing
a penny (why bother when you have a
sovereign wealth fund worth
$400billion?). In the past five years,
the club have lost £1billon, perhaps
more: all funded by the sheikhs. They
have powerful motives too: it’s just it
has nothing to do with profits. If it
wasn’t for Michel Platini and
Financial Fair Play, they would have
poured greater sums into the club.
So, there you have it: one city, two

clubs, and two ownership
philosophies so divergent that it is
difficult to believe that they apply to
the same sport. If anything reveals
the paradoxical and multifaceted role
that football plays in the political and
economic world today, that does.
Football will doubtless travel much

further before the end of this decade.
One analyst yesterday was talking
about United taking ownership of a
proportion of its merchandising
opportunities, rather than selling
them to established brands. A United
perfume, perhaps? To many fans, the
whole thing smells very fishy indeed.

QPR recruit ‘top class’ Hoddle as first-team coach

Glenn Hoddle has been appointed
first-team coach at Queens Park
Rangers until at least the end of the
season, and will work alongside Harry
Redknapp’s backroom staff (Gary
Jacob writes). Hoddle had been
looking to return to the English game
in the past year after concentrating
on his academy for young players in
Spain since leaving Wolverhampton
Wanderers eight years ago.
Redknapp, who played a 4-4-2

system last season in the Sky Bet
Championship, will stick with the
3-5-2 formation that he has used

during pre-season. Hoddle played the
same system during his managerial
spells with Swindon Town, Chelsea
and England.
“After winning promotion, the first

aim at QPR is to stay in the Premier
League and I’m looking forward to
helping play my part,” Hoddle said.
Redknapp said: “I decided if I was

going to bring somebody in, I was
going to go for somebody who was
top class, and that’s what Glenn is. He
has a brilliant knowledge of the game
and will be fantastic out on the
training ground with the players.”

Fans to voice ticket anger

Hundreds of fans are expected to
protest about ticket prices at the
headquarters of the Premier League
and Football League at lunchtime
tomorrow. The Football Supporters’
Federation believes that clubs should
use the £5.5billion television deals to
reduce ticket prices. “Nine out of ten
fans think football’s simply too
expensive,” Kevin Miles, the chief
executive, said. “Fans throughout the
leagues tell us prices are too high.
Football is swimming in money, while
squeezing supporters with high prices.
Something has to give.”

Sterling’s stellar displays draw comparison to Messi

Brendan Rodgers has compared
Raheem Sterling to Lionel Messi
after his eye-catching performances
in Liverpool’s pre-season matches
(Tony Barrett writes). The Liverpool
manager believes Sterling can fulfil
the rich potential that made him a
first-team regular last season and
earned him a place in England
World’s Cup squad, but has warned
the 19-year-old not to take his
progress for granted.
“Raheem is still learning but he is

an incredible player,” Rodgers said.
“He can go on and be what he wants.

People look at his size but he is so
strong and the pace he showed
against a team at the level of Borussia
Dortmund [on Sunday] was
frightening really.”
The comparison with Messi arose

from the goal Sterling scored in the
game against Manchester City at
Yankee Stadium 13 days ago that
ended in a 2-2 draw. Rodgers said:
“The finish; how many times have we
seen Messi produce a touch like that?
Taking it through bodies when it’s
tight in the box. He scored ten goals
last year and will only get better.”

The Glazer family have not been universally popular, but they have made more money than anybody could have dreamt

PAULELLIS/AFP /GETTY IMAGES
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Tottenham ready
to use Townsend
as bait in their
bid to land Rémy

Tottenham Hotspur are considering a
move for Loïc Rémy, the Queens Park
Rangers striker, with Andros
Townsend potentially moving in the
opposite direction. The north London
club are making ten players available
for transfer this month.
Rémy has indicated that he wants

to leave Loftus Road after Liverpool
met an £8million buyout clause in his
contract only for the transfer to
collapse after he had a medical.
Tottenham may have to pay a

higher fee based on a secondary
clause in Rémy’s deal for teams
outside the top four if QPR are
unwilling to reduce their valuation of
the player, who earns £80,000 a week.
The north London club had offered
Michael Dawson as part of the deal,
but QPR are not interested.
Tottenham want to sell six players

and have made available, among
others, Aaron Lennon, Nacer Chadli,
Sandro, Roberto Soldado and Vlad
Chiriches, the defender, who has
attracted fresh interest from Roma.
Mauricio Pochettino’s side are

expected to renew their interest in
Toby Alderweireld after Atletico
Madrid indicated that the Belgium
centre back was available on loan.
Tottenham’s attempts to sign Mateo
Musacchio have been complicated by
Villarreal’s desire not to sell the
Argentina defender and his third-
party ownership.

6QPR have reopened talks to sign
Leroy Fer, the Holland midfielder,
valued by Norwich City at the
£4.5million they paid Twente for him
a year ago. Jonathan de Guzmán’s
proposed move to west London has

stalled after Napoli expressed an
interest in Fer’s international team-
mate, who was on loan at Swansea
City for two seasons and is valued by
Villarreal at £7million. QPR held
talks yesterday to sell Adel Taarabt to
AC Milan, who still hope to sign Joel
Campbell, the Costa Rica striker, on
loan from Arsenal.

6Samuel Eto’o has turned down
Liverpool’s initial contract offer but
hopes to receive an improved deal.
Everton have also expressed an
interest in the former Chelsea striker.
Kolo Touré, the Liverpool centre
back, is on the verge of moving to
Trabzonspor in Turkey.

6Arsenal have made an approach to
sign Kostas Manolas, but the
Olympiacos and Greece centre back
may have doubts about a transfer,
knowing that he would be cover for
Laurent Koscielny and Per
Mertesacker. Santi Cazorla is
expected to stay at Arsenal after
Atletico Madrid failed to follow up
their interest with an offer for the
attacking player. Galatasaray have
ruled out a move for Lukas Podolski,
the Arsenal striker.

6Wilfried Zaha, the England winger,
hopes to return on loan to Crystal
Palace from Manchester United.

6West Ham United are close to
agreeing a deal for Morgan
Amalfitano, the Marseilles midfielder
who was on loan at West Bromwich
Albion last season.

6Swansea City are close to finalising
an £8million deal for Federico
Fernández, the Napoli defender.

6Celtic have signed Jason Denayer,
the Belgian defender, on loan from
Manchester City.

WINDOW WATCH
Gary Jacob

Wimbledon knocked out by nemeses

AFC Wimbledon failed last night to
achieve a Capital One Cup victory that
would have meant so much to their
supporters. Theywere beaten 3-1 in the
first round away to Milton Keynes
Dons, the team formed 10 years ago
whenWimbledonwere controversially
uprooted and relocated 50miles north.
Neal Ardley, the Wimbledon

manager, admits there is still ill-feeling
about themove. “It is always going tobe
there,” he said before last night’s tie.
His side were on their way out after

only 19minutes,whenKyleMcFadzean
turned in a corner from Danny Green
for his second goal in two games.

Daniel Powell and Benik Afobe, the
forward on loan from Arsenal, added
further goals in the second half before
MattTubbs scoredapenalty in the final
seconds forWimbledon, whohave now
lost both meetings between the clubs.
Wolverhampton Wanderers were

among the clubs to go out to lower-
league opponents as they lost 3-2 at
home to Northampton Town, who
were almost relegated from League
Two last season. Kenny Jackett’s side
drew level after trailing 2-0, but a
second from Lawson D’Ath restored
Northampton’s lead after 73 minutes.
Wigan Athletic, in the first round of

this competition for the first time in a
decade, took the lead at League Two
Burton Albion throughMarc-Antoine

Fortune only for Dominic Knowles to
equalise, before Stuart Beavon secured
a 2-1 win for the underdogs.
Blackpool exited to a goal fromScott

Vernon, their former forward, for
Shrewsbury Town, of League Two,
while Blackburn Rovers made ten
changes to their opening day line-up
for their home tie with Scunthorpe
United andwere left to rue the decision
as Neal Bishop’s first-half goal ended
their interest in the competition.
Millwall’s 1-0 victoryoverWycombe

Wandererswasmarred by the dismiss-
al ofMatthewBriggs,who scoredonhis
debut but was shown two yellow cards.
Ben Williamson, the Port Vale for-

ward, scoredahat-trick in 10minutes in
a 6-2 victory over Hartlepool United.

On target: Powell turns in Milton Keynes’s second goal despite the attentions of Bennett, the Wimbledon captain, last night

Capital One Cup
John Wardle

Football results

Uefa Super Cup
Real Madrid(1) 2 Seville (0) 0
Ronaldo 30, 49
(at Cardiff City Stadium)

Capital One Cup: First round
Barnsley (0) 0 Crewe (1) 2
4,391 Waters 32

Tootle 84
Birmingham(1) L Cambridge U(1) L
C Donaldson 16
Caddis 96, Duffy 105

R Donaldson 38
9,816

(Extra time being played)
Blackburn (0) 0 Scunthorpe(1) 1
5,352 Bishop 34
Bolton (0) L Bury (1) L
Davies 90+7 (pen)
Danns 93, 96

McNulty 97, Lowe 20
9,249

(Extra time being played)

Brighton (0) 2 Cheltenham(0) 0
Dunk 79
Mackail-Smith 90

6,595

Bristol City(1) 1 Oxford Utd (0) 2
Bryan 2
6,145

Morris 55
Hylton 87

Burton Alb (1) 2 Wigan (1) 1
Knowles 45+2
Beavon 52

Fortune 27
2,602

Charlton (1) 4 Colchester (0) 0
Buyens 24 (pen)
Wilson 54, 59
Church 89

5,752

Sent off: M Okuonghae (Colchester) 24
Chesterfield(2) L Huddersfield(0) L
Humphreys 32
Banks 45+1
Doyle 71
4,569

Wells 58, 84 (pen)
94, Stead 90+2
Lolley 98

(Extra time being played)

Crawley T (0) L Ipswich (0) L
McLeod 111 3,043
(Extra time being played)
Dag & Red (2) L Brentford (3) L
Porter 17
Chambers 45+2
Boucaud 55
Hemmings 90, 113
Cureton 100

Dallas 5, 9
Proschwitz 32
Gray 83, Moore 97
1,576

(Extra time being played)
Exeter (0) 0 Bournemouth(0) 2
2,648 Bennett (og) 55

Gosling 74
Leeds (2) 2 Accrington (0) 1
Doukara 19, 38
13,407

Gray 84

Sent off: G Berardi (Leeds) 89
Luton (0) 1 Swindon (0) 2
Rooney 53 (pen)
4,410

Smith 76 (pen), 81

Sent off: L Rooney (Luton) 90+4
MK Dons (1) 3 AFC Wimbledon(0) 1
McFadzean 19
Powell 49, Afobe 76

Tubbs 90+4 (pen)
7,174

Millwall (1) 1 Wycombe (0) 0
Briggs 27 3,403
Sent off: M Briggs (Millwall) 59
Morecambe(0) 0 Bradford C (0) 1
2,395 Mclean 83
Oldham (0) 0 Middlesbro (1) 3
4,311 Williams 30

Leadbitter 48
García 60

Plymouth (1) L L Orient (2) L
Reid 45+2, 64
McHugh 108
3,343

Cox 13, Baudry 38
Vincelot 103

(Extra time being played)

Port Vale (3) 6 Hartlepool (1) 2
Williamson 8, 14
18, Brown 62
Pope 74, 85

Franks 10
Austin 59 (pen)
2,824

Portsmouth(1) 1 Peterboro (0) 0
Storey 12 7,726

Reading (1) 3 Newport Co(0) 1
Pogrebnyak 20
Blackman 87
Tanner 90+4

Jeffers 90+3
6,459

Rochdale (0) 0 Preston (1) 2
2,348 Little 43

Kilkenny 48
Rotherham (0) L Fleetwood (0) L
Derbyshire 109 (pen) 4,487
(Extra time being played)

Sheff Wed (2) 3 Notts Co (0) 0
Maghoma 2
Madine 10, Nuhiu 65

12,851

Shrewsbury(1) 1 Blackpool (0) 0
Vernon 34 4,524
Southend (0) 1 Walsall (1) 2
Leonard 68
3,146

Benning 25
Morris 87

Stevenage (0) 0 Watford (0) 1
3,989 Dyer 52
Tranmere (0) 0 Nottm For (1) 1
4,374 Antonio 12
Sent off: M Mancienne (Nottm For) 53
Wolves (0) 2 Northampton(0) 3
Dicko 66
Ricketts 67
6,171

D’Ath 58, 74
Toney 63

Yeovil (0) 1 Gillingham (1) 2
Gillett 56
2,283

Dickenson 23
Morris 59

Sent off: SOfori-Twumasi (Yeovil) 62

York City (0) 0 Doncaster (0) 1
3,357 Forrester 90+1

Vanarama Conference
AFC Telford U(1) 2 Macclesfield(3) 3
Owens 32, Akrigg 81
1,655

Moke 4
Fairhurst 38, 43

Altrincham (0) 1 Lincoln City(1) 2
Reeves 90
996

Burrow 12
Robinson 81

Barnet (2) 2 Bristol Rov (0) 0
Akinde 22
MacDonald 43

2,027

Braintree T (2) 3 Dover Ath (0) 0
Massey 14, 85
Mulley 25

786

FC Halifax (1) 3 Southport (1) 1
Bolton 15
Roberts 59
Jackson 90

Hattersley 43
1,463

Forest Green(1) 2 Chester (0) 1
Kamdjo 11
Parkin 55

Winn 79
1,083

Grimsby (0) 0 Nuneaton (0) 0
3,710
Kidderminster(1) 3 Alfreton T (0) 0
Dunkley 24, 61
Johnson 84

1,686

Torquay U (2) 3 Welling Utd(0) 0
Bowman 15
Cameron 43 (pen)
Ajala 67

1,895

Woking (0) 1 Dartford (0) 1
Sole 90+3 McAuley 48
Wrexham (0) 0 Gateshead (1) 3
4,068 Chandler 26

Maddison 64
Shaw 67

DANIEL HANBURY/PA
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Sport
Vieira is outraged by
Tavecchio appointment
Patrick Vieira has condemned the
election of Carlo Tavecchio, the
new president of the Italian FA,
after he reportedly made
comments about black players
eating bananas. Vieira, the head of
the elite development squad at
Manchester City, said it showed
football in Italy was turning away
from problems in the game and
that Tavecchio would be banished
from the game in England.
Tavecchio caused widespread

outrage when he was quoted in La
Repubblica, the Italian newspaper,
as saying: “England identifies the
players coming in and, if they are
professional, they are allowed to
play. Here, on the other hand, let’s
say there’s [a player called] ‘Opti
Poba’, who has come here, who
previously was eating bananas and
now is a first-team player for
Lazio. In England, he has to
demonstrate his CV and his
pedigree.” The 71-year-old
subsequently apologised but Fifa
has asked the Italian Football
Federation to conduct an
investigation and report its
findings. Vieira, below, said: “For
me, that shows how far away the
Italian football authorities are
from dealing with discrimination. I
played in Italy for years, so I know
the issues, I saw the issues. If he
was an Englishman making this
kind of comment, politically, he
would be completely out.”

Selby’s title deeds are
recognised by Leicester
Mark Selby will get the chance to
parade his World Snooker
Championship trophy at Leicester
City’s King Power Stadium on
their Barclays Premier League
return against Everton on
Saturday. Selby, 31, “the Jester
from Leicester”, is a devoted fan
and pleaded to be allowed to show
off the trophy he won after beating
Ronnie O’Sullivan at the Crucible
in May. “We were all very pleased
to see him win a first world title,” a
club official said. “The city had a
lot to be proud of in the spring.”

Morrison joins walking
wounded at West Brom
Alan Irvine, the West Bromwich
Albion head coach, has suffered
another injury setback with the
news that James Morrison may
not be available until September.
The Scotland midfielder, below,
has only returned to light training
after a knee problem, but Irvine
will be taking no risks. Morrison is
the third player who has been
ruled out of Saturday’s Barclays
Premier League opener at home to
Sunderland, after Joleon Lescott
and Gareth McAuley. “He’s an
important player,” Irvine said.

Herrera fulfils Ferguson’s vision

I
t was Park Ji Sung who first gave it
away. Sir Alex Ferguson had no
doubts that it had been Ander
Herrera who orchestrated
Manchester United’s defeat by

Athletic Bilbao in the first leg of their
Europa League tie a little more than
two years ago. The Scot had no
intention of allowing him to do it again.
And so, for 82 minutes at San Mamés,
the South Korean tracked his mark
relentlessly. He barely left his side.
Herrera, who believed his

performance atOldTrafford in the first
leg was the best he had ever produced,
saw it as an honour. “It meant that they
had noticed me,” he said.
That might have been the first he

knew of it, but United had spotted the
cool-headed midfield player long
before then. As Ed Woodward, the
executive vice-chairman, revealed in
the aftermath of their abortive attempt
to bring him to Old Trafford last
summer, they had been watching
Herrera since 2010, when he was still a
novice in Spain’s top flight.
Even then, though, his promise was

clear. José Aurelio Gay, who coached
him for Real Zaragoza’s B team and
their senior side, had never been in any
doubt that he would “fit perfectly into
the way Barcelona play; he can be a
natural successor to Xavi”. That should
not have been a surprise. Herrera, after
all, is from prime footballing stock.
His great uncle, Graciano San

Cristobal, had been a fine player, first
for Acero de Olabeaga and then for
Bilbao in the 1920s, until a knee injury
cut his career short. His father, Pedro
Herrera,hadcomethroughtheranksat
Bilbao and forged a quietly impressive
career at Zaragoza; he was so well
thought of that he would go on to
become the club’s sporting director
after his retirement.
Such illustrious forebears did not,

according to Gay, always work in the
young Herrera’s favour. Pedro was in
charge at Zaragoza while Ander was in
the club’s youth ranks. The allegations
of nepotism swirled.
“It is not a normal situation in

football,” he said. “People have unjustly
accused his father of many things,
[saying] that he closed the path to
others to clear it for him.”

Herrera, Gay believed, “took it all
very well, concentrating on his game”.
Perhaps, though, it should not be a

surprise that he was careful to keep his
optionsopen, studying journalism.Had
Herrera not made it as a professional,
he harboured a desire to make

documentaries. He is an avid reader of
National Geographic and confesses to
being fascinated by sharks; he has
expressed a wish to visit Tanzania and
Kenya, hardly the first-choice
destinations for many of his peers.
“I like to talk about whatever

subject,” he told Bilbao’s official
magazine. “I read, I am interested, I ask
questions. A footballer does not have to
close himself to everything except
football. Success is ephemeral, and
things change.”
Herrera enrolled at a private

university to study. It was only when it
became clear he had to commit to his
footballing career that he left his
course. He was drafted into Zaragoza’s
first team as they won promotion to La
Liga in 2009; he shone as they
recovered from a dreadful start to the
season to survive the following season.
He could have left for Bilbao that

summer, but insisted his “heart was in
Zaragoza”. When they returned a year
later — and with United now tracking
his progress—he couldnot sayno. The

institutional chaos at Zaragoza was a
factor in his decision, and so was the
lure of the city of his birth and the club
his family supported. Most of all,
Herrera wanted to fulfil his father’s
dream. “He started at Athletic but had
to leave for Zaragoza to triumph,” he
said. “I startedatZaragozaandnow, like
him, I want to triumph at Athletic.”
In that first season, as a Bilbao side

constructed byMarcelo Bielsa not only
swept past United but also reached the
finals of the Europa League and the
Copa del Rey, it looked like he might.
They could not, though, crack Spain’s
pernicious duopoly, the domination of
Barcelona and Real Madrid.
Slowly, surely, that team fell apart:

Fernando Llorente left, so did Javi
Martínez. Herrera could not bring
himself to leave last summer, his loyalty
to the club and to his father’s hopes too
strong. This time, though, he knew he
had to go. It is a long time since United
noticed him. It is about time everybody
else did too.
Tomorrow: Bojan Krkic

Silva eyes European dominance after signing new deal

David Silva has committed the prime
years of his career to Manchester City,
signing a new long-term contract with
the Barclays Premier League
champions and identifyingmeaningful
success in the Champions League as
the club’s overwhelming priority.
The 28-year-old Spain midfielder,

has become the third City stalwart to
agree a new deal recently, after Alek-
sandar Kolarov and Samir Nasri, and is
intent on establishing the club as signif-
icant players in Europe.
“It’s a title I really want to win,” Silva,

who signed a five-year contract, said. “I
think we are on a good path and hope-
fully we can win it some day. We also
want to win other titles. We want to
fight for every trophy.”
Europe remains the key area for

improvement at City, who reached the
round of 16 last season before being
knockedout byBarcelona.Their ascent
has been breakneck; it was only in 2011
that theymade their first appearance in
the competition, but the club’s hier-
archy view winning the Champions
League as the most important step in
establishing City as a worldwide brand.
SinceSilva’s arrival fromValencia ina

£24million transfer in 2010, trophies
have followed at regular intervals, with
City winning two league titles, the FA
Cup and, in March, the Capital One
Cup, when they beat Sunderland 3-1.
“I think we are doing things well,”

Silva said. “WewonthePremierLeague
and the Capital One Cup last season
and we have to continue like this. We
are signing good players and I’m sure
we will fight for titles.”
Since City claimed their latest piece

of silverware, Manuel Pellegrini has

overseen another refresh of his first-
team squad that has brought Fernando,
Willy Caballero, Eliaquim Man-
gala, Frank Lampard, Bacary
Sagna and Bruno Zuculini to
the Etihad Stadium.
“They are all great players,”

Silva said. “That’s also good
for competition. Every
time there is competi-
tion the level is
higher. Lampard
has a lot of experi-
ence.He isagreat
player and I’m
sure he will give
a lot to the
team.”

For his part, Silva has put down roots
in Manchester. “It was a straightfor-
ward decision to extend my stay here
and spendmy peak years atManches-
ter City, a club with unbelievable fans
who have always supported me,” he

said.
“From the moment I joined the club

four years ago it has felt like a second
home tome. On and off the pitch, I
feel incredibly content and ful-
filled professionally and person-
ally, so why wouldn’t I want to
stay and keep winning trophies
with this fantastic team?”

Vincent Kompany, the
captain, and Sergio

Agüero have also
been in talks about
new contracts and

the club expect that both players
will be tied down in the near
future.

who

new

George Caulkin
Northern Sports Correspondent

Factfile

Age 24
Position Central midfield
Cost £29 million
Former clubs 2008-2011: Real
Zaragoza (86 appearances, 6 goals);
2011-2014: Athletic Bilbao (128
appearances, 11 goals)
International caps 0
Honours 2011 European Under-21
Championship
Plays a bit like Has been heralded
as a potential successor to Xavi for
Barcelona and Spain, but he cites
Andrés Iniesta as his hero
Words by Rory Smith

In the second part of a
series on the Premier
League’s newcomers,
Rory Smith profiles
United’s new Spaniard

Target secured: Herrera, in action against Valencia last night, above, was monitored by Manchester United from 2010

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN/GETTY IMAGES

Silva has
agreed a
five-year
contract
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Costa wastes no time proving credentials with swift double

Chelsea finished their pre-season
preparations with a convincing win,
demonstrating the devastating
finishing of Diego Costa and the
strength in depth of José Mourinho’s
title hopefuls.
Last season, Mourinho constantly

played downhis team’s chances of chal-
lenging for the Barclays Premier
League crown, citing their youth and
lack of experience. But at Stamford
Bridge last night, they looked a mature
and organised side with vibrant crea-

tive influencesanddominantdefenders
who will run anyone in England close
this time around.
It took just 57 seconds for Costa to

show the fans at Stamford Bridge
exactly what he his capable of and
assure them he is ruthless enough in
front of goal to start ahead of club
legend Didier Drogba and the £50mil-
lion man, Fernando Torres.
Ramires, the Brazilmidfielder, shook

off any World Cup melancholy he
might have after a poor tournament to
slip a pass perfectly in to Costa’s path,
and the Spain striker used the slippery
surface, provided by a vicious
downpour, to sneak the ball past Enaut
Zubikarai, the Sociedad goalkeeper.
It should have been 2-0 moments

later when Ramires was teed up by
Branislav Ivanovic after the right back
had surged down the flank and pulled

the ball back into his path, only for the
Brazilian to scuff his shot wide.
After seven minutes, however, the

second goal did come.A curling shot by
André Schürrle looked destined for the
inside of the far post, but when it rico-
cheted back off the upright, it landed at
the feet of Costa, who instinctively
poked home his shot.
Chelsea dominated the rest of the

first half with verve and steel that will
put fear into most of their Premier
League rivals. Not only did they look as
though they could score at will, they
looked like they would not concede if
they played all night.
Mourinho introduced a fresh quartet

after the break, but it did not unsettle
his side. Costa was withdrawn to rap-
turous applause and fans continued to
sing his name long after Torres had
replaced him. Torres did not show

much to hint hewill be a serious rival to
Costa for a place in the starting line-up.
Chelsea believed they had won a

penalty when Cesc Fàbregas fired a
shot that appeared to strike the hand of
Mikel González, but Craig Pawson, the
referee, either missed the incident or
deemed it accidental.
Thibaut Courtois was given the

opportunity to showhe is as goodas the
reports coming back fromhis loan spell
at Atletico Madrid for the past two
seasons with a few simple saves that he
handled well as his side remained in
control of the match.
The west London club looked like

they could have scored more, but after
making nine changes throughout the
match, they will be happy with their lot
andmore than prepared for their open-
ing fixture away to Burnley onMonday
night, with great expectations.

Star newcomer

Diego Costa He lasted just nine
minutes of last season’s Champions
League final and was part of Spain’s
shortlived World Cup defence, but
the respite looks to have ensured
that Chelsea have at their disposal
a fit, rested and talented striker.

Chelsea (4-2-3-1): T Courtois — B Ivanovic (sub:
K Zouma, 82), G Cahill (sub: C Azpilicueta, 46),
J Terry (sub: A Christensen, 86), N Ake (sub:
F Luis, 46) — F Fàbregas (sub: JO Mikel, 71),
N Matic (sub: M van Ginkel, 82) — Ramires (sub:
Willian, 76), E Hazard, A Schürrle (sub: Oscar, 46)
— D Costa (sub: F Torres, 61).
Real Sociedad (4-2-3-1): E Zubikarai — I Martínez,
J Ansotegi (sub: M González, 12), A Bella (sub:
Y Berchiche, 71), J Zaldúa (sub: C Martinez, 59) —
M Bergara (sub: G Elustondo, 59), R Pardo —
E Granero (sub: D Estrada, 65), X Prieto, S Canales
(sub: A Oyarzun, 71), — I Agirretxe (sub: C Castro,
65).
Referee: C Pawson.

Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
Wally Downes Jr

1

Chelsea
Costa 1, 7

Real Sociedad

2
0

Nomore than seven touches, not far off
seven seconds. Cristiano Ronaldo to
James Rodríguez, Rodríguez to Gareth
Bale, and then Bale gave it back, for the
coup de grâce, to Ronaldo. A move
assembled at blistering speed, carried
out with surgical precision, a goal of
stunning simplicity.
Football is a simple game, goes the

saying, when played well. It is just that
it costs an awful lot ofmoney tomake it
this simple, to play it this well. Those
seven touches, those seven seconds,
that goal, came at a price of £229 mil-
lion. As RealMadrid celebrated adding
the Uefa Super Cup to the Champions

League trophy they won in May, they
will regard it as money very well spent.
In Cardiff, too, nobody was com-

plaining. It cost the Football Associa-
tion of Wales considerable time and
money to bring European football’s
showpiece curtain-raiser to the Cardiff
City Stadium. They gave it as much
pomp and ceremony as they could
muster, a phalanx of dancing children
greeting the teams on the pitch as Real
walked out clutching the Champions
League trophy and Sevilla held aloft its
Europa League cousin.
Some8,000had travelled fromSpain

to be here, but the vast majority in
attendance were locals, many of them
clad in Real shirts bearing Bale’s name,
taking the chance to watch a rather
higher standard of football than usual
fare on offer, to see Rodríguez, the
World Cup’s breakout star, Bale, the
local boymade good, andRonaldo, one
of the all-time greats, work theirmagic.
That goal was just what they wanted.
Ronaldo’s second, the one that set-

tledmatters, couldbe readas thePortu-
guese reminding everyone that the
newest jewel is not the one that shines
the brightest. Florentino Pérez can add
all of the trinkets he likes. This remains
very much Ronaldo’s show.
There are some wonderful statistics

about how much this Real side have
cost to put together. The £229million
lavished by Pérez on Rodríguez, Bale
and Ronaldo is more than Ajax have
spent in their 114-yearhistory. It ismore
than all of Scottish football has ever
spent put together, and that is before
counting the likes of LukaModric, Toni
Kroos, Pepe and Sergio Ramos.
As a rough estimate, Ancelotti had

about £420million worth of talent on
show in Cardiff. This is football as en-
visaged by Croesus.
Seville, like the rest of the have-nots

in Spanish football’s two-tier economy,
operate not so much on a different fi-
nancial planet but in a different finan-

cial universe.They live inaworldwhere
players are not bought but sold, where
every year brings not the luxury of
strengthening but the necessity of
change.
They wanted to keep hold of Alberto

Moreno, their Spain left back; Unai
Emery, Seville’s coach, would have
liked to have had him available last
night. No such luck: Ian Ayre, Liver-
pool’s managing director, took advan-
tage of the Spanish team’s presence on
these shores to travel to theWelsh capi-
tal to resume transfer negotiations.
By the time he took his seat in the

Cardiff City Stadium, he had agreed a

£12million fee.Morenowaspulled from
Seville’s side. He will sign a five-year
contract, subject to a medical, and
could yet feature in Liverpool’s first
game of the Barclays Premier League
season, against Southampton on Sun-
day. Seville will just have to start again.
If this is any proof, though, they will

not lack for courage. They might have
been severely outgunned by Real, they
might have been overwhelming outsid-
ers, but for half an hour they kept the
European champions at bay, their tow-
ering captain, Federico Fazio, particu-
larly redoubtable.
Ancelotti’s side produced just two

chances of note in those opening ex-
changes. First, Balemet a cross byRod-
ríguez, only to see his shot blocked by
what looked suspiciously likeFernando
Navarro’s arm. Then Karim Benzema
touched the ball into Ronaldo’s path,
the Portuguese shimmied away from
his marker to find himself eye-to-eye
with Beto. The goalkeeper, his inter-
national team-mate, readhis intentions
and blocked the shot. Seville’s boister-
ous fans bowed in appreciation.
Therewas a limit, though, to their re-

sistance. So many and varied are Real’s
threats that it is nigh-on impossible to
imagine them being stymied for much

Seville have
no answer to
the power of
Real wealth

Star newcomer

James Rodríguez Gareth Bale
might well have been the star
attraction in Cardiff, but the
Colombian was a close second.
It was not just Real Madrid’s
affections he won at the World Cup
finals in Brazil, after all. The question
will be how he adapts to his new
role: he offered glimpses of his class
playing in a deeper midfield role
than he might like, but could not
dictate the play as he does for his
national side.

Real Madrid (4-2-1-3): I Casillas — D Carvajal,
S Ramos, Pepe, F Coentrão (sub: Marcelo, 84min)
— T Kroos, L Modric (sub: A Illarramendi, 86) —
J Rodríguez (sub: Isco, 72) — G Bale, K Benzema,
C Ronaldo. Booked: Carvajal.
Seville (4-2-3-1): Beto — Coke (sub: D Figueiras,
85), F Fazio, N Pareja, F Navarro — G Krychowiak,
D Carrico – A Vidal Parreu (sub: I Aspas, 65),
D Suárez (sub: J A Reyes, 78), Vitolo — C Bacca.
Booked: Vitolo, F Navarro.
Referee: M Clattenburg (England).

Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
Rory Smith

1

Real Madrid
Ronaldo 30, 49

Seville

2
0

Richer for it:The two most expensive footballers in history combine for Madrid ’s opening goal as Ronaldo, centre, pokes in
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Fellaini’s late strike deflects
attention from Shaw’s absence

Twelve months after Manchester
United staged their first managerial
coronation in 27 years, they held their
second in 52 weeks. As the failed David
Moyes reign gave way to Louis van
Gaal’s revolution, it was marked in low-
key fashion with the Dutchman giving
the odd wave to applauding fans and a
high five to Fred the Red, the club
mascot, on the walk from the tunnel

There was no grand welcome, no ser-
enade from the stands. There was too
much intrigue for fanfare, not to men-
tion too much uncertainty after what
went before, and the inescapable feel-
ing of a crowd that wanted to wish Van
Gaal well but which was also keen to see
what he could do with a group of
players that his predecessor could not.

That, until much needed reinforce-
ments arrive, is Van Gaal’s task. The
only new arrival in his starting line-up
last night was Ander Herrera, with
Luke Shaw, the £28million signing
from Southampton, mysteriously omit-
ted despite having given an interview to
club media just 24 hours before United
met Valencia in which he looked for-
ward to his “dream” home debut. No
reason was offered by Van Gaal.

Injury is one possibility, especially
with Van Gaal having spoken of the
need to look into the reasons why
several United players, including Anto-
nio Valencia, Johnny Evans, Nani and
Rafael DaSilva, had been unavailable

for their latest pre-season friendly. But
whatever the reason, the theme of a dif-
ficult opening to Shaw’s United career
continues. In his absence, Reece James
was handed the left wing back role, but
of greater concern to Shaw will be the
imminent arrival of Marcos Rojo, a
defender who can play as a centre back
and left back, with the Argentina player
pushing his proposed £16million move
from Sporting Lisbon a step closer yes-
terday by handing in a transfer request.

On the evidence of this warm-up
game, United are in urgent need of such
strengthening. Espousing a philosophy
means Van Gaal will attract scrutiny
but until he has the players to imple-

ment the 3-5-2 system that has become
his motif, the attention would be better
directed at a recruitment strategy that
has faltered badly in recent seasons.

The test for Van Gaal, and for Ed
Woodward, the club’s executive vice
chairman, is to ensure that the squad is
strengthened significantly between
now and the end of the transfer
window. Should that not happen, then
the tactical adjustments that Van Gaal
will continue to make are unlikely to
have the transformative effect needed.

At least, unlike Moyes, Van Gaal got
a victory on his first appearance in front
of the Old Trafford faithful, the much-
maligned Marouane Fellaini clinching
a last-minute winner from Tyler Black-
ett’s longball afterRodrigoMorenohad
cancelled out an opening goal from
Darren Fletcher. A low key first half
afforded only one real highlight when
Wayne Rooney struck the post from a
penalty after he had gone down under
a challenge from Antonio Barragan.

The honour of becoming Van Gaal’s
first goalscorer at Old Trafford fell to
Fletcher, who beat Diego Alves, the
Valencia goalkeeper, with a deflected
shot after 49 minutes. Alongside the
rejuvenated Ashley Young, who again
impressed as a wing back, Fletcher is
theUnitedplayerwhohas seemedmost
at ease in Van Gaal’s 3-5-2 formation.

For those who shine, though, there
are many who are yet to come to terms
with what is being asked of them and
even a manager as cocksure as Van
Gaal will know that he alone does not
have the answers to all of United’s prob-
lems. The revolution is only just begin-
ning and the arch revolutionary is
going to need more support than a well
meaning handshake from Fred the Red.

Cardiff City
Campbell, 21

West Ham United
C Cole 42, Noble 90+3

02
Tony Barrett

1

Manchester Utd
Fletcher 49, Fellaini 90

Valencia
Moreno 71

2
1

Star newcomer

Ander Herrera With a single piece
of control, a wonderful use of the
instep to trap a dropping ball, he
displayed the kind of technique that
had prompted United to pursue him.
In a match otherwise devoid of such
high quality, Herrera’s skill drew
warm applause from a crowd who
have been crying out for such
quality. He was by no means a
dominant but this was a promising
display from the Spaniard.
Fulfilling a vision, page 65
Manchester United (3-5-2): D De Gea — P Jones,
C Smalling (sub:MKeane, 62min), T Blackett —
A Young (sub: SKagawa, 62), D Fletcher
(sub:TCleverley, 62), A Herrera (sub: MFellaini,
76), J Mata (sub: J Lingard, 62), R James —
W Rooney, J Hernández (sub: A Januzaj, 76).
Valencia (4-4-1-1): D Alves — A Barragan, R Vezo,
N Otamendi, J Gaya — S Feghouli (sub: PPiatti,
67), J Fuego, D Parejo, A Gómez (sub: A Guardado,
73) — P Alcacer (sub:R De Paul, 67) — R Moreno
(sub: V Araujo, 89).
Referee: J Moss.

longer than Seville managed here; the
move for the goal that cracked them
was Real at their devastating best.

First, Ronaldo picked the ball up just
inside his own half, on the right flank.
He lookedup,andplayeda30-yardpass
to Rodríguez, on the edge of the centre
circle. Another touch, and a pass out to
Bale on the left. The Welshman opened
his body up, set himself, and whipped a
devilish, swirling cross between the dis-
orientated Fazio and his goalkeeper.
Ronaldo, haring forward, appeared in
the box, stabbing the ball home. Seville
had not made a mistake, they had not
allowed their focus to slip. They were,
though, powerless to stop it.

That was effectively it for Emery’s
side; they did not look much like they
would be able to get back into it. It is to
Real’s credit that they seem so deter-
mined to retain, in the form of their oc-
casionally shaky defence, something
resembling an Achilles’ heel, and they
did at least have the decency to present

their opponents with chances.
Iker Casillas saved Daniel Carvajal’s

blushes after a careless pass allowed Vi-
tolo in; Daniel Carriço should have
scored when Rodríguez’s poor clear-
ance sowed panic in his own box but the
Real captain — about to enter his
second season as Ancelotti’s second-
choice goalkeeper — denied him.

Real must have known they needed a
cushion; within three minutes of the re-
start, Ronaldo had secured it, whip-
cracking a shot across Beto after Benze-
ma’s clever reversepasshadboughthim
a second of time and a yard of space.

Seville, to their credit, did not allow
the floodgates to open. Beto denied
Rodríguez a goal on his first competi-
tive appearance, diving to his right to
palm a fierce shot away; Benzema and
Modric both fired wide from the edge of
the box. They knew, though, that the
game had gone. Real were too rich, too
powerful, too much. Money talks, just
as it always does.

Bale’s cross, to break the spirited defence of Seville, the Europa League winners

GEOFF CADDICK/EPA

Empty seats for England’s homecoming

WayneRooney isexpected tobenamed
England’s full-time captain, although
his opening night could be witnessed by
one of smallest crowds ever to watch
the national team at Wembley.

The stadium may be less than half-
full when England face Norway on Sep-
tember 3, with Roy Hodgson admitting
that he must rebuild faith in his regime
after the dismal results at the World
Cup in Brazil.

Hodgson has dropped his strongest
hint that Rooney will lead the team
after the retirement of Steven Gerrard.
Frank Lampard has been vice-captain
and Hodgson wants him to stay
involved but, at 36 and with a move to
New York City agreed, the midfielder is
not part of England’s long-term future.

“It’s not easy when you’re playing in
America to go back and forward for the
odd England game,” Hodgson said. “It’s
not to say it’s not a possibility, but realis-
tically we know that Frank — we’ve

had this discussion — will be 38 in 2016.
“We can’t consistently look back-

wards on these very, very great
players who have played over
100 times for England and ex-
pect it to last for ever.”

Rooney will become the most
capped starter in an England team
that may become even more
youthful during qualification
for the European Champion-
ship in 2016, with Gerrard re-
tired and Glen Johnson, Phil
Jagielka and Leighton Baines
facing threats to their places
from younger rivals.

Other captaincy can-
didates include Joe
Hart, but he has a fight
to keep his place at Man-
chester City, while Gary Cahill does
not have Rooney’s seniority.

Hodgson has yet to tell the
players who the new captain will

be, but, in an interview with Sky Sports
News, he said: “When you’re captain,
the pressures that are on you anyway
are exacerbated and you’ve got to be a
tough enough character to deal with

that.”
The friendly against Nor-

way, five days before the Eu-
ro 2016 qualifi-

cation cam-
paign kicks
off in Switz-

erland, is an
obligation on

the FA as part of a re-
ciprocal agreement.
Only about 10,000
tickets have been sold

and while the FA is opti-
mistic of attracting more

than 40,000, the crowd will
likely be the lowest to watch

England at the new Wembley and
the smallest at the venue for an En-

gland match since just 38,535 saw
Glenn Hoddle’s team beat the Czech
Republic in November 1998.

Matt Dickinson
Chief Sports Correspondent
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GlennRooney will take over from
Gerrard as England captain



Pavey comes
of age with
historic gold
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B E M U S E A P P R A I S E
A A U M O O N C
R A C K E T E E R M U N C H
N H N K A E O
A B O M I N A T I O N R U E
C N C E T M Y
L A D E T T E S P I G O T
E E E C S W

G A E L I C P O I N T E R
P F L O O S A
H U E I S A A C N E W T O N
O N G L K R G
B R I B E T R E A D M I L L
I N N I T U B E
C O G I T A T E M E T E O R

1 Start of tea party: greedy person
goes round for food (3,3)

5 ‘Film OK in retrospect’: extremely
short review (4,4)

9 A large creature entering agri-
cultural land creates unnecessary
panic (5,5)

10 Diver left without costume? (4)
11 Spymaster biography allowed to be

turned into a TVmovie (8)
12 Oddly astute general and state-

sman (6)
13 Wide awake, receptive to sugg-

estion (4)
15 Perhaps one ruddy member of the

clergy (8)
18 City opera house initially acco-

mmodating small number (8)
19 First to come on with band (4)
21 Accommodation I found in county

town (not private) (6)
23Machine assembled length, bit by

bit (8)
25 Saw shortened garment (4)
26Avoided handling fish close to port

(6,4)
27 Lens, say, through which you once

spotted young female (8)
28 Robbery at back of depot, I believe

(6)

2 Soldiers worried to speak out (5)
3 Criminal held up travellers, getting
into extremely dire trouble (9)

4 Footballer in a position to take shot
as header (6)

5 Suffering one undergoes initially,
needing different plastic-coated
drugs (15)

6 Group of activists recruits old
politician as ally (8)

7 Little bird screeched endlessly on
top of tree (5)

8 Old lag about to go before English
judge, free of all charges (9)

14 Animal deprived of water, going
round city most of day (9)

16 Government department’s cutting
wages— bother! (9)

17 Sail out past edge of shore, getting
in trouble (3,2,3)

20 Stress account has very little
money (6)

22 Here’s a drink, chuck (5)
24 States bank customer has capital

going right down (5)
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Young Spaniard is
fulfilling potential
shown at Bilbao
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Herrera vision
will help United
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Ancelotti sees his
wealth of stars win
Uefa Super Cup
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Ronaldo brace
helps Real win

In for the long run: Pavey, 40, wins the first gold medal of her career in the 10,000 metres at the European Championships

ARND WIEGMANN/REUTERS

Ron Lewis
Athletics Correspondent, Zurich

Jo Pavey became the oldest woman to
win a gold medal at the European
Athletics Championships last night —
and then put her success down to being
a busy mum.
The 40-year-old mother of two won

the 10,000metres just ten days after
claiming a remarkable bronzemedal in
the Commonwealth Games in
Glasgow.
She was watched by her four-year-

old son, Jacob, while 11-month-old
Emily was also at the Letzigrund Sta-
dium, giving Pavey, who is coached by
her husband, Gavin, the chance of the
perfect family photo after she crossed
the finishing line.
“It definitely inspiresme to keep run-

ning,” Pavey said. “I wasn’t thinking of
retiring, but I am definitely now going
to carry on. It has to work for us as a
family. Mymain priority at my stage of
life is my kids. I feel I can go to Rio [for
the 2016OlympicGames] andmaybe a
year or two beyond that.”
Pavey first competed for Great

Britain at theWorld Championships in
Athens in 1997, the same year thatMor-
gan Lake, the youngest member of the
present Britain team, was born. “It all
seems really surreal to be honest,”
Pavey said. “At the start of the year I
didn’t know if I’d even qualify for the

championships. I’ve been trying for
years to win this and never managed it.
It seems funny to do it at the age of 40
as a mother with two young children.
I’m so happy inmy personal life. I train
really hard but don’t get stressed about
it. I haven’t been to a training camp in
six years. Iwasteda lot of trainingdoing
a lot of travelling.My running givesme
more time together as a family. It has
enabled me and my husband to be at
home.
“It’s thebeautyofmyhusbandcoach-

ing me, we can be flexible and fit the
running around the family. People
think I need to be organised, but it is
often the opposite — I sometimes end
up going formy run in themiddle of the
afternoon. The kids’ activities come
first.”
Pavey’s week is not over — she also

runs in the final of the 5,000metres on
Saturday. “Before my first child it con-
cernedme that I hadn’t hada child,” she
said. “Now I’m fortunate to have two
childrenmy running can just be what it
is. I feel sohappy that I feel renewedand
motivated.”

Inside today

Britain blessed with
new stars of the track
European Championships, page 58
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